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Sesavali

2016 wlis 2 aprils somxeTsa da azerbaijans Soris 
moulodnelad dawyebuli samxedro dapirispireba istoriaSi 
„oTxdRiani omis“ saxeliT Sevida. „oTxdRiani omi“ 5 aprils 
dasrulda, 6 aprils ki moskovSi somxeTisa da azerbaijanis 
genStabis ufrosebi cecxlis Sewyvetaze SeTanxmdnen. „oTx-
dRiani omis“ Sedegad azerbaijanma somxebis mier okupire-
buli miwebis1 mcire nawili daibruna, rac somxeTis mier 
strategiuli TvalsazrisiT umniSvnelo danakargad Sefasda.

cecxlis Sewyvetis SeTanxmebidan „oTxdRian omamde“ 

mTiani yarabaRSi jer kidev sabWoTa kavSiris arsebobis 
wlebSi dawyebuli konfliqti 1991 wels somxeTsa da azerbai-
jans Soris srulmasStabian omSi gadaizarda, romelic 1994 
wlis 12 maiss cecxlis Sewyvetis SeTanxmebis xelmoweriT 
dasrulda. aRniSnuli SeTanxmebisa da 1994 wlis Semdeg mim-
dinare molaparakebebis miuxedavad, cecxlis Sewyvetis xazze 
dapirispireba arasodes Sewyvetila. am mxriv, „oTxdRiani 
omi“ 1994 wlis Semdeg yvelaze sisxliani dapirispireba iyo. 
mciremasStabiani sasazRvro konfliqti 2014 wlis agvistoSic 
moxda, romelic ruseTis adreuli Carevis Sedegad mogvarda. 

„oTxdRiani omis“  qronologia 

„oTxdRiani omi“ 2016 wlis 2 aprils gamTeniisas daiwyo, 
rodesac azerbaijanis samxedro Zalebma somxeTis mier oku-
pirebul teritoriebze, Crdilo-aRmosavleTisa da samxreT-
aRmosavleTis mimarTulebiT, Seteva wamoiwyes. sainteresoa, 
rom am dros somxeTisa da azerbaijanis prezidentebi aSS-Si 
birTvuli usafrTxoebis samitSi monawileobdnen. 

3 aprils azerbaijanis prezidentma ilham alievma Riad 
ganacxada, rom azerbaijani iZulebuli gaxda, euTos minskis 
jgufis egidiT mimdinare samSvidobo molaparakebebSi prog-
resis ararsebobis gamo, sapasuxo nabijebi gadaedga. azer-
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baijanis oficialuri warmomadgenlis mxridan aseve gakeTda 
gancxadeba, rom dapirispirebis ganaxlebis mizezi wlis gan-
mavlobaSi somexi samxedroebis provokaciebi iyo da amitomac 
azerbaijanma mTian yarabaRSi sapasuxo dartymis strategia 
SeimuSava, rac mciremasStabiani samxedro operaciis warmoe-
bas iTvaliswinebda. imave dRes, garkveuli teritoriis da-
kavebis Semdeg, alievma cecxlis calmxrivi Sewyvetis Sesaxeb 
ganacxada.2

azerbaijanis Tavdacvis saministros gancxadebiT, 
1 aprils, RamiT, azerbaijanuli samxedro poziciebi da 
dasaxlebuli punqtebi mtris poziciebidan intensiuri cecx-
lis qveS moeqca. provokaciis Tavidan asarideblad da samoqa-
laqo pirebis usafrTxoebis uzrunvelsayofad azerbaijanis 
SeiaraRebuli Zalebis xelmZRvanelobam aRdere-terter-aR-
damisa (Crdilo-aRmosavleTis mimarTuleba) da xojavand-fi-
zulis (samxreT-aRmosavleTis mimarTuleba) mimarTulebiT 
sapasuxo moqmedebebis Sesaxeb gadawyvetileba miiRo. Tav-
dacvis saministros gancxadebiT, strategiuli mniSvnelobis 
ramdenime maRlobi  da dasaxlebuli punqti mTlianad gaiw-
minda mtris Zalebisgan, maT Soris _ Crdilo-aRmosavleTis 
mimarTulebiT, sof. TaliSis maxloblad mdebare maRlo-
bebi, saidanac goranbois raionisa da amave raionSi mdebare 
q. naftalanisTvis safrTxis Seqmna SeiZleboda. rac Seexeba 
samxreT-aRmosavleTis mimarTulebas, azerbaijanis Zalebma 
q. horadizis dacvis mizniT, strategiuli lele tepes maR-
lobebi daikaves, romelic fizulis raionis mimarTulebiT 
mdebareobs da vrceli teritoriis gakontrolebis saSuale-
bas iZleva.3 

 samxedro dapirispireba moulodnelad dasrulda 5 
aprils, rodesac konfliqtis mxareebma cecxlis Sewyvetis 
Sesaxeb ganacxades, 6 aprils ki moskovSi somxeTisa da azer-
baijanis genStabis ufrosebi cecxlis Sewyvetaze SeTanxmd-
nen. amis Semdeg ukve ruseTis prezidenti vladimer putini 
telefoniT esaubra somxeTisa da azerbaijanis preziden-
tebs.4 

5 maiss azerbaijanelebis samxedro operaciis sapa-
suxod somxeTis mTavrobam mTiani yarabaRis damoukideb-
lobis aRiarebis Sesaxeb dadgenileba miiRo,5 Tumca am 
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gadawyvetilebas Semdgomi samarTlebrivi gagrZeleba aRar 
mohyolia. 16 maiss konfliqtis Suamavlebis (ruseTi, safran-
geTi da aSS) monawileobiT venaSi somxeTisa da azerbaijanis 
prezidentebs Soris molaparakeba gaimarTa. SexvedraSi ru-
seTis sagareo saqmeTa ministri sergei lavrovi da aSS-is 
saxelmwifo mdivani jon keric monawileobdnen.6 Suamavlebis 
mier gamoqveynebul gancxadebaSi naTqvami iyo, rom somxu-
ri mxare cecxlis Sewyvetis reJimisa da cecxlis Sewyvetis 
SeTanxmebis darRvevis faqtebis gamoZiebis meqanizmis gaZ-
lierebas iTxovda, azerbaijanuli mxare ki _ axali samSvi-
dobo molaparakebebis gamarTvas. molaparakebebis safuZveli 
2015 wels lavrovis mier SemoTavazebuli winadadeba unda 
yofiliyo, romelic 2011 wels alievisa da sarqisianisaTvis 
SeTavazebuli dokumentis ganaxlebul variants warmoadgen-
da. am dokumentis mixedviT, etapobrivad unda aRmdgariyo 
satransporto komunikaciebi da somxebs unda daeTmoT teri-
toriis garkveuli nawili yarabaReli somxebis usafrTxoebis 
garantiebis sanacvlod.7 „oTxdRiani omis“ dasrulebis Sem-
deg gamarTuli molaparakebebis miuxedavad, mxareebi erT-
maneTs dRemde adanaSauleben cecxlis Sewyvetis SeTanxmebis 
periodul darRvevaSi.

konfliqtis mxareebis adamianuri danakargebi 

„oTxdRian omSi“ daRupuli samxedro da samoqalaqo 
pirebis zusti raodenobis dadgena rTulia, radgan kon-
fliqtis orive mxare, propagandistuli miznebidan gamomdi-
nare, sakuTari da mowinaaRmdege mxaris danakargebis Sesaxeb 
gansxvavebul Sefasebebs akeTebs. orive mxarem 60 samxedro 
da ramdenime samoqalaqo piris dakargvis Sesaxeb ganacxada.8 
aSS-is saxelmwifo departamentis SefasebiT ki, orive mxri-
dan sul 350 samxedro da samoqalaqo piri daiRupa.9 sxva, 
SedarebiT neitraluri wyaroebis cnobiT, sul 200-mde adami-
ani daiRupa. maT Soris, somxuri mxare 88 adamianis daRupvas 
adasturebs, azerbaijanuli arasamTavrobo mediasaSualebebi 
ki, 100-ze meti azerbaijanelis daRupvis Sesaxeb ityobineba.10
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azerbaijanis mier dakavebuli teritoriebi

„oTxdRiani omis“ Sedegad azerbaijanulma mxarem 
mTiani yarabaRis konfliqtis zonis CrdiloeTisa da samxre-
Tis mimarTulebiT garkveuli teritoriebi daikava, romelsac 
1994 wlidan somxuri mxare akontrolebda. 

2 aprils azerbaijanis mier CrdiloeTis mimarTule-
biT dakavebuli teritoria sigrZeSi 4 km-ia, siRrmeSi ki _ 
1-1.5 km. am SemTxvevaSi azerbaijanulma mxarem garkveuli 
poziciuri upiratesoba moipova, radgan sof. TaliSi azer-
baijanelTa pirdapiri samizne gaxda. sof. TaliSi, romelic 
mTiani yarabaRis mier kontrolirebad mardakertis raion-
Sia, amJamad somxuri samoqalaqo mosaxleobisgan daicala da 
sofelSi mxolod samxedroebi arian.11

imave dRes, samxreTis mimarTulebiT, azerbaijanulma 
mxarem q. horadizsTan  mdebare lele tepes maRlobebi dai-
kava. azerbaijanuli mxare lele tepes maRlobebs strate-
giul mniSvnelobas aniWebs. azerbaijanelebis SefasebiT, 
somxebs lele tepes maRlobebidan SeeZloT fizulis raionSi 
yvela dasaxlebul punqtze ewarmoebinaT dakvirveba, gansa-
kuTrebiT _ fizulis raionSi mdebare q. horadizsze. am maR-
lobebis dakavebiT ki, azerbaijanis armias somxuri mxaris 
poziciebis dakvirvebis saSualeba miecema.12

mTiani yarabaRis de faqto Tavdacvis saministros 
warmomadgenlis gancxadebiT, lele tepe ver CaiTvleba 
strategiuli mniSvnelobis maRlobad, radgan maRlobis zeda 
nawilis radiusi 5 metria, maRlobis simaRle _ 20 metri, 
poziciis TvalsazrisiT ki, maRlobs ar aqvs arsebiTi taq-
tikuri mniSvneloba, strategiul mniSvnelobaze saubaric ki 
ar aris. somxuri mxaris SefasebiT, lele tepes maxloblad 
mTiani yarabaRis armiam dakarga teritoria, romelic jamSi 
sigrZeSi 1.5-dan 2 km-mdea da siRrmeSi 500 metridan 1 km-mde.13

17 maiss serJ sarqisianma aRiara, rom „oTxdRian omSi“, 
azerbaijanTan dapirispirebis Sedegad, „usafrTxoebis zo-
nis“14 800 000 heqtaridan 800 daikarga. sarqisianis SefasebiT, 
dakargul teritoriebs somxeTis SeiaraRebuli ZalebisaTvis 
ar hqonda arc taqtikuri da arc strategiuli mniSvneloba. 
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sarqisianis TqmiT, „fsiqologiuri kuTxiT, azerbaijans SeuZ-
lia daarwmunos sakuTari xalxi, rom maT raRacas miaRwies, 
magram TiTo heqtari miwis dakavebisTvis maT minimum erTi 
samxedro moukvdaT da orze meti daeWraT. somxur Zalebs 
SeeZloT status-kvos aRdgena, magram kiTxva imaSi mdgo-
mareobs, Tu ramdenad Rirda es did danakargebad. me vzrunav 
yvela Cveni samxedrosa da oficris bedze“.15

somxeTis xelisuflebis warmomadgenlebi Tavis Se-
fasebebSi xazs usvamdnen, rom maTi teritoriuli danakar-
gi ar warmoadgenda strategiul mniSvnelobas, rac somxur 
sazogadoebaSi samxedro marcxis erTgvari gamarTlebis 
mcdelobad aRiqmeboda. msgavsi poziciis gasaneitraleblad 
somxeTis Tavdacvis ministrma seiran ohanianma ganacxada, 
rom „aRniSnuli teritoriebi ar SeiZleba daviviwyoT, ro-
gorc ar viviwyebT yvela Cvens istoriul miwas“ _ amiT man 
Tavi Seikava dakarguli miwebi „strategiulad umniSvnelod“ 
Seefasebina.16

brZolis axali meTodebi

konfliqtis mxareebma „oTxdRian omSi“ Riad pirvelad 
gamoiyenes brZolis axali meTodebi kiberSetevebisa da sabr-
Zolo upiloto safreni aparatebis („droni“) saxiT. azerbai-
janelma hakerebma mTian yarabaRsa da somxeTSi sainformacio 
saitebsa da socialur mediaze Seteva ganaxorcieles, rasac 
somexma hakerebma azerbaijanis samTavrobo saitebze Sete-
viT upasuxes. kiberSetevis mtkicebulebad somxurma mxarem 
is faqti moiyvana, rom somexi moxaliseebiT savse avtobusi 
„TviTmkvlelma dronma“ aafeTqa, rasac Svidi adamianis si-
cocxle Seewira. somxuri mxaris SefasebiT, avtobusis adgil-
mdebareobis dadgena, savaraudod, sakomunikacio xazebze 
ganxorcielebuli kiberSetevis Sedegad moxda.17 arsebuli 
versiebiT, azerbaijanelebma pirvelad gamoiyenes israelis 
warmoebis „droni“. „dronebis“ es warmoeba (IAI Harop), rogorc 
cnobilia, israelis garda mxolod indoeTsa da azerbaijans 
aqvs.18
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brZolis axali strategia

adrindeli mciremasStabiani dapirispirebebisgan gan-
sxvavebiT, 2016 wlis aprilis samxedro dapirispirebas misi 
masStabebis gamoc ewoda „omi“. miuxedavad imisa, rom kon-
fliqti mxolod oTx dRes gagrZelda, samxedro dapirispi-
rebis dros mxareebma brZolis mravalferovani meTodebi da 
SeiaraReba gamoiyenes, maT Soris _ tankebi, samxedro manqa-
nebi, mZime artileria, raketis gamSvebebi da aviacia, aseve _ 
sabrZolo upiloto safreni aparatebi. 

somexi mkvlevaris riCard giragosianis SefasebiT, wina 
eskalaciebisgan gansxvavebiT, azerbaijanis SeteviTi kampania 
axal strategiaze iyo dafuZnebuli, rac teritoriis dakave-
bas, dakavebul teritoriaze usafrTxo garemos uzrunvel-
yofasa da xangrZlivi kontrolis SenarCunebas gulisxmobs. 
giragosianis azriT, axali strategia mniSvnelovani gadax-
vevaa azerbaijanis wina strategiebidan, rac zewolis ganxor-
cielebis mizniT ubralod Setevas gulisxmobda.19

saerTaSoriso reagireba

dasavleTis qveynebisa da organizaciebis mxridan rea-
gireba drouli iyo, Tumca ZiriTadad cecxlis dauyovnebliv 
Sewyvetasa da molaparakebis dawyebis Sesaxeb mowodebebs 
Seicavda. evrokavSiris umaRlesma warmomadgenelma sagareo 
politikisa da usafrTxoebis sakiTxebSi federika mogerinim, 
gaeros generalurma mdivanma pan gi munma da aSS-is saxelm-
wifo mdivanma jon kerim mxareebs 1994 wlis cecxlis Sewyve-
tis SeTanxmebis pativiscemisken mouwodes. isini somxeTsa da 
azerbaijans euTos egidiT mimdinare e.w. minskis procesisad-
mi ndobis gamoxatvisken mouwodebdnen.20 

koleqtiuri usafrTxoebis xelSekrulebis organiza-
ciis (kuxo) generaluri mdivnis nikolaia bordiuJas Sefa-
seba samxedro dapirispirebaSi azerbaijanis braleulobas 
usvamda xazs. misi TqmiT, am SemTxvevaSi azerbaijanuli mxa-
ris qmedebebi situaciisa da konfliqtis eskalacias iwvevs 
da yvelaferi molaparakebis gziT unda gadawydes.21 kuxos 
genmdivnisgan gansxvavebiT, organizaciis gavlenianma wevreb-
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ma ufro proazerbaijanuli pozicia daikaves, ramac somxe-
Tis ukmayofileba gamoiwvia. yazaxeTis proazerbaijanulma 
poziciam erevanSi evraziis ekonomikuri kavSiris dagegmili 
samitis gauqmebac ki gamoiwvia, radgan yazaxeTma samitSi 
monawileobaze uari Tqva.22 seriozuli ukmayofileba mohyva 
belarusis pozicias, romlis mixedviTac minski konfliqtis 
mSvidobian gadawyvetas uWers mxars, suverenitetis, teri-
toriuli mTlianobisa da sazRvrebis urRvevobis principis 
gaTvaliswinebiT. msgavsi poziciis gamo ganmartebebisTvis 
somxeTis sagareo saqmeTa saministrom somxeTSi belarusis 
elCi daibara. erevnis SefasebiT, minskis amgvari  pozicia ar 
Seesabameba somxeT-belarusis urTierTobis suliskveTebas.23

ukrainam mxardaWera gamoucxada azerbaijans. prezi-
dentma petro poroSenkom ilham alievTan saubrisas kidev 
erTxel daafiqsira kievis mxardaWera saerTaSoriso done-
ze aRiarebuli sazRvrebis farglebSi azerbaijanis teri-
toriuli mTlianobis mimarT.24 Ria  mxardaWera gamoucxada 
azerbaijans TurqeTmac. TurqeTis prezidentma rejef Taif 
erdoRanma ganacxada, rom isini ilocebdnen, raTa maT azer-
baijanel Zmebs upiratesoba moepovebinaT dapirispirebaSi. 
erdoRanma euTos minskis jgufi misi sisustis gamo gaakri-
tika, ramac, misi azriT, situacia am viTarebamde miiyvana.25 
ruseTma, Tavis mxriv, TurqeTis gancxadebas, romelic azer-
baijanis mxardaWeras gamoxatavda, calmxrivi uwoda.26

saqarTvelos pozicia, mezoblebis dapirispirebasTan 
dakavSirebiT, neitraluri iyo da konfliqtis mSvidobiani 
mo gvarebisken mowodebas Seicavda. saqarTvelos prezidentma 
da premier-ministrma Tavis gancxadebebSi konfliqtis sa-
er Ta Soriso sazogadoebis CarTulobiT deeskalaciis imedi 
gamoTqves.27 

„oTdRiani omis“ gavlena somxeTisa da azerbaijanis sa-
Sinao da sagareo politikaze

somxeTi

somxeTs azerbaijanTan samxedro dapirispirebam, saga-
reo-politikuri TvalsazrisiT, sakuTari partniorebisa Tu 
mokavSireebis mimarT garkveuli undobloba gauCina. ruseTma 
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bolo wlebSi azerbaijanis Tanamedrove samxedro iaraRiT 
momarageba gaaaqtiura, rac, erevanis azriT, somxeT-ruseTis 
strategiuli TanamSromlobis suliskveTebas ewinaaRmdege-
ba. evraziis ekonomikur kavSirsa da kuxoSi mokavSireebma ki, 
belorusma da yazaxeTma, „oTxdRiani omis“ mimarT TavianTi 
poziciiT aCvenes, rom azerbaijani ufro mniSvnelovani part-
nioria, vidre somxeTi.28 

Sidapolitikuri kuTxiT, somxuri samxedro danayo-
febis ukandaxevam seriozuli SeSfoTeba gamoiwvia somxeTisa 
da mTiani yarabaRis mTavrobebSi. ufro metic, amgvarma waru-
mateblobam SeiZleba somxeTis prezidentis Zalauflebac 
Searyios. miuxedavad imisa, rom konfliqtis ganaxlebam pat-
riotizmis gaRvivebas Seuwyo xeli, rac aTasobiT moxalisis 
mobilizebiT gamoixata, miTi daumarcxebeli somxuri armiis 
sesaxeb, romelsac azerbaijanis ufro meti teritoriis daka-
veba SeuZlia, pirvelad dadga eWvqveS.29

azerbaijani

azerbaijanisTvis „oTxdRianma omma“ mTiani yarabaRis 
konfliqtSi marcxis Semdeg gansakuTrebuli simboluri  
mniSv neloba SeiZina. mTiani yarabaRis konfliqtSi terito-
riebis dakargvam azerbaijanelebs mourCeneli travma miayena, 
„oTxdRian omSi“ gamarjveba ki azerbaijanSi sayovelTao zei-
mis mizezi gaxda. azerbaijanis xedviT, „oTxdRian omi“ mcire, 
magram strategiulad mniSvnelovani teritoriis dabrunebiT 
dasrulda. warmatebulma samxedro operaciam mosaxleobis mx-
ardaWera da mTavrobis, gansakuTrebiT _ Tavdacvis saminist-
ros, popularoba gazarda.30 

azerbaijanis SemTxvevaSi „oTxdRian oms“ gansakuTrebu-
li mniSvneloba Sida politikis TvalsazrisiT hqonda. arse bu -
li mosazrebiT, „oTxdRian omSi“ gamarjveba azerbaijans Sida-
politikuri problemebis droebiTi mogvarebis/gadavadebis 
sa Sualebas miscems. Sida problemebis erT-erTi mizezi azer-
ba ijanaSi arsebuli socialur-ekonomikuri faqto rebia, rac 
nav Tobze dabali fasebiT aris gamowveuli. 2013 wels nav-
Tobi da gazi qveynis eqsportis 94%-s Seadgenda. 2014 wli-
dan, fasebis vardnis gamo, azerbaijanis centralur banks sa-
va luto rezervebis 2/3-is daxarjva mouwia, sanam erovnuli 
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va lutis mkveTri gaufasurebis gadawyvetilebas miiRebda. 
mzardma fasebma da umuSevrobam wlis dasawyisSi ramdenime 
patara qalaqSi saprotesto gamosvlebic ki gamoiwvia, rac 
ilham alievis mmarTvelobis periodSi iSviaTobaa.31

„oTxdRiani omis“ gavlena ruseTis rolze

„oTxdRiani omiT“ politikuri dividendebi yvelaze 
metad ruseTma miiRo, romelmac gaimyara Tavisi pozicia, ro-
gorc konfliqtis zonaSi mSvidobis mTavarma garantma da mx-
areebs Soris Suamavalma. aris mosazreba, rom es konfliqti 
ruseTis didi gegmis nawilia, romelic regionSi rusi samSvi-
doboebis ganTavsebas iTvaliswinebs, damoukidebel saxelm-
wifoTa Tanamegobrobis (dsT) an kuxos farglebSi. msgavsi 
miznis miRweva SesaZlebelia status-kvos SecvliT da euTos 
minskis jgufis saqmianobis diskreditaciiT. am gziT ruseTi 
regionSi samxedro yofnas gaaZlierebs da somxeTisa da azer-
baijanis Sida politikaze gavlenis damatebiT instruments 
moipovebs, rac, Tavis mxriv, kidev ufro Seasustebs dasavle-
Tis rols mTiani yarabaRis samSvidobo procesSi.32

ZiriTadi daskvnebi

•	 „oTxdRian omSi“ warumatebloba somxeTs ruseTTan usaf-
r Txoebis sferoSi TanamSromlobis kidev ufro gaRr-
mavebisken ubiZgebs. miuxedavad imisa, rom somxeTi ukma-
yo filoa samxedro sferoSi ruseT-azerbaijanis mzardi 
TanamSromlobiT, regionSi arsebuli geopolitikuri 
vi Ta rebidan gamomdinare, somxeTs sagareo politikaSi 
manevrirebisaTvis SezRuduli resursi aqvs. amitomac 
naklebad savaraudoa, somxeTma ruseTTan strategiul 
mokavSireobaze uari Tqvas, gansakuTrebiT, somxeTSi ru-
suli samxedro bazebis arsebobisa da, somxebis xedviT, 
azerbaijanTan momavalSi msgavsi dapirispirebis ganmeo-
rebis albaTobis fonze.

•	 „oTxdRian omSi“ azerbaijanis warmateba, romelic qvey-
nis SigniT gamarjvebad Sefasda, azerbaijanis politi-
kur elitas saSualebas miscems Sida wnexisgan garkveuli 
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periodi ganTavisufldes. samSvidobo molaparakebebis 
warumateblobisa da azerbaijanis TavdacviTi biujetis 
ganuxreli zrdis fonze azerbaijanis mTavroba Sida ze-
wolas ganicdida, rac sazogadoebis mxridan somxeTis 
mier okupirebuli azerbaijanuli raionebis Zalismieri 
gziT dabrunebis moTxovnaSi gamoixateboda. „oTxdRiani 
omis“ Sedegad dabrunebuli teritoriebi mcire masSta-
bisaa, Tumca simboluri mniSvneloba aqvs da mTavrobaze 
Sida zewolas Seasustebs, rac, saboloo jamSi, mokleva-
dian periodSi, konfliqtis ganaxlebis riskebs Seamci-
rebs.

•	 uaxloes periodSi „oTxdRiani omis“ msgavsi masStaburi 
dapirispirebis ganaxlebis albaTobas mniSvnelovnad Seam-
cirebs regionSi mimdinare energoproeqtebi, romleb-
Sic azerbaijani da saqarTvelo arian CarTuli. am mxriv 
sayu radReboa, rac „oTxdRiani omis“ periodSi mTiani 
yarabaRis de faqto Tavdacvis ministrma ganacxada, rom 
azerbaijanis energoinfrastruqturis winaaRmdeg Setevas 
ganaxorcielebda. dapirispirebis msgavsi scenariT ganvi-
Tareba ki safrTxes Seuqmnis ara mxolod ukve arsebuli 
navTobsadenebisa da gazsadenis funqcionirebas, aramed 
eWvqveS daayenebs samxreTis gazis derefnis momavals, 
romelmac saqarTvelos gavliT azerbaijanuli gazis pir-
dapir evropaSi transportireba unda uzrunvelyos. 

•	 „oTxdRianma omma“ daadastura, rom mTiani yarabaRis kon-
fliqtis gadawyvetaSi mTavari roli ruseTs ekuTvnis, 
euTos minskis jgufisa da dasavleTis roli ki ufro sim-
bolur xasiaTs atarebs. sainteresoa, rom im fonze, rom 
ruseTis somxeTis strategiuli mokavSire da misi usafr-
Txoebis mTavari garantoria, igi (ruseTi) bolo wlebSi 
samxedro sferoSi azerbaijanis mniSvnelovan partniora-
dac Camoyalibda. konfliqtis orive mxaresTan kavSiris 
gamyareba ki mTiani yarabaRis konfliqtis mogvarebis 
procesSi moskovs, dasavleTTan SedarebiT, udavo upi-
ratesobas miscems, rac regionul procesebze moskovis 
gavlenis gazrdas uzrunvelyofs.
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Sesavali
 
samxreT kavkasia globaluri energopolitikis rukaze 

XIX saukuneSi gamoCnda. am periodidan moyolebuli samxreT 
kavkasiis energoderefani energoresursebis importiori 
saxelmwifoebisa da energokompaniebis mudmivi yuradRebis 
centrSia. regionis mniSvneloba msoflios energoresursebiT 
momaragebaSi XIX saukunis meore naxevarsa da XX saukunis 
dasawyisSi gacilebiT mniSvnelovani iyo, vidre es dRes aris, 
Tumca Tanamedrove globalur energopolitikaSi samxreT 
kavkasiis energoderefani kvlavac inarCunebs aqtualobas. 

ruseTis imperiis periodi _ navTobis bumi da pirveli 
milsadeni

XIX saukuneSi ruseTis imperia msoflio energo po
li tikis mTavari moTamaSe iyo, energoresursebis mopoveba 
da misi transportireba ki xorcieldeboda Tanamedrove 
azer baijanisa da saqarTvelos teritoriebze, romlebic ma
Sin ruseTis imperiis SemadgenlobaSi Sediodnen. ruseTis 
imperiaSi navTobis mopoveba 1879 wels daiwyo, rodesac cno
bilma Svedma mewarmeebma, Zmebma robert da ludvig nobelebma, 
baqoSi navTobis 9 WaburRili da gadamamuSavebeli sawarmo 
aaSenes. sawyis etapze navTobis transportireba astraxanis 
portSi, kaspiis zRvis gavliT, tankerebis saSualebiT xor
cieldeboda.1 

XIX saukunis bolos Caketili kaspiis zRvis auzidan 
momxmareblebamde energoresursebis transportirebis sa
kiT xi iseTive aqtualuri iyo, rogorc XX saukunis bolos. 
arsebuli geografiuli barierebis daZlevis mizniT axali 
satransporto marSrutebis Zieba 1883 wels, cnobili mewar
meebis _ rotSildebis ojaxis dafinansebiT, baqobaTumis 
pirveli kavkasiuri sarkinigzo xazis aSenebiT dasrulda. 1906 
wels rkinigzis gaswvriv 883 km. sigrZis pirveli milsadeni, 
e.w. „navTis milsadenic“ gaiyvanes.2 

pirveli msoflio omis da mis Semdgom periodSi nav
To bis mopovebasa da transportirebaze gavlenis damyarebis 
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mizniT samxreT kavkasia saerTaSoriso dapirispirebis 
adgilad gadaiqca. 1918 wels germaneli samxedro erix fon 
ludendorfi miiCnevda, rom samxreT kavkasiis mimarTulebiT 
winsvlis mTavari mizezi azerbaijanul navTobsa da saqar T
ve los gavliT arsebul satranzito marSrutze kontrolis 
damyareba iyo. pirveli msoflio omis miwuruls baqoze 
kont roli didma britaneTma daamyara. 1919 wels didi brita
neTis sagareo saqmeTa mdivani artur balfuri navTobis mo
po veba/eqsportze kontrolis damyarebas britaneTis saga
reo politikis prioritetad miiCnevda. britanelebis mier 
kav kasiis datovebis Semdeg ki, 1920 wlis aprilSi, baqo bol
Sevikebma daikaves.3  

sabWoTa periodi _ azerbaijanis rolis Sesusteba  

1941 wels baqos, romelic sabWoTa navTobis sam 
meoT xeds awarmoebda, stalinis antigermanul qmedebebSi 
sasicocxlo mniSvneloba mieniWa. sabWoTa kavSiris teri
to riaze hitleris SeWris Semdeg baqo germanelebisTvis 
kvlav mniSvnelovani samizne gaxda, Tumca hitlerma samxreT 
kavkasiaSi samxedro winsvla ver SeZlo. stalinma, baqos 
winaSe arsebuli safrTxis gaTvaliswinebiT, navTobis mre w
veloba da specialistebi axladaRmoCenil volgisa da ura
lis sabadoebze gadaisrola.4 Sedegad, damoukideblobis 
ga moc xadebis periodSi azerbaijani weliwadSi mxolod 12 
mln. tonas awarmoebda, rac azerbaijanSi moqmedi navTobis 
gadamamuSavebeli sawarmoebis sruli datvirTviT muSaobasac 
ki ver uzrunvelyofda.5

postsabWoTa periodi _ ruseTis gavlenis Semcireba 

saukunis kontraqti

sabWoTa kavSiris daSlis Semdeg azerbaijani re sur
sebiT mdidar saxelmwifod mogvevlina, romelic damo u
kid eblobis mopovebis pirvel wlebs mTiani yarabaRis gamo 
somxeTTan omiT Sexvda. omi axladwarmoqmnili qveynis eko no
mi kaze katastroful gavlenas axdenda. ekonomikis aRdgenis 
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erTaderT saSualebad azerbaijanuli politikuri elita 
nav Tobis mrewvelobis ganviTarebas miiCnevda. ganviTarebis 
mTavari winapiroba ki saomari moqmedebebis Sewyveta da inves
ti ciebis ZiriTadad dasavleTidan mozidva iyo. jer kidev 
sab  WoTa mkvlevrebis mier azerbaijanis ofSorul zonaSi 
aR moCenili navTobis sami sabado (azeriSiragigunaSli) 5 
mlrd. bareli navTobis marags moicavda.6 

postsabWoTa azerbaijanis liderebis Tavdapirveli 
mcde lobebi, kaspiuri resursebis ganviTareba qveynis Semo
sav lis mniSvnelovan wyarod eqciaT, ruseTis mxridan wina
aRmdegobas gadaawyda. damoukidebeli azerbaijanis ri giT 
me ore prezidenti abulfaz elCibie saxelmwifo gadat ria
lebis msxverpli ucxouri navTobkompaniebis konsorci
um Tan deklaraciis xelmoweridan 12 dReSi gaxda. elCibei 
azerbaijanis komunisturi partiis yofilma pirvelma mdivanma 
heidar alievma Secvala. 1994 wlis 20 seqtembers alievis 
mTavrobam azeriSiragigunaSlis sabadoebis ganviTarebis 
xel Sekrulebas mainc moawera xeli, romelsac „saukunis 
kont raqti“ ewoda.7

alievis mmarTvelobis periodSi Camoyalibebuli nav
To bis strategia ramdenime ZiriTad mimarTulebas moicavda: 
ucxouri investiciebis mozidvas; regionSi azerbaijanis 
nav  Tobis erTerT mTavar eqsportiorad da mezobeli qvey
ne bisTvis, grZelvadian periodSi ki evropisTvis, ga zis 
str ategiulad mniSvnelovan eqsportiorad gadaq ce vas; 
grZelvadian perspeqtivaSi centraluri aziis energo re
sur sebisaTvis mniSvnelovan satranzito qveynad gadaqcevas. 
alievis strategia aseve iTvaliswinebda azerbaijanis 
energoTviTkmar qveynad Camoyalibebas.8 

alievis energopolitikam mniSvnelovani mxardaWera 
moi pova aSSSi. 1995 wlis oqtomberSi aSSis prezidentma 
bil klintonma alievs werili gaugzavna, romelic aSS
is uSiSroebis sabWos yofilma mdivanma bzignev bzeJinskim 
piradad Caitana baqoSi. werilSi vaSingtoni baqodan sufsis 
mimarTulebiT milsadenis mSeneblobis sakiTxSi aSSis 
mTavrobis mxardaWeras gamoxatavda.9 
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adreuli navTobis transportireba

XX saukunis miwuruls, saukunis dasawyisis msgavsad, 
aqtualuri gaxda dasavleTis bazarze azerbaijanuli nav
To bis transportirebis sakiTxi, rac dapirispirebis axali 
talRis mizezad iqca. rkinigziT transportireba neli da 
Zviri iqneboda. am SemTxvevaSi milsadeniT transportireba 
ual ter nativo iyo. axlad Seqmnili azerbaijanis saerTa
So riso saoperacio kompaniis (AIOC) mewileebis nawili da 
ruseTi azerbaijanuli navTobis transportirebas novo ro
si iskis portamde ruseTis teritoriis gavliT iTxovdnen. 
aSSm ruseTis teritoriaze arsebuli milsadeniT mxolod 
„adreuli navTobis“ gatarebaze ganacxada Tanxmoba. 1995 
wlis seqtemberSi AIOCis konsorciumi da azerbaijanis mTav
ro ba ori milsadenis variantze SeTanxmdnen: „CrdiloeT 
mimar Tulebis saeqsporto milsadeni“ (baqonovorosiiskis 
milsadeni) 1997 wels gaixsna, sufsis mimarTulebiT 830 km. 
sigrZis „dasavleT mimarTulebis saeqsporto milsadenis“ 
(baqosufsas milsadeni)10 mSenebloba ki 1998 wels dasrulda. 
miuxedavad imisa, rom orive milsadenis gamtarunarianoba 
dabalia (baqosufsas milsadeni _ dReSi 100 aTasi bareli 
da baqonovorosiiskis milsadeni _ 150 aTasi bareli), maTi 
arseboba kargi gadawyvetileba iyo azerbaijanis „adreuli 
navTobis“ eqsportirebisaTvis manam, sanam mTavari sabadoebis 
eqspluatacia da navTobis didi moculobis eqsporti 
daiwyeboda.11 

ZiriTadi navTobis transportireba

1998 wels, adreuli marSrutebis gansazRvris Semdeg, 
dasavluri konsorciumisaTvis mTavari gadasawyveti sakiTxi 
iyo, Tu romeli marSruti iqneboda ZiriTadi azeriSiragi
gunaSlis sabadodan navTobis didi maragis eqsportisaTvis. 
swored aq CaerTo aSSis mTavroba aqtiurad. aSSis sagareo 
politikisTvis kaspiis regionis mniSvnelobaze metyvelebs 
specialuri Tanamdebobis Seqmna _ „prezidentisa da saxelmwifo 
mdivnis specialuri mrCeveli kaspiuri energodiplomatiis 
sakiTxebSi“. mrCevels vaSingtonis poziciis mxardasaWerad 
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kaspiuri resursebis mopovebaSi CarTuli dasavleli aqto
rebis mobilizeba unda moexdina. mrCevlad gamocdili dip
lomati riCard morningstari dainiSna. morningstari aqti
urad Seudga Tavis saqmes da vaSingtonis mxardaWeriT 
baqoTbilisijeihanis saeqsporto milsadenis mSeneblobas 
dauWira mxari. aRniSnuli idea Tavdapirvelad TurqeTis 
mxri dan wamovida, romelic ekologiuri mosazrebebis 
gamo bosforis sruteSi navTobiT datvirTuli tankerebis 
gatarebas ewinaaRmdegeboda.12 1994 wels bosforis sruteSi 
yoveldRiurad 1.5 mln. bareli navTobiT datvirTuli tan
kerebi gadioda. 2003 wels kidev ufro gaizarda es monacemebi 
da dRiurma transportirebam 2.8 mln. bareli Seadgina. es 
pirdapir safrTxes uqmnida mravalmilionian stambols, 
romelic bosforis srutes gadahyurebs. srutis siviwrovisa 
da tankerebis araswori manevrirebis gamo ramdenime mZime 
SemTxveva ukve iyo momxdari.13

klintonis administraciis mxridan „alternatiuli 
milsadenebis sistemis“ variantis deklarirebuli mxardaWeris 
garda, vaSingtonis axali kaspiuri politikis qvakuTxedi 
kas piuri resursebis transportirebaSi ruseTisa da iranis 
monawileobis gamoricxva iyo. regionuli milsadenebis poli
tikidan ruseTisa da iranis gamoTiSvas vaSingtoni axal damo
ukidebel qveynebze (azerbaijani, saqarTvelo) maTi gavlenis 
Sesamcireblad mTavar winapirobad miiCnevda.14 

baqoTbilisijeihanis marSrutis SerCevisas mxolod 
ekonomikuri faqtorebiT ar usargebliaT da, ekonomikurTan 
erTad, politikuri konteqstic gaiTvaliswines. mxo lod 
ekonomikuri gaTvlebiT gadawyvetilebis miReba saqar
T  velosa da TurqeTis satranzito Sansebs Seamcirebda. 
ruseTis marSruti yvelaze dabali Rirebulebis variantad 
ganixileboda, Tavisi arsebuli milsadenis vrceli qselisa 
da evropel myidvelebTan wvdomis TvalsazrisiT. ruseTis 
Semdeg ekonomikurad misaReb variantad iranis marSruti 
iTvleboda, saqarTveloTurqeTis marSruti ki, yvelaze 
Zvi radRirebul variantad rCeboda. miuxedavad imisa, rom 
ruseTis marSruti ekonomikuri kuTxiT yvelaze Rirebuli 
iyo, dasavleT evropis mimarTulebiT ruseTis gavliT kidev 
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erTi milsadenis mSenebloba ruseTs zedmeti kontrolis 
saSualebas miscemda, rac miwodebis usafrTxoebaze seri
o zul gavlenas moaxdenda. iranis varianti iranaSSis 
cudi urTierTobis gamo gamoricxuli iyo. Sedegad, baqo
jeihanisTvis yvelaze kargi varianti saqarTveloTurqeTis 
marSruti rCeboda.15 

ruseTi milsadenebis nebismier proeqts, romelic 
ruseTis teritorias gverds auvlida, sakuTari milsadenis 
sistemis pirdapir safrTxed ganixilavda. kremlisTvis 
es erovnuli usafrTxoebis sakiTxad miiCneoda, radgan 
moskovis SefasebiT, axali milsadeni, romelic saqarTvelos 
gavliT TurqeTis xmelTaSua zRvis port jeihanSi Cavidoda, 
Searyevda ruseTis monopolias dasavlur bazrebze kaspiis 
resursebis eqsportze. 2002 wels ruseTi amtkicebda, rom 
baqoTbilisijeihanis milsadeni komerciulad wamgebiani 
iqneboda da azerbaijans ar hqonda navTobis sakmarisi maragi 
milsadenis Sesavsebad. moskovis TvalsazrisiT, proeqtis 
realuri mizani iyo „ruseTis regionidan gaZeveba, sadac mas 
istoriuli, legitimuri interesebi hqonda“.16

sawyis etapze baqoTbilisijeihanis proeqts, misi si
Z vi ris gamo, garkveuli winaaRmdegoba Sexvda konsorciumis 
monawile kompaniebis mxridanac. vaSingtonis poziciis 
miuxedavad, kompaniebi skeptikurad uyurebdnen proeqtis 
gan xorcielebas da klintonis administraciis periodSi, 
TeTr saxlSi erTerTi Sexvedrisas, uari ganacxades pro
eqtSi monawileobaze. 1998 wlisTvis navTobze dabali fasisa 
da proeqtis siZviris gamo alternatiul variantad baqo
sufsis gamtarianobis gazrdis variantic ganixileboda. 
Tum ca, 1999 wels viTareba Seicvala, rodesac azerbaijanis 
navTobpolitikis mTavari moTamaSe „BP“ amerikul nav Tob
kompania „Amoco“s SeuerTda. 1999 wlis oqtomberSi axlad 
gaerTianebulma kompaniam ara marto mxari dauWira baqo
Tbilisijeihanis proeqtis ganxorcielebas, aramed wam y
va ni rolis Sesrulebac daiwyo. kompaniis warmomadgenelma 
ganacxada, rom isini mividnen daskvnamde, rom baqoTbilisi
jeihanis milsadeni strategiuli satransporto marSrutia, 
romelic unda aSendes.17  
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vaSingtonis aqtiuri energodiplomatiis Sedegad 
milsadenis mSeneblobas safuZveli Caeyara baqos sangaCalis 
navTobterminalze gamarTul ceremoniaze 2002 wlis seq tem
berSi, rodesac prezidentma alievma aRniSna, rom proeqtis 
gan xorcieleba regionSi mSvidobas, usafrTxoebasa da stabi
lurobas uzrunvelyofda da kidev ufro gaaerTianebda sam 
qveyanasa da xalxs.18 1768 km. sigrZis milsadenis19 inauguracia 
2006 wlis ivlisSi Turqul port jeihanSi gaimarTa. miu xe
davad imisa, rom aqamde ukve funqcionirebda baqosufsis 
milsadeni, am milsadenis amoqmedebiT azerbaijanma msoflio 
energorukaze Tavisi adgili daibruna.20

samxreT kavkasiis energoderefanSi navTobsadenebis 
war matebuli proeqtebis ganxorcielebam azerbaijanuli Sah
denizis sabados gazis saeqsporto marSrutis mimarTulebac 
gansazRvra. 692 km. sigrZis axali gazsadeni, samxreT kavkasiis 
milsadeni (baqoTbilisierzerumis milsadeni),21 baqo
Tbilisijeihanis milsadenis gaswvriv aSenda. milsadenis 
eqspluatacia 2006 wels daiwyo. gazsadenisTvis TurqeTis 
marSrutis SerCeva ganapiroba TurqeTis Sida bazarma da misma 
unarma gadaexada miRebuli gazis safasuri da saqarTvelos 
mxardaWeram da mzadyofnam yofiliyo satranzito qveyana. 
danarCeni variantebi (ruseTi, irani da somxeTi) aRniSnuli 
proeqtisTvis miuRebeli iyo ekonomikuri da politikuri 
sakiTxebis gamo.22 

„samxreTis gazis derefnis“ ganviTareba

samxreT kavkasiis energoderefnis perspeqtivas met
wi lad gansazRvravs evropuli saxelmwifoebis pozicia al
ter natiuli wyaroebisa da marSrutebis ganviTarebasTan 
dakavSirebiT. evropaSi alternatiuli milsadenebis mSeneb
lobis idea, rac TurqeTis gavliT evropaSi kaspiis regionidan da 
axlo aRmosavleTis nawilidan gazis imports iTvaliswinebda, 
1990ian wlebSi gaCnda. gazis yvelaze savaraudo wyaro kaspiis 
regionidan azerbaijani da TurqmeneTi unda gamxdariyo, 
axlo aRmosavleTidan ki _ erayis qurTistanis teritoria. 
2008 wlisTvis diskusia ufro gaaqtiurda da gaCnda termini 
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„samxreTis gazis derefani“. am termins iyenebs evrokomisia 
im dagegmili infrastruqturuli proeqtebis aRsawerad, 
rom lebic kaspiuri da axlo aRmosavluri gazis evropaSi 
transportirebas uzrunvelyofs da amiT energoresursebis 
miwodebis usafrTxoebas aumjobesebs. 

Turqmenuli resursebis transportirebaze SeTanxmeba 
ver moxerxda da verc transkaspiuri milsadenis mSeneblobis 
sakiTxi mogvarda kaspiis zRvasTan dakavSirebuli politikuri 
da samarTlebrivi statusis gaurkvevlobis gamo. amasTan, 
20082009 wlebis ekonomikurma krizisma saeWvo gaxada axa
li energoderefnis saWiroeba. Tumca, saboloo jamSi, dere
fnis amoqmedeba SezRuduli formiT mainc gadawyda, rac 
Sahdenizis sabados damuSavebis meore fazidan evropis 
mimarTulebiT gazis transportirebas uzrunvelyofs.23

mravalwliani molaparakebebis Sedegad da dasavluri 
kompaniebis CarTulobiT Sahdenizis sabados damuSavebis 
meore fazidan gazis eqsportisaTvis axali milsadenis mSe
nebloba gadawyda, romelic „samxreTis gazis derefanSi“ 
gaivlis. axali milsadenis proeqti sami mniSvnelovani kom
ponentisgan Sedgeba: samxreT kavkasiis milsadenis gafarToeba 
(SCPx), transanatoliis milsadeni (TANAP)24 da transadriatikis 
milsadeni (TAP)25. axali milsadenebi TurqeTisa da saberZneTis 
gavliT azerbaijanuli gazis pirdapir evropaSi (italia) 
transportirebas uzrunvelyofs. axali proeqti gazrdis 
samx reT kavkasiis gazsadenis arsebuli 7 mlrd. kuburi met
ris warmadobis sistemis SesaZleblobebs, raTa weliwadSi 
damatebiT 16 mlrd. kuburi metri gazis saqarTvelo
TurqeTis sazRvarTan eqsportis SesaZlebloba Seiqmnas.26

samxreT kavkasiis energoderefnis sargebeli 
saqarTvelosTvis

 
saqarTvelos teritoriaze satranzito milsadenebis 

mSeneblobam saqarTvelos saerTaSoriso energopolitikaSi 
damatebiTi politikuri wona SesZina da qveynis energoda
mo ukideblobaze gadamwyveti gavlena moaxdina. rac yvelaze 
mniSvnelovania, 2007 wlidan dasrulda rusul gazze 
saqarTvelos damokidebulebis periodi. 
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baqosufsisa da baqoTbilisijeihanis milsadenebis 
SemTxvevaSi saqarTvelo mxolod satranzito qveynis 
rols asrulebs da milsadenebis eqspluataciis periodSi 
tranzitidan Semosavals iRebs. navTobsadenebis operirebisgan 
miRebuli Semosavali, mogebis gadasaxadisa da satarifo 
gadasaxadis saxiT, 2014 wels 36.4 mln. aSS dolars Seadgenda. 
garda amisa, saqarTvelo sargebels iRebs iribad _ kerZod, 
proeqtSi dasaqmebuli arian saqarTvelos moqalaqeebi, milsa
denebis operator kompanias milionobiT dolaris saoperacio 
da kapitaluri xarji aqvs da aseve sxvadasxva serviss araerTi 
adgilobrivi kompania uzrunvelyofs.27

samxreT kavkasiis milsadenis SemTxvevaSi saqarTvelo 
tranzitis gadasaxadis saxiT transportirebuli gazis 
5%s iRebs da wliurad damatebiTi 0.5 mlrd. kuburi met
ris yidva SeuZlia SeRavaTian fasad. STambeWdavia samx
reT kavkasiis milsadenis gafarToebis proeqtis ganxor
cielebisgan miRebuli sargebeli saqarTvelosTvis: 
pro eq tis farglebSi daaxloebiT 2 mlrd. aSS dolaris 
Rirebulebis kapitaldabandeba ganxorcieldeba; dagegmili 
kapitaldabandebis daaxloebiT 20% (400 mln aSS dolari) 
daixarjeba adgilobrivi momwodeblebisgan saqonlisa da 
momsaxurebis Sesyidvaze; mSeneblobis pikis dros Seiqmneba 
daaxloebiT 2000 pirdapiri samuSao adgili; „teritoriis 
mflobeli qveynis mTavrobasTan xelSekrulebis“ Tanaxmad, 
gafarToebul gazsadenSi gatarebuli satranzito gazis 
moculobis 5%s saqarTvelo miiRebs.28

samxreT kavkasiis energoderefnis ganviTarebis 
perspeqtivebi

samxreT kavkasiaSi energoderefnis ganviTarebas xeli 
SeiZleba Seuwyos rogorc ekonomikurma, aseve politikurma 
faqtorebma.

azerbaijanuli navTobis resursebis eqsporti

1990ian wlebis dasawyisSi kaspiur resursebze did 
imedebs amyarebdnen, regions „meore sparseTis yured“, „axal 
teqsasad“ moixseniebdnen. kaspiuri resursebis maragi29 sxva 
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energoregionebs uSualo konkurencias ver uwevs da msoflio 
bazarze gadamwyvet gavlenas ver axdens, Tumca aRsaniSnavia, 
rom azerbaijanuli navTobi gansakuTrebuli xarisxiT gamo
irCeva da navTobis „spot fasebze“ garkveuli gavlenis mox
de nac SeuZlia. miuxedavad imisa, rom kaspiuri resursebi 
raodenobis TvalsazrisiT axloaRmosavlur maragebs ver 
Seedreba da misi mopovebac ufro Zviri jdeba, vidre axlo 
aRmosavleTSi, kaspiuri resursebis sakmarisi raodenobaa 
imisTvis, rom  kompaniebma mogeba, regionis qveynebma ki, 
stabiluri Semosavali miiRon.30 

azerbaijanuli gazis resursebis eqsporti

samxreT kavkasiaSi energoderefnis ganviTarebisTvis 
gadamwyveti mniSvneloba aqvs sakmarisi raodenobis gazis 
resursebis transportirebas. am etapze azerbaijanSi ga zis 
warmoeba erT gigantur sabadoze _ Sahdenizzea damokidebuli, 
romelic dReisaTvis, wliurad, 9 mlrd. kubur/metr gazs 
awarmoebs. warmoebis meore fazaSi damatebiT 16 mlrd. 
kuburi/metri gazis warmoeba gaxdeba  SesaZlebeli. moma
valSi Sahdenizis meore fazis proeqtis garda „samxreTis 
gazis derefani“ SesaZloa azerbaijanSi mimdinare sxva pro
eq tebmac uzrunvelyon, romelTa ganviTarebac amJamad 
mimdinareobs. 2020 wlisTvis azerbaijanis gazis warmoeba 
damatebiT SeiZleba gaizardos ramdenime ofSorul sabadoze 
mopovebuli gazis wyalobiT. azerbaijanSi varaudoben, rom 
mTlianobaSi 2025 wlisTvis 4045 mlrd. kuburi/metri gazis 
warmoebas SeZleben, romlis momxmareblebi SesaZloa iyvnen 
Tavad azerbaijani, saqarTvelo da evropis qveynebi.31    

kaspiuri resursebis eqsporti

„samxreTis gazis derefnis~ da amave dros samxreT 
kavkasiis energoderefnis ganviTareba, azerbaijanuli gazis 
resursebis garda, Turqmenuli gazis transportirebazec 
iqneba damokidebuli. didi xania saubroben transkaspiuri 
milsadeniT evropaSi Turqmenuli gazis transportirebaze. 
Tumca kaspiis zRvis gaurkveveli statusi da ruseTisa da 
iranis winaaRmdegoba xels uSlis proeqtis ganxorcielebas. 
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samxreT kavkasiis gavliT Turqmenuli gazis evropaSi 
miwodebaze molaparakebebi saqarTveloSi TurqmeneTis pre
zi dentis vizitis drosac gaimarTa.32 moklevadian pers
peqtivaSi proeqtis ganxorcielebis albaToba mcirea, Tumca 
grZelvadian perspeqtivaSi, politikuri garemos cvlilebis 
pirobebSi, proeqtis ganxorcieleba SesaZloa realuri 
gaxdes.

ruseT-ukrainis dapirispireba

samxreT kavkasiis energoderefnis ganviTarebisTvis 
xelSemwyobi faqtoria ruseTukrainas Soris arsebuli da
pi ris pireba. evropaSi alternatiuli marSrutebis ganvi Ta
rebaze fiqri 2006 da 2009 wlebSi ruseTsa da ukrainas Soris 
„energoomebma“ daaCqara. am or qveyanas Soris arsebulma 
dapirispirebam evropaSi rusuli gazis ukrainis gavliT 
trans portirebas safrTxe Seuqmna. ukrainuli marSrutis 
arasaimedoobisa da ruseTze damokidebulebis Semcirebis 
sur vilis pirobebSi ki, azerbaijanisa da saqarTvelos mo na
wileobiT, „samxreTis gazis derefnis“ ganviTareba evro pis
Tvis erTerTi prioriteti gaxda.

samxreT kavkasiis energoderefnis ganviTarebis 
gamowvevebi

samxreT kavkasiaSi energoderefnis ganviTarebisTvis 
SesaZlo barierebi dakavSirebulia ekonomikur da usaf r T
xoebis sakiTxebTan.

azerbaijanuli gazis raodenoba da fasi

samxreT kavkasiis energoderefnis ganviTarebisaTvis 
SesaZloa gamowvevad iqces damatebiTi sabadoebis eqsplu
ataciis gareSe azerbaijanSi eqsportisaTvis arasakmarisi 
gazis mopoveba da arsebuli fasis pirobebSi azerbaijanuli 
gazis dabali konkurentunarianoba. gazis fass, romelsac 
ofSorul zonebSi warmoebuli samuSaoebisa da did manZilze 
transportirebis Rirebuleba gansazRvravs, mudmivad eqneba 
konkurencia ufro dabali TviTRirebulebis gazTan.33 
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Turqmenuli gazis alternatiuli marSrutebi

samxreT kavkasiaSi energoderefnis Semdgomi ganvi
Ta rebisaTvis gadamwyveti faqtori iqneba azerbaijanuli 
energoresursebis garda Turqmenuli gazis tranzitic. 
am mxriv, bolo wlebSi TurqmeneTis saeqsporto politika 
dasavleTis mxridan transkaspiuri marSrutis proeqtis 
arasakmarisi mxardaWerisa da ruseT/iranis winaaRmdegobis 
pi ro bebSi CineTze gaxda orientirebuli, rac uaxloes 
moma valSi Turqmenuli gazis dasavleTis mimarTulebiT 
eqsportis SesaZleblobas saeWvos xdis. TurqmeneTi ambiciuri 
transavRanuri milsadenis (TAPI) proeqtis ganxorcielebasac 
gegmavs, romlis mSeneblobac TurqmeneTis teritoriaze 2015 
wels daiwyo.34 

terorizmis safrTxe

samxreT kavkasiis energoderefnis funqcionirebisTvis 
gamowveva satranzito qveynebSi arsebuli terorizmis safr
T xea. am mxriv yvelaze daucveli TurqeTis monakveTia. 
2008 wlis 6 agvistos aRmosavleT TurqeTis teritoriaze, 
erzinjanis provinciaSi mdebare Camket sadgurze momxdari 
afeTqebis Sedegad baqoTbilisijeihanis milsadeni 19 dRe 
gaCerebuli iyo. 2014 wels am afeTqebasTan dakavSirebiT 
sayuradRebo mosazrebebi iTqva gamocema „blumbergSi“, sadac 
amerikuli dazvervis yofili da moqmedi TanamSromlebis 
gamokiTxvis safuZvelze gamoiTqva varaudi, rom afeTqeba 
mox da distanciurad da misi organizatorebi ruseTTan iyv
nen dakavSirebuli.35 2015 wlis 4 da 25 agvistos afeTqeba 
moxda samxreT kavkasiis milsadenis TurqeTis monakveTzec, 
yarsis provinciaSi. TurqeTis mTavrobis varaudiT, afeTqeba 
qurTTa muSaTa partiis organizebulia da igi ar aris 
gamowveuli teqnikuri mizezebiT.36 

ruseTis agresia

2008 wlis ruseTsaqarTvelos agvistos omis dros 
ramdenime bombi saqarTveloSi, qvemo qarTlis regionSi, 
milsadenis axlos, Camovarda. baqosufsis milsadeni 12 
agvistos daixura. baqojeihanis milsadeni ki TurqeTSi 
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6 agvistos momxdari afeTqebis gamo ukve daketili iyo.37 
saqarTvelosTan omis Sedegad 2008 wels baqosufsas 
milsadenis mcire monakveTi (1 605 m.) „samxreT oseTis“ de 
faqto respublikis okupirebul teritoriaze moxvda. 
milsadenis operirebis mxriv dRemde aranairi problema 
ar Seqmnila da milsadeni Cveulebriv reJimSi ganagrZobs 
muSaobas. saqarTvelos mTavrobis warmomadgenlis gancxa
debiT, saqarTvelos aRniSnuli teritoriis gverdis avlis 
„alternatiuli gegma“ aqvs, rac milsadenis mimarT problemis 
Seqmnis SemTxvevaSi dauyonebliv ganxorcieldeba.38

mTiani yarabaRis konfliqti

mTiani yarabaRis konfliqtis zona cecxlis Sewyvetis 
xazidan milsadenTan yvelaze axlos 13 kilometrSi mdeba
reobs. jerjerobiT araferi momxdara, magram Teoriulad 
SesaZlebelia, rom omis ganaxlebis SemTxvevaSi, somxeTma 
Camketi sadguri, romelic miwis zeviT mdebareobs, an 
energoinfrastruqtura samxedro samizned aqcios. miuxe da
vad imisa, rom amgvari nabiji somxeTisTvisac damangreveli 
iq neba politikurad, dapirispirebis ukiduresi daZabvis 
SemTxvevaSi es saSualeba SeiZleba gamoiyenon, rogorc 
brZolis instrumenti.39 bolos, e.w. „oTxdRiani omis“ 
(2016 wlis 25 aprili) dros gaisma somxuri mxaris mxri
dan muqara milsadenebis winaaRmdeg. kerZod, mTiani yara
ba Ris de faqto Tavdacvis ministrma ganacxada, rom 
azerbaijanis energoinfrastruqturis winaaRmdeg Setevas 
ganaxorcielebda. 
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daskvna

•	 msoflio masStabiT energoresursebis transportirebis 
TvalsazrisiT, samxreT kavkasiis energoderefani mokrZa
lebul adgils ikavebs, Tumca bolo wlebSi warmoqmnilma  
geopolitikurma faqtorebma mas dasavleTSi garkveuli 
politikuri mxardaWera moupova. ruseTis energoresursebsa 
da ukrainis satranzito marSrutze damokidebulebis xaris
xis Semcireba evropis energopolitikis erTerTi mTavari 
mizani gaxda. „samxreTis gazis derefanis“ ganviTarebis 
farglebSi samxreT kavkasiaSi mimdinare milsadenis proeq
tis mSeneblobac am politikis realizaciis Sedegia, 
rac pirvelad istoriaSi kaspiuri resursebis, pirdapir 
evro paSi transportirebis SesaZleblobas Seqmnis. miu
xedavad imisa, rom uaxloes wlebSi azerbaijanis wili 
evropis energoresursebiT momaragebaSi dabali iq
ne ba, azerbaijanuli resursebis importi da samxreT 
kavkasiis energoderefani dasavleTisTvis mniSvnelobas 
SeinarCunebs, radgan igi ruseTze damokidebulebis 
xarisxis Semcirebas uzrunvelyofs. 

•	 dasavleTis energopolitika samxreT kavkasiis energo
de   refnis ganviTarebisTvis xelSemwyobi faqtoria, rac, 
Ta vis mxriv, azerbaijanisa da saqarTvelos energo da mo
u kideblobasa da stabilurobas uzrunvelyofs. 1990ian 
wleb Si aSSis politikurma gadawyvetilebam, ruseTisa da 
iranis gverdis avliT, azerbaijanis, saqarTvelosa da Tur
qeTis teritoriebis gavliT satranzito marSruti gane
viTarebina, am qveynebs pozitiuri Sedegi ukve moutana, 
pir vel rigSi ki, postsabWoTa qveynebis (azerbaijani, sa
qar Tvelo) energodamoukidebloba ganamtkica da ruseTze 
ma Ti politikuri Tu ekonomikuri damokidebulebis xarisxi 
Se amcira. regionSi arsebuli usafrTxoebis riskebis miu
xe davad, samxreT kavkasiis energoderefani dasavleTis 
mi mar TulebiT energoresursebis transportirebas 
wle  bia warmatebiT uzrunvelyofs, rac momavalSi axa
li proeqtebis ganxorcielebisa da energoderefnis 
Semdgomi ganviTarebis perspeqtivas qmnis. perspeqtivis 
gan xorcielebisaTvis ki gadamwyveti mniSvneloba eqneba 
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aSSsa da evrokavSiris da misi calkeuli wevrebis mxridan 
transkaspiuri milsadenis proeqtebis aqtiur politikur 
da finansur mxardaWeras. 
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sabWoTa kavSiris daSlis Semdeg centralur aziaSi 
mim dinare politikur dapirispirebas, istoriuli analogis 
msgavsad, xSirad `axal did TamaSad~ moixsenieben. istoriul 
termins _ ̀ didi TamaSi~ _ XIX saukunis 30-ian wlebSi britane-
Tisa da ruseTis imperiebs Soris centralur aziaSi dawyebu-
li politikuri da diplomatiuri dapirispirebis aRsawerad 
iyeneben. `axali didi TamaSis~ dawyebas 1990-ian wlebSi ruse-
Tis gavlenis Sesustebam da regionis qveynebis mier alterna-
tiuli saeqsporto marSrutebis Ziebam Seuwyo xeli. 

centraluri aziis energoresursebis maragebi1 

centraluri aziis xuTi saxelmwifodan mxolod sami 
_ uz bekeTi, yazaxeTi da TurqmeneTi _ flobs navTobisa da/
an gazis komerciulad mniSvnelovan maragebs. tajikeTs da 
yirgizeTs navTobisa da gazis maragebi ar gaaCniaT. 2016 wlis 
monacemebiT, yazaxeTis navTobis maragebi 30 mlrd. barelad 
aris Sefasebuli, rac msoflio maragebis 1.8%-ia. postsab-
WoTa qveynebidan yazaxeTze meti navTobis maragebi ruseTs 
aqvs _ 6.4%, azerbaijanis maragebi ki mxolod 0.4%-ia. 

gacilebiT STambeWdavia regionSi arsebuli gazis 
maragebi. 2016 wlis monacemebiT, TurqmeneTi 17.5 trilion 
m3 gazis maragebs flobs, rac msoflio maragebis 9.4%-ia, 
uzbekeTis maragebi 0.6%-ia, yazaxeTisa _ 0.5%. postsabWoTa 
qveynebidan TurqmeneTze meti gazis maragebi aqvs ruseTs _ 
17.3%, azerbaijans ki _ mxolod 0.6%.

arsebuli prognozebiT globalur energomoxmarebaSi 
ganaxlebadi energoresursebis wilis zrdis miuxedavad, gaz-
sa da navTobze moTxovna 2035 wlisTvis mainc mzardi iqneba 
da amitom centraluri azia globalur energobazarze mim-
zidvelobas SeinarCunebs.

sabWoTa periodi _ rusuli monopolia

sabWoTa periodSi centraluri aziis resursebis mo-
po vebasa da eqsportze monopolias sabWoTa kavSiri flobda, 
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romelic centralizebulad marTavda sabWoTa respublikebis 
resursebis ganawilebas. 1990-iani wlebis dasawyisSic cent-
raluri aziis damoukidebeli saxelmwifoebis saeqsporto 
marSrutebs ruseTi akontrolebda, romelsac sabWoTa kav-
Siridan memkvidreobiT ergo centraluri azia-centris 
gazsadenis sistema (milsadenis xuTi xazis saerTo sigrZea 
4 892 km.), romelic Turqmenul gazs ruseTis gazsadenis 
sistemasTan akavSirebs. gazsadenis sistema 1960-1988 wleb-
Si aSenda. sistemas Turqmenuli da uzbekuri gazis ruse-
Tis mimarTulebiT transportireba amJamadac SeuZlia. misi 
maqsimaluri warmadoba 90 mlrd. m3-ia. 

postsabWoTa periodi _ brZola alternatiuli saeqsporto 
marSrutebisTvis

sabWoTa kavSiris daSlis Semdeg yazaxeTis ZiriTadi 
saeqsporto resursi gaxda navTobi, TurqmeneTisa ki _ gazi. 
postsabWoTa periodSi am qveynebis energopolitikis mTa-
var gamowvevad ruseTis gavlenisgan Tavisufali saeqsporto 
marSrutebis ganviTareba iqca, rac regionis geografiuli 
izolaciis, ekonomikuri da politikuri faqtorebis gamo 
garTulebulia. 

uzbekeTi _ adgilobrivi moxmareba

uzbekeTs sakuTari gazi mosaxleobis (daaxloebiT 32 
mln.) moTxovnilebis dasakmayofileblad sWirdeba. qveynis 
ZiriTadi saeqsporto marSruti buxara-taSkenti-biSkeki-
alma-aTis milsadenia, romlis mSeneblobac 1967 wels dai-
wyo. milsadeni, romelsac 22 mlrd. m3 gazis transportireba 
SeuZlia, moZvelebulia da seriozul ganaxlebas saWiroebs. 
am etapze milsadeniT samxreT yazaxeTi da yirgizeTi marag-
debian, Tumca perspeqtivaSi SesaZlebelia uzbekuri gazis Ci-
neTSi transportirebac. 

yazaxeTi _ Cinuri marSrutis ganviTareba

1990-ian wlebSi yazaxeTi navTobis eqsports mxolod 
ruseTTan damakavSirebeli milsadenis sistemiT da CineTSi 
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sarkinigzo xaziT axorcielebda. Semosavlebisa da energo-
damoukideblobis xarisxis gasazrdelad yazaxeTis energo-
politikis mTavari amocana axali milsadenebis mSenebloba 
gaxda. postsabWoTa periodSi yazaxeTSi aSenebuli pirveli 
mniSvnelovani saeqsporto milsadeni kaspiis milsadenis kon-
sorciumia (CPC), romelic ruseTze gadis, magram 11 saerTa-
Soriso partnioris erToblivi proeqtia da mis marTvaze ru-
sul mxares monopolia ar aqvs. 1 575 km. sigrZis milsadeni, 
romlis mSeneblobac 2001 wels dasrulda, navTobis trans-
portirebas ZiriTadad Tengizis sabadodan novorosiiskis 
portis mimarTulebiT axorcielebs. kremlis gaTvlebiT, es 
milsadeni ruseTs saSualebas miscems momavalSi, samxreT kav-
kasiis gavliT, yazaxuri navTobis dasavleTis bazrebze eqs-
portis SesaZlebloba SezRudos da dasavlur marSrutze mo-
nopolia SeinarCunos.2 

am etapze ruseTis mizani nawilobriv miRweulia, 
radgan yazaxeTs ruseTis gverdis avliT dasavleTis bazreb-
ze milsadeniT wvdoma ar aqvs. Tumca, aRmosavleTis mimar-
TulebiT axali energoinfrastruqturis mSenebloba ruseTma 
ver Seaferxa. 2 228 km. sigrZis yazaxeT-CineTis navTobsadenis 
mSenebloba 2009 wels dasrulda. navTobsadenis maqsimaluri 
warmadoba weliwadSi 20 mln. tonaa.3 es aris pirveli prece-
denti, rodesac CineTma centraluri aziidan milsadeniT 
navTobis importi ganaxorciela, rac yazaxeTisTvis ruseTze 
damokidebulebis Sesamcireblad gadadgmuli pirveli mniSv-
nelovani nabijia.

periodulad aqtualuri xdeba yazaxuri navTobis 
transkaspiuri milsadeniT transportirebis sakiTxic. wle-
bia ganixileba azerbaijansa da yazaxeTs Soris transkaspi-
uri navTobis satransporto sistemis (TCOTS) ganviTarebis 
sakiTxi. proeqti iTvaliswinebs yazaxeTis teritoriaze 739 
km. sigrZis yazaxeT-kaspiis satransporto sistemisa (KCTS) da 
kaspiis zRvis gavliT azerbaijanamde 700 km. sigrZis trans-
kaspiuri navTobsadenis mSeneblobas.4 proeqtis Sesaxeb mo-
laparakebebi 2017 wels ganaxlda. proeqtis mxardamWerebi 
imedovneben, rom aRniSnuli sistema baqo-Tbilisi-jeihanis 
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milsadensa da azerbaijan-saqarTvelo-TurqeTSi arsebul 
navTobis sxva satransporto sistemebsac daukavSirdeba, rac 
yazaxuri navTobis dasavlur bazrebze eqsportis SesaZleb-
lobas Seqmnis.5 

TurqmeneTi _ iranuli da Cinuri marSrutebis ganviTareba

sabWoTa periodSi TurqmeneTis navTobisa da gazis 
mrewvelobas moskovi akontrolebda. 1990-iani wlebis da-
sawyisSi TurqmeneTi gazis eqsports erTaderTi marSrutiT, 
centraluri azia-centris gazsadenis sistemiT axorcieleb-
da. damoukideblobis mopovebis Semdeg geografiuli izola-
cia da saeqsporto marSrutebze ruseTis monopolia Turqme-
neTis energoseqtoris ganviTarebis mTavari Semaferxebeli 
faqtori gaxda. alternatiuli marSrutebis ararsebobis 
pirobebSi TurqmeneTi wlebis ganmavlobaSi ruseTis fasis 
diqtatze iyo damokidebuli. 2003 wels ruseTi TurqmeneTs 
1 m3 gazSi mxolod 44 aSS dolars uxdida, 2006 wels ki _ 58 
aSS dolars. Tavis mxriv, ruseTi Turqmenul gazs evropaSi 
gacilebiT maRal fasad yidda. 

TurqmeneTis prezidentis safarmurad niazovis gazis 
evropaSi transportirebis adreuli mcdelobebi warumate-
beli gamodga. 1998 wels niazovi vaSingtonSi imyofeboda, 
sadac TurqmeneT-iran-TurqeTis milsadenis mSeneblobas 
lobirebda, magram vaSingtonisgan iranisTvis dawesebuli 
sanqciebis gamo mxardaWera ver miiRo. mxardaWeris ararse-
bobis pirobebSi TurqmeneTma, ruseTze damokidebulebis 
Sesamcireblad, pirvel etapze iranis mimarTulebiT daiwyo 
marSrutis ganviTareba. qorfeje-qiurT-qiuis milsadenis 
(200 km.) mSe neb loba, iranis dafinansebiT, 1997 wels dasrul-
da. milsadenis warmadoba 8 mlrd. m3-ia.6 

2010 wels iranis mimarTulebiT kidev erTi milsadeni 
aSenda _ dauleTabad-xangiranis milsadeni (182 km.), romelsac 
12 mlrd. m3 gazis transportireba SeuZlia. iranTan arsebu-
li ori milsadenis xazis miuxedavad, gazis fasze SeuTanxmeb-
lobisa da iranis mier importirebuli gazisTvis safasuris 
xSiri gadauxdelobis gamo, iranTan urTierTobas mudmivad 
axlavs problemebi. 2017 wlis dekemberSi mxareebi davis 
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saerTaSoriso arbitraJSi ganxilvaze SeTanxmdnen. Turqme-
neTi iranisgan 1.8 mlrd. aSS dolaris gadaxdas iTxovs.7

ruseTTan daZabuli energomolaparakebebis fonze8 
TurqmeneTma CineTTan partnioroba gaaqtiura, rac 2009 wlis 
bolosTvis TurqmeneT-CineTis milsadenis gaxsniT dasrul-
da. CineTis nacionaluri navTobkompaniis mxardaWeriT cent-
raluri azia-CineTis gazsadeni (1 833 km.) aSenda, romelic 
aRmosavleT TurqmeneTs, uzbekeTisa da yazaxeTis gavliT, 
CineTis sinZianis provinciasTan akavSirebs. am milsadeniT, 
romlis wliuri warmadoba damatebiT ori xazis mSeneblobis 
Semdeg 60 mlrd. m3-mde gaizarda, TurqmeneTi CineTis mniSv-
nelovani energopartniori gaxda. es milsadeni yvelaze 
mniSv ne lovani gazsadenis proeqtia, romelic regionis saeqs-
porto marSrutebze ruseTis gavlenas asustebs.9 

transkaspiuri proeqti da misi ganxorcielebis 
xelSemwyobi faqtorebi

miuxedavad imisa, rom yazaxeTisa da TurqmeneTis saeqs-
porto marSrutebi ruseTis garda iranisa da CineTis mimar-
TulebiTac ganviTarda, dasavleTis mimarTulebiT alter-
natiuli marSrutebis Zieba am qveynebis energopolitikis 
prioritetul amocanad rCeba.10 dasavluri marSrutebis gan-
viTarebis idea 1990-iani wlebidan arsebobs da misi umTavre-
si mizani ruseTze politikuri da ekonomikuri damokidebu-
lebis Semcirebaa. sawyis etapze TurqmeneTSi garkveul 
imedebs amyarebdnen `nabuqos~ proeqtis ganxorcielebaze, 
magram proeqtis siZviris, politikuri winaaRmdegobebisa da 
evrokavSiris mxridan arasakmarisi mxardaWeris gamo proeqti 
amJamad aqtualuri aRar aris. 

pirveli kaspiuri gazi evropaSi

`nabuqos~ proeqtis warumatebeli lobirebis miuxeda-
vad, transkaspiuri gazsadenis proeqts aqtualoba ar dau-
kargavs. grZelvadian perspeqtivaSi proeqtis ganxorcielebas 
SesaZloa xeli Seuwyos ramdenime faqtorma. pirvel rigSi, 
mniSvnelovania, rom 2020 wlisTvis evropa milsadenis axali 
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sistemiT, romelic samxreT kavkasiis milsadens (SCP), trans-
anatoliisa (TANAP) da transadriatikis (TAP) milsadenebs 
gaaerTianebs, pirvelad miiRebs kaspiur gazs azerbaijani-
dan. rac, transkaspiuri milsadenis mSeneblobis SemTxvevaSi, 
Turqmenuli gazis evropaSi transportirebis SesaZleblobas 
Seqmnis.

garda amisa, transkaspiuri gazsadenis mSeneblobas 
SeiZleba mniSvnelovnad Seuwyos xeli 2015 wels Turqmene-
Tis teritoriaze aRmosavleT-dasavleTis milsadenis amoq-
medebam. milsadeni TurqmeneTis gaziT mdidar aRmosavleT 
raionebs TurqmeneTis kaspiis sanapirosTan akavSirebs, rac 
TurqeTisa da evropis mimarTulebiT eqsportis SesaZleb-
lobas qmnis. aRmosavleT-dasavleTis milsadenis mSenebloba 
daaCqara saeqsporto krizismac, rasac TurqmeneTis Semo-
savlebis Semcireba mohyva. 2014 wels ruseTSi TurqmeneTi-
dan eqsporti 11 mlrd.-dan 4 mlrd. m3-mde Semcirda, 2016 
wlis ianvarSi ki saerTod Sewyda. Turqmenuli gazis impor-
tis Semcirebas apirebs iranic, romelic sanqciebis Semsubu-
qebis Semdeg sakuTari warmoebis gazrdas gegmavs. amitomac 
am axali Sida daniSnulebis milsadenis amoqmedeba momavalSi 
SesaZloa mniSvnelovani xelSemwyobi faqtori gaxdes trans-
kaspiuri milsadenis mSeneblobisTvis.11

evrokavSiri _ samxreTis gazis derefnis ganviTareba

evrokavSiris erT-erTi mizania energoresursebis im-
portis diversifikaciis strategiis farglebSi kaspiuri 
resursebis mopoveba da transportireba uzrunvelyos. 1995 
wlidan evrokavSiris mxridan araerTi ormxrivi da mraval-
mxrivi iniciativa warmoiSva, Tumca konkretuli Sedegebis 
gareSe. evropelTa gaaqtiureba SesamCnevi gaxda 2006 da 2009 
wlebis ruseT-ukrainis gazis krizisebis dros, rodesac ru-
seTis gazsa da ukrainis satranzito sistemaze damokidebu-
lebis Semcireba evrokavSiris strategiis nawili gaxda. evro-
pel Ta gaaqtiurebas 2014 wlis yirimis movlenebmac Seuwyo 
xeli, radgan evropas rusuli gazis naxevari ukrainis gavliT 
miewodeba. 
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evrokavSiris erT-erTi prioriteti samxreTis gazis 
derefnis ganviTarebaa, romelic evrokavSiris bazars kaspi-
is regionTanac daakavSirebs. derefnis farglebSi evropa 
pirvel kaspiur gazs azerbaijanidan 2020 wels miiRebs. Tum-
ca, samxreTis gazis derefnidan evropa jerjerobiT mxolod 
10 mlrd. m3 gazs miiRebs. amitomac mniSvnelovania transkas-
piuri gazsadenis proeqtis ganxorcieleba, romelic dere-
fanSi Turqmenul gazsac gaatarebs. grZelvadian perspeqti-
vaSi mxolod TurqmeneTs aqvs sakmarisi gazi samxreTis gazis 
derefnis Sesavsebad. evrokavSiris prioritetic derefnis 
srulmasStabiani da drouli amoqmedebaa.12

aSS _ alternatiuli proeqtebis mxardaWera

aSS centraluri aziis gazis resursebs sakuTari mox-
marebisTvis ar saWiroebs. vaSingtons ekonomikurze metad 
politikuri interesebi amoZravebs. sabWoTa kavSiris daSlis 
Semdeg vaSingtonis ucvleli poziciaa, rom ruseTs ar unda 
hqondes kaspiuri resursebis transportirebaze monopolia 
da arc erTma milsadenma ar unda gaiaros iranis teritori-
aze. amerikeli diplomatisa da vaSingtonis mxridan kaspiuri 
energopolitikis erT-erTi arqiteqtoris, riCard morning-
staris, SefasebiT, aSS-s surs kaspiuri resursebis ganviTare-
ba amerikulma da misi megobari qveynebis kompaniebma uzrun-
velyon.13 warsuli gamocdileba aCvenebs, rom Cvens regionSi 
energoproeqtebis ganxorcielebisaTvis aSS-is mxardaWera 
mniSvnelovania. baqo-Tbilisi-jeihanis proeqti, didi winaaR-
mdegobis miuxedavad, vaSingtonis uSualo CarTulobis Sede-
gad mainc ganxorcielda. transkaspiuri proeqtebis SemTx-
vevaSic vaSingtonis mxardaWera gadamwyveti iqneba.

transkaspiuri proeqtis ganxorcielebis gamowvevebi

centraluri aziisa da dasavleTis qveynebis survilis 
miuxedavad, centraluri aziis energoresursebis transpor-
tireba kaspiis zRvisa da, Semdeg, samxreT kavkasiis gavliT 
dasavleTisken uzrunvelyon, transkaspiuri proeqti araer-
Ti gamowvevis winaSe dgas. 
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geografiuli barierebi

TurqmeneTi da yazaxeTi geografiulad izolirebuli 
qveynebia, rac maT satranzito qveynebze damokidebuls xdis. 
geografiuli izolaciis gamo regionidan energoresursebis 
eqsporti ZviradRirebuli kompleqsuri milsadenis proeqtis 
ganxorcielebas moiTxovs, romelmac kaspiis zRvis fskerze 
da satranzito qveynebze unda gaiaros.

samarTlebrivi dava sanapiro qveynebs Soris

sabWoTa kavSiris daSlisa da regionSi energore-
sursebis mopovebis ganaxlebis Semdeg sanapiro saxelmwifoebs 
Soris sazRvao sazRvrebis delimitaciis sakiTxze dapirispi-
reba warmoiqmna. ori qveynis (sabWoTa kavSiri da irani) zRva 
xuTi qveynis (ruseTi, irani, yazaxeTi, azerbaijani, Turqme-
neTi) zRvad gadaiqca. gamomdinare iqidan, rom energore-
sursebis umetesi maragebi ZiriTadad yazaxeTis, Turqmene-
Tisa da azerbaijanis teritoriul wylebSia, ruseTi da irani 
ewinaaRmdegebian mezobeli qveynebis mier iseTi proeqtebis 
ganxorcielebas, romlebic dasavleTis bazrebs maTi gverdis 
avliT moamaragebs.14 kaspiis zRvis samarTlebriv statusze 
SeTanxmebis miRwevis miuxedavad, naklebad savaraudoa, rom 
am sakiTxze ruseTis pozicia Seicvalos. 2017 wlis 5 dekem-
bers ruseTis sagareo saqmeTa ministrma ganacxada, rom xu-
Tive kaspiuri saxelmwifo yvela mniSvnelovan sakiTxze Se-
Tanxmda da kaspiis zRvis samarTlebriv statusze konvencia 
xelmosawerad 2018 wels iqneba mzad.15

garemos dacvis sakiTxebi

ruseTi da irani transkaspiuri proeqtis winaaRmdeg 
aqtiurad iyeneben proeqtis ganxorcielebasTan dakavSire-
bul garemos dacvis sakiTxebs. maTi SefasebiT, zRvis fsker-
ze milsadenis mSenebloba rTuli teqnologiuri samuSaoebis 
Catarebas moiTxovs, rac garemoze negatiur gavlenas moax-
dens.
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biurokratia da avtoritarizmi

centralur aziaSi biznesis keTebasTan dakavSirebiT 
arsebuli problemebis gamo rTulia masStaburi proeqtebis-
Tvis investiciebis mozidva. Tumca unda aRiniSnos, rom av-
toritaruli mmarTvelobisa da korufciis miuxedavad, ener-
goproeqtebidan misaRebi SesaZlo mogebebi imdenad maRalia, 
rom wamyvani energokompaniebi mainc cdiloben regionSi biz-
nes kavSirebis damyarebas.

satranzito derefnis usafrTxoeba

centraluri aziis resursebis dasavleTis marSrutiT 
transportirebisTvis mniSvnelovani gamowvevaa samxreT ka-
vkasiasa da TurqeTSi usafrTxoebasTan dakavSirebuli 
problemebi. terorizmis TvalsazrisiT yvelaze daucveli 
TurqeTis monakveTia, sadac azerbaijanidan momaval milsad-
enebze 2008 da 2015 wlebSi afeTqebebi moxda. milsadenebis 
daucveloba gamoCnda 2008 wlis ruseT-saqarTvelos om-
Sic, rodesac saqarTveloSi milsadenTan axlos bombi Cam-
ovarda. regionis satranzito potencialisTvis gamowvevaa 
mTiani yarabaRis konfliqtic. mTiani yarabaRis zona cecx-
lis Sewyvetis xazidan milsadenTan yvelaze axlos 13 kilo-
metrSi mdebareobs. usafrT xoebis aRniSnuli riskebis gamo 
tran zits jer safrTxe ar Seqmnia, magram samxreT kavkasiisa 
da TurqeTis daucveloba yovelTvis SeiZleba gamoiyenos 
ruseTma axali proeqtebis ganxorcielebis winaaRmdeg. 

konkurentuli marSrutebi da dabali fasebi 

transkaspiuri gazsadenis proeqts safrTxes uqmnis 
gazze dabali fasebi da konkurentuli proeqtebis mSeneb-
loba. `gazpromma~ `Turquli nakadis~ milsadenis ofSoru-
li nawilis mSenebloba 2017 wlis maisSi daiwyo. milsadeniT 
rusuli gazis eqsporti, pirvel rigSi, TurqeTSi, Semdeg ki 
evropaSia dagegmili,16 ramac SesaZloa Seamciros kaspiur 
gazze moTxovna. garda amisa, gazze dabali fasis pirobebSi 
transkaspiuri gazsadenis proeqtis ganxorcieleba sakmaod 
Zvirdeba, rac moklevadian perspeqtivaSi proeqtis momgebi-
anobas saeWvos xdis.
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CineTi _ axali gavleniani moTamaSe

energetikis saerTaSoriso saagentos prognoziT, Ci-
neTis moTxovna gazze 2008 wels 85 mlrd. m3-dan, 2035 wlis-
Tvis 395 mlrd. m3-mde gaizrdeba, evropelTa moTxovna ki _ 
2008 wels 555 mlrd. m3-dan, 2035 wels 628 mlrd. m3-mde.17 
gazze mzardi moTxovnis dasakmayofileblad CineTma daiw-
yo centraluri aziis energoseqtoris aTviseba. amis Sede-
gad, CineTi, centraluri aziis energoresursebis importis 
mxriv, ara marto ruseTis, aramed evrokavSiris mniSvnelovan 
konkurentadac yalibdeba.

politikuri winaaRmdegoba

kaspiuri resursebis dasavleTis marSrutiT eqspor-
tis mTavari mowinaaRmdegeebi arian ruseTi da irani. orive 
qveyana aqtiurad iyenebs diplomatiur, politikur Tu 
samxed ro instrumentebs dasavluri marSrutis winaaRmdeg. 
ruseTisTvis aSkaraa, rom Turqmenul gazs SeuZlia evropis 
bazarze ruseTis gazisTvis konkurenciis gaweva. amitomac 
moskovi xels ar uSlis TurqmeneTs da yazaxeTs iTanamSrom-
lon am sferoSi CineTTan da iranTan, romlebic moskovisTvis 
naklebad saSiS konkurentebad miiCneva. 

irani, romelic sanqciebis moxsnis Semdeg sakuTari 
ener goeqsportis gazrdas gegmavs, Tavad aris dainteresebu-
li gaataros Turqmenuli gazi, rasac amJamad infrastruqtu-
ris ararsebobis gamo ver axerxebs. adreul 1990-ian da 2000-
ian wlebSi irani Tavis ukmayofilebas samxedro manevrebiTac 
ki gamoxatavda. 

saqarTvelos satranzito roli

saqarTvelos xelsayreli geografiuli mdebareoba _ 
Sa vi zRvis regionTan, kaspiis zRvasTan da centralur azia-
sTan siaxlove _ mniSvnelovan satranzito moTamaSed aqcevs 
mimdinare da samomavlo energoproeqtebSi. 1990-iani wlebi-
dan moyolebuli, saqarTvelo evrokavSirisa da aSS-is mier 
alternatiul energomarSrutad ganixileba, romelic gverds 
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uvlis ruseTs. energoresursebis transportirebis `meoTxe 
derefnis~ (danarCeni sami derefani energoresursebis eqs-
ports uzrunvelyofs afrika/axlo aRmosavleTidan, ruseTi-
dan da norvegiidan) pirveli etapi warmatebiT ganxorciel-
da baqo-Tbilisi-jeihanis navTobsadenis, samxreT kavkasiis 
gazsadenis (baqo-Tbilisi-erzerumis gazsadeni) da dasavle-
Tis mimarTulebis saeqsporto milsadenis (baqo-sufsas nav-
Tobsadeni) mSeneblobiT. meore etapi SesaZloa iyos yazaxuri 
da Turqmenuli resursebis transportireba, saqarTveloSi 
arsebuli satransporto sistemebis gafarToebis an axlis 
mSeneblobis gziT.18

ZiriTadi daskvnebi

•	 TurqmeneTis gazis resursebi, rac msoflio maragebis 
9.4%-ia, 1990-iani wlebis Semdeg energoimportiori qvey-
nebis gansakuTrebuli interesis sagans warmoadgens. arse-
buli prognozebis mixedviT, uaxloes aTwleulebSi gazze 
moTxovna gaizrdeba da amdenad, centraluri azia Tavisi 
energoresursebis maragebiT globalur energobazarze 
mimzidvelobas SeinarCunebs.

•	 sabWoTa periodSi centraluri aziis resursebis mopove-
basa da eqsportze monopolias sabWoTa kavSiri flobda, 
romelic centralizebulad marTavda sabWoTa respub-
likebis resursebis ganawilebas. 1990-iani wlebis dasawyis-
Sic ruseTi inarCunebda centraluri aziis damoukidebeli 
saxelm wifoebis energoresursebis saeqsporto marSruteb-
ze monopolias, ris gamoc am qveynebis energopolitika 
ruseTis gavlenas ganicdida. 

•	 1990-iani wlebis dasawyisSi saeqsporto marSrutebze ru-
seTis gavlenis Sesusteba yazaxeTisa da TurqmeneTis ener-
go politikis qvakuTxedi gaxda. Semosavlebisa da energo-
damoukideblobis xarisxis gasazrdelad am qveynebma 
miz nad daisaxes saeqsporto marSrutebis diversifikacia, 
rac ruseTis gverdis avliT milsadenebis mSeneblobasac 
gulisxmobda. diversifikaciis politikis Sedegad, Ci-
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neTisa da iranis mimarTulebiT ruseTisgan damoukidebe-
li saeqs porto marSrutebi amoqmedda, ramac centraluri 
aziis energoeqsportiori qveynebis ruseTze damokidebu-
lebis xarisxi Seamcira. 

•	 bolo wlebSi regionSi mniSvnelovani energomoTamaSe gax-
da CineTi, romlis aqtiurobis Sedegad grZelvadian pers-
peqtivaSi TurqmeneTis CineTze damokidebulebis xarisxi 
gaizrdeba. regionSi CineTis poziciebis gazrda xels Seuw-
yobs regionis qveynebs ruseTTan molaparakebisas ufro 
Tavisuflad igrZnon Tavi da gacilebiT meti fasi moiTxo-
von sakuTari resursebisTvis. amave dros, CineTi Tavisi 
aqtiurobiT centraluri aziis energoresursebis impor-
tis sferoSi evropis konkurentadac yalibdeba.

•	 ruseTis kaspiuri politikis mizania ar dauSvas evropis-
Tvis centraluri aziidan gazis importis alternatiuli 
marSrutis, maT Soris, samxreT kavkasiis gavliT, ganviTa-
reba, rac evropis bazarze ruseTis gavlenas Seasustebs. 
am mxriv ruseTisTvis nakleb safrTxed aRiqmeba regio-
nis energoresursebis iranisa da CineTis mimarTulebiT 
transportireba.

•	 bolo aTwleulSi ruseTsa da ukrainasTan dakavSirebu-
li gazis krizisebis gamo, gazis importis usafrTxoebis 
gazr disa da ruseTze damokidebulebis Semcirebis mizniT, 
evropaSi aqtualuri gaxda energoresursebis importis 
diversifikaciis sakiTxi. am mxriv evrokavSiris erT-erT 
prioritetad Camoyalibda samxreTis gazis derefnis gan-
viTareba, rac evrokavSiris bazris kaspiis regionTan da-
kavSirebas uzrunvelyofs. derefnis ganviTarebis pirveli 
etapi 2020 wlisTvis dasruldeba, rodesac evropa mil-
sadeniT pirvelad miiRebs azerbaijanul gazs. Turqmenu-
li gazis evropaSi transportirebasTan dakavSirebuli 
araerTi gamowvevis miuxedavad, samxreT kavkasiis deref-
nis pirveli etapis warmatebuli ganxorcieleba grZelva-
dian perspeqtivaSi transkaspiuri gazsadenis mSeneblobis 
Sansebsac gazrdis.
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Armenia at Twenty-Five: A Rough Ride
PAULSTRONSKI
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Summary: The sustainability of Armenia’s model of partial democracy is being challenged by growing popular
dissatisfaction and a looming generational turnover.

Armenia is at a turning point. The economy remains troubled, the population is growing tired of its politicians and their
decisionmaking, and the security situation in and around the Caucasus has deteriorated, as was most visibly seen in the
April 2016 Four-Day War with Azerbaijan. In fact, a series of events beyond Yerevan’s control, combined with missteps of
its own making, has exposed a widening chasm between the population at large and the ruling elite. The old social
contract, in which the population accepted limited democratic choice and a struggling economy in exchange for security, is
eroding.

Paul Stronski
Senior Fellow, Russia and Eurasia Program

A political outlier in Eurasia, Armenia has resisted the two dominant paradigms of development followed by most former
Soviet states. Countries in the first group—including Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine—are democratic, are generally pro-
Western, and have generally sought to put as much distance as possible between themselves and Russia. These countries
have achieved significant progress in building democratic societies, even if their governance practices often suffer from
dysfunction. Azerbaijan, Belarus, and most of Central Asia have embraced the contrasting, authoritarian paradigm. While
these states’ human rights records complicate the development of close partnerships with the West, few are outwardly
pro-Russian, and those that are appear to be so out of necessity rather than free will. Comparatively speaking, the
authoritarian states’ trajectories generally have been more stable thus far, although stability has come at enormous costs
to their civil societies.

Armenia does not fit neatly into either of these camps. Security concerns historically have pushed Armenia into Moscow’s
orbit, but that alliance has not yet translated into a full turn toward authoritarianism of the kind seen elsewhere in
Eurasia. Armenian civil society remains remarkably robust and active, as do the country’s multiple political parties. Civil
society activists and opposition figures use social media effectively and take to the streets when they want their voices
heard. Corruption is still one of the biggest barriers to the country’s political, social, and economic modernization. It is a
long-standing source of public grievance, but it ironically facilitates a measure of competitive politics as a vehicle for the
nontransparent interests of the oligarchs and business leaders who dominate the economy.

The end result is a chaotic political system, where shifts in economic power play out, but one that provides government
critics with just enough public space to discuss the country’s problems and contest government decisions. Civil society’s
ability to influence policy through electoral and constitutional means remains constrained, but it occasionally wins
concessions—although more often in the streets than through formal mechanisms of governance. Freedom House in fact
rated the country as “partly free” in its 2016 Freedom in the World report—the same rating given to Western-leaning
Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine.
However, Armenia’s status as a regional outlier is being challenged. Growing popular dissatisfaction with the lack of
transparency in Armenian politics, rising frustration with the status quo, and a looming generational turnover in the
political system all call into question how sustainable the Armenian governing model of partial democracy is. Geopolitical
tensions in Europe after Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014 have made it more difficult for Yerevan to balance its
security ties to Moscow with its pursuit of greater economic ties to China, Europe, and the Middle East.

PROMISING POLITICAL START, UNCERTAIN FUTURE

Armenia was at the forefront of efforts to tear down the Soviet Union. Yerevan had one of the strongest civil society
movements in the late Soviet period, with mass protests assuming a nationalist character and focusing on Armenian
claims to the disputed enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh. Protests in the country ultimately led to the Armenian branch of the
Communist Party of the USSR ceding power in 1990. However, by the time the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, newly
independent Armenia and Azerbaijan were already at war over Nagorno-Karabakh. The politicians who rose to
prominence during the independence movement and the subsequent war have dominated Armenian politics ever since.

Levon Ter-Petrosian, a scholar and leader of a nationalist civil society movement, became the first president of
independent Armenia in October 1991 amid challenging circumstances. Factory production in Armenia—once the high-
tech center of the Soviet Union—ground to a halt, as supply chains and transportation networks were interrupted by the
USSR’s collapse. Wars throughout the Caucasus (in Chechnya, Georgia, and Nagorno-Karabakh) cut off Armenia’s gas and
electricity supplies. Although the Armenians won the war for Nagorno-Karabakh, the early years of independence were



cold and dark; many Armenians were forced to burn furniture and level forests for fuel to stay warm. GDP growth fell by
41 percent in 1992, recovering to 5 percent growth by the end of the war in 1994. Inflation reached an all-time high of
5,273 percent in 1994 and more than 50 percent of the population had fallen into poverty. The war and the Soviet collapse
were the main reasons for the failing economy, but Ter-Petrosian received most of the blame.

Ter-Petrosian’s legacy is mixed. The political system was more open in the 1990s than it is today, while his outreach to
Turkey and willingness to compromise with Azerbaijan on the Nagorno-Karabakh stalemate reflected a pragmatic
approach to Armenia’s two key national security threats. However, those policies won him no favors with nationalists at
home or those in the Armenian diaspora. Meanwhile, his 1994 decisionto ban theopposition Armenian Revolutionary
Federation (Dashnak) party tarnished his image as a democrat, as did his 1996 reelection, which was marred
by allegations of voting irregularities. Thus, with his stature diminished and his administration on the verge of accepting a
compromise peace plan with Azerbaijan (as called for in the 1994 Nagorno-Karabakh ceasefire agreement), he was forced
from office in 1998 by a group headed by Robert Kocharian, the country’s then sitting prime minister and former head of
Nagorno-Karabakh.

Kocharian’s presidency coincided with the slow recovery of the Armenian economy. Unemployment gradually
declined from roughly 12 percent in 2001 to about 6 percent in the first quarter of 2008, when Kocharian left office. These
official figures likely fail to account for the underemployed or those living off subsistence agriculture. GDP growth was
impressive, hovering around 14 percent from 2005 to 2007, and Armenian gas, electricity, and transportation
infrastructure started to work again; that said, the rebound probably had more to do with luck than Kocharian’s policies,
as post-Soviet states across Eurasia experienced a recovery at this time.

Under Kocharian, a small group of oligarchs in or close to the government established tight control over the economy.
Because of the unsettled conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh, Azerbaijan and Turkey continued to keep their borders with
Armenia closed. This caused Yerevan to be excluded from the lucrative regional energy and transportation
infrastructure developed in the South Caucasus since independence and pushed Armenia further into Russia’s economic
and security orbit. Armenia’s only open borders remain with Georgia and Iran, which constrains its ability to pursue
integration into the global economy.

Kocharian consolidated his hold over the country and facilitated the political rise of many Nagorno-Karabakh officials to
positions of power in Armenia proper. One of those officials was Serzh Sargsyan, a Nagorno-Karabakh military
commander who had served in numerous defense and security positions in Karabakh and Armenia. He succeeded
Kocharian as Armenia’s president in 2008.

Kocharian’s presidency and the start of Sargsyan’s, however, were mired in political violence. A 1999 attack on the
Armenian parliament left the country’s prime minister, parliamentary speaker, and six parliamentarians dead after a
seventeen-hour hostage standoff. The 2008 presidential election campaign, in which Ter-Petrosian attempted a political
comeback by leading the opposition, ended tragically. The election focused largely on personal rivalries, with Sargsyan
presenting himself as a stronger defender of Armenian security. Ter-Petrosian and other opposition leaders alleged mass
vote rigging, and the country stopped for ten days as Ter-Petrosian led the opposition into the streets. The protests ended
in a violent crackdown that left ten dead and many more detained or arrested. The violence caused friction between
Armenia and the international community, and it cast a shadow over the start of Sargsyan’s presidency.

Sargsyan faced further early challenges. The global financial crisis caused a steep economic downturn. In 2009,
the economy shrank by 14 percent. The 2008 Russian-Georgian war briefly cut off Armenia’s main access to the outside
world, which highlighted the country’s difficult geographic position. The impact of the war also probably pushed Sargsyan
to speed up Armenian-Turkish normalization, a bold diplomatic process that nationalists criticized. It, however, won
plaudits from the international community, although it broke down in 2010.

Kocharian and his allies criticized his successor’s economic and foreign policies, fueling early rumors of a rift between the
two and raising speculation about Kocharian’s alleged desire for a comeback along the lines of Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s 2012 return to the Kremlin. Kocharian has become a vocal critic of current government policies and backed several
of Sargsyan’s opponents. He was linked to oligarch Gagik Tsarukian’s attempts to challenge the president—a move that
ended in 2015 with Sargsyan ordering tax audits of Tsarukian’s businesses and warning of criminal prosecution. Tsarukian
left politics shortly thereafter, although he appears to be pondering a return. Reportedly, Kocharian also has ties to former
foreign minister Vartan Oskanian’s recent effort to reenter politics as a government critic.

The high-stakes maneuvering between the Sargsyan and Kocharian camps paints a picture of a political system dominated
by intrigue and behind-the-scenes power plays, none of which involves the population at large. Attempts by Kocharian’s
faction to exert influence at home and reportedly in Moscow have been met with moves by the government to sideline him,
just as Kocharian effectively sidelined Ter-Petrosian in the early 2000s. Ties between the first and third presidents briefly



warmed this year, with Kocharian serving as a common foe. Sargsyan met with Ter-Petrosian privately in mid-April 2016,
following the Four-Day War with Azerbaijan, and Ter-Petrosian subsequently called on the public to support the
president, once his bitter rival, in the face of external threats. Their truce is evidence that personality disagreements and
shifting alliances dominate Armenian politics, often concealing competing oligarchic interests underneath.

Such personality-based politics and rivalries are fueled by competition within a small circle of political insiders, and this
makes it difficult for critics of the government to unify on a common platform that goes beyond vague notions of regime
change or broad condemnations of corruption. When political alliances do occur, they tend to be tactical and short-lived,
as was the case with the 2016 truce between Sargsyan and Ter-Petrosian. By mid-October, the latter had resumed his
harsh criticism of the government’s economic and democratic record. Several opposition parties are now in talks about
creating a unified bloc for the upcoming 2017 parliamentary elections, but it remains unclear whether party leaders can
overcome personal and political rivalries—a long-standing problem. The lack of transparency into these shifting alliances
has increased the public’s frustration with both the government and most of the opposition; the fact that the country’s
politicians stay on the scene for so long has added to this dissatisfaction. The next generation of Armenian leaders is rising
both within and around the government, the opposition, and civil society, but it remains mostly on the sidelines of a
system that has not yet figured out how to integrate these newcomers.

ANOTHER TRANSITION IN THE WORKS?

President Serzh Sargsyan’s term in office ends in 2018. He spearheaded a constitutional amendment, adopted as a result
of a widely questioned December 2015 referendum, that will transition Armenia from a presidential to a parliamentary
system. Sargsyan’s critics have charged that this transition was engineered to extend his own or his allies’ hold on power
beyond the end of his term. There was little input from the public on the amendment before it was put up to a vote, but
its opponents made their voices heard through public protest and on social media. The amendment’s critics hailed not
only from a broad spectrum of civil society and the political opposition but also from among the political and economic
elite, including Kocharian himself. Opponents are concerned that the ruling party will manipulate future elections in its
favor, as it has been accused of doing in the past.

To address these fears, opposition parties in parliament have since worked with the government to introduce changes to
the electoral code that may help curb voting irregularities. The government justifies the new political structure as a way to
increase public influence on policymaking by moving it from the presidency to a multi-stakeholder parliament. The reform
could lead to a more accountable government, but a large cross-section of the population remains skeptical.

Questions also remain over how the new political structure will take shape, who will lead the country, and what role the
current president or his two predecessors—all of whom are striving to stay influential—will play after 2018.

As a point of comparison, neighboring Georgia moved to a similar parliamentary system toward the end of former
Georgian president Mikheil Saakashvili’s term in office, but that transition has been far from smooth. Both Saakashvili
and his biggest rival, former prime minister Bidzina Ivanishvili, loom large over the political system despite the fact that
neither is a sitting government official. The new system backfired on Saakashvili and his party, which lost two successive
parliamentary elections in 2012 and 2016.

Armenia’s April 2017 parliamentary elections will launch a gradual two-year transition to the new political system. Yet, the
upcoming electoral cycle is coming at a difficult time for the political establishment. The economy remains
sluggish, remittances from Russia are down, and socioeconomic grievances are rising. The Armenian Central Bank has cut
interest rates seven times between January and November 2016, and the government is considering more spending
cuts. Yerevan has yet to see benefits from its membership in the Russian-led Eurasian Economic Union (EEU). The ruling
party’s hold on power is strong, but it performed worse than expected in the autumn 2016 regional elections. These losses
occurred despite a government reshuffle in early September and allegations of voting irregularities. Opposition candidates
from multiple parties even bested the ruling party in city council elections in Vanadzor, Armenia’s third-largest city.
However, several opposition city council members allegedly broke away from the opposition coalition to back the ruling
party’s candidate in a secret ballot, thus preventing the opposition candidate from becoming mayor and raising public
doubts about the fairness of these proceedings.

These regional elections and the government shake-up took place after a tumultuous year of war, protests, and political
violence. The April 2016 Four-Day War with Azerbaijan saw heavy casualties and the loss of some Armenian-held territory
for the first time since the 1994 Nagorno-Karabakh ceasefire. The war shocked many Armenians out of complacency and
raised doubts among them that control of the disputed region and surrounding territories can last indefinitely. Armenian
losses raised questions about the country’s military readiness—one of the pillars of the government’s legitimacy. The
losses also opened up a public debate on the corrosive impact of corruption on the country’s security, prompting
the Ministry of Defense to fire and arrest several officials in the spring of 2016. The country’s long-standing minister of



defense and the chief of the general staff of the armed forces both lost their positions a few months later. Ceasefire
violations continue on a regular basis, with sniper fire going beyond the Nagorno-Karabakh line of contact
into uncontested border regions. The brutality and violence seen in April was a powerful reminder of the fragile and
changing security environment in the region.

The political establishment was stunned again in July when a fringe group of armed radical nationalists seized a police
station in Yerevan, took police officials and emergency medical workers hostage, and held them for two weeks. The group,
called Sasna Tsrer, had long been under government surveillance, is highly nationalistic, and adamantly opposes any
compromise settlement with Azerbaijan. The militants—many of whom were decorated Nagorno-Karabakh war
veterans, demanded the resignation of the president and the release of political prisoners. Sasna Tsrer had little public
support before July, but its actions resonated with part of the population, leading to street demonstrations in support of
the hostage takers. Not all the protesters backed the group’s violent tactics, but the demonstrations suggested many
Armenians were disenchanted with the status quo and at least sympathized with those willing to take extreme measures.

Armenian security forces allowed the hostage standoff and protests to continue for almost two weeks, but the
confrontation ultimately ended violently. More than sixty people were injured in a police crackdown in which scores of
others were detained. Many observers at home and abroad have criticized these tactics, which likely led to the sacking of
the capital city’s police chief and several other officers. Yet, the fact that many Armenians accepted the hostage takers’ and
protesters’ radical action as a legitimate means of seeking change is disturbing in its own right. This suggests that the gap
between the government and the governed continues to widen and that the institutions of government are not addressing
the public’s concerns.

THE OUTLOOK FOR CIVIL SOCIETY

The complexity of Armenian domestic politics is further illustrated by the fact that the Armenian parliament is not merely
a rubber stamp serving the needs of the executive branch. Debate does occur in part because the Armenian parliament
is home to so many businesspeople. This parliamentary debate, however, does not always result in positive change, which
forces the public to go outside the formal mechanisms of governance, as activists did in the summers of 2013, 2014, and
2015.

Political protests during these years focused on socioeconomic grievances (public transportation rate hikes, pension
reform, and electricity tariffs) as opposed to vague notions of democracy and human rights. Many protesters are young
millennials who have not yet found a place for themselves in the political system, are concerned about the lack of
transparency in politics and economics, and are frustrated with limited job prospects. Smaller-scale protests are regular
occurrences, again mostly focusing on bread-and-butter issues: school and healthcare conditions, housing problems, and
wage arrears.

Independent journalists, nongovernmental analysts, and watchdog groups are able to monitor and criticize developments
from inside the country, although the parameters for such independent analysis are often restricted. Broadcast media, for
example, remains controlled by the government or government-friendly entities, and independent journalists and
opposition figures traditionally have difficulty getting their messages out on television. Furthermore, freedom of speech
and the press becomes curtailed when violence is used as a tool to intimidate journalists, opposition figures, or civil society
leaders, although it typically has been tough to determine who exactly was behind any individual attack. Nevertheless, the
public generally has unfettered access to the Internet; network reliability and penetration has improved in recent years,
growing from only 15 percent of the population having Internet access in 2009 to almost 50 percent in 2014. Journalists
and bloggers take advantage of Internet freedom to disseminate alternative views. They already have documented the new
prime minister’s extensive business interests. However, most independent media outlets and web news portals are
dependent on international funding, as are most nonprofits.

Despite the challenges it faces, Armenian civil society remains energetic and defiant. Armenia has its share of human
rights problems, but so far has resisted making the sharp authoritarian turn seen elsewhere in Eurasia in recent years.
This is due to the dynamic nature of Armenian civil society, the importance of a semi-open political system to competing
oligarchic groups, and political elites’ understanding that such a turn would aggravate the West and some influential
diaspora figures, which Yerevan sees as hedges against Russian geopolitical and economic domination.

ECONOMIC HEADACHES

Given that the Armenian economy is controlled by an oligarchic few who have used the country’s geopolitical isolation to
gain tight control over the economy, Armenia bears slight resemblance to Ukraine, where competitive politics coexist with
an oligarch-monopolized economy. Oligarchic influence in politics remains a key barrier to reform in both Armenia and
Ukraine, while popular frustration with the status quo is high in both countries. Armenia and Ukraine are close on
the United Nations Human Development Index, with the former ranked 85 and Ukraine ranked 81. Both countries are



much lower than Russia (50) and slightly lower than Armenia’s immediate neighbors: Iran (69), Turkey (72), Georgia
(76), and Azerbaijan (78). The World Bank’s growth forecast for Armenia in 2016 is 1.9 percent, down from 3.0 percent in
2015 and 7.2 percent in 2012. Armenia is a lower-middle-income country with a per capita GDPof $3,489. Successive
governments have failed in their efforts to create a productive economy that promotes investment in small and medium-
sized enterprises, broadens the base of foreign investors, and sustains the country’s population.

Around 30 percent of Armenia’s population lives below the poverty level. With the bulk of the country’s wealth around
Yerevan, a stark urban-rural divide remains a persistent problem for a country in which almost 40 percent of
the population lives in rural areas. A lack of employment opportunities forces many Armenians abroad. Remittances are a
key part of the Armenian economy, constituting 14.1 percent of GDPin 2015, down from 18.7 percent in 2013.
Traditionally, about 80 percent of total remittances come from Russia, and they are key to poverty alleviation. The
economic downturn in Russia, however, led to a sharp 56 percent reduction in remittances between 2014 and 2015, and
it continued to fall in the first nine months of 2016.

In terms of business climate, Armenia ranks 35 in the World Bank’s 2016 Ease of Doing Business index, up three spots
from the previous year, although corruption remains a barrier to foreign investment, as does the state of the country’s
transportation networks. The World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and the U.S. Millennium Challenge Corporation
have provided assistance for modernizing the country’s road networks, with China now following suit. Armenia is
heavily dependent on Russian energy, and key infrastructure is Russian owned, although Chinese electricity and energy
companies have expressed interest in this sector as well. It is clearly a growth sector as Armenia faces energy shortages,
with “access to electricity” pulling down the country’s Ease of Doing Business score.

The country is diversifying its energy sources through greater cooperation with Georgia and Iran. Armenia and Iran
already swap electricity, and the two countries are jointly building a hydroelectric power station. Yerevan also has
announced plans to increase Iranian gas imports. Russian gas flows to Armenia through Georgia, and Tbilisi and Yerevan
are also constructing a cross-border, high-voltage transmission line that should become operational by 2018. Global
Contour, a New York–based investment fund and energy operator, made the single-largest private U.S. investment ever
in Armenia with its 2015 acquisition of the country’s second-largest hydroelectric complex, spending $180 million for the
plant and investing another $70 million in upgrades.

Armenia’s trade patterns are also noteworthy. Trade with the European Union amounted to $762.4 million in the first
eight months of 2016. The EU as a whole remains one of Armenia’s largest trading partners, accounting for almost 30
percent of Armenia’s total trade, according to EU figures. This trade orientation to Europe helps explain why Yerevan
resumed negotiations with the EU on establishing a cooperative framework for deepening trade and political ties.
Individually, however, Russia constituted Armenia’s top trading partner in 2015 with 15.2 percent of total trade; it was
followed by China with 11.1 percent, Germany with 9.8 percent, Iraq with 8.8 percent, and Georgia with 7.8 percent. Trade
with China has skyrocketed in recent years, increasing from $16 million in 2011 to $171 million in 2014. Along with
increased trade has come increased Chinese humanitarian assistance. Trade with the broader Middle Eastalso has grown,
apparently facilitated by Syrian-Armenian businesspeople who have relocated to Armenia. Increased trade and people-to-
people ties with the Middle East are evident in the proliferation of air connections from Yerevan to the region; the average
number of daily flights to the Middle East now exceeds those headed to Europe.

Agriculture is an important lifeline for many Armenians, employing about 40 percent of the working population and
representing about 20 percent of GDP. However, much of it is subsistence farming. The agriculture sector grew by 11
percent in 2015, which helped offset both declining exports to Russia and reduced remittances. Armenia produces
about 60 percent of the food it consumes, relying on imports for grain, sugar, and oil. Eighty-five percent of Armenian
households are considered food secure by the UN World Food Program, but 19 percent of children under the age of five
have stunted growth due to poor nutrition—a clear gap in the country’s social welfare system. Agriculture and food
processing—almost 50 percent of which is done in or near Yerevan—are promising exports, but the country’s geographic
isolation limits its ability to export perishable food.

The service and information technology sectors are the bright spots in the economy. Several international IT companies,
including Microsoft, Synopsis, and National Instruments, have branches in the country; these companies are taking
advantage of the country’s historical strength in high technology and government tax breaks for IT companies that employ
more than thirty people. The IT sector reportedly grew 22 percent per year between 2008 and 2013, making it the fastest-
growing part of the economy. As of 2016, it already employs about 15,000 people, although the education system is
struggling to keep up with the constant demand for qualified IT specialists. Approximately 500 technology companies now
operate in the country, including many local start-ups. The rapid growth of the Armenian IT sector is due at least in part to
the relatively low levels of corruption in this sector, which is relatively borderless and has limited contact with customs
officials.



ARMENIA’S FOREIGN POLICY BALANCING ACT

From the earliest days of its independence, Armenia has tried to pursue a multivector foreign policy. Although Yerevan is
an ally of Russia and a member of the Moscow-dominated Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) and the EEU,
Armenia continues to seek trade and security ties with the West and recently added China to this balancing act. Armenia’s
connections to Armenian diaspora communities overseas help it secure ties to Europe, North America, and Russia, as well
as the Middle East and even Latin America. With Armenia lacking the oil revenue of Azerbaijan or the political clout of
Turkey, the diaspora is vital to Armenia’s efforts to influence international public opinion and international policymakers’
decisions concerning the Caucasus.

The diaspora, however, can play a dual role. Diaspora Armenians tend to attach greater importance to the genocide
recognition agenda than the government of Armenia does. While understandable, the diaspora’s attitude toward Turkey as
the successor to the Ottoman Empire, which perpetrated the genocide and has refused to recognize it as such, does little to
alleviate Armenia’s isolation or its economic problems—the main concern of the country’s citizens. Many in the diaspora,
for example, ardently opposed proposals for Armenian-Turkish normalization of relations, while the population in
Armenia generally welcomed it. Armenians within the country also show greater willingness to engage with Turks on a
people-to-people level than do diaspora Armenians, and these engagements laid the groundwork for the normalization
process.

Yerevan also has found that the diaspora’s investment in the Armenian economy is lacking, while diaspora Armenians—
many of whom hail from countries with much stronger legal systems and more transparent regulatory frameworks—often
find the investment climate in Armenia unwelcoming. High expectations on both sides have led to mutual
disappointment. Despite its considerable influence in a number of Western capitals, the diaspora also has been unable to
transform Armenia into a top priority for the West. Armenia is simply too small and far away to garner priority attention
in most Western countries.

Given this reality and its challenging neighborhood, Yerevan has had little choice but to align itself closely with Russia—
home to the world’s largest Armenian population. In its defense posture, Armenia remains tightly connected to
Russia, hosting 5,000 Russian troops at a military base near Gyumri, 25 miles from the Turkish border. A 2015 poll by an
Armenian think tank indicated that 55 percent of respondents found a foreign (implying Russian) military presence in
Armenia to be acceptable; a different question in this same poll revealed that 38 percent viewed that foreign military
presence as key to protecting Armenia from Azerbaijani or Turkish aggression, while another 25 percent claimed it
provided a general security guarantee for the country at large.

However, Armenia’s security ties to Russia come with risks. Russia has proven itself to be an unpredictableand at times
unreliable actor. The 2008 Russian-Georgian war pitted Armenia’s most important neighbor against its security partner.
Georgia is Armenia’s link to the outside world and a vital corridor for trade into and out of Armenia. The war cut off that
trade route, stopping deliveries of wheat, fuel, and other products into Armenia and leading to shortages. The late 2015
collapse in relations between Russia and Turkey also complicated the region’s already delicate security framework and
increased tensions on the Armenian-Turkish border. Furthermore, Moscow’s willingness to provide discounted weapons
to Armenia reinforces its dependence on Russia. The two countries have a joint air defense agreement, and Yerevan in
June 2016 ratified a treaty on the operation of a joint Russian-Armenian air defense system. In 2015, Moscow provided
Armenia with a $200 million loan to purchase Russian weapons, including new Iskander missiles, which were on display
during Armenia’s celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of its independence. The Armenian and Russian governments
reinforced these close security ties by announcing an agreement to bolster a decade-old joint military force, although
neither side provided any details about what changes this November 2016 decision will bring. Close security ties,
however, have facilitated large-scale Russian investment—not always conducted in a transparent manner—into the
Armenian economy, allowing Russian firms to dominate key sectors of the economy, particularly the energy sector.

In other ways too, Armenia’s military and economic dependence on Russia often complicates the country’s diplomacy.
Yerevan has resisted Russian pressure to recognize Georgia’s breakaway territories as independent since 2008, realizing
that such a move would damage its ties to Georgia and raise questions in Armenia and among the diaspora about
Nagorno-Karabakh’s unrecognized status. However, Yerevan’s dependence on Russia probably was a major factor in its
decision to side with Moscow when it vetoed the United Nations General Assembly Resolution no. 68/262 reaffirming
Ukraine’s territorial integrity after Russia annexed Crimea in 2014. Armenia and Belarus were the only former Soviet
countries to follow Russia’s lead, and they were joined by a list of unsavory regimes: Bolivia, Cuba, Nicaragua, North
Korea, Sudan, Syria, and Zimbabwe.

Moscow forced Yerevan’s hand to join the EEU. After completing separate negotiations with the EU, Armenia backed away
in 2013 from signing an association agreement (AA) and the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA)
with the EU. Given that Russia is Armenia’s only ally, the latter’s decision to join the EEU instead was made for political



and national security reasons, not economic ones. Yerevan’s about-face on the AA and DCFTA, however, did not provoke
widespread protests at the time, likely because most Armenians understand and accept that Armenian security has been
dependent (since the imperial era) and will remain dependent on a strong relationship with Russia. This shows an
inseparable connection between Armenia’s security imperative and domestic issues. Not unlike Israel, security in Armenia
generally trumps all other economic, social, or political issues.

This security, however, comes at a stiff price. Yerevan reportedly expected $250–$300 million annually in trade benefits,
cheap imports of Russian energy, and discounted prices for weapons after joining the EEU. However, exports to
Russia dropped 26 percent in 2015, the first year of Armenia’s membership. Trade with Russia rebounded by 12 percent in
the first half of 2016, according to President Sargsyan, but the increase does not appear to have returned trade to pre-EEU
volumes. Savings from cheaper imports of Russian gas were not passed on to Armenian consumers. Instead, the 2015
decision to raise electricity rates at the request of Electric Networks of Armenia, the country’s electricity provider and a
subsidiary of Russia’s Inter RAO UES, sparked that year’s Electric Yerevan protests. Anger over the rate hikes quickly
became a symbol of popular dissatisfaction with Russia.

Popular discontent in Armenia toward Moscow is growing. Armenia’s January 2015 accession to the EEU coincided with
the brutal murder of an Armenian family by a mentally disturbed Russian soldier outside Russia’s military base in Gyumri.
The atrocity prompted protests in Yerevan and in Gyumri. At first, the Russian government failed to comprehend the
scope of the anger and growing sense of injustice that was brewing in Armenian society. Putin waited six days before
calling Sargsyan to offer his condolences, while Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov denigrated the protesters,
claiming they were using the tragedy to gain “geopolitical advantages.” His implication that the protesters were inspired
by a Western plot to undermine Russian influence was a display of his tin ear toward and poor understanding of Armenian
civil society.

Anti-Russian sentiment further increased after the Four-Day War. About 100 Armenians were killed during the
fighting. Russian weapon deliveries to Azerbaijan contributed to the bloodshed, angering many Armenians and raising
doubts about the value of Moscow’s security guarantees to Armenia. Social media since the April war has added fuel to the
fire, leading to protests outside the Russian embassy in Yerevan during Lavrov’s visit that month. A small group of
demonstrators also protested against Putin during his October 2016 visit to Yerevan for the CSTO summit. Given the
country’s security is built around its ties to Moscow, growing anti-Russian sentiment in Yerevan is unlikely to lead to a
reorientation of the country away from Moscow. But Armenian society is increasingly nervous about the one-sided nature
of the bilateral relationship. The Armenian government is caught between its deep dependence on Moscow and growing
public doubts about Russian intentions.

DIPLOMACY BEYOND RUSSIA

Aside from Russia, the United States also factors prominently in Armenian diplomacy. Armenia’s relations with the
United States generally are positive. As a co-chair country, along with France and Russia, in the Minsk Group tasked with
resolving the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute, the United States is generally seen as a more impartial arbiter in conflict
mediation efforts with Azerbaijan than Russia. Over the last year, this perceived impartiality has led many regional
experts to call on the United States to take a more active role in the negotiations, as it did at the start of the George W.
Bush and Barack Obama administrations. However, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry’s recent statement that neither
Armenia nor Azerbaijan is ready for or interested in a compromise solution suggests that Washington sees little purpose in
re-engaging at a senior level in the conflict any time soon—an approach that most likely will remain unchanged under the
next presidential administration.

Trade is not a major factor in Armenia’s relationship with the United States, accounting for only about 4 percent of
Armenia’s foreign trade in 2014. Trade turnover with the United States was $221 million for that year, according
to Armenian government figures. While trade is relatively low, the United States ranks as the second-largest source of
remittances (after Russia) due to the large Armenian-American diaspora.

Trade with the United States is miniscule, but the security relationship between Washington and Yerevan is stronger than
one would expect. Despite its close security relations with Russia, Armenia’s military reforms generally have been modeled
after the United States and supported by both the United States and NATO. Armenian service personnel have undergone
training in the United States and other NATO countries, with a large focus on peacekeeping. Armenia also has participated
in NATO-led operations at least in part to enhance its forces’ capabilities. Yerevan deployed contingents of 130 troops to
Afghanistan and forty-five to Iraq at the height of those wars. In Kosovo, thirty-five Armenian peacekeepers have
been deployed on rotation since 2012 alongside U.S. forces. Armenia also has deployed peacekeepers to Lebanon under
UN auspices, a logical deployment given the large Armenian community there and across the Middle East.

Beyond Russia and the United States, the geopolitical environment around Armenia is shifting, particularly with regard to
Azerbaijan and Turkey. Turkish-Azerbaijani relations remain strong, but both countries have been rocked by political



instability. The economic downturn in Azerbaijan has led to protests, purgesof the political elite, and a clampdown on
criticism. Yerevan fears that Azerbaijan could resort to military force to deflect public attention away the country’s
growing domestic problems. Meanwhile, Turkey has been deeply affected by the war in Syria, repeated terrorist attacks at
home, and the aftermath of the July 2016 coup. Both Baku and Ankara are becoming increasingly authoritarian, less
predictable, and more nationalistic—a problem for Armenia, where both Azerbaijan and Turkey are seen as the biggest
threats to its survival.

Nonetheless, societal ties and trade across the closed Armenian-Turkish border are much stronger than they are between
Azerbaijan and Armenia. The border between Armenia and Turkey remains closed, but charter flights between Yerevan
and Istanbul now operate. Cultural and business ties between the two countries are growing, with Georgia playing an
essential intermediary role in Armenian-Turkish trade. Armenia imports over $225 million in Turkish goods annually,
making it Armenia’s fourth-largest import-origin country.

Slightly better relations with Turkey have had little effect on Armenia’s most urgent security problem of Nagorno-
Karabakh. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan quickly backed Baku during the Four-Day War, aware that doing so
would win favors with a nationalist public at home. Azerbaijan is one of the top foreign investors in Turkey and conducts
active lobbying campaigns in the country to try to shape Turkish public opinion and policymaking. This gives Baku added
leverage within Turkey.

In the Middle East, the war in Syria has decimated the Armenian diaspora communities there, forcing many ethnic
Armenians to flee the country. Despite the carnage in Aleppo, the Armenian consulate in the city remains open to facilitate
the departure of ethnic Armenians from the country. Armenia has taken in at least 20,000 refugees from Syria, making it
the third-largest European recipient country of Syrian refugees based on population size. More refugees are likely to
follow.

Most of these refugees are ethnic Armenians, who can receive citizenship and Armenian passportsrelatively easily, often
even before leaving Syria or the Middle East. Armenian consular officers in Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria can grant citizenship,
adjudicate asylum applications, and provide passports to ethnic Armenian refugees on the spot. Granting immediate
citizenship, however, has drawbacks. It facilitates the departure of displaced Armenians from a war zone, but it also takes
them off global refugee tolls, depriving Yerevan of some international assistance. It also makes it difficult to determine the
exact number of people fleeing to Armenia.

Furthermore, with Armenia’s slow economic growth, high cost of housing, and limited employment opportunities, not all
Syrian Armenians stay. Their plight is similar to that of ethnic Armenians from Iraq, who sought refuge in Armenia a
decade ago. Europe, North America, and the Persian Gulf have been attractive onward destinations for both waves of
refugees. Some displaced people from Syria allegedly have moved to Nagorno-Karabakh or the occupied territories
around it, although the exact number is not clear, and Armenian officials generally downplay these allegations.

Separately, Armenian ties with Iran are mostly positive, dating back to when Tehran sided with Yerevan in the Nagorno-
Karabakh war in the early 1990s. Iran has long sought a greater role in mediation efforts, but has been continually
rebuffed by the international community. Sanctions on Iran have kept Armenian-Iranian economic ties relatively
constrained, but the Iran nuclear deal is changing calculations in both capitals. Yerevan clearly welcomes the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) as it has long feared that Iran’s nuclear ambitions would lead to a military conflict
between Iran and the West or Israel. Either scenario could have destabilizing repercussions for the region. Yerevan
specifically hopes the JCPOA will facilitate greater economic ties and boost the more moderate sectors of the Iranian elite
that have been Armenia’s main interlocutors. Iran and Armenia already swap energy and are looking to expand this
relationship.

Armenia has become a popular tourist destination for the Iranian middle class; 144,000 Iranians visited the country in
2015, with daily bus and plane service facilitating this travel. Armenia also sees itself as a potential staging ground for
international firms seeking entry into the Iranian market, although it will likely face fierce competition from Georgia,
which markets itself as a business hub for the entire region. Yerevan hopes Iran can become a more reliable transportation
outlet to the south through the construction of road and rail links that could facilitate trade flows from the Persian Gulf all
the way north to the Black Sea. Chinese investors have shown interest in these projects, possibly as part of Beijing’s Belt
and Road Initiative of infrastructure investment. Yerevan, however, has limited control over that project and the overall
future of Armenian-Iranian relations.

WHERE TO NEXT?

Armenia is at a juncture. Its economy is not meeting the needs of its population, forcing many to leave the country. The
International Organization for Migration estimated that 23.7 percent of all Armenian citizenslived outside the country in
2015—likely one of the main reasons why the Armenian government created a Ministry of Diaspora in 2008. The bulk of



these people live in Russia, solidifying the economic and people-to-people ties between the two countries. About 500,000
fewer people live in Armenia today than did during the late Soviet era. Most Armenian migrants generally leave the
country during their prime working years. Some never return. This outbound migration deprives Armenia of talent and
initiative, impeding its ability to develop a productive economy. The country’s geographic isolation and its closed borders
with Azerbaijan and Turkey add to its economic woes, as do high levels of corruption, a weak judiciary, an opaque political
system, and the persistent threat of war.

Armenia is actively seeking partnerships with China, Europe, the Middle East, and the United States to help boost trade
and investment, but is doing so in a way that does not alienate Russia. Yerevan’s problem, however, is that these countries
generally do not see Armenia as the main prize in a region with the untapped potential of Iran, the huge market of Turkey,
or the more welcoming investor climate and geographic location of Georgia. Moscow also has warned Armenia not to stray
too far from its orbit—a clear message from Armenia’s security guarantor at a time of geopolitical uncertainty spanning
from the Middle East to Central Asia.

While this geopolitical environment is complex, ultimately it is the social upheaval seen in Armenia over the last few years
that should unnerve the political establishment. The events of July 2016 suggest Armenian society is frustrated and has
little trust in the political establishment’s ability to solve the country’s growing problems. President Sargsyan responded in
the fall of 2016 by reshuffling the government in an attempt to put forward fresh and capable faces before the 2017
parliamentary elections. Some of those senior officials are European or U.S.-educated, while others, such as the prime
minister, are seen as closer to Moscow—a clear indication Sargsyan hopes to continue Armenia’s delicate foreign policy
balance.

However, what happens to Armenia after the current president’s term ends in 2018 remains to be seen. Amid growing
discontent with the status quo and competition among rival political factions, Sargsyan’s purported plan to move to the
prime minister’s office in order to remain at the helm—as some believe he intends to do—could prove risky. If he does not,
all eyes will be on one of those new, fresh faces, adding to the mounting expectations of change.
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Azerbaijan at Twenty-Five: A New Era of Change and Turbulence

THOMAS DE WAAL

 SEPTEMBER 23, 2016
Summary: Azerbaijani society is changing more rapidly than the authorities realize.
The country will face political turbulence if the elites do not bridge the gap between
rulers and ruled.

Changing Geopolitics of Eurasia

Azerbaijan is entering a new historical phase. The oil boom—which boosted the economy, consolidated
the country’s statehood, and gave it a new international profile—has ended. The country’s leaders have
more limited financial resources to offer a society that is not as politically quiescent as it was a decade ago
and where new forms of opposition, such as political Islam, are slowly emerging. For the authorities, their
chief dilemma is whether they can carry out economic liberalization to revive the economy without
resorting to political liberalization, which they fear will undermine their power. Technocratic members of
the government are indeed making some changes. But if Azerbaijan’s wider elite does not find a new sense
of humility to bridge a large gap between rulers and ruled, the country almost certainly faces political
turbulence.

Azerbaijan is currently more authoritarian than at any time since it achieved independence in 1991. Its
history since the end of the Soviet Union can be divided into four phases. From 1991 to 1993, the country
was wracked by civil strife and a series of defeats in the Nagorny Karabakh conflict with the Armenians, as
a result of which it lost large amounts of territory and was overwhelmed with refugees. Both of the initial
postindependence presidents, Ayaz Mutalibov and Abulfaz Elchibey, lost power in this turmoil. At the end
of 1993, the veteran Soviet-era leader Heydar Aliyev returned to power, negotiated a ceasefire that halted
the Karabakh conflict, and ushered in a period of stabilization. Order and stability were imposed at the
expense of political pluralism. After the senior Aliyev died in 2003, his son, Ilham, inherited the
presidency and was in a position to benefit from a sustained economic boom. The massive oil revenues
that flowed from the opening of the Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline put Azerbaijan on the world
map.
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The start of the fourth and latest phase can be dated roughly to Ilham Aliyev’s third term as president,
which began in October 2013 when he was fifty-one. Since that time, Azerbaijan has become a much more
closed and tightly controlled state based on the Central Asian model. The fact that Aliyev is serving a third
term at all follows a controversial 2009 change to the constitution abolishing term limits. A new
constitutional referendum on September 26, 2016, proposes a further extension of the presidential term
from five to seven years. These changes could prolong Aliyev’s personal rule almost indefinitely.

The turn to more authoritarian rule can in part be attributed to the ruling regime’s fears about a contagion
effect from the Maidan uprising in Ukraine and the revolutions in the Middle East. In 2013, the younger
Aliyev launched a political crackdown on dissent that was harsher than anything carried out by his KGB-
schooled father. It began with the jailing of Ilgar Mammadov, the leader of the pro-Western opposition
Republican Alternative (REAL) party who had been planning to run in the presidential elections. (As of
this writing, Mammadov is still in jail, despite a ruling by the European Court of Human Rights ordering
his release.) Later, many more pro-democracy activists and government critics were jailed, and Western



organizations operating in Azerbaijan were closed. In parallel, Azerbaijan restricted its engagement with
Western countries to a narrower agenda of energy and security issues and strengthened its relationship
with Russia. The drastic economic downturn in 2015–2016 was also the occasion for rethinking relations
with the West, but the new model has remained essentially unchanged.

LIFE AFTER THE BOOM

Azerbaijan enjoyed the boost of huge oil revenues for a full decade after the 1,760-kilometer-long (about
1,100 miles) BTC pipeline began operating in 2005. For three years in succession—2005, 2006, and
2007—Azerbaijan had the fastest growing economy in the world. The country used its new wealth to build
infrastructure at home and project influence abroad. It won a nonpermanent seat on the UN Security
Council in late 2011 and opened several dozen new embassies around the world. The State Oil Company of
the Azerbaijan Republic, SOCAR, became one of the biggest investors in Turkey, reporting that it has
invested $18 billion in the country, and acquired a two-thirds stake in the operator of Greece’s natural gas
grid.

However, the quick injection of cash into a political system with few checks and balances vastly increased
corruption and gave the government no incentive to modernize the rest of the economy. Much of the new
revenue was spent on prestige projects of debatable importance, such as constructing lavish new venues
for the Eurovision Song Contest, hosting the inaugural European Games, and building grand new
architectural projects in the capital city, Baku. The military budget was increased to almost $4 billion a
year, while other sectors—particularly those key to poverty alleviation and social welfare—received much
less investment. For example, although the education budget increased overall, by 2013 it had dropped to
2.7 percent of total spending, much lower than the European average of 4.5 percent.

A big economic discrepancy also opened up between boomtown Baku and the rest of the
country. Nationwide poverty rates fell impressively, from 50 percent in the early 2000s to 5 percent in
2013, according to the World Bank. Yet, as in the other two South Caucasus countries, unemployment has
remained an intractable socioeconomic problem, especially in rural regions. It is estimated that 40
percent of Azerbaijan’s workforce is engaged in subsistence farming. In 2013, at the peak of the oil boom,
the annual survey by the Caucasus Research Resource Centers, known as the Caucasus Barometer,
revealed that only 12 percent of the population reported personal income of more than $400 a month. The
survey recorded that 48 percent of the population reported themselves as being too poor either to buy
food or to buy food and clothes. Azerbaijan’s figures were a little better than those in Armenia or Georgia,
neither of which has benefited from the influx of oil money, but not by much.

Throughout 2016, almost all of Azerbaijan’s economic indicators have been on a downward curve. A
Baku-based economic think tank, the Center for Economic and Social Development, reported that in the
first eight months of the year, GDP growth was negative 3.9 percent and exports fell by 37 percent. Oil
export rates have fallen: the current export rate via BTC is about 850,000 barrels per day, down from a
peak of more than 1 million barrels a day achieved in 2010. The low price of oil has hurt the Azerbaijani
economy particularly badly. The Central Bank of Azerbaijan spent two-thirds of its reserves over fifteen
months trying, not very successfully, to support the Azerbaijani manat. As of September 2016, it has $4.19
billion in reserves, sharply down from its July 2014 high of $15.19 billion. On September 14, the Central
Bank raised its main interest rate to 15 percent in another attempt to shore up the currency.

As the manat tumbled, food prices skyrocketed, causing particular hardship among urban populations
who are dependent on food imports—which make up 70 percent of the country’s food stocks. Azerbaijani
officials, including President Aliyev, recently have noted the need to increase efficiency in the agricultural
sector—particularly production of grain and dairy products—to improve food security. With inflation
running at above 12 percent in 2016, this task is becoming pressing. The steep rise in food prices and lack
of jobs triggered a series of demonstrations in January 2016 in up to a dozen locations across the country.
The protests died away after the government promised to reverse some price rises. There were reports
that some of the demonstrators were Azerbaijani guest workers who had returned from Russia because of
a lack of jobs there. If that is true, that would constitute a double blow to the economy, as remittances



from abroad have sustained Azerbaijan’s rural economy for years. Reported remittance payments from
abroad were down sharply in 2016 to just one-tenth of what they were the year before.

The government’s main resource to assuage the public remains the State Oil Fund of Azerbaijan, SOFAZ,
which was founded as a rainy-day fund. In the spring of 2016, projected revenues in a new adjusted state
budget were estimated at 16.8 billion manats, of which almost half—7.7 billion manats ($4.9 billion)—
comes from SOFAZ. The assets of the fund itself dropped by 9.5 percent year-on-year in 2015, to $33.6
billion. This coincided with a sharp fall in projected incoming revenues to the fund. On March 18, a
government decree announced that revenues would decrease from 6.7 billion manats to 4.6 billion
manats—or just over $3 billion, given the devaluation of the currency. In dollar terms, that is an even
steeper fall from the peak of the oil boom in 2013, when the fund’s annual revenues were 15.6 billion
manats ($19.5 billion at the time).

If current trends persist, Azerbaijan’s oil reserves could be depleted within two decades. No new oil fields
have been discovered since 1994. According to BP’s Statistical Review of World Energy, the country’s
proven oil reserves amounted to 7 billion barrels at the end of 2014 (compared to 30 billion barrels for
Kazakhstan, 103 billion for Russia, and 158 billion for Iran).

For years, Azerbaijani officials have been talking about diversifying the economy, but there are few
notable results to show for these efforts. Just over one-tenth of the country’s exports in 2014—a total of
only $1.4 billion—came from non-energy sectors. If the oil price does not rebound strongly, the country
faces what amounts to a fiscal black hole for several years before projected gas revenues begin to flow in.

The government is pinning its hopes on gas as its main source of steady income in the future. However,
the claim that Azerbaijan will be the key location in a new Southern Gas Corridor sending gas to Europe
looks rather exaggerated. By global standards, Azerbaijan’s gas reserves (of around 1,200 billion cubic
meters, or bcm) are useful but not vast, in comparison to those of Iran (whose reserves are 30 times
greater), Russia, or Turkmenistan. The country’s chief advantage is its location, being linked to a trusted
westward export route via Georgia and Turkey, mostly run by a powerful Western oil company, BP. Yet,
several factors suggest that there will be no replica of the BTC pipeline as a gas export route. A projected
trans-Caspian gas pipeline never materialized, meaning that most of Turkmenistan’s gas now goes east to
China.

As a result, the idea of the Nabucco east–west gas pipeline foundered. That means that an export route to
Europe will rely on Azerbaijan’s own, more modest reserves of gas. A scaled-down version of the project is
going ahead, with work beginning on the Trans-Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline and the Trans-Adriatic
Pipeline. The declared plan is that from 2019 Azerbaijan will ship Turkey 10 bcm of gas from its Shah
Deniz II gas field. From 2020, the plan is that a further 6 bcm will go to the Balkans, Greece, and Italy.

Gas from Shah Deniz II will give Azerbaijan a stable source of income, but it will be competing in a
crowded market with liquefied natural gas from all over the world and with many other gas producers in
the wider Middle East. The European Union’s gas consumption is around 400 bcm per year, of which
around one-third comes from Russia. The Azerbaijani share of around 6 bcm, or 1.5 percent—and the
country’s associated claim to be a contributor to energy security—will be very modest by comparison.

A recent paper for the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies by Simon Pirani further predicts that due to low
prices and lack of investment, “the Azerbaijani gas supply squeeze will . . . last until at least 2021,” capping
the quantities of gas that Baku can send west and making Turkey the main importer of Azerbaijan’s gas
for a long period. Under current projections, Europe is unlikely to receive significant quantities of
Azerbaijani gas before 2030, the paper concludes. In the short term, the picture is even more
difficult. Azerbaijan’s gas production is under strain, with current output all committed to existing buyers
or being used to stimulate production in Caspian oil fields. Georgia asked for more gas from Azerbaijan
and, dissatisfied with the answer, began talks with Russia’s Gazprom. In 2016, Azerbaijan was
actually importing gas from Russia to power several factories.



THE ALIYEV SYSTEM

The basic structure of Azerbaijan’s political system has survived since the 1990s. It was founded by one
man, Heydar Aliyev, the late president and father of the country’s current leader. A political colossus, the
senior Aliyev ruled Azerbaijan twice, first as a powerful Communist Party boss between 1969 and 1982,
and again as president of independent Azerbaijan between 1993 and 2003. From 1982 to 1987, Aliyev’s
influence was at its zenith as he served in Moscow as first deputy prime minister of the Soviet Union and a
full member of the Politburo.

The senior Aliyev fell from power during the late Soviet era. In 1993, with Azerbaijan suffering losses on
the battlefield in the war with Armenia over Nagorny Karabakh and teetering on the brink of chaos, he
returned to Baku and assumed the presidency of the country. He reimposed control over state structures
that effectively had collapsed and rebuilt a power vertical in Azerbaijan with himself at the top of the
pyramid, making all final decisions. The two main parties, the Popular Front and Musavat, which had led
the drive toward independence and governed the country in 1992–1993, were marginalized.

The system, dependent on personal loyalty from individuals he had known for decades, can be described
as “neopatrimonial,” as defined by researchers Michael Bratton and Nicolas Van de Walle. In Heydar
Aliyev’s post-Soviet Azerbaijan, all key appointments were made by the president himself, and all power
flowed from the presidential apparatus. Those who came from Aliyev’s home region of Nakhichevan
enjoyed special patronage and power. The government was weak. Azerbaijan has a prime minister, Artur
Rasizade, who has held that position since 1996 but wields no significant power or influence. Rasizade
briefly vacated his job in 2003 so that Ilham Aliyev could become his father’s formal heir apparent, but
then returned to the post when the junior Aliyev was elected president that same year.

Ilham Aliyev inherited this system and has perpetuated it—but has found it harder to manage. In the
words of a historian of Azerbaijan, Audrey Altstadt, the younger Aliyev is the “keystone in the arch” of the
elite, a unifying and arbitrating force more than a supreme leader. Perhaps because he feels less secure in
his position, Ilham Aliyev has been more ruthless in suppressing critical voices than his father, whether
they are in civil society or opposition political parties, all of which have been harassed and marginalized.

Ruling Azerbaijan is a tougher assignment for the younger Aliyev first of all because he lacks the authority
that his father had, as well as the experience and detailed knowledge of Azerbaijan—which is hardly
surprising as he spent many years out of the country, studying and working. He has been forced to rely on
a coterie of older advisers and ministers, many of whom also served his father. As well as Rasizade,
Interior Minister Ramil Usubov has been in his post more than twenty years. The veteran chief of the
presidential administration, Ramiz Mehdiyev, has kept his position as the master of domestic and internal
politics. Being both in charge of law enforcement and security agencies and the chief ideologist of anti-
Western positions, Mehdiyev is at the spine of the old power vertical, seeing his job as protecting the
system against regime change. The president himself appears to be detached from day-to-day
decisionmaking on domestic issues and risks being in a bubble in which he is not getting feedback about
what is happening in the country.

Moreover, the rapid influx of wealth during the oil boom after 2004 changed the balance of the system by
enriching other members of the top elite. Under Ilham Aliyev’s presidency, regional affiliations have
become less important as different networks or clans with their own business interests have come to
dominate the economy, and by extension the country. The president himself, who is semi-estranged from
much of his immediate family, is associated with the most powerful of these clans, the Pashayev family of
his wife Mehriban Aliyeva, which is effectively the first family of Azerbaijan. The Pasha Holdings
company, whose CEO is the first cousin of the first lady, owns hotels; ski resorts; banks; and insurance,
travel, and construction companies. The family is also linked to many other businesses including Silkway
Holding, which runs many companies connected with Azerbaijan’s airports and aviation industry,
and Azersun, which is, among other things, the country’s largest food importer. The president’s children
all have extensive business interests.



Several other powerful and wealthy individuals own large business networks. Kamaladdin Heydarov
served as head of Azerbaijan’s State Customs Committee under Heydar Aliyev and as minister of
emergencies under the current president. He is linked to the Gilan Holding company, which owns hotels,
businesses, and food processing plants, as well as the Gabala football club. Transport Minister Ziya
Mammadov is linked to many transport and cargo companies. The large Garant Holding, whose chairman
is his son Anar Mammadov, has been engaged in talks to bring a Trump Tower to Baku. Anar also
founded the Azerbaijan lobbying group the Azerbaijan America Alliance. Tax Minister Fazil
Mammadov created another big conglomerate in 2003, AtaHolding, which is also linked to the first family
and had declared $490 million in assets in 2014.

The economic decline has weakened the oligarchs, as nine Azerbaijani banks have closed and real estate
prices have crashed. No one can be called “untouchable” any more. Ziya Mammadov is reported to have
been forced to sell businesses following the downfall in October 2015 of then national security minister
Eldar Mahmudov, a former close associate of the president. Among other things, Mahmudov was accused
of having taken a large undisclosed loan from the International Bank of Azerbaijan, which was run by one
of his relatives.

For years, the oligarchic system stifled smaller businesses and blocked foreign investment outside the oil
and gas sector. The story of Barmek, a Turkish company with good political connections in Ankara, is
indicative. Barmek was awarded a twenty-five-year contract to run the electricity grids of Baku and
Sumgait, but its efforts to modernize the network met with strong local opposition. Despite, or perhaps
because of, the efficiency savings it made for consumers, in 2006 the company was forced out of the
country and its CEO was jailed.

The economic downturn and difficult prognosis for the energy sector leads to the conclusion that 2016 is a
now or never moment for the elite to pursue a program of diversification and modernization.
President Aliyev promised that 2016 would be a year of “deep economic reforms,” and officials from
Western institutions have reported more positive feedback on recommendations for economic
modernization. A privatization program is under discussion that could empower some new business
actors. Azerbaijan potentially has a future as a pivotal staging post in China’s growing Silk Road network.
Baku’s shipping routes, railways, and pipelines could all make the country an important transport hub for
a wide region. A free trade zone is being set up in Baku’s international sea trade port.

On the positive side, the upper-middle tier of technocratic and reformist officials is more prominent than
before. Education Minister Mikayil Jabbarov and Finance Minister Samir Sharifov have reputations for
being good professionals. The network of so-called ASAN service centers, analogous to Georgia’s Houses
of Justice in being one-stop shops with a range of bureaucratic services, provides citizens with documents
speedily, bypassing corrupt officials. The EU has promoted a program of judicial reform that has sought to
professionalize judges and lawyers. There are even reports of a cleanup under way in the country’s
notoriously corrupt customs services.

However, a strong caveat is needed before predictions are made of imminent reform. The neopatrimonial
system will not benefit from a more open and competitive economy. Most of Azerbaijan’s powerful
oligarchs remain in charge of most of their assets and monopolies. An outright assault on them would be
fraught with political risk. Even though the government has grown stronger in Azerbaijan in the last year,
the oligarchic network most closely associated with it—the president’s and first lady’s family—has also
grown stronger. Change still depends on personal decisionmaking at the elite level, not on public
institutions.

FOREIGN POLICY AS A BALANCING ACT

Foreign policy and domestic policy strongly overlap in Azerbaijan. Changes in both external and internal
policies go in parallel.



This is most obviously the case with the Nagorny Karabakh conflict, which was the focus of another recent
article by this author. The conflict has remained the number one domestic and foreign priority for
Azerbaijan for the last quarter century. It is the one issue on which the national leader is driven by the
public as much as vice versa. The continued occupation by Armenian forces of a large swath of
Azerbaijan’s territory and the unresolved nature of the conflict generates anger and nationalist sentiments
across Azerbaijan. It can be used as an instrument of political control by elites if they seek to rally the
public around the flag. It also drives Azerbaijan’s relationship with international institutions, as the
country continually seeks ways to gain leverage over and put pressure on Armenia.

Overall, Azerbaijan has tried to secure maximum influence in the world by pursuing a balanced foreign
policy between different actors while not joining any Western-led or Russian-led economic or security
organizations, such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the Collective Security Treaty Organization,
or the Eurasian Economic Union. Instead, the country signaled its desire for an independent trajectory by
joining the Non-Aligned Movement in 2011. In the last five years, Azerbaijan has tried to make new
friends in Asia, especially in China and Malaysia.

Since independence, Turkey has been Azerbaijan’s main ally. The slogan from the Popular Front period—
“One nation, two states”—conceals many difficult aspects of the relationship, including a very different
outlook on the Middle East, where Azerbaijan has forged a strong relationship with Israel. But the two
countries have a strong business and energy relationship and a bilateral defense treaty signed in 2010.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, with fewer international friends, sees Azerbaijan as a
dependable ally. In 2016, Azerbaijan supported Ankara after the failed coup in Turkey and shut down
schools and media organizations associated with the Sunni cleric Fethullah Gülen, and Turkey strongly
supported Baku during the outbreak of fighting over Nagorny Karabakh.

As central as the Karabakh conflict is to modern Azerbaijan, it can also be argued that the twenty-five-
year-old dispute with small Armenia distracts Azerbaijan from a more significant long-term strategic
challenge, which is how to manage its relationship with its two big neighbors, Russia and Iran. These
former imperial powers have an influence that was used against the authorities in the 1990s, when the
new Azerbaijani state was weak, and could potentially stir up trouble in the future. Each can possibly
influence constituencies inside Azerbaijan. In the case of Russia, that means Russian-speaking migrant
workers and those who live in the border regions near Dagestan. In the case of Iran, that means pious
Shia and the Talysh minority near the Iranian border. Relations with Russia, which were strained for the
duration of Boris Yeltsin’s presidency, warmed again when Vladimir Putin took office. Over time, the
Azerbaijani elite increasingly have found common cause with Russia in its fear of regime change or the
color revolutions that toppled unpopular governments in Georgia in 2003, Kyrgyzstan in 2005, and
Ukraine in 2004 and 2014. This fear of regime change was the basis for rapprochement with Moscow and
a falling out with the West, which took place in 2013.

In August 2013, President Putin visited Baku, along with six senior ministers. A large part of Russia’s
Caspian Flotilla conspicuously followed him and was docked in the bay of Baku for the duration of his
stay. Russia promised new weapons sales to Azerbaijan and discussed energy cooperation. The visit
occurred two months before Aliyev’s third presidential election, and it seems likely that Putin promised
his Azerbaijani counterpart that Russia—in contrast to the West—was a reliable insurance policy against
the threat of regime change. In any case, soon afterward, Moscow refused a request to strip respected
cinematographer and Azerbaijani-Russian dual citizen Rustam Ibragimbekov of his Russian citizenship,
and this blocked Ibragimbekov from taking part in the election as the agreed-upon candidate of the
opposition parties.

There are many commercial links between Azerbaijan and Russia. Members of the Russian-speaking
Pashayev family of the first lady are visible in the Russian media and effectively honorary members of the
Russian elite. Yet the state-to-state relationship cannot be called a strategic one in the energy and security
spheres. In 2012, Azerbaijan insisted on taking over the last Russian-manned military installation in the
country, the Gabala radar base.



In the 1990s, Heydar Aliyev acted on the assumption that a firm relationship with the West and in
particular the United States would be a strong anchor for his country’s new statehood. The relationship
was built on energy cooperation, with the project for the BTC pipeline as its centerpiece, but extended into
many other spheres. There was a steady stream of high-level visitors traveling between Baku and Western
capitals.

In the last few years, this cooperation has narrowed to focus on only two or three issues. Under Ilham
Aliyev, Baku has continued to advocate a policy of close cooperation on energy and security issues, but it
has also strongly pushed back on pro-democracy initiatives and recommendations to hold free and fair
elections. Azerbaijan has used oil revenues to lobby its interests in the West, a practice that has achieved
substantial results and was nicknamed “caviar diplomacy” by the European Stability Initiative.

A sharp downturn in the Western relationship occurred in 2013. Then U.S. ambassador Richard
Morningstar—despite a personal relationship with Aliyev stretching back two decades—was
publicly castigated for critical remarks on the presidential election. More than a dozen pro-Western civil
society leaders, human rights activists, and journalists were arrested and jailed on dubious charges. These
included respected figures such as human rights defender Leyla Yunus; her husband, historian Arif
Yunus; lawyer Intigam Aliyev; and youth activist Rasul Jafarov. Western organizations, including the
National Democratic Institute, the Peace Corps, IREX (formerly the International Research and
Exchanges Board), Radio Liberty, and Oxfam were shut down or forced to leave the country.

A divide deepened with Western institutions. The Baku office of the OSCE was downgraded and cut in
size. The OSCE refused to monitor the 2015 parliamentary elections, after the Azerbaijani government
said it would only accept a small observation mission. The head of the main nongovernmental election
monitoring group in the country, Anar Mammadli, was in jail by the time of the elections, which delivered
an overwhelming majority for the ruling party, Yeni Azerbaijan.

This crackdown was given an ideological blessing in a manifesto and book written by veteran presidential
Chief of Staff Ramiz Mehdiyev. Entitled World Order of Double Standards and Modern Azerbaijan, it
closely followed the Kremlin’s view on supposed Western designs to destabilize and depose regimes it
deemed unfriendly in the post-Soviet space, with the United States identified as the main villain. The
example of the Maidan uprising in Ukraine, alleged by Moscow to be the work of the Western intelligence
services, was the central case study.

In a speech to mark the Novruz holiday in March 2015, the president himself outlined a similar version of
this zero-sum view of the world. He argued that “the world has entered a new period” in which “global
politics today is governed not by international law, but by hypocrisy, double standards, discrimination,
racism, Islamophobia and xenophobia. These are today’s realities. Therefore, we must be prepared for it
and we are prepared.” His country had to be vigilant because “some foreign circles are waging an overt
campaign against Azerbaijan.” The overall message of the speech—that Azerbaijan is a proud,
independent country that can ultimately trust no one but itself—suggested a shift toward a stance of proud
authoritarian isolation based on the model of Uzbekistan.

The authorities began to count the cost of this isolation. Criticism of the regime’s human rights record
intensified and Azerbaijan’s carefully laundered international image suffered from even more intense
criticism in the foreign media. A draft bill in the U.S. Congress entitled the Azerbaijan Democracy Act,
introduced in late 2015 by Representative Christopher Smith, threatened sanctions if political prisoners
were not released. There were signs of tension among the elite, including some resignations from pro-
Western officials in the Foreign Ministry.

The Azerbaijani authorities are sensitive to criticism from the West. For example, they have responded to
negative election monitoring assessments, critical human rights reports, and allegations of corruption.
They bothered to respond to a detailed investigation entitled Azerbaijan Anonymous that recorded a lack
of transparency in ownership in the oil industry.



In early 2016, the regime either released or reduced the sentences of some of its highest-profile, pro-
Western political prisoners, prior to President Aliyev’s visit to Washington for the Nuclear Security
Summit. Aliyev was awarded with a photo opportunity with U.S. President Barack Obama. Earlier, in a
high-profile visit by EU officials to Baku, the delegation called Azerbaijan a “strategic partner” for Europe.
Yet in the summer of 2016, there was a new series of arrests. Notable among them was the detention of
Natiq Jafarli, executive secretary of the pro-Western REAL party, who spent four weeks in jail.

The international and economic contexts strongly influence these fluctuations in the domestic situation.
Western partners are deemed important insofar as Azerbaijan may need financial aid, including possibly
loans from the IMF and World Bank. However, the July 2016 rapprochement between its two main
international partners, Russia and Turkey, removed a big headache for the Azerbaijani authorities and
probably made outreach to the West a less urgent priority.

LOOKING AHEAD: CLEAVAGES AND CHALLENGES

Azerbaijan is a country both of political authoritarianism and of great diversity and contradictions.
Behind a fairly uniform façade, it is a multifaceted country ethnically and religiously, with traditions of
political pluralism as well as autocracy. Despite severe pressure, Azerbaijan’s political opposition is still
alive. The country’s population has grown fast, from around 7 million when independence was proclaimed
to around 10 million now. The median age is thirty, with around 40 percent of the population under
twenty-five. The society is younger, more Azeri-speaking, and more religious than it was twenty-five years
ago. All this suggests that politics from below will at some point have an impact on the future of the
country as well as on elite politics.

Currently, almost all political life revolves around the ruling elite. President Aliyev called a referendum, to
be held on September 26, prolonging the presidential term from five to seven years. This potentially
means Aliyev could stay in power until 2025 if he wins the 2018 presidential election. The proposed
changes would also bring in the new posts of first vice president and several other vice presidents, to be
appointed by the president. This can be interpreted as a way of institutionally strengthening the current
elite. One parliamentary deputy, Gudrat Hasanguliev, has proposed that the first lady, Mehriban
Aliyeva, become the country’s first vice president, a move that might also make her the potential political
heir to her husband.

Elite politics and societal change appear to move on different tracks. One distinct societal cleavage that is
likely to become more marked is between secularism and religion. Azerbaijan has been called “the most
secular Muslim country in the world.” It is rare to hear the call for prayer on an Azerbaijani street. The
elite and professional classes are still strongly secular and identify with Russia, urban Turkey, and the
West. This applies as much to progovernment officials as to their critics, many of whom have been
persecuted in recent years. A secular outlook is common to civil society, the old political parties, the REAL
opposition party, most Baku-based journalists, and human rights activists. Yet all these groups—the elite
and its more democratically minded opponents—are not representative of society as a whole, being older
and concentrated in the capital city.

A big unanswered question is about the potential of political Islam as a growing force. If it does emerge, it
is likely to be in the form of bottom-up protests, rather than sectarian conflict between Shia (two-thirds of
the population) and Sunnis (one-third), something that the country has always managed to avoid.
Recruiters for radical Islam, both Shia and Sunni, focus their anger on a corrupt elite, a culture of
secularism and decadence, and Azerbaijan’s close relationship with Israel.

Thus far, most manifestations of political Islam have been met with punitive measures. The only senior
Muslims tolerated on an official level are ones associated with the Caucasus Muslim Board, whose head,
Haji Allahshukur Pashazade formerly led the Soviet-era Spiritual Board, a post he took in 1980. Shia, pro-
Iranian politics is most visible. In 2011, Haji Movsum Samadov, the head of the unregistered Shia Islamic
Party of Azerbaijan, and several of his associates were given long jail sentences. The strongly Shia village



of Nardaran near Baku has been the center of antigovernment activism for years and the target of police
operations. Sunni Salafi radical politics is less obvious but may be more dangerous. It is strongest in the
north, especially among the Lezgin and Avar minorities, who have ethnic kin across the border in Russia’s
Dagestan region. Estimates of how many Azerbaijanis are fighting with the self-proclaimed Islamic State
in Syria vary, but there may be up to 800. In 2012, many radicals were allowed to leave the country,
perhaps so the authorities could wash their hands of them.

Although Azerbaijan’s pro-Western dissident political prisoners have attracted the most international
attention, they are in fact much smaller in number than those detained on religious grounds, many of
whom were merely critical of the government and do not have an obviously radical profile. A statement
from the Prosecutor General’s Office blamed many of the protests in early 2016 on “radical and religious
extremist groups,” as well as opposition parties. The evidence suggests that these were purely economic
protests, but the constituencies for religious and economic revolt certainly overlap. In the past, for
example, protests in Nardaran have focused on gas and electricity shortages.

Of all the cleavages in Azerbaijani society, the big socioeconomic divide between rulers and ruled may yet
prove the most crucial. The end of Azerbaijan’s energy boom requires economic reform, which is harder to
implement without allowing some politics from below. While there are signs that the country’s leaders are
prepared to undertake some economic liberalization, the new changes enacted in the constitution suggest
the president wants only to protect and prolong his long-standing political system. Yet the evidence
suggests that Azerbaijani society is changing more rapidly than the authorities realize—and that they will
have to deal with new political challenges sooner rather than later.

This material is based upon work supported by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
https://carnegieeurope.eu/2016/09/23/azerbaijan-at-twenty-five-new-era-of-change-and-turbulence-pub-64671
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Azerbaijan’s 
foreign policy since 

independence 

Two decades have passed since the fall of the Soviet 
Union and the subsequent restoration of independence 
of the Republic of Azerbaijan. This article examines the 
major trends in the foreign policy of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan during 1991-2011. It discusses the key constraints and opportu-
nities	that	have	influenced	Azerbaijan’s	foreign	policy	options	and	the	chief	
goals of Azerbaijan’s foreign policy in this period. The author argues that 
the	existence	of	 the	conflict	and	the	unresolved	issues	surrounding	the	sta-
tus of Azerbaijan’s occupied territories and refugee population have served 
as critical constraints on Baku’s policy options as well as a useful lever for 
neighboring powers.  The article will also look at the major milestones of 
Azerbaijan’s foreign policy in the post-independence period.
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Following the collapse of the So-
viet Union, Azerbaijan’s1 for-
eign policy can be divided into 

two distinct periods: the first under 
President Abulfez Elchibey (1992-
1993); and the second under Presi-
dent Heydar Aliyev (1993-2003) 
and President Ilham Aliyev (2003- ).  
Under Elchibey, Azerbaijan’s for-
eign policy was guided by ideologi-
cal considerations. In contrast, under 
the Aliyev presidencies, Azerbaijan 
conducted a very pragmatic foreign 
policy based on material and non-
ideological factors. 

On gaining independence, the Repub-
lic of Azerbaijan inherited a perilous 
foreign policy environment. Azerbai-
jan is a small state located between 
three major powers: Russia, Iran and 
Turkey. The South Caucasus serves 
as a focal point of Russia-US compe-
tition, due to its strategic location and 
Azerbaijan’s significant energy re-
sources. This adds both security chal-
lenges and opportunities to Azerbai-
jan’s strategic environment.  On the 
eve of independence, Azerbaijan’s 
neighbor Armenia challenged the in-
ternationally recognized borders of 
the new republic, and the new states 
were at war from early independence.   

1  The modern Republic of Azerbaijan considers itself the 
successor of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic (1918-
1920).  This short-lived Azerbaijani state lost its independence 
following the Soviet takeover in 1920. Azerbaijan was 
subsequently incorporated into the Soviet Union, until it 
regained its independence following the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in December 1991.  The Republic of Azerbaijan formally 
celebrates	its	independence	on	May	28,	the	day	the	first	
republic declared independence, and considers itself a republic 
since 1918.

Since 1994, a very tenuous ceasefire 
has reigned between Azerbaijan and 
Armenia. As a consequence of the 
war, close to twenty percent of Azer-
baijan’s internationally recognized 
territory remains under Armenian oc-
cupation and close to a million Azer-
baijani citizens are refugees and in-
ternally displaced people.  Azerbaijan 
is also a landlocked state, and thus is 
dependent on its neighbors to allow 
it to transit goods through their terri-
tories. This gives neighboring coun-
tries potential leverage over Baku, 
and creates a need for Azerbaijan to 
craft special foreign policies towards 
them.  As an energy exporter, a land-
locked state is particularly dependent 
on its transit states and vulnerable to 
their maneuvers, and often must give 
major concessions in order to keep its 
trade arteries open.2 Azerbaijan also 
possesses a large ethnic Azerbaijani 
diaspora, estimated at over 30 mil-
lion; approximately 25 million eth-
nic Azerbaijanis reside in neighbor-
ing Iran.3 This diaspora can serve as 
a modest foreign policy asset in the 
United States and Europe, but it is 
a liability in Azerbaijan’s relations 
with Iran. 

Azerbaijan’s geographic location has 
significant influence on its foreign 
policy options and outcomes. Azer-
2  For more on the landlocked factor in Azerbaijan’s foreign 
policy, see Avinoam Idan and Brenda Shaffer, “The Foreign 
Policies of Landlocked States,” Post-Soviet Affairs  Vol. 27, 
No. 3 (July 2011), pp. 1-37.

3  For more on the ethnic Azerbaijani minority in Iran, see 
Brenda Shaffer, Borders and Brethren: Iran and the challenge 
of Azerbaijani Identity (Cambridge, MA.: MIT Press, 2002).
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baijan’s location on a strategic land 
bridge between Europe and Asia has 

endowed it with both opportunities 
and challenges in terms of foreign 
policy. Today, Azerbaijan’s airspace 
is part of one of the globe’s major air 
highways linking Europe, Asia, and 
the greater Middle East. Baku has 
positioned itself as a major air hub 
and location for refueling of inter-
continental flights, including flights 
to Afghanistan. In addition, Azerbai-
jan is a major oil and natural gas pro-
ducer and exporter.  In 2011, Azer-
baijan exported over a million barrels 
a day of oil and supplied natural gas 
to in Georgia, Turkey, Greece, Iran 
and Russia. The quantity of natural 
gas exports is also expected to grow 
significant in the coming decade. In 
addition, Azerbaijan serves as a po-
tential transit route for Central Asian 
oil and gas exports. 

Under Presidents Heydar Aliyev and 
Ilham Aliyev,  the foreign policy of 
the Republic of Azerbaijan  encom-
passed six major features: 1) balanc-
ing of relations with major global 
and regional powers, instead of being 

a member of any exclusive alliance; 
2) the absence of religious and other 
identity factors in determining the 
state’s alliance and main vectors of 
cooperation; 3) maintenance of full 
independence and  not serving as a 
de facto vassal state of any regional 
power; 4) policies that serve the state 
of Azerbaijan and not the greater 
Azerbaijani ethnic group 5) transpor-
tation policies and energy export as 
an integral element of foreign policy; 
6) active attempts to ensure the state 
achieves safe and recognized perma-
nent borders through the resolution 
of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict 
with Armenia.

Azerbaijan’s early foreign policy: 
the Elchibey period

Following the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, Abulfez Elchibey was the first 
democratically elected president of 
Azerbaijan in the post-independence 
period (1992-1993). Under Elchibey, 
a professor of Middle East studies, 
ideological considerations supersed-
ed considerations of material factors 
in foreign policy and alliance selec-
tion.  Thus, under Elchibey, Baku re-
jected institutionalized and especial-
ly security cooperation with Russia. 
It did not join the Moscow-led Com-
monwealth of Independent States 
(CIS) at its inception and called for 
the removal of troops under Russia’s 
command from the territory of Azer-
baijan.  Furthermore, under Elchibey 
Baku sought alliances with states 

Azerbaijan also possesses a 
large ethnic Azerbaijani diaspo-
ra, estimated at over 30 million; 
approximately 25 million ethnic 
Azerbaijanis reside in neighbor-
ing Iran.  
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- Turkey and the U.S. - that did not 
want to perform the role of Azerbai-
jan’s strategic backer. Elchibey had 
assumed that a shared Turkic identity 
would serve as a basis for an alliance 
with Ankara, despite the fact that 
Turkey showed no desire in this early 
period to enter into a military alli-
ance with Azerbaijan. Particularly in 
the early 1990s, Ankara was guided 
by pragmatic interests, choosing not 
to get entangled in the conflicts in the 
region but to focus on promoting its 
economic interests among the new 
states of the former Soviet Union. 
Throughout most of the post-Soviet 
period, Ankara has also given prece-
dence to its relations with Moscow, 
even at times when these policies 
have impinged on other partners in 
the post-Soviet space. In addition, 
Elchibey assumed that the pro-West-
ern orientation of the early state at 
independence and its establishment 
of democracy would lead Washing-
ton to support Azerbaijan’s security 
and prosperity. In reality, Washing-
ton’s policies toward the South Cau-
casus in the early 1990s were highly 
constrained by the activities of the 
American-Armenian lobby in Con-
gress and thus Washington did not 
extend support to Azerbaijan in this 

period. In fact, under the pressure of 
the American-Armenian lobby, the 
U.S Congress enacted Section 907 
to the Freedom Support Act, which 
barred direct U.S government aid to 
Azerbaijan and government-to-gov-
ernment cooperation, including in the 
military sphere.4 Further to miscalcu-
lation of anticipated alliances, Elchi-
bey’s polices toward Iran provided an 
additional impetus to Tehran to sup-
port Armenia in its war with Azerbai-
jan.  Based on his ideological beliefs, 
Elchibey championed the language 
and cultural rights of ethnic Azerbai-
janis in Iran (which comprise a third 
of the population of Iran, and the ma-
jority of the population of the north-
west provinces of Iran that border 
the Republic of Azerbaijan). Due to 
Baku’s promotion of liberation of the 
“South Azerbaijan”5 issue and Baku’s 
strong pro-US orientation during the 
early period of independence, Tehran 
supported Armenia in its war with 
Azerbaijan.6  
4  Section 907 has subsequently been waived by US Presidents 
since 2002, in recognition of Azerbaijan’s important role in 
facilitating US led anti-terrorism policies and as a major 
transit state of US supplies to Afghanistan.

5  This is the term used by President Elchibey to refer to the 
ethnic Azerbaijani populated provinces in northwest Iran.

6  Iran’s assistance to Armenia during the 1992-1994 
Nagorno-Karabagh War included supplying food and fuel, 
and providing a conduit through its territory for other states’ 
supplies to Armenia. For more on Iran’s support of Armenia 
in the Nagorno-Karabagh War, see Brenda Shaffer “Iran’s 
Internal Azerbaijani Challenge: Implications for Policy in 
the Caucasus,” in Moshe Gammer (ed.), The Caspian Region 
Volume I: A Re-emerging Region (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2004), pp. 119-142.  Iran continues to conduct 
extensive economic, political, security and infrastructure 
cooperation with Armenia, despite its occupation of lands 
of Muslim-majority Azerbaijan. For more on Iran’s policies 
toward	the	Armenia-Azerbaijan	conflict,	see	Brenda	Shaffer,	
“The Islamic Republic of Iran: Is It Really?” in Brenda 

President Elchibey took a very 
idealistic view of alliances 
choices, and ignored many of 
the realities of the regional pow-
er dynamic. 
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President Elchibey took a very ide-
alistic view of alliances choices, and 
ignored many of the realities of the 
regional power dynamic. Conse-
quently, during his presidency, Baku 
engaged in the conflict with Armenia 
with no allies, while Armenia en-
joyed support from Iran and Russia.  
Accordingly, Azerbaijan incurred 
significant losses in the war, leading 
to loss of close to twenty percent its 
of territory and the creation of over 
800,000 refugees. In light of these 
strategic losses, a popular uprising 
emerged against the Elchibey gov-
ernment, with wide public support 
for the return of Heydar Aliyev and a 
more pragmatic strategic and foreign 
policy.

Foreign policy under Heydar Ali-
yev and Ilham Aliyev

President Heydar Aliyev served as 
president of Azerbaijan from 1993 to 
2003. He was succeeded by his son 
President Ilham Aliyev in 2003. Il-
ham Aliyev was elected to a second 
term as president in 2008.  During the 
tenure of Presidents Heydar Aliyev 
and Ilham Aliyev, Azerbaijan’s for-
eign policy features six major trends: 
1) balancing of relations with major 
global and regional powers, instead 
of being a member of any exclusive 
alliance; 2) the absence of religious 
and other identity factors in deter-
mining the state’s alliance and main 
Shaffer (ed.), The Limits of Culture: Islam and Foreign Policy   
(Cambridge, MA.: MIT Press, 2006), pp.  219-239.

vectors of cooperation; 3) mainte-
nance of full independence and  not 
serving as a de facto vassal state of 
any regional power; 4) policies that 
serve the state of Azerbaijan and not 
the greater Azerbaijani ethnic group 
5) transportation policies and energy 
export  as an integral element of for-
eign policy; 6) active attempts to en-
sure the state achieves safe and rec-
ognized permanent borders through 
resolution of the Nagorno-Karabagh 
conflict with Armenia. The major 
document enshrining the foreign 
policy approach during the tenure of 
Presidents Heydar and Ilham Aliyev 
is the National Security Concept of 
Azerbaijan, which was adopted on 
23 May 2007.7 

In contrast to the Elchibey period, 
under the Aliyev presidencies, ideo-
logical and identity considerations 
were removed from alliance forma-
tion, and the state adopted a policy 
of balancing it relations toward vari-
ous powers, especially Russia the 
United States, Turkey and Iran. In its 
National Security Concept of the Re-
public of Azerbaijan, it declares that 
“The Republic of Azerbaijan pursues 
a multidimensional, balanced for-
eign policy and seeks to establish it 
with all countries.”8  Azerbaijan has 
pursued multiple alliances and coop-
eration with states that often possess 
7  Ministry of National Security of the Republic of Azerbaijan, 
“National Security Concept of the Republic of Azerbaijan,” 
Baku, May 23, 2007.

8  Ibid.
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opposing strategic orientations. Baku 
maintains multidirectional security 
cooperation with a number of allianc-
es, including opposing alliances such 

as the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States (CIS) and the North At-
lantic Treaty Organization (NATO).  
In September 2011, Azerbaijan offi-
cially joined the non-aligned move-
ment. In addition to ties with multiple 
states that belong to varying alliances 
systems, Azerbaijan has joined a large 
number of regional and international 
political groupings and has been very 
active in these organizations. In the 
Aliyev period, Azerbaijan’s religious 
or ethnic ties have not affected Ba-
ku’s choice of alliances and partners. 
While maintaining excellent ties with 
many Muslim-populated states and 
Muslim international organizations, 
neither Aliyev regime has developed 
special alliances with states on the 
basis of shared religious identity. 

With Georgia serving as its main 
transit state, Azerbaijan has viewed 
Georgia’s stability as part of its own 
national security interests. Accord-
ingly, Azerbaijan conducts a special 
foreign policy toward Georgia. On 

multiple occasions, Azerbaijan has 
attempted to strengthen Georgia’s 
stability, at times through voluntary 
concessions on issues of major in-
terest to Baku. For instance, Baku 
chose, contrary to the advice of and 
despite pressure from the World 
Bank and other international institu-
tions, to sell natural gas to Georgia 
at a relatively low price in order to 
strengthen Tbilisi’s economic stabil-
ity. Next, Baku strongly encouraged 
the ethnic Azerbaijani minority in 
Georgia to support the ruling govern-
ments in Tbilisi and to integrate into 
Georgian state institutions, often to 
the chagrin of the local Azerbaijani 
minority. This minority constitutes 
close to 7 percent of the population of 
Georgia and 10 percent of the popu-
lation of the capital.9 Third, Azerbai-
jan has offered conciliatory positions 
on border delimitation with Georgia 
in order to smooth the process. In ad-
dition, Azerbaijan invests funds in 
infrastructure in Georgia, especially 
in the transport sector. Azerbaijan 
has taken it upon itself to fund the 
Georgian section of a major railway 
project—the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars rail-
way—that is being established to link 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Turkey. 

As a small state located adjacent to 
three powers—Russia, Turkey and 
Iran, and involved in a territorial 
conflict with neighboring Armenia, 
Azerbaijan’s foreign policy neverthe-
9  Major Findings of First General National Population 
Census of Georgia, 2004.

With Georgia serving as its 
main transit state, Azerbaijan 
has viewed Georgia’s stability as 
part of its own national security 
interests
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less serves the goal of retaining its 
independence and refusing to serve 
as a vessel  state of any power. As 
part of this policy and in contrast to 
neighboring Armenia and Georgia, 
Azerbaijan has not agreed to the de-
ployment of foreign forces in its ter-
ritories.10 In addition, Baku purchas-
es arms to build its military capabil-
ity from a variety of states, not one 
dominant supplier.  

In the Aliyev period, Baku has con-
ducted a very calculated policy to-
ward the ethnic Azerbaijani diaspora, 
guided by foreign policy consider-
ations. Over 8 million citizens re-

side in the Republic of Azerbaijan, 
the vast majority of whom are ethnic 
Azerbaijanis. Outside the borders 
there are approximately 30 million 
more ethnic Azerbaijani diaspora 
members. The largest diaspora com-
munity is in neighboring Iran (num-
bering approximately 25 million); 
ethnic Azerbaijanis comprise the ma-
jority of the population in the prov-
inces of northwest Iran that border the 
Republic of Azerbaijan. In the Aliyev 
10  The only exception to this policy is the lease to Russia of 
the Qabala radar station, which houses a small contingent of 
Russian forces.

period, Azerbaijan has established a 
state agency, the State Committee for 
the Diaspora, which maintains regu-
lar ties with the diaspora. In addition, 
since 2001, the Government of Azer-
baijan sponsors a World Azerbaijani 
Congress meeting in Baku every 
five years. The Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs views many of the diaspora 
communities as useful contributers to 
Azerbaijan’s foreign policy efforts, 
and its embassies maintain ties with 
Azerbaijani diaspora communities in 
a variety of locations, especially in 
the United States and Europe. How-
ever, in contrast to the approach many 
states take toward diaspora commu-
nities, the Republic of Azerbaijan has 
not granted special citizenship rights 
to ethnic Azerbaijanis from abroad, 
nor has it encouraged their immigra-
tion to Azerbaijan. 

In contrast to the Elchibey period, 
under President Heydar Aliyev and 
President Ilham Aliyev, Azerbaijani 
state institutions have been cautious 
in promoting ties with the Azerbai-
jani community in Iran. Attempts 
at direct ties with this community 
could jeopardized bilateral relations 
with Tehran, and under both Aliyevs, 
Baku prioritized its ties with Tehran, 
as opposed to supporting the rights 
of the co-ethnic population in Iran. 
Thus, in the Aliyev period the gov-
ernment’s policies toward the Iranian 
Azerbaijanis were shaped by the state 
of relations with Iran. When relations 
were cooperative, Baku took steps 

Thus, in the Aliyev period the 
government’s policies toward 
the Iranian Azerbaijanis were 
shaped by the state of relations 
with Iran
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not to aggravate Iran on this issue. 
In contrast to other Azerbaijani di-
aspora communities, Baku does not 
maintain formal ties with the Iranian 
Azerbaijani diaspora.  For instance, 
Baku refrained from inviting repre-
sentatives from Iran to the various 
meetings of the World Congress of 
Azerbaijanis, despite the fact that this 
group comprises the largest diaspora 
community of Azerbaijanis. 

At the same time, Heydar Aliyev did 
at points use the issue to signal to 
Tehran on a variety of security issues, 
in response to Iran’s threats to Azer-
baijan.  For example, in 1994-96, 
Iran closed its border with Azerbaijan 
a number of times, often simultane-
ously with Russia. In response, Baku 
would broadcast a television show 
called Shahriyar, which dealt with the 
culture of Iran’s Azerbaijanis, which 
was also picked-up in Iran, evidently 
attempting to signal to Tehran that 
Baku had means to strike back at Iran 
if the border remained closed.  In ad-
dition, following the July 2001 threats 
to Azerbaijani-commissioned survey 
boats in the Caspian Sea and tens of 
intentional violations of Azerbaijani 
airspace by Iranian warplanes, Baku 
renewed broadcasts of television pro-
grams in the Azerbaijani language in 
Iranian territory.11 

Although Azerbaijan has refrained 
from courting the ethnic Azerbaijani 
11  ANS TV (Baku, in Azerbaijani) 25 July 2001, reported by 
BBC broadcasting, 26 July 2001.

community in Iran and has not pur-
sued irredentist policies toward its 
neighbor, Iran has still maintained a 
very hostile policy toward Azerbai-
jan throughout the post-Soviet era. 
This policy includes support for ter-
rorist groups that operate to desta-
bilize the regime in Azerbaijan, and 
maintenance of close ties and coop-
eration with Armenia, despite its oc-
cupation of Azerbaijani territory and 
Yerevan’s expulsion of over 800,000 
Azerbaijanis from their homes.  As 
part of its cooperation with Armenia, 
Iran officially inaugurated a natural 
gas supply pipeline to Armenia in 
2007 and has supplied its neighbor 
with natural gas since 2009. Iran also 
imports electricity from Armenia. On 
multiple occasions, the Armenian 
leadership has also called for greater 
Iranian involvement in the Nagorno-
Karabagh negotiations process and 
hailed the Iranian role in this pro-
cess.12 During a September 2011 visit 
of the Armenian Foreign Minister to 
Tehran, the Armenian representative 
praised “Iran’s stance on the Nago-
rno-Karabakh issue.”13 

Transportation and energy issues 
form a significant sphere of Azerbai-
jan’s foreign policy activity. This is 
due to Azerbaijan’s special trade and 
transportation challenges as a land-
12  See for instance speech of Armenian President Serzh 
Sarkisian on June 22, 2010 in Berlin, http://www.rferl.org/
content/Iran_Against_Any_US_Peacekeeping_Role_For_
Karabakh/2081078.html

13  http://tehrantimes.com/index.php/politics/2666-iran-says-
concerned-over-nato-radar-system-in-turkey
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locked state and the prominence of 
energy in Azerbaijan’s economy and 
foreign policy strategy. As stated by 
Foreign Minister Elmar Mammady-
arov, “An Azerbaijani foreign minis-
ter deals a lot with transportation.”14 
Baku is also striving to become a 
major transit state itself, for trade by 
other states in the Caspian region.  It 
has already become a major hub for 
flights to Afghanistan. In addition, 
Baku promotes export projects that 
would transport Central Asia’s natu-
ral gas through Azerbaijan. Baku’s 
intensive foreign policy efforts to re-
alize the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway 
link reflect the importance of trans-
port as part of the country’s foreign 
policy.

Azerbaijan’s decisions on its energy 
element reflect a variety of foreign 
policy considerations. As a land-
locked energy exporter, Azerbai-
jan’s oil export infrastructure passes 
through neighboring states before 
reaching world markets. In this state, 
decisions on energy export pipelines 
have larger political weight than 
those of sea-abutters, since they in-
volve designating permanent transit 
14  Foreign Minister Elmar Mammadyarov, 5 July 2009, 
speech Azerbaijan Diplomatic Academy, Baku (author’s notes).

states. Azerbaijan’s choice of an east-
west route through Georgia and Tur-
key for its main energy export pipe-
line route reflects its primary alliance 
orientation in the 1990s. By choosing 
the route through Georgia and Tur-
key, Baku indicated that a security al-
liance with these states was the most 
beneficial of its various options. In 
addition, a landlocked state tends to 
choose as its transit state one that has 
the strongest interest in maintaining 
the flow of trade through its territory 
and therefore least likely to disrupt it 
in the service of foreign policy and 
other goals. Thus, Georgia was se-
lected as Azerbaijan’s main transit 
state. 

During the independence period, Ba-
ku’s view of the role of energy export 
as a foreign policy tool has evolved. 
During the first decade following in-
dependence, Baku attempted to lever-
age its energy export as a foreign pol-
icy tool. The Azerbaijani leadership 
estimated that its role as an energy 
exporter would build a strong interest 
on the part of the U.S. and Europe in 
stability in the South Caucasus, and 
thus they would actively work to-
wards the resolution of the Nagorno-
Karabagh conflict. Moreover, linking 
with the west via permanent energy 
export infrastructure was viewed as a 
conduit for greater cooperation and a 
close relationship with European-At-
lantic institutions. However, during 
President Ilham Aliyev’s second term 
of office, Baku seems to have become 

By choosing the route through 
Georgia and Turkey, Baku in-
dicated that a security alliance 
with these states was the most 
beneficial of its various options
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aware of the limitations of energy as 
a political tool,, namely that it can’t 
be successfully leveraged to achieve 
many of its main security goals, espe-
cially in terms of the resolution of the 
Nagorno-Karabagh conflict. 

In the first stage of Caspian energy 
export, Azerbaijan adopted a “multi-
ple-pipeline” export strategy in order 
to limit its vulnerability to disrup-
tions by a single transit state and to 
expand its international connections. 
In the second round of energy export, 
centered on the export of Shah Deniz 
natural gas, Azerbaijan is most likely 
to continue its “multiple pipeline” 
policy and thus attempt to encompass 
new markets, in addition to those it 
reached during its first round of es-
tablishment of energy export infra-
structure.15

Azerbaijan’s growing natural gas ex-
ports will require an expansion of for-
eign policy activity and agreements. 
The nature of gas trade renders it 
much more susceptible to political 
considerations than that of oil or coal. 
Petroleum and coal are primarily 
traded on international markets with 
little direct connection between sup-
plier and consumer. Natural gas, on 
the other hand, is supplied chiefly via 
pipelines, creating direct, long-term 
linkages between suppliers and con-
sumers. The high cost of the majority 
15  For more on Azerbaijan’s second stage of energy export 
strategies, see Brenda Shaffer, “Caspian energy export phase 
II: Beyond 2005,” Energy Policy 38 (2010) pp. 7209-7215.

of today’s international natural gas 
export projects means that consum-
ers and suppliers must agree to mutu-
al long-term commitments. Thus, as 
Azerbaijan brings online new natural 
gas exports in the coming decade, 
building the framework for the right 
export venue, will occupy a promi-
nent part of its foreign policy agenda.

An additional major vector of Azer-
baijan’s foreign policy in the post-
independence period centers on en-
suring that the state achieves safe 
and recognized permanent borders 
through resolution of the Nagorno-
Karabagh conflict with Armenia. 
Throughout the post-Soviet period, 
the resolution of the Nagorno-Kara-
bagh conflict has occupied a major 
portion of Baku’s foreign policy ac-
tivity. In its National Security Con-
cept of Azerbaijan document, restor-
ing Azerbaijan’s territorial integrity 
is listed as the first goal of its national 
security strategy. The conflict is the 
major determinant of its decisions in 
the United Nations, for instance. The 
need to cultivate resolutions in its fa-
vor on the Nagorno-Karabagh issue 
shapes its votes and coalitions in this 
international organization, as well as 
in other international and regional in-
stitutions. 

Over the first two decades of in-
dependence, Azerbaijan’s foreign 
policy strategy toward the Nagorno-
Karabakh conflict has evolved.  In 
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the first decade, there was a strong 
belief in the role of international in-
stitutions and law in helping Azerbai-
jan resolve the Nagorno—Karabakh 
conflict and regain control of its oc-
cupied territories. In parallel, Azer-
baijan conducted a strong cultural di-
plomacy effort. Azerbaijan attempted 
to “make its case” on a variety of 
foreign policy stages, believing that 
once the world heard the facts, the in-
ternational community would adopt 
stances in its favor, and support from 
a variety of states and international 
institutions would have a meaningful 
impact on the resolution of the con-
flict. During President Ilham Aliyev’s 
second term of office, there seemed 
to emerge an awareness of the limited 
impact of the various resolutions and 
judgments of the various internation-
al institutions and states not directly 
affected by the outcomes of the con-
flict. 

The existence of the conflict and the 
unresolved issues of the status of 
Azerbaijan’s occupied territories and 
refugee population have served as a 
critical constraint on Baku’s policy 
options as well as a useful lever for 
neighboring powers.  The conflict 
significantly affects Azerbaijan’s re-
lations with most global and regional 
powers, especially Russia. External 
support, mainly from Russia, has 
been a key factor in the emergence of 
the conflict and thus external support 
is also key to its resolution.

Towards the future

Beginning in 2005, with the inau-
guration of the Baku-Tbilisi-Cey-
han pipeline, Azerbaijan’s revenues 
dramatically increased, allowing it 
to expand its foreign policy and se-
curity policy capacity, as well as to 
greatly improve the standard of liv-
ing and quality of government ser-
vices. As part of its improvement of 
state institutions and power, Azerbai-
jan has significantly raised the level 
and quality of the Azerbaijani mili-
tary forces, and is making efforts to 
increase enlistment rates, training 
quality of the recruits and the over-
all professionalism of the military.  
The improvement of the military and 
Azerbaijan’s domestic economic and 
social situations has also increased 
the assertiveness of its foreign and 
security policies.  During the 2011 
military parade on Armed Services’ 
Day, President Ilham Aliyev stated 
that the “The military build-up will 
be continued...The country, which is 
at war, must first of all pay attention 
to the military build-up. Military ex-
penditures take the first place in the 

The improvement of the military 
and Azerbaijan’s domestic eco-
nomic and social situations has 
also increased the assertiveness 
of its foreign and security poli-
cies
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state budget. Our army must demon-
strate perfect readiness in any condi-
tions. We will use all opportunities to 
strengthen the material and technical 
basis of the army.”16

Azerbaijan is also highly aware that it 
is a small country with limited power, 
located next to a number of strong 
powers, as well as being situated at 
the center of U.S—Russia strategic 
competition. Accordingly, Azerbai-
jan adjusts its foreign policies to 
the changes in the level of commit-
ment and policies of various pow-
ers toward the region. For instance, 
Washington’s level of commitment 
and activity in the South Caucasus 
has changed a number of times dur-
ing the post-Soviet period. As stated 
by Novruz Mammadov, Chief of the 
Foreign Relations Department in the 
Administration of the President of 
Azerbaijan, “After independence, 
we thought that the U.S. could offer 
all solutions for their problems. But 
through experience, we learned that 
it was not the case in actuality.”17 In 
addition, Russia has become increas-
ingly assertive in the region, includ-
ing in the military sphere.

During the second term of office of 
President Ilham Aliyev, some shifts 
in Baku’s bilateral relations are 
emerging in response to changes in 
Azerbaijan’s strategic environment. 

16  APA news service, June 28, 201.

17 Author’s interview with Novruz Mammadov, Baku, April 
2011.

Among the important changes are the 
relative retreat in terms of US pres-
ence and activity in the South Cau-
casus, especially under the Obama 
Administration, Russia’s invasion of 
Georgia during the August 2008 war, 
and Turkey’s agreement in principle 
to open its border with Armenia and 
other policy overtures to improve ties 
between Ankara and Yerevan. These 
shifts dramatically affect Azerbai-
jan’s strategic environment and thus 
its foreign policy challenges and 
strategies. 
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daviT bataSvili

1

ruseTis agresia ukrainaSi 2014-2015 wlebSi

џ რუსეთი ცდილობს პოსტ-საბჭოთა სივრცეზე გეოპოლიტიკური კონტროლის მოპოვებას, რაც 

შეუძლებელია უკრაინაზე რაიმე ფორმით დომინირების გარეშე;

џ რუსეთის მცდელობა მთელი უკრაინა ექცია თავის სატელიტად წარუმატებელი აღმოჩნდა 2013-2014 

წლების ზამთარში უკრაინაში მომხდარი რევოლუციის შედეგად;

џ მთელს უკრაინაზე პოლიტიკური კონტროლის ვერმოპოვების შემდეგ, რუსეთმა წამოიწყო ძალისხმევა 

უკრაინის დანაწევრებისთვის;

џ რუსეთმა მოახდინდა ყირიმის ოკუპაცია და დაიწყო ომი დონბასში, მაგრამ ვერ მოახერხა წარმატებით 

მოეხდინა უკრაინის სხვა ტერიტორიების დესტაბილიზაცია, რის გარეშეც ის ვერ შეძლებს უკრაინის 

დანაწევრებას;

џ ომი დონბასში და უკრაინის დეზინტეგრაციის რუსული მცდელობა კვლავაც გრძელდება 2015 წლის 

ივლისის მდგომარეობით.

Sesavali

2014 წელს დაწყებული რუსეთის ომი უკრაინის წინააღმდეგ გახდა რუსული აგრესიული პოლიტიკის 

ლოგიკური გაგრძელება. ეს პოლიტიკა არ დაწყებულა ვლადიმირ პუტინის მმართველობის დროს. 

თანამედროვე ფორმით რუსეთი ამ იმპერიულ პოლიტიკას საბჭოთა კავშირის დაშლის მომენტიდან 

ახორციელებს. სხვადასხვა დროს მისი მთავარი სამიზნეები სხვადასხვა ქვეყნები იყვნენ. საქართველოს ამ 

როლში არაერთხელ მოუწია ყოფნა, თუმცა მასში სხვა ქვეყნებიც მოხვედრილან, მაგალითად ყირგიზეთი, 

სადაც კრემლმა მოაწყო სახელმწიფო გადატრიალება 2010 წლის აპრილში. უკრაინას რაც შეეხება, მას 

რუსეთის იმპერიულ პროექტში საკვანძო ადგილი უკავია. ამ ქვეყნის გარეშე რუსული გავლენის სფეროს 

აღდგენა წარმოუდგენელია. ამავდროულად, უკრაინულ საზოგადოებას გააჩნია საკუთარი ეროვნული 

მისწრაფებები, რაც არ ითვალისწინებს სხვისი იმპერიის წევრობას. ინტერესთა ამ აშკარა წინააღმდეგობიდან 

გამომდინარე, კონფლიქტი მოსკოვსა და კიევს შორის 1991 წლის შემდეგ თანდათან მწიფდებოდა. 2014 წლის 

დასაწყისისთვის ეს დაპირისპირება კრიტიკულ სტადიაში შევიდა.

ukrainis mimarT ruseTis 
qmedebebis mizezebi

რუსეთის ფედერაციის საგარეო პოლიტიკის 

საკვანძო მიზანია პოსტ-საბჭოთა სივრცეზე 

დ ო მ ი ნ ი რ ე ბ ი ს  ა ღ დ გ ე ნ ა .  ა მ  დ ო მ ი ნ ი რ ე ბ ი ს 

ინსტიტუციურად გასაფორმებლად კრემლმა 

წამოიწყო ევრაზიული კავშირის პროექტი. მისი 

დანიშნულებაა ინტეგრაციის სახელით მოიპოვოს 

კონტროლი მეზობელი ქვეყნების  საგარეო 

პოლიტიკაზე და მათ ეკონომიკურ რესურსებზე, 

ა ს ე ვ ე  ა ქ ც ი ო ს  მ ა თ ი  ტ ე რ ი ტ ო რ ი ა  რ უ ს ე თ ი ს 

გეოსტრატეგიულ საყრდენად. 

უკრაინა არის მსხვილი ქვეყანა, ორმოცმილიონიანი 

მოსახლეობით, რომელიც უშუალოდ ესაზღვრება 

ც ე ნ ტ რ ა ლ უ რ  რ უ ს ე თ ს ,  ა ნ უ  რ უ ს ე თ ი ს 

გეოპოლიტიკურ ბირთვს. ამ ქვეყნის გეოგრაფიული 

განლაგების, ეკონომიკური და დემოგრაფიული 

რესურსის გათვალისწინებით, ყოველგვარი ფიქრიც 

კი რუსულ კონტროლზე პოსტ-საბჭოთა სივრცეზე 

ფუჭია, თუკი ეს კონტროლი რაიმე ფორმით არ 

გავრცელდება უკრაინაზეც. 
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სწორედ ამიტომ რუსეთი ეწინააღმდეგებოდა 

ნარინჯისფერ რევოლუციას 2004-2005 წლების 

ზამთარში, აწარმოებდა „გაზის ომებს“ უკრაინის 

წინააღმდეგ და თანმიმდევრულად ცდილობდა 

დ ა ე კ ნ ი ნ ე ბ ი ნ ა  უ კ რ ა ი ნ ი ს  ს უ ვ ე რ ე ნ ი ტ ე ტ ი . 

გ ა დ ა მ წ ყ ვ ე ტ ი  მ ო მ ე ნ ტ ი  დ ა დ გ ა  2 0 1 3  წ ლ ი ს 

შემოდგომაზე, როდესაც რუსეთმა, ზეწოლის და 

შანტაჟის გამოყენებით, დაარწმუნა ვიქტორ 

ი ა ნ უ კ ო ვ ი ჩ ი ს  ხ ე ლ ი ს უ ფ ლ ე ბ ა  უ ა რ ი  ე თ ქ ვ ა 

ევროკავშირთან ასოცირების ხელშეკრულების 

ხელმოწერაზე. უკრაინული საზოგადოებისთვის ეს 

გახდა იმის ნიშანი, რომ იანუკოვიჩი უარს ამბობდა 

ე ვ რ ო ი ნ ტ ე გ რ ა ც ი ა ზ ე  დ ა  გ ე ზ ს  პ უ ტ ი ნ ი ს 

„ევრაზიისკენ“ იღებდა. იმის გათვალისწინებით, 

რომ რუსეთის გავლენის სფერო და ევრაზიული 

კავშირის პროექტი შეუთავსებელია პოსტ-საბჭოთა 

ქვეყნების სუვერენიტეტთან, ამგვარი ცვლილება 

იანუკოვიჩის საგარეო პოლიტიკაში უკრაინული 

საზოგადოებისთვის მიუღებელი აღმოჩნდა. ამას 

მოჰყვა 2013-2014 წლების ზამთრის რევოლუცია და 

იანუკოვიჩის ქვეყნიდან გაქცევა 2014 წლის 

თებერვალში.

იანუკოვიჩის ხელისუფლების დაცემამდე კრემლს 

ჰ ქ ო ნ დ ა  ი მ ი ს  ი მ ე დ ი ,  რ ო მ  ი ს  შ ე ძ ლ ე ბ დ ა 

პოლიტიკური კონტროლის დამყარებას მთელს 

უკრაინაზე, ან, ყოველ შემთხვევაში, მის უმეტეს 

ნაწილზე კიევის ჩათვლით. მაგრამ 2013-2014 

წლების ზამთარში უკრაინულმა საზოგადოებამ 

ნათლად აჩვენა, რომ ამგვარი სცენარი სრულიად 

არარეალისტურია. რადგანაც მთლიანი უკრაინის 

„ გ ა ქ ც ე ვ ა “  რ უ ს ე თ ი ს  გ ა ვ ლ ე ნ ი ს  ს ფ ე რ ო დ ა ნ 

კრემლისთვის სრულიად მიუღებელია, მან მაშინვე 

სცადა უკრაინის დაყოფა და კონტროლის დამყარება 

უკრაინის აღმოსავლეთზე და სამხრეთზე, რომელიც 

მოიცავს როგორც ამ ქვეყნის ზღვაზე გასასვლელს, 

ისევე მის სამხედრო ინდუსტრიას და მისი 

ეკონომიკური პოტენციალის ძალიან დიდ ნაწილს. 

უკრაინის დაყოფის მცდელობა 2015 წლის ივლისის 

მდგომარეობით მეტწილად წარუმატებელი 

გამოდგა, მაგრამ რუსეთი კვლავაც აგრძელებს 

მოქმედებებს ამ მიზნის მისაღწევად.

rusuli politika 2013-2014 wlebis 
ukrainuli saprotesto moZraobis 
periodSi

2013-2014 წლების ზამთარში უკრაინაში მიმდინარე 

საპროტესტო აქციების პერიოდში რუსეთის 

ხელისუფლება რეგულარულად მოუწოდებდა 

იანუკოვიჩს რაც შეიძლება ხისტად ემოქმედა 
1საპროტესტო მოძრაობის მონაწილეთა მიმართ.  ამის 

პარალელურად, რუსეთი იანუკოვიჩის რეჟიმის 

ფინანსურ „მიბმასაც“ ახორციელებდა. 2013 წლის 17 

დეკემბერს პუტინმა და იანუკოვიჩმა ხელი მოაწერეს 

სამოქმედო გეგმას, რომლის ფარგლებში რუსეთი 

უკრაინას დაპირდა კრედიტს 15 მილიარდი აშშ 

დოლარის ოდენობით და ბუნებრივი აირის ფასის 
2

მნიშვნელოვან შემცირებას.

 

აღსანიშნავია, რომ 2013-2014 წლების ზამთრის 

მოვლენების დროს რუსეთში მიმდინარეობდა 

აგრესიული ანტი-უკრაინული პროპაგანდა. 

უკრაინული საპროტესტო მოძრაობის მონაწილეებს 

რუსულ საინფორმაციო სივრცეში „ფაშისტებს“ 

უწოდებდნენ, ხოლო თვით უკრაინას გარდაუვალ 

დაშლას უწინასწარმეტყველებდნენ.

ჯამში, იანუკოვიჩის სრულმა პოლიტიკურმა და 

ფინანსურმა დამოკიდებულებამ რუსეთზე, 

რომელიც 2014 წლის ზამთრისთვის საბოლოოდ 

იქცა რეალობად, და კრემლის მოთხოვნებმა 

„სიხისტის“ შესახებ გარდაუვალი გახადა ვითარების 

უკიდურესი გამწვავება. 2014 წლის თებერვლის 

მეორე ნახევარში კიევის ქუჩებში მოხდა მასშტაბური 

შეტაკებები. იანუკოვიჩის ძალებმა საპროტესტო 

მოძრაობის წევრთა მიმართ ცეცხლსასროლი იარაღი 

გამოიყენეს, რასაც ათეულობით მსხვერპლი მოჰყვა. 

22 თებერვალს უმაღლესმა რადამ იანუკოვიჩი 

პრეზიდენტის პოსტიდან გადააყენა.

yirimis okupacia

იანუკოვიჩის გადაყენებისთანავე რუსეთმა დაიწყო 

ოპერაცია, რომელიც მიზნად ისახავდა უკრაინის 

ს უ ვ ე რ ე ნ ი ტ ე ტ ი ს  დ ა ნ გ რ ე ვ ა ს  დ ა  ქ ვ ე ყ ნ ი ს 

დეზინტეგრაციას. პირველი სამიზნე ამ ოპერაციის 

ფარგლებში ყირიმი იყო. 2014 წლის 27 თებერვლის, 

დაახლოებით დილის 5  საათზე,  რუსულმა 

სპეცდანიშნულების რაზმმა დაიკავა ყირიმის 

ავტონომიური რესპუბლიკის მთავრობის და 

პარლამენტის შენობები. ამ დღიდან ყირიმში დაიწყო 

რუსეთის სამხედრო ნაწილების მასობრივი შესვლა.       

 ¹ მაგალითებისთვის იხილეთ: Simon Shuster, “Ukraine’s Protesters See Hand of Russia in Kiev Crackdown”, Time, 19 February 2014, http://time.com/8802/ukraine-kiev-russia-yanukovych-putin/ 

«Медведев попросил Януковича не быть тряпкой», Lenta.ru, 20 февраля 2014, http://lenta.ru/news/2014/02/20/medvedev/ (ნანახია: 24 ივლისი 2015) 

 2 «Путин обещает Украине скидку на газ и 15 млрд долларов», BBC, 17 декабря 2013, http://www.bbc.com/russian/russia/2013/12/131217_yanukovych_russia_negotiations (ნანახია: 24 ივლისი 2015)
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ამავდროულად, დაიწყო რუსეთის ევროპულ 

ნაწილში არსებული სამხედრო შენაერთების გაყვანა 
3მათი ბაზებიდან და ბრძოლისთვის მომზადება.  1 

მარტს პუტინმა მოითხოვა და მიიღო ფედერაციის 

საბჭოსგან უკრაინის ტერიტორიაზე რუსული ჯარის 
4

გამოყენების ნებართვა.  ყიველივე ეს ხდებოდა 

დემონსტრაციულად, ატარებდა ღია სამხედრო 

მუქარის ხასიათს და მიზნად ისახავდა უკრაინის 

ხელისუფლების დაშინებას.

2014 წლის დასაწყისში უკრაინა იყო სრულიად 

მ ო უ მ ზ ა დ ე ბ ე ლ ი  ს ა მ ხ ე დ რ ო  ა გ რ ე ს ი ი ს 

მ ო ს ა გ ე რ ი ე ბ ლ ა დ .  შ ე დ ე გ ა დ ,  უ კ რ ა ი ნ უ ლ მ ა 

ხელმძღვანელობამ არ გაუწია შეიარაღებული 

წინააღდეგობა რუსული ჯარის ყირიმში შეჭრას. 

2014 წლის მარტის განმავლობაში რუსეთის ჯარი 

ყირიმის ნახევარკუნძულს საკუთარი კონტროლის 

ქვეშ, ხოლო უკრაინულ სამხედრო ბაზებს ალყაში 

ა ქ ც ე ვ დ ა .  ყ ი რ ი მ ი ს  ა ნ ე ქ ს ი ი ს  ფ ო რ მ ა ლ უ რ ი 

პროცედურები რუსეთმა 21 მარტისთვის დაასრულა 
5.  24 მარტს უკრაინის ხელისუფლებამ გასცა ბრძანება 

უკრაინული შეიარაღებული ძალების ყირიმიდან 
6უკანდახევის შესახებ.

”novorosiis” proeqti da omis 
dasawyisi

ყირიმის ოკუპაციის პარალელურად, 2014 წლის 

მ ა რ ტ შ ი  რ უ ს ე თ მ ა  წ ა მ ო ი წ ყ ო  უ კ რ ა ი ნ ი ს 

ა ღ მ ო ს ა ვ ლ ე თ ი ს  დ ა  ს ა მ ხ რ ე თ ი ს  ო ლ ქ ე ბ ი ს 

დესტაბილიზაციის მცდელობა. ანტი-უკრაინულ 

დემონსტრაციებს და სახელმწიფო შენობების 

დაკავების მცდელობებს რუსული დროშის ქვეშ 

ადგილი ჰქონდა დონეცკის, ლუგანსკის, ხარკოვის, 

დნეპროპეტროვსკის, ზაპოროჟიეს, ხერსონის, 

ნიკოლაევის და ოდესის ოლქებში. რუსული 

პროპაგანდა ჩამოთვლილ ოლქებს „ნოვოროსიას“ 

უწოდებდა და ამ ტერიტორიის არაუკრაინულ 

ისტორიულ კუთვნილებაზე საუბრობდა. 17 აპრილს 

„ნოვოროსიის“ პროექტს საჯაროდ დაუჭირა მხარე 
7ვლადიმირ პუტინმა.

ჩამოთვლილი რვა ოლქიდან ექვსში რუსეთმა ვერ 

მიაღწია წარმატებას. ერთიან უკრაინას იქ ბევრად 

მეტი მხარდამჭერი აღმოუჩნდა, ვიდრე რუსეთს, 

რამაც ხელი შეუწყო უკრაინის დეზინტეგრაციის 

რუსული მცდელობის ჩაშლას. თუმცა, დონეცკის და 

ლ უ გ ა ნ ს კ ი ს  ო ლ ქ ე ბ შ ი ,  რ ო მ ლ ე ბ ი ც  რ უ ს ე თ ს 

ესაზღვრებიან და სადაც რუსული გავლენა 2014 

წლის მდგომარეობით ყველაზე დიდი იყო, რუსეთმა 

მოახერხა ვითარების გადაყვანა შეიარაღებული 

კონფლიქტის მდგომარეობაში.

2014 წლის აპრილის დასაწყისში მოსკოვი გადავიდა 

გ ა დ ა მ წ ყ ვ ე ტ  მ ო ქ მ ე დ ე ბ ე ბ ზ ე  დ ო ნ ე ც კ ი ს  დ ა 

ლუგანსკის ოლქებში. 12 აპრილს რუსეთის მიერ 

ორგანიზებულმა შეიარაღებულმა დაჯგუფებებმა 

დაამყარეს კონტროლი ქალაქ სლავიანსკზე და 
8

რამდენიმე სხვა დასახლებულ პუნქტზე.   მომდევნო 

პერიოდში იზრდებოდა სამხედრო შეტაკებების 

სიხშირე და ინტენსიურობა, ხოლო რუსული 

დაჯგუფებები იკავებდნენ ახალ დასახლებულ 

პუნქტებს. მაისის დასაწყისში უკრაინა გადავიდა 

აქტიურ მოქმედებებზე დონბასის რეგიონზე 

(დონეცკის და ლუგანსკის ოლქები) კონტროლის 

შესანარჩუნებლად.

2014 წლის აპრილიდან აგვისტოს ბოლომდე რუსეთი 

აწარმოებდა ომს დონბასში დაახლოებით 1992-1993 

წლების აფხაზეთის ომის სქემით. ის იყენებდა 

რუსეთის ჯარის სპეცრაზმელებს, რუსეთიდან 

შ ე ყ ვ ა ნ ი ლ  დ ა ქ ი რ ა ვ ე ბ უ ლ  მ ე ბ რ ძ ო ლ ე ბ ს  დ ა 

ადგილობრივი კოლაბორანტების ჯგუფებს. ამ 

ძალებს ის შეიარაღებით, მათ შორის მძიმე 
9ტექნიკით   ამარაგებდა. ამავდროულად, რუსული 

არტილერია პერიოდულად აწარმოებდა დარტყმებს 

რ უ ს ე თ ი ს  ტ ე რ ი ტ ო რ ი ი დ ა ნ ,  ს ა ხ ე ლ მ წ ი ფ ო 

საზღვართან  ახლოს მოქმედი უკრაინული 
10

შენაერთების წინააღმდეგ.  თუმცა, ეს „აფხაზური“ 

სქემა არ აღმოჩნდა საკმარისი. 2014 წლის ზაფხულის 

განმავლობაში უკრაინული შეიარაღებული ძალები 

თანდათან იბრუნებდნენ რუსული დაჯგუფებების 

მიერ დაკავებულ ქალაქებს.  აგვისტოს შუა 

რ ი ც ხ ვ ე ბ ი ს თ ვ ი ს  ა მ  უ კ ა ნ ა ს კ ნ ე ლ თ ა  მ ი ე რ 

 ³ «Путин поднял по тревоге войска Западного и Центрального военных округов», НТВ, 26.02.2014, http://www.ntv.ru/novosti/847881/ (ნანახია: 26 ივლისი 2015) 

«Началась передислокация войск Западного и Центрального военных округов», Взгляд, 27 февраля 2014, http://vz.ru/news/2014/2/27/674604.html (ნანახია: 26 ივლისი 2015)

⁴ Постановление Совета Федерации Федерального Собрания Российской Федерации от 1 марта 2014 года № 48-СФ "Об использовании Вооруженных Сил Российской Федерации на территории Украины", 

http://council.gov.ru/media/documents/pdf/41d4c5222e07062d3f21.pdf (ნანახია: 26 ივლისი 2015)

⁵ "Russian Federation Council ratifies treaty on Crimea’s entry to Russia", ITAR-TASS, 21 March 2014, http://tass.ru/en/russia/724749 (ნანახია: 26 ივლისი 2015)

⁶ “Ukrainian forces withdraw from Crimea”, BBC, 24 March 2014, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-26713727 (ნანახია: 26 ივლისი 2015)

⁷«Путин о юго-восточной Украине: Это «Новороссия», Гордон, 17 апреля 2014, http://gordonua.com/news/separatism/Putin-o-yugo-vostochnoy-Ukraine-Eto-Novorossiya-18739.html (ნანახია: 26 ივლისი 

2015)

⁸Mark Rachkevych, “Armed pro-Russian extremists launch coordinated attacks in Donetsk Oblast, seize regional police headquarters, set up checkpoints”, Kyiv Post, 12 April 2014, http://bit.ly/1nhbTvR (ნანახია: 29 

ივლისი 2015) «География и хроника захвата сепаратистами Донбасса», LB.ua, 12 апреля 2014», http://bit.ly/1gI4RD5 (ნანახია: 29 ივლისი 2015)

⁹ მაგალითისთვის იხილეთ: Andrew E. Kramer and Michael R. Gordon, “Russia Sent Tanks to Separatists in Ukraine, U.S. Says”, The New York Times, 13 June 2014, http://nyti.ms/1Iigycq (ნანახია: 29 ივლისი 2015)

¹⁰ “U.S. State Department releases Satellite Imagery from Russian/Ukrainian Border”, NATO Allied Command Operations, 28 July 2014, http://bit.ly/1K2qC7e  (ნანახია: 29 ივლისი 2015)
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დ ა კ ა ვ ე ბ უ ლ  ქ ა ლ ა ქ ე ბ ს .  ა გ ვ ი ს ტ ო ს  შ უ ა 

რ ი ც ხ ვ ე ბ ი ს თ ვ ი ს  ა მ  უ კ ა ნ ა ს კ ნ ე ლ თ ა  მ ი ე რ 

კ ო ნ ტ რ ო ლ ი რ ე ბ ა დ ი  ტ ე რ ი ტ ო რ ი ა  მ ე ტ ა დ 

შემცირებული იყო, ხოლო მათი მდგომარეობა 

სამხედრო თვალსაზრისით - უიმედო. ცხადი გახდა, 

რომ რუსეთის უფრო აქტიური ჩარევის გარეშე 

დონბასში მის მიერ ორგანიზებული დაჯგუფებების 

საბოლოო მარცხი გარდაუვალი იყო.

ruseTis uSualo samxedro Seteva 
ukrainaze 2014 wlis agvistoSi

2014 წლის აგვისტოს შუა რიცხვებისთვის დაიწყო 
11 

რუსული ჯარის პირდაპირი შეჭრა უკრაინაში.

ხოლო აგვისტოს ოციან რიცხვებში რუსული აგრესია 

კიდევ უფრო მასშტაბური გახდა. აღსანიშნავია, რომ 

ამ შეტევის დროს რუსული სამხედრო შენაერთები 

არღვევდნენ უკრაინის სახელმწიფო საზღვარს არა 

მხოლოდ იმ მონაკვეთებზე, რომლებიც უკვე იყო 

რუსეთის მიერ ორგანიზებული დაჯგუფებების 

კონტროლის ქვეშ ,  არამედ უკრაინის  მიერ 
12კონტროლირებად მონაკვეთებზეც.  

2014 წლის დასაწყისიდან რუსეთის ქმედებების 

მიუხედავად, უკრაინის ხელმძღვანელობა არ 

ელოდა პირდაპირი სახელმწიფოთაშორისო ომის 

ამგვარ აქტს. ამიტომ, რუსეთ-უკრაინის საზღვარი არ 

ი ყ ო  ს ა კ მ ა რ ი ს ა დ  დ ა ც უ ლ ი  უ კ რ ა ი ნ უ ლ ი 

შეიარაღებული ძალების მიერ. შედეგად, მართალია 

რუსულმა  სამხედრო შენაერთებმა  მიიღეს 
1 3

დ ა ნ ა კ ა რ გ ი ,  მ ა თ  შ ე ძ ლ ე ს  ს ა ზ ღ ვ რ ი ს პ ი რ ა 

უკრაინული ტერიტორიის დაკავება  ქალაქ 

დონეცკსა და აზოვის ზღვას შორის მონაკვეთზე. 

ამის გამო, რამდენიმე უკრაინული შენაერთი მოექცა 

ალყაში ქალაქ ილოვაისკთან და მძიმე დანაკარგი 

მიიღო. 

გარდა ამისა, რუსეთის პირდაპირმა სამხედრო 

ჩარევამ ზოგადად შეცვალა სამხედრო ბალანსი 

დონბასში მიმდინარე ომში. შეტევითი ოპერაციების 

წარმოება ,  რასაც  უკრაინა  ახორციელებდა 

ზაფხულის განმავლობაში დონბასის მთელი 

ტერიტორიის გათავისუფლებისთვის, ობიექტურად 

შეუძლებელი გახდა. უკრაინულმა შეიარაღებულმა 

ძალებმა დათმეს გარკვეული ტერიტორია ფრონტის 

ხაზის გასასწორებლად და ახალი ალყების თავიდან 

ასაცილებლად, რის შემდეგაც თავდაცვაზე

11 Roland Oliphant and Tom Parfitt, “Russian armoured vehicles and military trucks cross border into Ukraine”, The Telegraph, 14 August 2014, http://bit.ly/1yBBfIR (ნანახია: 29 ივლისი 2015) Michael R. 

Gordon, “Russia Moves Artillery Units Into Ukraine, NATO Says”, The New York Times, 22 August 2014, http://nyti.ms/1T0GQCQ  (ნანახია: 29 ივლისი 2015)
12 “Border guards retreat as 2 columns of Russian tanks enter Ukraine”, Fox News, 28 August 2014, http://fxn.ws/1tYWB1M  (ნანახია: 29 ივლისი 2015) 

Paul D. Shinkman, “Report: Russia Invades Ukraine, Prompts Emergency U.N. Meeting”, U.S. News and World Report, 28 August 2014, http://bit.ly/1pmdyoq (ნანახია: 29 ივლისი 2015) 

Annie Gowen and Anne Gearan, “Russian armored columns said to capture key Ukrainian towns”, The Washington Post, 28 August 2014, http://wapo.st/1gI7x3q  (ნანახია: 30 ივლისი 2015)
13 «Откуда на Украине российские десантники?», BBC, 27 августа 2014, http://bbc.in/1IF0U7U (ნანახია: 30 ივლისი 2015)

Алексей Пономарев, «В Пскове прошли закрытые похороны местных десантников», Slon, 25 августа 2014, http://bit.ly/1AO6009  (ნანახია: 30 ივლისი 2015) 
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გადავიდნენ. 

5 სექტემბერს ხელი მოეწერა ცეცხლის შეწყვეტის 

შეთანხმებას, რომელმაც დროებით დააფიქსირა 

ფრონტის არსებული ხაზი.

axali rusuli Seteva 2015 wlis 
dasawyisSi

2014 წლის შემოდგომაზე და დეკემბერში ფრონტის 

ხაზზე მიდიოდა ხშირი სროლა,  ხდებოდა 

ლოკალური შეტაკებები, თუმცა მასშტაბურ 

შეტევებს ადგილი არ ჰქონია. რეალურად ეს იყო არა 

ცეცხლის შეწყვეტის რეჟიმი, არამედ ფრონტზე 

შედარებითი სიმშვიდის პერიოდი რუსულ შეტევებს 

შორის. 

2015 წლის იანვარში რუსულმა ძალებმა განაახლეს 

სერიოზული შეტევები უკრაინელთა პოზიციებზე. 

ყველაზე მნიშვნელოვანი ბრძოლები გაიმართა 

ქალაქ დებალცევოს არეალში, სადაც ფრონტის ხაზის 

ფორმა იძლეოდა უკრაინული ძალების ალყაში 

მოქცევის  შესაძლებლობას ,  ფრონტის სხვა 

მონაკვეთებისგან განსხვავებით. მძიმე ბრძოლები 

დებალცევოს მონაკვეთზე ერთი თვის განმავლობაში 

გაგრძელდა. რუსულმა ძალებმა თითქმის მოახერხეს 

უკრაინელთა ალყაში მოქცევა, თუმცა 18-20 

თებერვალს უკრაინელებმა შეძლეს საკუთარი 

ძალების უმეტესი ნაწილის გამოყვანა დებალცევოს 

არეალოდან, რომელიც რუსული ძალების ხელში 

ჩავარდა.

ახალი ცეცხლის შეწყვეტის შეთანხმებას ხელი 2015 

წლის 12 თებერვალს მოეწერა. დებალცევოს 

ბრძოლები ამის მიუხედავად გაგრძელდა, თუმცა 

დებალცევოდან უკრაინელთა უკანდახევის შემდეგ 

ვითარება დაუბრუნდა 2014 წლის შემოდგომის 

მდგომარეობას.

viTareba 20 15  wlis ivlisis 
bolosTvis

2015 წლის თებერვლის ბოლოდან ამ სტატიის 

დაწერის მიმენტისთვის (2015 წ. ივლისის მეორე 

ნახევარი) ფრონტზე ისევ პაუზაა სერიოზულ 

ბრძოლებს შორის. სროლა, მათ შორის არტილერიის 

და ტანკების გამოყენებით, ყოველდღე მიდის. ამის 

გარდა, ძალიან აქტიურად მოქმედებენ მხარეთა 

სადაზვერვო-დივერსიული ჯგუფები. თუმცა, 

მასშტაბურ შეტევებს ადგილი არა აქვს. გამონაკლისი 

გახდა 3 ივნისის მარიინკას ბრძოლა ქალაქ დონეცკის 

დასავლეთ მისადგომებთან, როდესაც რუსულმა 

ძალებმა განახორციელეს სერიოზული, მაგრამ 

წარუმატებელი შეტევა უკრაინულ პოზიციებზე. 

გაგრძელება ამ ეპიზოდს არ მოჰყოლია. 

არსებული „პაუზის“ მიუხედავად, რუსეთის 

ქმედებები იძლევა იმის ვარაუდის საფუძველს, რომ 

ადრე თუ გვიან  ის  გააგრძელებს შეტევით 

ო პ ე რ ა ც ი ე ბ ს  უ კ რ ა ი ნ ი ს  წ ი ნ ა ა ღ მ დ ე გ .  რ უ ს ი 

ს ა მ ხ ე დ რ ო ე ბ ი  მ ო ნ ა წ ი ლ ე ო ბ ე ნ  ს ა ბ რ ძ ო ლ ო 

მოქმედებებში უკრაინის ტერიტორიაზე. კიდევ 

უფრო მრავალრიცხოვანი რუსული შეიარაღებული 

ძალები განლაგებულია რუსეთ-უკრაინის საზღვრის 

რუსულ მხარეს. რუსეთი არც დონბასიდან უკან 

ი ხ ე ვ ს  დ ა  ა რ ც  კ ო ნ ფ ლ ი ქ ტ ი ს  „ გ ა ყ ი ნ ვ ა ს “ 

ა ხ ო რ ც ი ე ლ ე ბ ს .  პ ი რ ი ქ ი თ ,  ი ს  ა წ ა რ მ ო ე ბ ს 

ყ ო ვ ე ლ დ ღ ი უ რ  ს ა ბ რ ძ ო ლ ო  მ ო ქ მ ე დ ე ბ ე ბ ს 

უკრაინელების წინააღმდეგ, შეჰყავს დონბასში 

დამატებითი შეიარაღება და ემზადება ახალი 

შეტევებისთვის.

ქვემოთ მოცემულ ბმულზე შეგიძლიათ იხილოთ 

ავტორის ინტერაქტიული რუკა, რომელზეც 

აღნიშნულია დონბასში ფრონტზე არსებული 

მდგომარეობა. რუკა თავდაპირველად შეიქმნა 2014 

წლის გაზაფხულზე და ასახავს უკრაინაში რუსულ 

აგრესიასთან დაკავშირებულ ცვალებად ვითარებას. 

ა ვ ტ ო რი  გა ა გრძ ე ლ ე ბ ს  რუ კ ი ს  გა ნ ა ხ ლ ე ბ ა ს , 

ვითარებაში ახალ ცვლილებებთან ერთად, 

მოცემული სტატიის გამოქვეყნების შემდეგაც:

http://bit.ly/1IF2lU0 
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daskvna

თანამედროვე რუსეთის საგარეო პოლიტიკის ფარგლებში, კრემლს აუცილებლად მიაჩნია რაიმე ფორმით 

კონტროლი უკრაინის ბედზე. მისი მცდელობა მთელი უკრაინა სატელიტად ექცია, რაც განსაკუთრებით 

აშკარად გამოჩნდა იანუკოვიჩის მმართველობის ბოლო თვეებში, წარუმატებელი აღმოჩნდა. 2013-2014 

წლების ზამთრის რევოლუციამ უკრაინაში ცხადი გახადა, რომ უკრაინული საზოგადოება არ დაუშვებს 

ქვეყნის ჩავარდნას რუსული კონტროლის ქვეშ. შედეგად, რუსეთმა წამოიწყო ოპერაცია უკრაინის 

დანაწევრებისთვის, რაც დაიწყო ყირიმის ოკუპაციით და გაგრძელდა სამხრეთ და აღმოსავლეთ უკრაინის 

დესტაბილიზაციის მცდელობით. ეს მცდელობა დიდწილად წარუმატებელი იყო, თუმცა რუსეთმა დაიწყო 

ომი დონბასის რეგიონში, რომელიც კვლავაც გრძელდება 2015 წლის ივლისის მდგომარეობით. რუსეთის 

ძალისხმევა დაანგრიოს უკრაინის სუვერენიტეტი არ დასრულებულა.
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1

milsadenebis politika postsabWoTa sivrceSi 

Sesavali

საბჭოთა კავშირი და შემდეგ უკვე რუსეთი, არა მარტო საკუთარი, არამედ აზერბაიჯანისა და 

ცენტრალური აზიის  ენერგორესურსების ექსპორტსაც აკონტროლებდა. ამ მხრივ, ბოლო წლებია, 

ახალი მილსადენების მშენებლობის შედეგად, ვითარება რუსეთის საზიანოდ იცვლება. აღნიშნულ 

სტატიაში პოსტსაბჭოთა სივრცეში არსებულ ძირითად მილსადენებს და მილსადენის პროექტებს 
1

განვიხილავთ.

         •   საბჭოთა კავშირის დაშლის შემდეგ პოსტსაბჭოთა სივრცეში ახალი მილსადენების   

              მშენებლობის შედეგად ენერგორესურსების ექსპორტზე რუსეთის მონოპოლიის 

              რღვევის პროცესი დაიწყო; 

         •    სამხრეთის გაზის დერეფნის ამოქმედებით ევროპა პოსტსაბჭოთა სივრციდან ახალი 

              და ალტერნატიული გაზის მიღებას შეძლებს, რაც რუსეთზე დამოკიდებულების 

              ხარისხს შეამცირებს; 

         •    ცენტრალურ აზიაში რუსეთის გავლენისგან თავისუფალი მილსადენების მშენებლობის

             შედეგად, გრძელვადიან პერსპექტივაში, ცენტრალური აზიის ქვეყნების რუსეთზე

             ეკონომიკური და პოლიტიკური დამოკიდებულების ხარისხი შემცირდება.

ruseTis imperiis milsadenebis 
politika 

რუსეთის იმპერია ნავთობით საერთაშორისო 

ვაჭრობაში XIX საუკუნეში ჩაერთო, როდესაც 1879 

წელს ცნობილმა ბიზნესმენმა რობერტ ნობელმა 

ბ ა ქ ო შ ი  ნ ა ვ თ ო ბ ი ს  9  ჭ ა ბ უ რ ღ ი ლ ი  ა ა შ ე ნ ა . 

აზერბაიჯანული ნავთობის მსოფლიო ბაზარზე 

ტრანსპორტირების მიზნით, 1883 წელს ბაქო-

ბათუმის სარკინიგზო ხაზი ამუშავდა. XX საუკუნის 

დასაწყისში კი, ბათუმთან დამაკავშირებელი 

პირველი 883 კმ სიგრძის ნავთობსადენი აშენდა. 

რუსეთის იმპერიამ ნავთობის მოპოვება/წარმოებაში 

მსოფლიო ლიდერის პოზიცია 1914 წლამდე 

შეინარჩუნა.

sabWoTa kavSiris milsadenebis 
politika

რ უ ს ე თ ი ს  ი მ პ ე რ ი ი ს  დ ა შ ლ ი ს  შ ე მ დ ე გ 

ენერგორესურსების მოპოვება და ექსპორტი არა 

მარტო ეკონომიკური, არამედ პოლიტიკური 

ს ა კ ი თ ხ ი  გ ა ხ დ ა .  მ ო პ ო ვ ე ბ ა ,  ე ქ ს პ ო რ ტ ი  დ ა 

მილსადენების მშენებლობა განსაკუთრებით II 

მსოფლიო ომის შემდეგ გააქტიურდა. საბჭოთა 

კავშირმა 1945 წლის შემდეგ მილსადენების ყველაზე 
2

მასშტაბური ქსელი (84 ათასი კმ) შექმნა.

1980-იან წლებში საბჭოთა კავშირი დღეში 12 მლნ 

ბარელს აწარმოებდა, რაც მას ნავთობის უდიდესი 

მწარმოებელი ქვეყნის სტატუსს ანიჭებდა. 

ნ ა ვ თ ო ბ ი თ  მ ა რ ა გ დ ე ბ ო დ ა  ყ ვ ე ლ ა  ს ა ბ ჭ ო თ ა 

რესპუბლიკა და ასევე ევროპელი მოკავშირეები 

„ვარშავის პაქტიდან“. 1980-იან წლებში საბჭოთა 

კავშირი გაზის ექსპორტის მიმართულებითაც 

აქტიურდება. 1982 წელს საბჭოთა კავშირმა 

დასავლეთ ევროპის გაზით უზრუნველსაყოფად 22 

მლრდ აშშ დოლარის ღირებულების გაზსადენის 

¹ მილსადენებს ოფიციალური სახელის გარდა სხვადასხვა სახელებითაც მოიხსენიებენ. აღნიშნულ სტატიაში მილსადენების მედიაში ყველაზე გავრცელებულ სახელებს 

გამოვიყენებთ.
2 Rafael Kandiyoti, Pipelines: Flowing Oil and Crude Politics (I. B. Tauris, 2008), 116.
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მშენებლობა დაიწყო. გაზსადენის მშენებლობამ 

„ცივი ომის“ პერიოდში დასავლეთის ქვეყნებს შორის 

ურთიერთობაში სერიოზული კრიზისი გამოიწვია. 

აშშ შიშობდა, რომ მილსადენი, დასავლეთ ევროპის 

ენერგო უსაფრთხოებას საფრთხეს შეუქმნიდა. 

თუმცა, დასავლეთ ევროპაში ვაშინგტონის პოზიცია 

არ გაითვალისწინეს და მილსადენის მშენებლობას 

მხარი მაინც დაუჭირეს. აშშ-ის წინააღმდეგობისა და 

საბჭოთა კავშირზე დაწესებული სანქციების 

მიუხედავად, მილსადენის მშენებლობა გაგრძელდა.

„ცივი ომი“-ს პერიოდში აშშ–ის ცენტრალური 

სადაზვერვო სამმართველოს მიერ მომზადებული 

შეფასების მიხედვით, საბჭოთა გაზზე დასავლეთ 

ევროპელების დამოკიდებულების გაზრდა, 

საბჭოთა ზეწოლის მიმართ მათ უფრო მოწყვლადებს 

გახდიდა და აღნიშნული ფაქტორი საბჭოთა 

კავშირთან მოლაპარაკებების პროცესზე მუდმივად 
3

გავლენას მოახდენდა.

gazsadenebi postsabWoTa sivrceSi

რუსეთის მიერ კონტროლირებადი გაზსადენები

რუსეთი დასავლეთის მიმართულებით გაზის 

ტრანსპორტირებისათვის რამდენიმე ძირითად 

საექსპორტო მარშრუტს იყენებს: , „სოიუზი“

„ბრატსტვო“ იამალ-ევროპა „ჩრდილოეთის ნაკადი“ , , 

და . „ლურჯი ნაკადი“

„სოიუზის“ გაზსადენი საბჭოთა პერიოდში, 1975-78 
4

წლებში, სოციალისტური ბანაკის წევრ ქვეყნებთან   

თანამშრომლობით აშენდა. „სოიუზის“ გაზსადენი 

რუსეთის მილსადენებს ცენტრალური აზიის 

გაზსადენების ქსელთან აკავშირებს, რომელიც 

უკრაინის გავლით ცენტრალურ და ჩრდილოეთ 

ევროპას გაზით უზრუნველყოფს. გაზსადენს ორი 

ძირითადი განშტოება აქვს: ერთი, უკრაინის გავლით 

სლოვაკეთს, ჩეხეთს, გერმანიასა და ავსტრიას, მეორე 

კი, სამხრეთით – მოლდავეთს, რუმინეთსა და 

ბულგარეთს უკავშირდება. 

მილსადენით გაზის ტრანსპორტირების საკითხი 

უკრაინასა და რუსეთს შორის, პერიოდულად, 

უთანხმოების მიზეზი ხდება. ორ ქვეყანას შორის 

ა რ ს ე ბ უ ლ ი  ს ა მ ხ ე დ რ ო – პ ო ლ ი ტ ი კ უ რ ი 

დაპირისპირება ,  აღნიშნული მილსადენით 

ევროპაში გაზის ტრანსპორტირებაზე გარკვეულ 

გავლენას  ახდენს ,  რაც  რუსეთის,  როგორც 

მიმწოდებლის და უკრაინის, როგორც სატრანზიტო 

ქვეყნის, რეპუტაციას ზიანს აყენებს.

„ბრატსტვოს“  გაზსადენი უკრაინის გავლით 

ცენტრალურ და აღმოსავლეთ ევროპაში გაზის 

ტრანსპორტირებას უზრუნველყოფს. მილსადენმა 

ფუნქციონირება 1984 წელს დაიწყო. „ცივი ომის“ 

პერიოდში გაზსადენის მშენებლობამ აშშ-ს და 

დასავლეთ შორის გარკვეული უთანხმოება 

გამოიწვია, რადგან აშშ დასავლეთ ევროპის რუსულ 

გაზზე დამოკიდებულების გაზრდის წინააღმდეგი 

იყო.

იამალ-ევროპის გაზსადენი 1997 წლიდან მუშაობს 

და დასავლეთ ციმბირს,  ბელორუსიისა  და 

პოლონეთის გავლით, გერმანიის ტერიტორიას და 

შ ე მ დ გ ო მ შ ი  დ ა ს ა ვ ლ ე თ  ე ვ რ ო პ ი ს  ქ ვ ე ყ ნ ე ბ ს 
5

აკავშირებს.

„ლურჯი ნაკადის“ გაზსადენი შავი ზღვის ფსკერზე 
6

გადის და რუსეთს თურქეთთან აკავშირებს.   

მილსადენი 2005 წლიდან ამოქმედდა. მილსადენის 

მშენებლობას თურქეთის სამხედრო ელიტა და აშშ 

ე წ ი ნ ა ა ღ მ დ ე გ ე ბ ო დ ა .  მ თ ა ვ რ ო ბ ი ს  წ ე ვ რ ე ბ ი 

მილსადენის პროექტის მხარდაჭერის სანაცვლოდ 

კორუფციულ გარიგებებშიც კი დაადანაშაულეს. 

მილსადენის მშენებლობის მოწინააღმდეგეთა 

აზრით, „ლურჯი ნაკადი“ თურქეთის რუსულ გაზზე 

დამოკიდებულებას კიდევ უფრო გაზრდიდა. 

რუსეთი უკვე ამარაგებდა თურქეთს „სოიუზის“ 

გაზსადენის სამხრეთის განშტოებით. არსებული 

წინააღმდეგობის  მიუხედავად,  თურქეთის 

მთავრობამ რუსეთთან გარიგებას მიაღწია და შავი 
7 ზღვის ფსკერზე პირველი მილსადენიც აშენდა.

„ჩრდილოეთის ნაკადის“ გაზსადენი რუსეთისა და 

გერმანიის ერთობლივი პროექტია. გაზსადენი, 

რომელიც სრულად 2012 წელს ამოქმედდა, 

ვიბორგიდან (რუსეთი), ბალტიის ზღვის ფსკერის 
8გავლით, გრეიფსვალდს (გერმანია) უკავშირდება.

3 Roman Kupchinsky, „The Recurring Fear of Russian Gas Dependency”, Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty, May 11, 2006, http://bit.ly/1GTaTql (ნანახია 30 ივნისი, 2015).
4 ბულგარეთი, უნგრეთი, გერმანიის დემოკრატიული რესპუბლიკა, პოლონეთი  და ჩეხოსლოვაკია. 
5 იამალ–ევროპის გაზსადენის შესახებ დეტალური ინფორმაცია იხ.: http://bit.ly/1H4kFIn
6 „ლურჯი ნაკადის“ გაზსადენის შესახებ დეტალური ინფორმაცია იხ.: http://bit.ly/1H4kFZ3
7 Amberin Zaman, „Corruptin Scandal Threaten to Sink Blue Stream Pipeline Project“, EuriasiaNet.org, May 30, 2001, http://bit.ly/1HAygZq (ნანახია 2 ივლისი, 2015)
8 „ჩრდილოეთის ნაკადის“ გაზსადენის შესახებ დეტალური ინფორმაცია იხ.: www.nord-stream.com  

agvisto 2015
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ეს არის პირველი შემთხვევა, როდესაც გერმანია 

ბალტიის ზღვის გავლით მილსადენით პირდაპირ 

იღებს რუსულ გაზს. გაზსადენი გვერდს უვლის 

ბელორუსია-პოლონეთის და უკრაინის სახმელეთო 

მარშრუტებს, რითაც სატრანზიტო ქვეყნებზე 

რუსეთის დამოკიდებულება მნიშვნელოვნად 

შემცირდა. 

  რუსეთის მიერ კონტროლირებადი მილსადენები

რუსეთის გავლენისგან თავისუფალი გაზსადენი

სამხრეთ კავკასიის მილსადენი  შაჰ-დენიზის გაზის 

საბადოდან (აზერბაიჯანი) იღებს სათავეს და 

ს ა ქ ა რ თ ვ ე ლ ო ს  გ ა ვ ლ ი თ  თ უ რ ქ ე თ ი ს  ქ ა ლ ა ქ 

ერზერუმამდე ჩადის. მილსადენი 2006 წელს 

ამოქმედდა და ამ  ეტაპზე მისი ძირითადი 

მომხმარებლები აზერბაიჯანი, საქართველო და 

თურქეთია.

navTobsadenebi postsabWoTa 
sivrceSi

რუსეთის მიერ კონტროლირებადი ნავთობსადე-

ნები

რუსეთი დასავლეთის მიმართულებით ნავთობის 

ტრანსპორტირებისათვის რამდენიმე ძირითად 

საექსპორტო მარშრუტს იყენებს: , „დრუჟბა“ კასპიის 

მ ი ლ ს ა დ ე ნ ი ს  კ ო ნ ს ო რ ც ი უ მ ი ბ ა ქ ო დ ა  -

ნოვოროსიისკის მილსადენი. 

„ცივი ომის“ პერიოდში, 1959 წელს, სოციალისტური 

ბ ა ნ ა კ ი ს  მ ხ ა რ დ ა ს ა ჭ ე რ ა დ ,  მ რ ა ვ ა ლ მ ხ რ ი ვ ი 

ეკონომიკური დახმარების საბჭოს (Comecon) მეათე 

ს ე ს ი ა ზ ე  ა ღ მ ო ს ა ვ ლ ე თ  ე ვ რ ო პ ე ლ ი 
9

მოკავშირეებისათვის   თათრეთისა და სამარის 

ოლქის ნავთობის  მილსადენით „დრუჟბას“

მიწოდების გადაწყვეტილება მიიღეს. მილსადენი 

სრულად 1964 წელს ამოქმედდა. 1970-იან წლებში 

ნავთობსადენის სისტემა გაფართოვდა და არაერთი 

პარარელური მილსადენი აშენდა. მილსადენის 

ჩრდილოეთის განშტოება ბელორუსიის გავლით 

პოლონეთსა და გერმანიას ამარაგებს, სამხრეთის 

განშტოება კი, უკრაინის გავლით ცენტრალურ 

ევროპას, ბალკანეთის ქვეყნებს და იტალიას. 

ნავთობსადენი რუსული და ასევე ყაზახური 

ნავთობის ევროპაში ტრანსპორტირების მთავარი 

მარშრუტია.

კასპიის მილსადენის კონსორციუმი ძველი 

საბჭოური მილსადენის ბაზაზე აშენდა და 

დასავლეთ ყაზახეთის ნავთობსაბადოებს რუსეთის 

შავი ზღვის პორტს აკავშირებს. მილსადენი 2001 

წელს ამოქმედდა.

ბაქო-ნოვოროსიისკის მილსადენი სანგაჩალის 

ტერმინალს (აზერბაიჯანი) ნოვოროსიისკის 

ტერმინალს (რუსეთი) აკავშირებს. მილსადენი 1997 

წ ე ლ ს  ა მ ო ქ მ ე დ დ ა .  რ უ ს ე თ ი  ს ა ქ ა რ თ ვ ე ლ ო ს 

ტ ე რ ი ტ ო რ ი ა ზ ე  ნ ა ვ თ ო ბ ს ა დ ე ნ ი ს  გ ა ვ ლ ი ს 

წინააღმდეგი იყო და აზერბაიჯანს ნავთობის 

ტრანსპორტირებისთვის აღნიშნულ მილსადენს 

სთავაზობდა. თუმცა, აშშ-ს აქტიური პოლიტიკის 

შედეგად, დასავლეთი ბაქო-ნოვოროსიისკის 

მილსადენით მხოლოდ ადრეული ნავთობის 

ტრანსპორტირებას დათანხმდა.

რუსეთის გავლენისგან თავისუფალი ნავთობსად-

ენები

ბაქო-სუფსას მილსადენი სანგაჩალის ტერმინალს 

( ა ზ ე რ ბ ა ი ჯ ა ნ ი )  ს უ ფ ს ი ს  ტ ე რ მ ი ნ ა ლ თ ა ნ 

(საქართველო) აკავშირებს. 1999 წლის აპრილში 

საქართველოსა და აზერბაიჯანის პრეზიდენტების 

მონაწილეობით, 830 კმ სიგრძის მილსადენი 

საზეიმოდ გაიხსნა, როდესაც პირველი ტანკერი 
10ნავთობით დაიტვირთა.

9 პოლონეთი, ჩეხოსლოვაკია, გერმანიის დემოკრატიული რესპუბლიკა და უნგრეთი.
10 Rafael Kandiyoti, Pipelines: Flowing Oil and Crude Politics (I. B. Tauris, 2008), 165. 
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ბაქო-თბილისი-ჯეიჰანის მილსადენი სანგაჩალის 

ტერმინალს (აზერბაიჯანი) თურქეთის პორტ 

ჯეიჰანთან აკავშირებს. ნავთობსადენის მშენებლობა 

2002 წლის სექტემბერში დაიწყო და 2005 წელს 

ამოქმედდა. პირველი ტანკერები ჯეიჰანის პორტში 

2006 წლის ივნისში ჩაიტვირთა. ნავთობსადენის 

მშენებლობის საკითხზე რუსეთის უარყოფითი 

პოზიციის მიუხედავად, აშშ-ის აქტიური ჩარევის 

შედეგად, ნავთობსადენი აშენდა. ვაშინგტონის 

მიზანი აზერბაიჯანული ნავთობის რუსეთისა და 

ირანის კონტროლისგან თავისუფალი მილსადენით 

ექსპორტი იყო. აშშ ასევე იმედოვნებოდა, რომ 

რეგიონული ენერგოპროექტის განხორციელება 

ვაშინგტონის მოკავშირეების (აზერბაიჯანი, 

საქართველო და თურქეთი) უსაფრთხოებისა და 

რუსეთისგან  დამოუკიდებლობის  ხარისხს 

გ ა ზ რ დ ი დ ა .  თ ა ვ ი ს  მ ხ რ ი ვ ,  ა ზ ე რ ბ ა ი ჯ ა ნ ი ს 

პოლიტიკის მიზანი იყო, ისეთი მილსადენის 

მ შ ე ნ ე ბ ლ ო ბ ა ,  რ ო მ ე ლ ი ც  ა ზ ე რ ბ ა ი ჯ ა ნ უ ლ ი 

ენერგორესურების ექსპორტის საკითხში რუსეთის 
11გავლენას მინიმუმამდე შეამცირებდა.

 აზერბაიჯანის ენერგორესურსების საექსპორტო   მარშრუტები

centraluri aziis milsadenebis 
politika

საბჭოთა პერიოდში და საბჭოთა კავშირის დაშლის 

შემდეგ ცენტრალური აზიის ენერგორესურსების 

ექსპორტის ერთადერთი მარშრუტი რუსეთის 

ტერიტორიაზე გადიოდა.  რუსეთი წლების 

განმავლობაში სარგებლობდა ცენტრალური აზიის 

იაფი ენერგორესურებით, რომელსაც ევროპის 

ქვეყნებში რეექსპორტს უკეთებდა და/ან შიდა 

მ ო ხ მ ა რ ე ბ ი ს თ ვ ი ს  ი ყ ე ნ ე ბ დ ა ,  ს ა ჭ ი რ ო ე ბ ი ს 

შემთხვევაში კი, მისი ქვეყნის სატრანზიტო 

ფ უ ნ ქ ც ი ა ს  ც ე ნ ტ რ ა ლ უ რ ი  ა ზ ი ი ს  ქ ვ ე ყ ნ ე ბ ზ ე 

პოლიტიკური ზეწოლისთვისაც  იყენებდა . 

ცენტრალური აზიის სახელმწიფოების რუსეთზე 

დამოკიდებულების შესამცირებლად, 1990-იანი 

წლების მეორე ნახევრიდან რუსეთის გავლენისაგან 

თავისუფალი მილსადენების მშენებლობის პროცესი 

გ ა ა ქ ტ ი უ რ დ ა ,  რ ა მ ა ც  ც ე ნ ტ რ ა ლ უ რ ი  ა ზ ი ი ს 

მილსადენების პოლიტიკა რადიკალურად შეცვალა. 

რეგიონის ენერგოპოლიტიკის აქტიურ საგარეო 

მოთამაშეებად რუსეთის გარდა, უკვე ჩინეთი და 

ირანიც გვევლინება. 

gazsadenebi centralur aziaSi

რუსეთის მიერ კონტროლირებადი გაზსადენი

ცენტრალური აზია-ცენტრის გაზსადენის სისტემა 

თურქმენული და უზბეკური გაზის საექსპორტო 

მილსადენია. მილსადენის პირველი ხაზი 1969 წელს 

ა მ ო ქ მ ე დ დ ა .  მ ი ლ ს ა დ ე ნ ე ბ ი ს  ს ი ს ტ ე მ ა 

თურქმენეთიდან იღებს სათავეს და დასავლეთ 

ყაზახეთის გავლით რუსეთის გაზსადენის სისტემას 
12 უერთდება. საბჭოთა პერიოდში და 1990-იანი 

წლების ბოლო პერიოდამდე გაზსადენის სისტემა 

ცენტრალური აზიის გაზის ექსპორტის ერთადერთი 

მარშრუტი იყო, რაც რეგიონზე რუსეთის მხრიდან 

პოლიტიკური და ეკონომიკური კონტროლის 

შენარჩუნებას უწყობდა ხელს.

რუსეთის გავლენისგან თავისუფალი გაზსადენები

ბუხარა-ტაშკენტი-ბიშკეკი-ალმათის გაზსადენი 

უზბეკეთის საექსპორტო გაზსადენია, რომელიც 

ყირგიზეთისა და სამხრეთ ყაზახეთისათვის გაზის 

ძირითადი წყაროა.  მილსადენი 1971 წელს 

ამოქმედდა. 

თურქმენეთ-ირანის გაზსადენი თურქმენული 

გაზის პირველი საექსპორტო მილსადენია, 

რომელიც რუსეთის ტერიტორიაზე არ გადის. 

მილსადენი 1997 წელს ამოქმედდა. მშენებლობის 

ხარჯების 90% ირანმა გაიღო, რომელიც შემდეგ 

თურქმენეთმა მიწოდებული გაზით გადაიხადა. 

მილსადენი გაზით ამარაგებს ირანის ჩრდილოეთის 

რეგიონებს. მიუხედავად იმისა, რომ ირანი გაზის 

რესურსებით მდიდარი ქვეყანაა, მისი გაზის 

რეზერვები ძირითადად ქვეყნის სამხრეთშია 

თავმოყრილი, რომლის ჩრდილოეთის რეგიონებში 

ტრანსპორტირება უფრო ძვირი ჯდება, ვიდრე 

თურქმენეთიდან იმპორტი. თურქმენეთისთვის 

მ ი ლ ს ა დ ე ნ ი ს  მ შ ე ნ ე ბ ლ ო ბ ა  ს ა ე ქ ს პ ო რ ტ ო   

11 Brenda Shaffer, Energy Politics (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009), 53-59.
12 ცენტრალური აზია–ცენტრის გაზსადენის სისტემის შესახებ დეტალური ინფორმაცია იხ.:  http://bit.ly/1LYIYJ2 
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მარშრუტების დივერსიფიკაციისკენ და რუსეთზე 

დამოკიდებულების შემცირებისკენ გადადგმული 

პირველი ნაბიჯი იყო. 2010 წელს თურქმენეთ–ირანს 

შ ო რ ი ს  თ ა ნ ა მ შ რ ო მ ლ ო ბ ა  გ ა ფ ა რ თ ო ვ დ ა  დ ა 

გაზსადენის კიდევ ერთი ხაზი ამოქმედდა, რამაც 

დამატებითი გაზის ექსპორტის შესაძლებლობა 
13

შექმნა.

თურქმენეთ-ჩინეთის გაზსადენი პირველია, 

რომლითაც ჩინეთში ცენტრალური აზიის გაზის 

ექსპორტი ხორციელდება. მილსადენი 2009 წელს 

ამოქმედდა. მილსადენის საშუალებით ჩინეთი 

ს ა კ უ თ ა რ  მ ზ ა რ დ  ე ნ ე რ გ ო  მ ო თ ხ ო ვ ნ ი ლ ე ბ ა ს 

უ ზ რ უ ნ ვ ე ლ ყ ო ფ ს ,  თ უ რ ქ მ ე ნ ე თ ი  კ ი ,  გ ა ზ ი ს 

ექსპორტის დივერსიფიკაციას ახდენს. მანამდე, 

თურქმენეთს მხოლოდ რუსეთისა და ირანის 

მიმართულებით ჰქონდა გაზის ექსპორტის 

შესაძლებლობა.  

navTobsadenebi centralur aziaSi

რუსეთის მიერ კონტროლირებადი ნავთობსადენი

კასპიის მილსადენის კონსორციუმი ძველი 

საბჭოური მილსადენის ბაზაზე აშენდა და 

დასავლეთ ყაზახეთის ნავთობსაბადოებს რუსეთის 

შავი ზღვის პორტს აკავშირებს. მილსადენი 2001 

წელს ამოქმედდა. 

რუსეთის გავლენისგან თავისუფალი ნავთობსად-

ენი

ყაზახეთ-ჩინეთის ნავთობსადენი პირველი 

მილსადენია,  რომლითაც ჩინეთი ნავთობის 

იმპორტს ახორციელებს. მილსადენი ყაზახეთის 

კასპიის სანაპიროდან იღებს სათავეს და სინძიანის 

პროვინციაში მთავრდება. 

ცენტრალური აზიის მილსადენები

axali milsadenis proeqtebi

რუსული პროექტები

ე ვ რ ო პ ე ლ ი  მ ო მ ხ მ ა რ ე ბ ლ ე ბ ი ს  რ უ ს უ ლ 

ენერგორესურსებზე დამოკიდებულების გაზრდისა 

და სატრანზიტო ქვეყნების როლის შესასუსტებლად, 

რ უ ს ე თ ი   პ რ ო ე ქ ტ ი ს „ ს ა მ ხ რ ე თ ი ს  ნ ა კ ა დ ი ს “
14 განხორციელებას გეგმავდა. პროექტის სიძვირისა 

და ევროპაში არსებული წინააღმდეგობების გამო, 

2014 წლის 1 დეკემბერს რუსეთის პრეზიდენტმა 

ვლადიმერ პუტინმა თურქეთში ვიზიტის დროს, 
15 

პროექტის შეჩერების შესახებ განაცხადა. მოსკოვმა 

ა ნ კ ა რ ა ს ,  ს ა ნ ა ც ვ ლ ო დ ,  ა ხ ა ლ ი  მ ი ლ ს ა დ ე ნ ი ს 

მშენებლობა შესთავაზა, რომელიც შავი ზღვისა და 

თურქეთის გავლით, რუსული გაზის საბერძნეთში 

ტრანსპორტირებას უზრუნველყოფს. პროექტი 

„თურქული ნაკადის“16
 (ახალი „ლურჯი ნაკადი“) 

სახელით არის ცნობილი და ამ ეტაპზე დამუშავების 

პროცესშია. 

რუსეთ-ევროპის ურთიერთობის გაუარესებისა და 

„სამხრეთის ნაკადის“ გაზსადენის პროექტის 

განხორციელების შეჩერების შემდეგ, რუსეთმა 

ალტერნატიული მომხმარებლების ძიების პროცესი 

ა ღ მ ო ს ა ვ ლ ე თ ი თ  გ ა ა ა ქ ტ ი უ რ ა .  ა მ  მ ხ რ ი ვ , 

მნიშვნელოვანია გაზსადენის პროექტი „ციმბირის 

ძალა“
17

,  რომლის მშენებლობისთვის კრედიტის 

გაცემა ჩინეთმა უნდა უზრუნველყოს, თუმცა, 

ფულის გამოყოფისა და მშენებლობის დაწყების 

საკითხი ჯერჯერობით გაურკვეველია.

რუსეთის გავლენისგან თავისუფალი პროექტები

რუსეთზე დამოკიდებულების შესამცირებლად და 

ე ვ რ ო პ ა შ ი  ე ნ ე რ გ ო  წ ყ ა რ ო ე ბ ი ს  ე ქ ს პ ო რ ტ ი ს 

დივერსიფიკაციისთვის ბოლო წლებში არაერთი 

პროექტის იდეა წარმოიშვა. მათ შორის არის 

„ნაბუკო“-ს  პროექტი,  რომელსაც რუსეთის 

საექსპორტო გაზსადენებისათვის კონკურენცია 

უ ნ დ ა  გ ა ე წ ი ა .  ე ვ რ ო პ ი ს  რ უ ს უ ლ  გ ა ზ ზ ე 

დამოკიდებულების შემცირების მიზნით პროექტს 

გარკვეული პოლიტიკური მხარდაჭერაც ჰქონდა. 

თუმცა ,  პროექტის  წინააღმდეგ  აქტიურად 

გამოდიოდა რუსეთი. პროექტის სუსტი მხარე იყო 

მილსადენის მშენებლობის სიძვირეც. გარდა ამისა, 

პროექტის განხორციელების საკითხზე აზრთა  
13 „Iran and Turkmenistan Inaugurate Gas Pipeline“, The Jamestown Foundation, Eurasia Daily Monitor, Volume 7, Issue 4, January 7, 2010, http://bit.ly/1HAFrB4 (ნანახია 3 ივლისი, 2015).
14 „სამხრეთის ნაკადის“ გაზსადენის პროექტის შესახებ დეტალური ინფორმაცია იხ.:  http://bit.ly/1CfPVW9
15 Darya Korsunskaya, „Putin drops South Stream gas pipeline to EU, caurts Turkey“, Reuters, December 1, 2014, http://reut.rs/1C56Qua (ნანახია 25 ივნისი, 2015)
16 „თურქული ნაკადის“ გაზსადენის პროექტის შესახებ დეტალური ინფორმაცია იხ.: http://bit.ly/1JFCu1w   
17 „ციმბირის ძალის“ გაზსადენის პროექტის შესახებ დეტალური ინფორმაცია იხ.:  http://bit.ly/1C570lq   
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სხვადასხვაობა იყო თავად ევროპის ქვეყნებშიც.

ყველაზე რეალისტური  (ტრანს-ადრიატიკის TAP
18

მილსადენი)  და ის (ტრანს-ანატოლიის TANAP-
1 9მ ი ლ ს ა დ ე ნ ი ) პ რ ო ე ქ ტ ე ბ ი ა ,  რ ო მ ლ ე ბ მ ა ც 

მრავალწლიანი მოლაპარაკებების შედეგად, 

„ ნ ა ბ უ კ ო “ - ს  პ რ ო ე ქ ტ თ ა ნ  შ ე დ ა რ ე ბ ი თ  მ ე ტ ი 
20მხარდაჭერა მოიპოვეს.  ახალი მილსადენები, 

თ უ რ ქ ე თ ი ს ა  დ ა  ს ა ბ ე რ ძ ნ ე თ ი ს  გ ა ვ ლ ი თ , 

აზერბაიჯანული გაზის პირდაპირ ევროპაში 

(იტალია) ტრანსპორტირებას უზრუნველყოფს. 

პროექტის განხორციელების შედეგად, უკვე 

არსებული სამხრეთ კავკასიის მილსადენის 

გაფართოების პარარელურად,  თურქეთის, 

ს ა ბ ე რ ძ ნ ე თ ი ს ,  ა ლ ბ ა ნ ე თ ი ს ა  დ ა  ი ტ ა ლ ი ი ს 

ტერიტორიებზე ახალი მილსადენები აშენდება. 

მილსადენის ნაწილი ადრიატიკის ზღვის ფსკერზეც 

გაივლის. მისი ამოქმედება 2018 წელს არის 

დაგეგმილი. 

   სამხრეთის გაზის დერეფანი

TAP TANAP–სა და -ის პროექტების განხორციელების 

შედეგად ევროპის სახელმწიფოები სტრატეგიული 

მიზნის მიღწევას შეძლებენ: უზრუნველყოფენ გაზის 

დამატებით მიღებას ალტერნატიული წყაროდან და 

ე ვ რ ო პ უ ლ  ბ ა ზ ა რ ზ ე  ა რ ს ე ბ უ ლ  მ ზ ა რ დ 

ენერგომოთხოვნილებას დააკმაყოფილებენ. 

პროექტი სამხრეთის გაზის დერეფანის ნაწილია. 

აღნიშნულ ტერმინს ევროკომისია იმ დაგეგმილი 

ინფრასტრუქტურული პროექტების აღსაწერად 

ი ყ ე ნ ე ბ ს ,  რ ო მ ლ ე ბ ი ც  კ ა ს პ ი უ რ ი  დ ა  ა ხ ლ ო 

აღმოსავლური გაზის ევროპაში ტრანსპორტირებას 

უზრუნველყოფს და ამით ენერგორესურსების 

მიწოდების უსაფრთხოებას აუმჯობესებს. 

ტ რ ა ნ ს კ ა ს პ ი უ რ ი  მ ი ლ ს ა დ ე ნ ი თ  ე ვ რ ო პ ა შ ი 

თ უ რ ქ მ ე ნ უ ლ ი  გ ა ზ ი ს  ტ რ ა ნ ს პ ო რ ტ ი რ ე ბ ა ა 

დაგეგმილი. თუმცა, კასპიის ზღვის გაურკვეველი 

სტატუსი და რუსეთისა და ირანის წინააღმდეგობა 

ხელს უშლის პროექტის განხორციელებას . 

თურქმენეთი პროექტის განხორციელებით 

დამატებითი ალტერნატიული საექსპორტო 

მარშრუტის უზრუნველყოფას და რუსეთზე

დამოკიდებულების შემცირებას იმედოვნებს. 

სამხრეთ კავკასიის გავლით თურქმენული გაზის 

ე ვ რ ო პ ა შ ი  მ ი წ ო დ ე ბ ა ზ ე  მ ო ლ ა პ ა რ ა კ ე ბ ე ბ ი 

თურქმენეთის პრეზიდენტის,  გურბანგულ 

ბერდიმუხამედოვის საქართველოში ვიზიტის 
21

დროსაც გაიმართა.   

18 ტრანს-ადრიატიკის მილსადენის პროექტის შესახებ დეტალური ინფორმაცია იხ.:  www.tap-ag.com
19 ტრანს-ანატოლიის მილსადენის პროექტის შესახებ დეტალური ინფორმაცია იხ.: www.tanap.com 
20 „EU-backed Nabucco project ̀ over` after rival pipeline wins Azeri gas bid“, EurActiv, June 27, 2013, http://bit.ly/1gerOgq (ნანახია 29 ივნისი, 2015).  
21 „Turkmenistan`s President Visits Georgia, Discusses Gas Transit Project“, Civil Georgia, July 2, 2015, http://bit.ly/1CS9E9g (ნანახია 4 ივლისი, 2015).
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daskvna

„ცივი ომის“ დასრულებისა და საბჭოთა კავშირის დაშლის შემდეგ, ახალი მილსადენების მშენებლობის 

შედეგად, პოსტსაბჭოთა სივრციდან ენერგორესურსების ექსპორტზე რუსეთის მონოპოლიის რღვევის 

პროცესი დაიწყო. 

რუსეთის მიერ ევროპის მიმართულებით დამატებითი მილსადენების მშენებლობის მიუხედავად, ევროპაში 

აზერბაიჯანული ენერგორესურსების მიღების ალტერნატიული მარშრუტებიც გაჩნდა. სამხრეთის გაზის
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დერეფნის განვითარების შედეგად კი, კასპიური გაზის პირდაპირ ევროპაში ტრანსპორტირების 

შესაძლებლობა გაჩნდება, რაც ევროპის ენერგო უსაფრთხოებას გააუმჯობოსებს. დერეფნის ამოქმედებით 

ევროპა ახალ და ალტერნატიულ გაზს მიიღებს და ამით რუსეთზე დამოკიდებულების ხარისხს შეამცირებს. 

თუმცა, სამხრეთის გაზის დერეფნის ფარგლებში მიმდინარე პროექტების დასრულებამდე, რუსეთი კვლავ 

დარჩება ევროპისათვის გაზის მთავარ მიმწოდებლად.

ევროპული მიმართულების გარდა, მნიშვნელოვანი ცვლილებებია ცენტრალურ აზიაშიც, სადაც ბოლო 

წლებში ორი მნიშვნელოვანი ტენდენცია შეინიშნება: პირველი, ენერგორესურსებით მდიდარი 

სახელმწიფოები, განსაკუთრებით კი, თურქმენეთი და ყაზახეთი, საექსპორტო მარშრუტების 

დივერსიფიკაციისათვის ახალი მილსადენების პროექტებს ახორციელებენ და, მეორე, რეგიონის 

მილსადენების პოლიტიკაში ჩინეთი გავლენიან მოთამაშედ ყალიბდება, რომელიც რეგიონის ყველა 

მნიშვნელოვან მილსადენის პროექტში წამყვანი პარტნიორია. ახალი გარემოებების გათვალისწინებით, 

ცენტრალური აზიიდან ენერგორესურსების ექსპორტზე რუსეთის მონოპოლია კიდევ უფრო შესუსტდება, 

რაც, გრძელვადიან პერსპექტივაში, ცენტრალური აზიის ქვეყნების რუსეთზე ეკონომიკური და პოლიტიკური 

დამოკიდებულების ხარისხს შეამცირებს.
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mamuka komaxia

ukraina:

1

religia da politika „”evromaidnis“””” Semdeg

Sesavali

2014 წელს უკრაინაში განვითარებული ”„ ევრომაიდნის” მოვლენების, რუსეთის ფედერაციის მიერ 

ყირიმის ანექსიისა და აღმოსავლეთ უკრაინაში შეიარაღებული სამხედრო დაპირისპირების 

დაწყების შედეგად, უკრაინაში არსებული კონფესიური დაპირისპირება გამწვავდა. რუსეთის 

ანტიუკრაინულმა პოლიტიკამ ნაციონალისტური განწყობების გაძლიერება გამოიწვია, რამაც, 

შესაძლოა უკრაინაში რუსული მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის გავლენის შესუსტებას შეუწყოს 

ხელი.

         ● უკრაინაში სამი მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიაა და მათ შორის მხოლოდ უკრაინის

  მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის მოსკოვის საპატრიარქოა კანონიკური;

         ● უკრაინის ნაციონალისტური ჯგუფების ხედვით, უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი 

  ეკლესიის რუსეთის საპატრიარქოს საქმიანობა უკრაინული სახელმწიფოსა და  

   უკრაინული იდენტობის ჩამოყალიბებისათვის ბარიერს წარმოადგენს;

         ●  “ევრომაიდნის” მოვლენების შემდეგ უკრაინაში განვითარებული პროცესების მიმართ

   რუსეთის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის პოზიციამ უკრაინელებში მის წინააღმდეგ 

              განწყობა გააძლიერა.

istoriuli gadawyvetileba

კიევის რუსეთში ქრისტიანობა ოფიციალურ 

რელიგიად 988 წელს გამოცხადდა, ახლად შე-

ქმნილი მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესია ანუ 

კიევის მიტროპოლია კი, კონსტანტინოპოლის 

საპატრიარქოს დაექვემდებარა. 1686 წელს, კო-

ნსტანტინოპოლის პატრიარქმა კიევის მიტრო-

პოლია მოსკოვის საპატრიარქოს შემადგენლო-

ბაში აღიარა, რომელსაც ავტოკეფალია კონსტ-

ანტინოპოლის საპატრიარქომ 1593 წელს მიან-

იჭა. უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელ ეკლესიაში 

არსებული დაპირისპირებაც, სწორედ, ამ 

ისტორიული გადაწყვეტილებიდან იღებს სათ-

ავეს.

religiuri ganxeTqileba

ამჟამად უკრაინაში სამი ძირითადი მართლ-

მადიდებელი  ეკლესიაა:

џ  უკრაინის  ეკლესია.მართლმადიდებელი

ეკლესიას ხშირად მოიხსენიებენ, როგორც 

უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის 

მოსკოვის საპატრიარქო, რათა იგი უკრაინის 

მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის კიევის 

საპატრიარქოსგან განასხვავონ; 

џ უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის  

კიევის საპატრიარქო ; 

џ უკრაინის ავტოკეფალური მართლმა-  

დიდებელი  ეკლესია.

უკრაინაში მართლმადიდებლების პირველი 

ინსტიტუციური გაყოფა 1990 წლის ივნისში, 

უკრაინის ავტოკეფალური მართლმადიდებე-

ლი ეკლესიის საქმიანობის აღდგენამ გამოიწვ-

ია. უკრაინის ავტოკეფალური მართლმადიდებ-

ელი ეკლესიის აღორძინების პროცესსა და 

საქმიანობას მხარს უჭერდნენ ნაციონალისტუ-

რი და პროდასავლური პოლიტიკური და საზ-

ოგადოებრივი ჯგუფები. ეს ჯგუფები რუსული 

მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის უკრაინის 
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ეგზარქატს, კრემლის გავლენის ქვეშ მყოფ ერთ-

ერთ ინსტიტუტად მიიჩნევდნენ.

1990 წელს, რუსული მართლმადიდებელი ეკლ-

ესიის გადაწყვეტილებით, ადგილობრივ დონე-

ზე არსებული მოთხოვნის საპასუხოდ, უკრაინ-

ის ეგზარქატს დამოუკიდებლობა და ადმინის-

ტრაციულ საკითხებში მაღალი დონის თვითმმ-

ართველობა მიენიჭა. ეგზარქატმა ახალი სახე-

ლი – უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი  ეკლესია, 

ეგზარქოსმა ფილარეტმა კი, კიევისა და სრულ-

იად უკრაინის მიტროპოლიტის ტიტული მიი-

ღო. ახალი სტატუსის მიუხედავად, 1991 წლის 

ბოლოს, მიტროპოლიტმა ფილარეტმა ავტოკეფ-

ალიის მინიჭების თხოვნით მოსკოვის საპატრი-

არქოს მიმართა, რის საპასუხოდაც ფილარეტი 

სქიზმაში დაადანაშაულეს და სასულიერო წო-

დება ჩამოართვეს. ამ გადაწყვეტილების პასუხ-

ად, ფილარეტის მომხრეებმა 1992 წლის მაისში 

უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიიდან გა-

მოყოფისა და უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი  

ეკლესიის კიევის საპატრიარქოს შექმნის შესახებ 

განაცხადეს. შედეგად, 1992 წლიდან უკრაინაში 

სამი მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესია მოღვაწე-

ობს. 

    პატრიარქი ფილარეტი

მართლმადიდებელ ეკლესიებს შორის არანაირი 

დოგმატური ან რიტუალური განსხვავება არ არის. 

ერთადერთი განსხვავება მათი სტატუსია მსოფლიო 

მართლმადიდებლობაში. კანონიკურად, მხოლოდ 

რუსეთის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის გავლენის 

ქვეშ მყოფი უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის 

მოსკოვის საპატრიარქო მიიჩნევა.¹

marTlmadidebeli eklesiebis 
gavrcelebis areali

უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის კიევის 

საპატრიარქოსა და უკრაინის ავტოკეფალური 

მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის გავლენა 

ძირითადად ქვეყნის დასავლეთში ვრცელდე-

ბა, სადაც უკრაინის ყველაზე ნაციონალისტუ-

რად განწყობილი მოსახლეობა ცხოვრობს. უკ-

რაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის მოსკოვის 

საპატრიარქოს გავლენა კი, აღმოსავლეთ, 

ცენტრალურ და სამხრეთ ტერიტორიებზე ვრც-

ელდება. ეკლესიის მიმდევართა რაოდენობის 

შესახებ განსხვავებული მონაცემები არსებობს, 

თუმცა, სხვადასხვა კვლევების მიხედვით, 

”ევრომაიდნის” მოვლენების შემდეგ, უკრაინის 

მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის კიევის საპატრ-

იარქოს მრევლის რაოდენობა, წინა წლებთან 
2შედარებით, გაიზარდა.

”erovnuli”“  da ”„ antierovnuli”“  
eklesia

უკრაინული სახელმწიფოს მშენებლობაში ეკ-

ლესიას უმნიშვნელოვანესი როლი ენიჭება. 

ამგვარი მიდგომა კი, ეკლესიების „”ეროვნულ-

ად” და ”„ ანტიეროვნულად” /ანტისახელმწიფოე-
3

ბრივად დაყოფას განაპირობებს.

“ეროვნულს” მიაკუთვნებენ უკრაინის ავტოკეფა-

ლურ მართლმადიდებელ ეკლესიას და უკრაინის 

მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის კიევის საპა-

ტრიარქოს. ეს ეკლესიები ეროვნული იდეების 

მატარებლებად ითვლებიან, რომლებიც უკრაი-

ნელი ერის ფორმირების პროცესში გავლენიან 

სულიერ ძალას წარმოადგენენ და თავისუფლე-

ბისა და დამოუკიდებლობისათვის იბრძვიან. 

უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის კიევის 

საპატრიარქომ, რომელიც სულ უფრო ითავსებს 

უკრაინაში სახელმწიფო ეკლესიის სტატუსს, 

მკვეთრად გამოხატული “ეროვნული“ სტატუსი 

შეიძინა .  ამ  ეკლესიისგან  “სახელმწიფო

1 „Church and Society in Ukraine: Problems of Relationship”, National Security and Defence, N10 (2000), http://bit.ly/1AR8jDT (ნანახია 9 მაისი, 2015). 
2 Tadeusz A. Olszański, „The Ukrainian Orthodox Church`s stance on the revolution and war”, OSW COMMENTARY, N151 (27. 10. 2014), http://bit.ly/1RQ9nfN (ნანახია 11 მაისი, 2015).
3 „Church and Society in Ukraine: Problems of Relationship”, National Security and Defence, N10 (2000), http://bit.ly/1AR8jDT (ნანახია 9 მაისი, 2015).    
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ეკლესიის” შექმნის მცდელობა 1990-იანი წლებ-

ის დასაწყისიდან იღებს სათავეს. ამ პერიოდში 

მმართველი პოლიტიკური ელიტა მიიჩნევდა, 

რომ ერისა და სახელმწიფოს მშენებლობის პრ-

ოცესში უკრაინას “სახელმწიფო (ოფიციალური) 

ეკლესია” სჭირდებოდა.⁴

მოსკოვის საპატრიარქოსადმი სუბორდინაციის 

გამო, უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის 

მოსკოვის საპატრიარქოს მი-“ანტიეროვნულად” 

იჩნევენ. აღნიშნული ეკლესია, უკრაინაში მცხ-

ოვრებთა ინტერესების მეურვეობაზე უარს არ 

აცხადებს, თუმცა ეროვნული პრობლემებისგან 

დისტანცირებას ცდილობს. ეკლესიის მესვეურ-

ები, რუსული მართლმადიდებლობის საფუძვე-

ლზე, აღმოსავლურ სლავური ერთობის შენარ-

ჩუნებისაკენ ისწრაფვიან. მისი ოპონენტების 

აზრით, ეკლესია პოლიტიკური თვალსაზრისით 

ანტიუკრაინულია, შექმნილია რუსეთის ზეწო-

ლის შედეგად, გამოირჩევა უკრაინაფობიური 

სენტიმენტებით და უარყოფს 1933 წლის “ჰოლ-

ოდომორს”. 

ნაციონალისტური ჯგუფების ხედვით, თუკი 

უკრაინის ეპარქიების მესამედს რუსეთის მართ-

ლმადიდებელი ეკლესია გააკონტროლებს, ერისა 

და სახელმწიფოს მშენებლობა ქვეყანაში არ 

დასრულდება. ნაციონალისტების აზრით, 

რუსეთის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესია, სლავ-

ური კულტურული და სულიერი ერთობის პრო-

პაგანდის გზით, უკრაინაში ერისა და სახელმწ-

იფოს მშენებლობისათვის ხელის შეშლას ცდი-

ლობს. 

უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის მოსკ-

ოვის საპატრიარქოს რუსეთის მართლმადიდებ-

ელი ეკლესიისადმი დაქვემდებარების მიუხედ-

ავად, ეკლესია დამოუკიდებლობის მაღალი ხა-

რისხით სარგებლობს. ეკლესიის მეთაურს, კიე-

ვისა და სრულიად უკრაინის მიტროპოლიტს, 

უკრაინის სასულიერო პირები ირჩევენ და მხო-

ლოდ შემდგომ ლოცავს მას მოსკოვისა და სრუ-

ლიად რუსეთის პატრიარქი. კიევის მიტროპოლ-

ოტი რუსეთის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის 

წმინდა სინოდის წევრია და მოსკოვის პატრია-

რქის შემდეგ მეორე, ყველაზე მნიშვნელოვანი 

ოფიციალური პირია სინოდში.⁵

ukrainis prezidentebi da eklesia

უკრაინის პირველი პოსტსაბჭოთა პრეზიდენტ-

ის მმართველობის პერიო-ლეონიდ კრავჩუკის 

დში (1991-1994 წლები), რუსული გავლენის 

ქვეშ მყოფმა უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელმა 

ეკლესიამ ქვეყანაში მართლმადიდებლებზე 

მონოპოლია დაკარგა. მიუხედავად იმისა, რომ 

მიმდინარე პროცესებში სახელმწიფოს როლს 

უარყოფდნენ, აშკარა იყო, რომ მოსკოვიდან 

მართული ეკლესიის წინააღმდეგ ბრძოლა და-

იწყეს. თუმცა, შემდგომი პრეზიდენტის, ლეო-

ნიდ კუჩმას მმართველობის პერიოდში (1994-

2005 წლები), უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი  

ეკლესიის კიევის საპატრიარქოს „”სახელმწიფო 

ეკლესიად” გამოცხადების პროპაგანდის კამპა-

ნია შესუსტდა. საპრეზიდენტო არჩევნებში 

კუჩმას უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლე-

სიის მოსკოვის საპატრიარქო უჭერდა მხარს. ამის 

მიუხედავად, ქვეყნის საგარეო პოლიტიკის 

მსგავსად, საეკლესიო პოლიტიკაც მრავალ-

ვექტორული გახდა. სწორედ კუჩმას პრეზიდე-

ნტობის პერიოდში ეწვია უკრაინას რომის პაპი, 

რასაც მოსკოვის პატრიარქი ეწინააღმდეგე-
6ბოდა.

  პრეზიდენტი ვიქტორ იუშჩენკო და  

  პატრიარქი ფილარეტი

ვიქტორ იუშჩენკო (2005-2010 წლები) ერთიანი დამო-

უკიდებელი უკრაინული მართლმადიდებელი ეკ-

ლესიის შექმნას უჭერდა მხარს. იუშჩენკომ 2008 წე-

ლს კიევის რუსეთის გაქრისტიანების 1 020-ე საიუ-

4 Paul D’Anieri, Robert Kravchuk and Taras Kuzio, Politics and Society in Ukraine (Westview Press, 1999), 81.
5 Tadeusz A. Olszański, „The Ukrainian Orthodox Church`s stance on the revolution and war”, OSW COMMENTARY, N151 (27. 10. 2014), http://bit.ly/1RQ9nfN (ნანახია 11მაისი, 2015).
6 Андрей Окара, „Между экзархатом и автокефалией”, Независимая Газета, 18.05.2011, http://bit.ly/1eTYRWB (ნანახია 20 მაისი, 2011).  
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ბილეო ღონისძიება, რომელიც უკრაინაშიც აღნ-

იშნეს და რუსეთშიც, რუსეთის მართლმადიდებ-

ელი ეკლესიიდან უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი 

ეკლესიის გამოყოფის მოთხოვნისათვის გა-

მოიყენა. იუშჩენკომ სტუმრად მყოფ რუსეთის 

პატრიარქს ალექსეი II ცივი დახვედრა მოუწყო 

და მხოლოდ ხელი ჩამოართვა, როდესაც კონსტ-

ანტინოპოლის პატრიარქს ბართლომე I, ორივე 

ლოყაზე ეამბორა და თბილად მოიკითხა. იუშჩ-

ენკომ ბართლომეს თხოვა დაელოცა დამოუკი-

დებელი უკრაინული ეკლესიის შექმნა, მაგრამ 

ბართლომემ აშკარად არც უარყო და არც მხარი 

დაუჭირა გამოყოფის მოთხოვნას.⁷

იუშჩენკოს მმართველობის პერიოდში უკრაინ-

ის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის კიევის საპა-

ტრიარქოს გავლენა მნიშვნელოვნად გაიზარდა. 

მისთვის ეს საკითხი იმდენად მნიშვნელოვანი 

იყო, რომ დამოუკიდებელი უკრაინული მართ-

ლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის შექმნის საკითხს 

მისი ოჯახის წევრი, პრეზიდენტის ძმა, კურირ-

ებდა.  

ვიქტორ იანუკოვიჩს (2010-2014 წლები) უკრაინის 

მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის მოსკოვის საპა-

ტრიარქო უჭერდა მხარს. მისი პრეზიდენტობის 

პერიოდში რუსული გავლენის ქვეშ მყოფი მარ-

თლმადიდებელი ეკლესია აშკარა უპირატეს-

ობით სარგებლობდა. უკრაინის ახლად არჩეუ-

ლი პრეზიდენტი  (2014 წლი-პეტრ პოროშენკოც

დან–დღემდე) მოსკოვის გავლენის ქვეშ მყოფი 

უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის მოსკ-

ოვის საპატრიარქოს მხარდამჭერად არის ცნობი-

ლი.⁸ იგი არაერთხელ დაეხმარა ეკლესიას ფინ-

ანსურად. რუსული მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესია 

რუსეთის პოლიტიკური ელიტიდან პირველი 

იყო, ვინც პოროშენკოს პრეზიდენტად არჩევა 

მიულოცა. საინტერესოა, რომ 2007 წელს, რო-

დესაც რუსეთმა პოროშენკოს რუსეთში შესვლა 

აუკრძალა, მოსკოვის საპატრიარქომ მისი მხარ-

დამჭერი წერილი რუსეთის პრეზიდენტს, ვლა-

დიმერ პუტინს გაუგზავნა. პატრიარქ ფილარე-

ტის განცხადებით, პოროშენკოს ნორმალური 

ურთიერთობა აქვს უკრაინის მართლმადიდებე-

ლი ეკლესიის კიევის საპატრიარქოსთანაც.⁹ 

         პრეზიდენტი ვიქტორ იანუკოვიჩი და  

         პატრიარქი კირილი

ukrainis marTlmadidebeli 
eklesiis moskovis sapatriarqo 

”evromaidnis”“  Semdeg

”ევრომაიდნის” მოვლენების, რუსეთის მიერ 

ყირიმის ანექსიისა და აღმოსავლეთ უკრაინა-

ში სამხედრო მოქმედებების დაწყების შემდ-

ეგ, უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის 

მოსკოვის საპატრიარქოს საწინააღმდეგო განწ-

ყობები უკრაინაში გაძლიერდა.

ეკლესიის აზრით, 2013 წლიდან არა მხოლოდ 

დასავლეთ რეგიონებში, არამედ ცენტრალურ 

რეგიონებშიც დაფიქსირდა უკრაინის მართლმ-

ადიდებელი ეკლესიის მოსკოვის საპატრიარქოს 

კუთვნილი ეკლესიების დაწვის, დარბევისა და 

სასულიერო პირებზე თავდასხმის ფაქტები, 

რასაც მათი შეფასებით, ხელს ადგილობრივი 

ხელისუფლებაც უწყობს. ეკლესიის აზრით, 

2014 წლიდან, როდესაც იანუკოვიჩმა ქვეყანა 

დატოვა, ეკლესიის წინააღმდეგ დისკრი-

მინაციისა და მათი კუთვნილი შენობების წი-

ნააღმდეგ თავდასხმის ფაქტებმა მასობრივი და 

სისტემური ხასიათი მიიღო, რაშიც მნიშვ-

ნელოვანი როლი შეასრულა უკრაინის მართლ-

მადიდებელი ეკლესიის კიევის საპატრიარქომ, 

რომლის წევრებიც „”ევრომაიდნის” დღეებში 

მათი ეკლესიის საქმიანობის აკრძალვისკენ 

ღიად მოუწოდებდნენ. აღნიშნულ საკითხზე 

ეკლესიამ ახლად არჩეულ პრეზიდენტ პეტრ 
10

პოროშენკოს წერილიც მიწერა.  

7 Anne Barnard, „Slavic rivals embroiled in church rift”, International Herald Tribune, July 29, 2008, http://bit.ly/1RQi9dt (ნანახია1 აგვისტო, 2008).

⁸ ჯერჯერობით არ დაუფიქსირებია თავისი პოზიცია პეტრ პოროშენკოს რუსეთის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის პატრიარქის კირილის 24 მაისის განცხადებასთან (დეტალურად იხ. 

ქვემოთ) დაკავშირებით, რამაც შესაძლოა უკრაინაში მოქმედი ეკლესიებისადმი პრეზიდენტის დამოკიდებულება შეცვალოს. 
9 EurisiaNet interview with patriarch Filaret, EurisiaNet, January 23, 2015, http://bit.ly/1IpTbQI (ნანახია 22 მაისი, 2015).
10 Российский институт стратегических исследований, „Проявления религиозной нетерпимости в отношении УПЦ Московсково Патриархата“, http://bit.ly/1cCpmxV (ნანახია 3 მაისი, 2015).  
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უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის მოსკ-

ოვის საპატრიარქოს მიტროპოლიტმა ონოფრიმ 

“ევრომაიდანსა” და შემდგომ განვითარებულ 

მოვლენებთან დაკავშირებით ფრთხილი პოზი-

ცია გამოხატა და განაცხადა, რომ ეკლესია აპო-

ლიტიკური ორგანიზაციაა, მან მხარეებს სისხ-

ლისღვრის შეწყვეტისაკენ მოუწოდა და რომე-

ლიმე მხარის პოზიციის დაკავებას მოერიდა.¹¹ 

თუმცა, მიტროპოლიტის პოზიციის მიუხედავ-

ად, ეკლესიის სხვადასხვა რანგის სასულიერო 

პირების ერთმა ნაწილმა თავისი განცხადებებ-

ითა თუ საქმიანობით უკრაინის ცენტრალურ 

ხელისუფლებას, მეორე ნაწილმა კი, სეპარატი-

სტებს დაუჭირა მხარი.¹²

უკრაინაში  მიმდინარე მოვლენებთან დაკავში-

რებით ეკლესიის შიგნით არსებული აზრთა სხ-

ვადასხვაობა, უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი  

ეკლესიის მოსკოვის საპატრიარქოსთვის მნიშვნ-

ელოვან გამოწვევად იქცა, რამაც შესაძლოა მისი 

მრევლის რაოდენობა შეამციროს და შესაბა-

მისად, უკრაინაში მისი გავლენის შესუსტებას 

შეუწყოს ხელი. უკრაინის მართლმადიდებელი  

ეკლესიის კიევის საპატრიარქოს განცხადებით, 

2014 წლის  მოვლენების შემდეგ სასულიერო 

პირებისა და მრევლის გარკვეული ნაწილი, უკ-

რაინის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის მოსკოვის 

საპატრიარქოს დაქვემდებარებიდან გამოვიდა 

და მათ იურისდიქციაში შევიდა.¹³

ruseTis marTlmadidebeli eklesia 

”evromaidnis”“  Semdeg

რუსეთის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის ლი-

დერმა, კირილ I პატრიარქად არჩევის შემდეგ 

პირველი ოფიციალური ვიზიტი უკრაინაში 

დაგეგმა. 2009 წლის 27 ივლისს, კირილი 10-

დღიანი ვიზიტით ჩავიდა უკრაინაში. კირილ-

ის ვიზიტის მიზანი უკრაინაში მართლმადი-

დებლებზე რუსეთის მართლმადიდებელი ეკ-

ლესიის კონტროლის გაძლიერება და კიევზე 

კრემლის გავლენის სფეროს გაფართოება იყო, 

რისი მიღწევაც რუსეთის პოლიტიკური ელ-

იტის ხედვით, უკრაინის რელიგიური დანაწე-

ვრების შენარჩუნებით არის შესაძლებელი. 

თუმცა, 2014 წლის მოვლენების შემდეგ, რუს-

ეთის ეკლესია და პატრიარქი კირილი სერიო-

ზული გამოწვევების წინაშე აღმოჩნდნენ.

უკრაინაში კონფლიქტის განვითარების საწყ-

ის ეტაპზე კირილი შეეცადა კონფლიქტის რო-

მელიმე მხარისთვის მხარდაჭერა არ გამოეხატა 

და მხარეებს მშვიდობისკენ მოუწოდა. მისი 

განცხადებით, „”ევრომაიდნის” დემონსტრაც-

იებმა უკრაინელებისა და რუსების სულიერ 

ერთობას საფრთხე შეუქმნა. უკრაინის მართ-

ლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის კიევის საპატრიარქოს 

პატრიარქის ფილარეტის შეფასებით კი, 

კირილის მსგავსი განცხადება სიმართლეს არ 

შეესაბამება და კირილის რუსული სამყაროს 

იდეა არა ერთად ყოფნის, არამედ ახალი იმპ-
14 

ერიის შექმნის მცდელობაა, რაც კრემლის პო-

ლიტიკასთან თანხვედრაშია. რუსული ეკლესი-

ის კრემლთან თანამშრომლობაზე ეჭვები დასა-

ვლეთის დიპლომატიურ წრეებშიც გამოითქვა, 

სადაც მიიჩნევენ, რომ 2014 წელს აღმოსავლეთ 

უკრაინაში სეპარატისტების მიერ დაკავებული 

ეუთოს თანამშრომლები, მოულოდნელად მხო-

ლოდ მას შემდეგ გაათავისუფლეს, რაც კირილ-

მა მათი განთავისუფლების შესახებ საჯარო 

მოწოდება გააკეთა.¹⁵

რუსეთის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის ნეიტ-

რალური და ფრთხილი პოლიტიკა, 2015 წლის 24 

მაისიდან შეიცვალა, როდესაც პატრიარქმა 

კირილმა ღიად განაცხადა, რომ უკრაინის მართ-

ლმადიდებელი ეკლესიის მოსკოვის საპატრიარქო 

აღარ არის ვალდებული უკრაინის “უღმერთო” 

ხელისუფლებას დაემორჩილოს.  მსგავსი 

განცხადებით კირილის ნეიტრალური პოზიცია 

კრემლის ღია მხარდაჭერის პოლიტიკით შეიცვ-

ალა, რაც უკრაინის სუვერენიტეტის პირდაპირი 

გამოწვევაა და ცალსახად მიანიშნებს, თუ რამ-

დენად მნიშვნელოვანია კრემლისა და რუსეთის 

მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესიისათვის უკრაინის 

კონტროლი.¹⁶

კრემლთან ახლო ურთიერთობისა და “ევრომაი-

დნის” მოვლენებზე გამოთქმული პოზიციის გა-

11 Российский институт стратегических исследований, „Проявления религиозной нетерпимости в отношении УПЦ Московсково Патриархата“, http://bit.ly/1cCpmxV (ნანახია 3 მაისი, 2015).
12 Oleg Sukhov, „Bishop of Moscow-backed church supports Ukrainian troops“, Kyiv Post, March 30, 2015, http://bit.ly/1Qxnt2Q (ნანახია მაისი 22, 2015).
13 Katya Kumkova, „Kyiv Making Gains in Religious Dimension of the Ukrainian-Russian Conflict“, EurasiaNet, http://bit.ly/1Jx0GUG (ნანახია 22 მაისი, 2015).
14 „Battle of Orthodox Christian patriarchs as Ukraine's Filaret denounces Russia's Kirill“, Kyiv Post, January 08, 2014, http://bit.ly/1fjcJbt (ნანახია 22 მაისი, 2015 
15 Gabriela Baczynska and Tom Heneghan, „How the Russian Orthodox church answers Putin`s prayers in Ukraine“, Reuters, October 6, 2014, http://reut.rs/1rdlbbE (ნანახია 22 მაისი, 2015). 
16 Paul Goble, „Moscow Patriarch Says Ukrainian Faithfull No Longer Obligated to Obey Kyiv”, Eurasia Daily Monitor, Volume: 12 Issue: 102, The Jamestown Foundation, June 2, 2015, http://bit.ly/1MbYf94 

(ნანახია 4 ივნისი, 2015).      
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მო, უკრაინის მოსახლეობაში აღქმა იმის შესახ-

ებ, რომ რუსეთის მართლმადიდებელი ეკლესია 

კრემლის პოლიტიკური ბრძოლის ინსტრუმენტი 

და რუსეთის მთავრობის ინტერესების გამტარე-

ბელია, გაიზარდა. მსგავსი განწყობების გაძლი-

ერებამ კი, ავტოკეფალიის მომხრეების რაოდე-

ნობის ზრდას შეუწყო ხელი.¹⁷  

17 Katarzyna Jarzyńska, „Patriarch Kirill`s game over Ukraine“, OSW COMMENTARY, N 144 (14. 08. 2014), http://bit.ly/1BPDqL7 (ნანახია 11 მაისი, 2015).
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daskvna 

”ევრომაიდნის” მოვლენებმა და რუსეთის მიერ უკრაინის წინააღმდეგ განხორციელებულმა 

აგრესიამ, უკრაინაში რუსული ეკლესიის გავლენას მნიშვნელოვანი ზიანი მიაყენა. ნაციო-

ნალისტური ჯგუფები რუსულ მართლმადიდებელ ეკლესიას ქვეყანაში ეთნიკური იდენტობის 

ჩამოყალიბებისა და უკრაინული სახელმწიფოს მშენებლობის გზაზე შემაფერხებელ ბარიერად 

განიხილავენ, კრემლის ანტიუკრაინულმა პოლიტიკამ კი, მსგავსი ხედვა კიდევ უფრო 

პოპულარული გახადა. აღნიშნულ ვითარებაში, შესაძლოა, უკრაინის „”ეროვნულმა” ეკლესიებმა  

შექმნილი ვითარება თავის სასარგებლოდ გამოიყენონ და უკრაინის რელიგიურ პროცესებზე 

რუსეთის გავლენა შეასუსტონ, რაც მათი აზრით, უკრაინული სახელმწიფოს შექმნის ერთ-ერთი 

მნიშვნელოვანი წინაპირობაა.  

























































































































  Islam And Politics in Present-Day Russia

Alexei Malashenko

Despite the interest for Islam in Russia, for the Islamic factor in the country’s domestic
and foreign policy, and despite the growing number of publications on the subject, the Russian
Muslim community remains largely “a thing in itself”, an enigma.  In other words, there are
more questions than answers here.

How many Muslims are there in Russia?
First and foremost, how many Muslims are there in Russia? And in general, who can be

considered a Muslim? Taking the whole gamut of opinions into account, we will find that at the
turn of the 21st century the number of Russian Muslim is anywhere between 15 and 35 million.1

The figure most often mentioned in scientific publications and the country’s mass media is 20
million or thereabouts.  In 2001, scholars at the Russian Academy of Civil Service asserted that
the number of those “who adhere to Islamic traditions” in Russia is 15 million.2 Evidently, this
figure is not far from the truth – but only if we consider merely the Muslims who are Russian
citizens.  However, there are many migrant Muslims living in Russia, both legal and illegal
immigrants.  According to various sources, the number of Azerbaijan citizens alone, for instance,
is between 0.5 and 1.5 million.  Opened in the late ‘90s in the Moscow district of Otradnoye was
a Shiite mosque which is attended exclusively by Azerbaijanis.  There are plans to open Shiite
mosques in other Russian cities as well.  The second largest migrant Muslim ethnic group in
Russia are Kazakhs:  their number is just under one million.

Therefore, the overall number of Muslims in Russia must be more than 15 million.
Considering the Russian women who married Muslims and the children born of mixed
marriages, the total number must be close to 20 million.  It should be noted that, in keeping with
the Muslim tradition, a woman who marries a Muslim becomes a Muslim herself.  And so do
children born of mixed marriages.  This is an arguable view, of course, but it is held by the
Muslim clergy, and so it cannot be completely ignored.

Who is to be regarded as a Muslim? There are two opposite views on that.  According to
the first, the number of true Muslim believers in the country is not above two or three million.
The Monitoring.ru opinion-sampling service has found that Muslims constitute a mere 5% of the
total number of believers in Russia, which this source estimates to be approximately 55%.3 On
the other hand, according to the findings of the Moscow Institute of Sociological Analysis, in
1997, Muslims made up 6.2% of the total number of believers, and 6% of the overall
population.4

                                                
1 For more details see:  Alexei Malashenko.  Islamic Rebirth in Present-Day Russia.  Carnegie Moscow Center,
Moscow, 1998, p. 7.
2 F.M.  Mukhametshin, A.A.  Dubkov.  Muslim Organizations in the Russian Federation.  The State, Religion and
Church in Russia and Abroad.  Information-analytical bulletin, no. 2 for 2001, p. 155.
3 Mikhail Tulsky.  Wahhibites in Russia Defeat Moderate Muslims.  Nezavisimaya Gazeta, Moscow, June 19, 2001.
4 A.B.  Zubov.  The Limits of Fractures and the Levels of Unity in Today’s Russia:  Lessons of a Sociological
Study.  The Spiritual Foundations of the World Community and International Relations.  Moscow, the Moscow
State Institute of Foreign Relations of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  Moscow, 2000, p. 270.



There are no confessional statistics in Russia, and so the polls conducted both on the
federal and regional level, including in Tatarstan and the republics of the North Caucasus, cannot
give a final answer, no matter how hard their organizers may try, as to who can be considered a
“true Muslim.”  People are asked how many times a day they perform prayers, how often they go
to the mosque, how profound their religious knowledge is, whether or not they know Arabic and
the suras of the Koran, etc.  On the basis of such criteria a conclusion is made whether a person
can be regarded as a believer.  The number of Muslims (as well as other believers) is estimated
accordingly.

However, in the case of Muslims such an approach does not seem adequate.  It does not
present a full picture or make it possible to judge about the number of Muslims in Russia and,
consequently, about the role the Islamic factor plays in present-day Russia.

A different criterion may be used to determine whether a person is a Muslim or not.  This
criterion lies outside the sphere of religion as such and it has nothing to do with a person’s fervor
in observing the religious rites or his being informed about his religion.  A person’s belonging to
Islam is determined by his self-identification, the environment in which he was born and grew
up, and the education he received.  And in this respect the level of his religious knowledge or his
meticulous observance of the religious rites are of no decisive significance.

Lastly, Muslims comprise ethnic minorities, and their confessional self-identification is a
most important part of their national self-identification.  Belonging to Islam actually becomes
equivalent to belonging to an ethnic group.  When every person who has a Muslim surname
becomes a Muslim believer, we have the right to speak about ethnic Muslims, that is people who
are born Muslims.  Islam then turns out to be a consolidating element before the Russian
majority (although there is inter-ethnic friction within the Russian Muslim community itself).

The self-awareness of a person as a bearer of a minority’s religion is being strengthened
more and more by the increased xenophobia in Russian society, including increased
Islamophobia.  Muslim nations feel their isolation more keenly, and this further convinces them
of their religious singularity and causes them to make additional efforts to confirm it.

Let us assume that the number of Muslims in Russia is close to 20 million, or about 12%
of the country’s population.  In this respect Russia is comparable with India where Muslims also
comprise 12%, or even with the Philippines where they make up 5 or 6% (possibly more).  In
Russia the largest Muslim ethnic groups are:  the Tatars (about six million), the Bashkirs (1.3
million), the Chechens (close to one million), and the Avars (about 600,000).  Altogether in
Russia, there are some forty Muslim ethnic groups, big and small.

The bulk of Russia’s Muslim population lives in three of the country’s regions:  the
Volga Area, the centers of Russian Islam there being Tatarstan and Bashkiris with massive
Muslim enclaves in some neighboring areas; the North Caucasus, with approximately four
million Muslims; Moscow and the Moscow Region, where the Muslim population is between
one and one-and-a-half million (some sources even say two million).  Besides, the Chelyabinsk
Region (Ural), the Orenburg Region (Southern Ural) and the Tyumen Region (Western Siberia)
each have a Muslim population of more than 300,000.  Furthermore, Muslims are dispersed
throughout the territory of the Russian Federation, their concentration ranging from 0.2% of the
population in several regions of Central Russia to 42.9% in the North Caucasus.5

It should be noted that unlike the large Muslim minority groups in Western European
countries, the Russian Muslims are autochthonous.  In fact, Islam appeared on the territory of the

                                                
5 Mufti Ravil Gainutdin.  Islam.  Belief in Charity.  Moscow, 1997, p. 129.



present Russian Federation before Christianity.  In the year 642 the Arabs penetrated the territory
of what is now Daghestan and began spreading Islam there.  In 2000 (1420 on the Muslim
calendar), the Russian Muslims marked the 1400th anniversary of Islam’s advent to Russia.

However, the fact that Muslims are part of Russia’s indigenous population and that Islam
has been present on Russian soil for a long time has not led to the formation of a single,
consolidated Muslim community having common interests and being able to express them
clearly.  Despite their growing cooperation, the three regional Muslim enclaves – the Volga
Area, the North Caucasus and Moscow – remain quite isolated from one another.

The process of Islamic rebirth
The process of Islamic rebirth, which started in the early ‘90s, made the Russian Muslims

keenly aware of being part of the Islamic civilization and belonging to the world Muslim
community; it helped them to overcome the “little brother complex” formed during their
presence within the Russian state and later, during the Soviet period.  (In our view, it was
precisely owing to Islam that the Tatars and the Bashkirs, who lived in a Christian environment,
have managed to preserve their ethno-cultural identity which during the years of Soviet rule
found itself on the brink of extinction).

The main results of the Islamic “Renaissance” are as follows:

• increased religious awareness and appreciation of being Tatars, Bashkirs, Avars,
Chechens, etc.  – not just an ethnic group but part of a giant civilization;

• rebirth of the Islamic customs and an unimaginable growth in the number mosques (in the
year 2000 their number reached 4,6586 as against a few dozen in the early ‘90s7 ).  In
Islam, mosques are more than mere religious structures, being a kind of political clubs;

• formation of a system of religious education, which helped to consolidate Islamic
knowledge and tradition:  registered in the Russian Federation at the end of 1999 were
over 100 Muslim establishments of secondary and higher education8 ;

• restoration (painfully slow, one might say) of the Islamic spiritual elite;
• disappearance of the Iron Curtain, which enabled the former Soviet Muslims to restore

the disrupted ties with their fellow believers abroad;
• and finally, politicization of Islam.

This last circumstance made Islam one of the most popular subjects with the Russian
mass media, especially in view of the events in Chechnya.

Islam’s becoming a factor in the political life
There are several aspects to Islam’s becoming a factor in the political life of Russian

society.  First, it is the formation of political organizations based on the principle of belonging to
Islam and making appropriate religious demands (for instance, that the necessary conditions be
created for every Muslim to lead “an Islamic way of life”).  Second, involving Muslim

                                                
6 Indicated here are only the officially registered mosques.  Actually, there are many more of them – probably, as
many as 7,000.
7 According to Mufti Talgat Tadjutdin, Chairman of the Central Religious Administration of Muslims, in the early
1990s there were over 70 mosques in Russia.  Time and Money, Kazan, no. 113, October 3, 1996.
8 N.Kh.  Ryadzhapov.  Islamic Educational Establishment in Russia.  The State, Religion and Church in Russia and
Abroad.  Information-analytical bulletin of the Russian Academy of Civil Service, no. 3, 2001, p. 77.



clergymen in politics.  Third, getting secular politicians, members of the central and regional
elites, to turn to Islam.  Fourth, the employment of Islam by political opposition parties and
movements, including separatist ones.  And last, taking Islam into account as a foreign-policy
factor.

Islamic political organizations in Russia have been active for slightly more than a decade.
The first of them was the Islamic Rebirth Party (IRP), created in the Soviet Union in June 1990.
Although the party was not destined to become one of Russia’s influential organizations, it gave
an impetus to Islam’s politicization during the remainder of the Soviet epoch and later, after the
disintegration of the USSR.  Thus, in 1991 the Tajik branch of the IRP became an independent
national Islamic Rebirth Party of Tajikistan, which formed the core of the local opposition.9

According to different sources, in the early 1990s the IRP had from 3,000 to 5,000 members,
most of them residing in the North Caucasus, more specifically in Daghestan.  There were IRP
cells in some Russian cities where Muslims formed a minority – in Saratov, Astrakhan, Penza,
Chelyabinsk and Tyumen, as well as in Moscow and St.  Petersburg.

The party’s activity was limited to holding press conferences, rendering verbal support to
the Muslim groups and movements of the former USSR and publishing its leaders’ speeches in
the press.  Party congresses were practically not convened.  In 1992, perhaps the only large-scale
conference was held in Saratov (by the way, the present author was a guest at it).  The IRP had
practically no mass base.  It attempted publishing a newspaper called Al Wahdat (Unity), but
managed to print only a few hundred copies of its first two issues (which today are a rare
collector’s item).  Furthermore, right from the outset a split appeared among the party’s founders
and protagonists due to a variety of ambitions.  All that caused the fall of the first Islamic
political organization in Russia.

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to say that the IRP has played no role in the life of
Russia’s Muslim community.  In the first place, it created a precedent for the appearance of an
Islamic political grouping in the Russian Federation.  In the second place, the party was officially
registered – that is, recognized by the authorities.  And this was done twice:  in Daghestan and in
Moscow, where the IRP Organizing Committee was registered.  In the third place, the IRP
embraced Muslim politicians and ideologists, who later became highly active politically,
becoming a “visiting card” of Islamic radicalism.  Among them were:  the party’s Chairman
Ahmed-kadi Akhtaev, his deputy and future head of the Islamic Committee, Geidar Jemal, who
is also one of the most outstanding Islamic journalists, and Bagautdin Muhammad, the chief
ideologist of Islamic radicalism in the North Caucasus.

The IRP’s disappearance in 1994 did not mean that Islam had given up its plans of
engaging in politics.  Back in 1990 an Islamic Cultural Center was established in Moscow.
Despite its official name, the center became politicized soon enough, and its head, Abdul-Wahed
Niyazov, later became one of the founders and leaders of influential Muslim political
organizations.  In the mid-1990s several Islamic parties and movements, both national and
regional,  appeared in Russia.

Established in 1995 were the Muslim Public Movement “Nur” (“Light”) and the Union of
the Muslims of Russia (UMR).

The more important among the regional groupings were:  the Tatar party “Ittifak”, the
“Muslims of Tatarstan” movement, the Youth Center of Islamic Culture “Iman”, and
                                                
9 A branch of the Islamic Rebirth Party also appeared in Uzbekistan, becoming the first seat of political Islam, and
another – in Kazakhstan, where it functioned for a few months and then disappeared.  Most prominent the IRP
became in Daghestan, chaired by Akhmed-kadi Akhtaev, a native of that republic.



Daghestan’s Islamic Democratic Party (later renamed the Islamic Party of Daghestan), “Jamaatul
Muslimi” and the Islamic Center “Kavkaz.”  Also, there appeared a dozen of smaller
associations10 which appealed to religious ideology.  They included branches of international
Muslim organizations (such as the “Muslim Brothers”), formed mostly on an ethnic principle.
Three Islamic groupings were active in Chechnya, about ten in Daghestan, one or two in the
Karachai-Cherkess Autonomous Region and Ingushetia.  Some of them had just several
members and some – several hundred.

While it was hardly possible to strictly categorize the Islamic political associations, two
trends of their activity were easily discernible.  The first, characteristic of the UMR and “Nur”,
consisted in a desire to become established on the national political scene as defenders of the
social and religious interests of the Russian Muslim community, while at the same time
cooperating with the central and local government bodies and trying to influence them as much
as possible.  This task was facilitated by the fact that the leaders of the UMR and “Nur” were
energetic and ambitious and that, unlike the IRP, these organizations had cells practically all over
Russia, wherever there were Muslim communities.11 Furthermore, they had a functional
infrastructure, even if not a strong one, as well as access to the mass media.

Both the UMR and “Nur” appeared at a time when the political situation was aggravated
in Russia.  Despite their claims of independence, they sided with and depended on the influential
secular political forces.  The first UMR leader, Ahmet Khalitov, for instance, was an associate of
Vladimir Zhirinovsky, the head of the Liberal-Democratic Party and one of the most popular
politicians at the time.  The “Nur” leader, Khalid Yakhin, was an assistant to Alexei Mitrofanov,
an LDPR member famous for his nationalist utterings.  Later on, both Khalitov and Yakhin were
dismissed as heads of their organizations.  After that “Nur” drew closer to the “Yabloko”
democratic movement led by Grigory Yavlinsky.  The UMR was denied registration, which, in
the opinion of its leaders, was both due to political reasons and the fact that Muslims lacked the
bureaucratic know-how and efficiency.  Thereupon, the organization got under the wing of the
“Russia, Our Home” movement, then a “ruling party” headed by Prime Minister Victor
Chernomyrdin.  At the presidential elections the UMR supported Boris Yeltsin.  Led by its
chairman, Nadirshakh Khachilaev, and the head of the Islamic Cultural Center, A.-V.  Niyazov,
the UMR acted aggressively enough.  This was appreciated by the Kremlin which rendered the
Muslims its support, including financial assistance.  In the course of two election campaigns
Islam’s political participation was actually legitimized.

During the 1995 parliamentary elections “Nur” got 0.58% of the votes in the whole of
Russia (it was favored by a total of 393,500 voters).  In Chechnya and Ingushetia it got 23%, in
Tatarstan 5% and in Bashkiria 1.25% of the votes.12 For a newborn party representing the
interests of a religious minority that was not so bad.

After the 1995 parliamentary elections and the 1996 presidential elections won by Yeltsin
the activity of the both national Muslim organizations began to wane.  This can largely be
attributed to the fact that from the Kremlin’s point of view they had fulfilled their main mission,
and the government did not need them any longer.  Receiving no seats in the State Duma, both

                                                
10 For more details see:  The Public Movements and Political Parties of Daghestan at the Present Time.
Makhachkala, 1998.
11 By the end of 1995 there were “Nur” party cells in 72 regions of Russia.  According to the UMR leaders,
structures of the Union were to be found in all of  Russia’s regions, except in Chukotka.
12 Quoted from:  Alexei Malashenko.  Islamic Rebirth in Present-Day Russia...  p. 141.



the UMR and “Nur” receded into the shadows of the political life.  It was only in 1996, as a
result of additional elections in Daghestan, that Nadirshakh Khachilaev managed to become a
member of the Russian parliament.

The second trend in the activity of the Muslim organizations relates to the spread of
opposition attitudes among the members of the Muslim community.  It should be noted that even
the largely law-abiding and conformist UMR had often declared its disagreement with certain
elements of the official course.  First and foremost, its disagreement concerned the situation in
Chechnya where actual hostilities had been going on since 1994.  However, opposition attitudes
were also in evidence on other matters, both social and religious.  For instance, in the UMR’s
statements and the speeches of its leaders it was repeatedly pointed out that the rights of Muslims
were being infringed, that the authorities displayed a partial attitude towards Islam, and that the
Kremlin openly violated the principle of remaining equidistant in regard to the country’s main
religions – Russian Orthodoxy and Islam – in favor of the former.

Manifestations of opposition attitudes are also observed on the regional level.  In fact,
they are even more pronounced there at times.  For the local opposition, as a rule, does not care
about what image it presents in the eyes of the central government.  Its aim is to attract the
attention of the Muslims who are dissatisfied with the policy pursued by the local officials.  On
this level, the religious and nationalist-religious opposition is more down-to-earth and closer to
the man in the street.  It is also more radical and can therefore cause much inconvenience to the
authorities.

The main aim of such organizations is to make their presence felt.  A case in point is
“Ittifak” which throughout the 1990s maintained its image of a radical and scandalous
nationalist-Islamic opposition with the help of its leader, the poetess Fauziya Bairamova, a gifted
speaker who loves to shock her listeners.  Originally, “Ittifak” was a nationalist organization
more than anything else, but in 1996, after the Milli Majlis (so-called “People’s Parliament”13 ),
which is close in spirit to “Ittifak”, adopted a document entitled “Tatar Kanuny” (“The
Constitution of the Tatar People”), in which the accent was placed clearly on the religious
foundation of “Tatarism”, “Ittifak” finally became established as a radical Islamic grouping.  Of
course, being practical-minded, the “Ittifak” members do not call for an immediate establishment
of an Islamic state, but they do insist that Tatarstan must follow its own path of development,
one founded on religious and nationalist values.  Or as the Tatar historian and politologist Rafik
Mukhametshin has put it, the leaders of “Ittifak” and the Milli Majlis “turn to Islam in search of
a specifically nationalist way of development” for Tatarstan.14

“Ittifak” has accused the authorities of Tatarstan, and above all its President, of ignoring
Islam, following in the wake of Moscow, and of betrayal of the republic’s national interests.
Such two-fold accusations leveled against the authorities are also characteristic of other regional
opposition-minded organizations, including the Islamic Party of Daghestan (IPD).  Its leader,
Surakat Asiyatilov, has repeatedly declared his support of President Putin.  In actual fact,
however, the IPD likes to criticize the local authorities for paying little attention to the needs of
the Muslims, for doing nothing to counter the moral degradation of society and to prevent the

                                                
13 “Milli Majlis”, a socio-political organization, was created as a counterbalance to the official parliament of
Tatarstan.
14 Rafik Mukhametshin.  Islam in the Socio-Political Life of Tatarstan at the End the 20th Century.  “Iman”, Kazan,
2000, p. 66.



penetration into the republic of the norms of behavior that are against the Islamic moral
standards.

The activity of the Islamic socio-political organizations
The activity of the Islamic socio-political organizations is taking place against the

background of the conflict in Chechnya where the separatists try to impart a religious
substantiation to their struggle and employ the Islamic slogan of jihad.  Islamic radicals are
becoming increasingly active in Russia’s Muslim neighbor states in Central Asia.  The influence
exerted on the Russian Muslims by the countries of the Middle East promotes the politicization
of Islam.  The radicalization of Islam is proceeding against the background of unceasing
resentment felt by the Muslims against the officials who, while being unable to overcome the
country’s economic difficulties, have amassed fortunes (huge by Russian standards), who are
steeped in corruption and who prevent ordinary citizens more and more from taking part in
resolving everyday problems.

All that may result in the social protest of a part of the Muslims – their desire to protect
their ethnic interests and enhance their political status – acquiring a religious coloring.  This is
felt most keenly in the North Caucasus.

There the level of Islam’s radicalization is higher than in Russia’s other regions having a
Muslim population.  This is a natural result of the confrontation between Moscow and Chechnya
(although the roots of the Chechen conflict lie outside Islam).  However, even without the
Chechen conflict the influence of Islam on the socio-political life in the North Caucasus,
especially in its eastern part, would still be high owing to the peculiarities of the formation of
ethno-confessional tradition, the circumstances under which the North Caucasian Muslims were
annexed to Russia and a kind of self-sufficiency of the Muslim “subcivilization” of the North
Caucasus (which accounts for its being isolated, to a degree, from the rest of Russia).  Aside
from Chechnya, where the economy has been completely disrupted because of the conflict
lasting many years, Daghestan and Ingushetia, it must be admitted, are the least developed
regions of the Russian Federation.  Unemployment there is of catastrophic proportions:  in the
late 1990s it was 32.4% in Ingushetia and 8.1% in Daghestan (that is, officially; according to
unofficial statistics, it was up to 60%).15 The combination of the peculiarities of historical
development and Islamic tradition with the present socio-economic crisis has predetermined the
use of Islam by the local opposition as an instrument for satisfying their political ambitions and
promoting their plans of transforming the region.

The idea of an Islamic alternative, which has become widespread in the North Caucasus
is particularized in the four levels of the Islamic project comprising its own plan for the
organization of society and of the political space of the region.  These four levels are:  1) North
Caucasian; 2) subregional (Chechnya + Daghestan + Ingushetia – to a certain degree); 3)
national-republican (Chechnya, Daghestan); 4) local, that is, suitable for small, mostly rural,
enclaves.16 It seems that implementing the project at the first three levels is completely
unrealistic.  Attempts to establish an Islamic state have failed even in Chechnya where the
majority of the population opposed the idea of a total Islamization of the country’s social and

                                                
15 Russia’s Political Almanac for 1997 (edited by M.  McFaul and N.  Petrov), Carnegie Moscow Center, Moscow,
1998.  vol. 2, The Socio-Political Portraits of the Regions, pp. 111, 137, 160.
16 See:  Alexei Malashenko.  The Islamic Reference Points of the North Caucasus.  Carnegie Moscow Center,
Moscow, 2001, pp. 137-164.



political systems.  Neither has this idea gained mass support in Daghestan.  There were two
reasons for the failure to unify Chechnya and Daghestan into a single Islamic state in the late
1990s:  first, the majority of Daghestan’s population was against it; second, the local elites in
Daghestan justly believed that such a unification would inevitably lead to a redistribution of
power and of the economic resources in favor of the Chechens.

Furthermore, the Islamic project is doomed in the region as a whole, since the population
in the western part of the North Caucasus has been Islamized to a lesser degree and it has much
less sympathy for shariat than do the Chechens or the Daghestanis.  In view of that, the statement
made by the Procurator-General of the Russian Federation in August 2001 to the effect that the
“Wahhabites” were planning a coup d’etat in Kabardino-Balkaria and Karachai-Cherkessia,
appears to be an untruth:  in those two regions radical Islam enjoyed very little support, and
appeals for establishing an Islamic state could not have evoked a positive response.

On the local level, however, there still are opportunities for a partial implementation of
sharia law.  There are enclaves in Chechnya and Daghestan (for instance, the four villages in the
famous Kadar zone17 ) where a considerable part of the population favor the introduction of the
Islamic laws.  The leaders of the Chechen refugees have declared the Pankisskoye Gorge area in
Georgia “Islamic territory.”

Some politicians and experts consider it possible to employ sharia law on a limited scale
(provided the supremacy of the secular federal laws is retained).  Thus, Leonid Syukiyainen, a
major authority on Muslim laws in Russia, believes that “the prospect of shariat being included
in the legal system should be regarded not as a necessary evil but as a natural process of the
restoration of legal traditions which in the North Caucasus go back many centuries.”18

On the whole, the radicalization of Islam in the late 1990s revealed its limits.  Although
reference to Islam has played a consolidating role in the Chechen separatists’ struggle against
Moscow, appeals for building an Islamic state were treated skeptically by the majority of the
Muslims, while many people viewed negatively the demands of the fighters for the purity of
Islam – the home-grown Salafites.  For instance, they demand that the people of the Caucasus
renounce their customary form of religious belief, Tarikatism (the Caucasian variety of Sufism),
as well as the surviving syncretic traditions.  As a result, the different interpretations of Islam and
the struggle in their defense have led to a split among the Muslims of the North Caucasus.

Similar differences exist among the Muslims in the rest of Russia, particularly in such
regions as Tatarstan and Siberia, or even in Moscow.  There they are not so acute, of course.  But
the question of how Muslims can be accustomed to shariat and how its tenets can be applied to
the secular state is still being heatedly discussed both by scholars and politicians.

In Tatarstan, Bashkiria and South Ural the local authorities have noted manifestations of
radical Islam being spread by imams and medrese teachers who are graduates of institutes and
universities in Saudi Arabia (King Fahd University), Kuwait, Tunisia (“az-Zeituna”), Egypt (“al-
Azhar”) and Morocco (“al-Karaviin”), as well as their pupils, young intellectuals and students of
secular schools of higher education.  At times their actions become really outrageous, especially
when they express publicly their solidarity with the Chechens.  Every now and then, there appear
press reports (as a rule, their truthfulness is denied by the Muslim authorities) to the effect that at
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various mosques and medreses controlled by radicals, militants are being trained for fighting in
Chechnya.  Reacting to such reports, the public authorities take repressive measures.  In 2001,
for instance, in the city of Naberezhnye Chelny (Tatarstan), after an investigation conducted by
the Russian Federal Security Service, the authorities closed the Yulduz Mosque.  The teachers
and students there were accused of spreading “Wahhabism.”  Also, the teachers were charged
with training “militants.”

The activity of international Islamic organizations, above all those which spread Islamic
fundamentalism (mostly in covert ways), popularizing among the Russian Muslims alien
interpretations of religious and socio-political questions.  The most active in this regard are:  the
World Assembly of Muslim Youth with headquarters in Saudi Arabia, the “al-Haramein” Saudi
organizations, the Ibrahim al-Ibrahim charitable foundation, the Kuwaiti organization “Da’ava
al-igasa”, the Sudanese International Association of the Islamic Appeal, and some other
organizations.  As is known, the majority of Russia’s Muslims belong to the most liberal,
Hanafite madhhab, or school of religious law.  Widespread in the North Caucasus is also
Shafiism whose doctrine is the second most tolerant.  (Altogether, there are four theological
schools in Islam:  the two mentioned above plus Malikism and Hanbalism which are popular in
the Middle East and in North Africa).

Islamic missionaries who come from abroad and their supporters here preach what they
call “pure Islam”, rejecting any other “ways” relating to this or that madhhab.  This is a Salafitic
school which, more often than not, is termed “Wahhabism” by the Russian establishment and in
the mass media and which is the chief opponent of Hanafism and Tarikatism so popular among
the Muslims of Russia.

Coexisting in present-day Russia
Coexisting in present-day Russia, or rather competing with each other, are two forms of

Islam.  The first is the traditional, “mild” form professed by a majority of the Russian Muslims
(herein the theological and cultic distinctions between Hanafism and Tarikatism are deliberately
overlooked).  The second is a rigid, politicized form whose adepts believe that the forms of Islam
that have historically evolved in Russia have been subjected to distortions.  They further believe
that these distortions must be corrected by restoring the true Islamic norms of behavior and ways
of thinking.  Fundamentalist propagandists try to impress it on Muslims that their way of life is
incompatible with the Islamic precepts.  The fundamentalists sharply criticize the Muslim clergy
for cooperating with the secular authorities which, they believe, not only dislike Islam but also
try to prevent its rebirth.  Therefore, restoration of the Islamic principles presupposes an
inevitable conflict between the true Muslims and the authorities together with their supporters,
Muslim conformists.

On the other hand, the traditional clergy, who oppose the fundamentalists (Wahhabites),
insist that the ideas propagated by their adversaries are incompatible with the traditions of the
Russian Muslim community and run counter to the cultural values that have evolved there.  In
“The Main Provisions of the Russian Muslims’ Social Program”, drawn up in 2001, the Council
of the Muftis of Russia accuses the fundamentalists of:  “negation of the four historically
established madhhabs and of Shiism; assertion of their own uniqueness which gives them the
right to declare traditional believers ‘non-Muslims’;” and, finally, “arrogating to themselves the
right to curtail the rights of ‘infidels’, including traditional Muslims, or even to kill them...”19 A
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statement by the Council of the Muftis of Russia, issued in connection with a clash between
traditional Muslims and fundamentalists, which took place in Daghestan in 1997, stressed “the
danger of spreading ideas and notions alien to the Muslims of Russia concerning the ways of
resolving socio-economic and spiritual problems.”20

At the same time, there is no uniform approach to fundamentalism among the Muslim
clergy.  Some churchmen, while accusing fundamentalists of spurning traditional Islam and of
subversive activity against the state, appraise the phenomenon of fundamentalism, or
Wahhabism, as legitimate and being part of the religious thought and practice inherent to Islam.

In the opinion of Ravil Gainutdin, true fundamentalism is “peace and reflection, and no
aggressiveness.”21 And as for Wahhabism, he considers it to be a stage in the development of
Islamic religious thought, which has now lost its relevance, and believes that “an attempt to
transfer it mechanically  to other countries produces collision with the other Sunni schools and
with the local traditions of professing Islam.”22 According to this logic, the radicals who are
active in Russia, while remaining Muslims, find themselves under the influence of certain
ambitious politicians and, in an attempt to please them, disseminate erroneous religious
interpretations.  In other words, all that is reminiscent of the thesis popular in Islamic social
thought:  there is no such thing as “bad Islam”, there are only bad Muslims.

Some other Muslim churchmen regard fundamentalists as apostates and call for a ban on
their activity – as this was in Daghestan where the local sheikhs and imams initiated a special
amendment to the republic’s Law on the Freedom of Conscience and Religious Associations.
The amendment was entitled:  “On Banning Wahhabite and Other Extremist Activities.”

It should be noted that the Russian imams and mullahs fear their rivals who are often
better trained professionally and who act more aggressively and with greater fervor.  Besides,
being younger people, they enjoy certain popularity among the Muslim youth.  While
fundamentalism’s possibilities should not be overestimated, account must be taken, on the other
hand, of the dynamics of non-traditional Islamic notions being spread among the Russian
Muslims.  It is a fact that in practically all regions there are “opposition” medreses and groups,
albeit not very numerous, in which Islamic dogmas are being studied and which clearly base
socio-political teaching on protest against the present state of affairs.

Back at the turn of the 1990s, in the Russian Federation and the rest of the Soviet Union
there appeared a conflict between the Orthodox clergy, closely linked with the Party-
administrative “nomenklatura”, and the comparatively young, 30-40-year-old imams23 who,
influenced by the democratization of society and the fall of the Iron Curtain, tried to speed up
religious rebirth and to restore the authority of Islam among the already semi-atheistic but still
responsive to confessional tradition ethnic Muslims.

That post-perestroika generation of imams and muftis did not even suspect at first that in
the second half of the 1990s the logic of religious rebirth would lead to a development where
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their rivals would be not only the former collaborationist clergy of the Soviet type, but also the
adherents of fundamentalism.  They were surprised at the formation in Russia of a qualitatively
new segment of the Muslim clergy, a kind of “Young Imams”, who adhere to a different Islamic
tradition, giving priority to the Salafitic principles instead of the traditionalist-ethnic ones.

The conflict within the clergy is a reflection of the above-mentioned contradictions
between the “two forms of Islam.”  The bearers of traditional Islam are patently loyal to the
authorities, while their opponents demonstrate an opposite attitude.  While such a state of affairs
is typical of all Muslim regions without exception, it is more pronounced in the North Caucasus,
first of all in Daghestan and Chechnya where the Salafites have managed to create a ramified
infrastructure of their own.  The state takes part in the confrontation between the two forms of
Islam.  In the words of Vakhit Akayev, a Chechen scholar, “without state support the traditional
clergy will hardly manage to resist the aggression of religious radicals not only in the North
Caucasus, but also in the country as a whole.”24 This approach reflects the official view of the
situation in Islam, as well as the position of those churchmen who believe that they are unable,
on their own, to defeat the Islamists using external support and who insist on being helped by the
local and federal government bodies.  Among the most vehement opponents of the “Wahhabites”
are:  the former Mufti of Chechnya Akhmed-hadji Kadyrov, the head of the Chechen
administration since the year 2000; the late Sayid-Muhammed Abubakarov, the former Mufti of
Daghestan (he was killed in 1998 by an explosion in Makhachkala, possibly engineered by the
radicals); and Talgat Tadjutdin, the head of the Central Religious Administration of Muslims.

The internal Islamic conflict is bound to continue for an indefinite period of time and will
probably become even worse.  This will have a negative effect on Russia’s Muslim community
by creating a breeding ground for Islamic radicals and generating a resentful attitude to all
Muslims on the part of the rest of the country’s population.

Relations between Islam and Orthodoxy
Relations between Islam and Orthodoxy, the predominant religion in Russia, are far from

simple.  Dialogue between them is a subject popular with churchmen of both confessions, as well
as politicians and journalists.  The official mass media, including radio and television, like to
describe the dialogue as successful and as being an immanent factor of Russia’s socio-political
and religious life.  Formally, such an opinion is difficult to dispute:  it is confirmed by numerous
statements in favor of such a dialogue, the efforts of representatives of both religions to promote
peace, and a great number of conferences, seminars and other meetings at which the words
“dialogue” and “interaction” are used repeatedly.

There is no doubt that in a polyethnic and polyconfessional country dialogue is absolutely
necessary.  It is not so easy, however, to define this particular dialogue or to describe the state it
is in at present.  The notion of inter-confessional dialogue comprises several aspects, and each of
them is so important that it seems impossible to determine their priorities.  One of these aspects
is mutual understanding and tolerance between the Muslims and the Orthodox believers.

During the Soviet rule there was no such problem:  inter-confessional distinctions were
simply ignored, since the atheist state declared religion the domain of old people and a
“moribund phenomenon” in general (in the early 1960s the then head of state Nikita Khrushchev
promised to show the people “the last remaining priest”).  The liberalization of the late 1980s led
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to a renaissance of religion, one of the aspects of which was the realization by citizens, including
Muslims (or, perhaps, Muslims above all), of their confessional belonging.  Suddenly, the
Russian citizen discovered that his neighbors or co-workers or even relatives and friends may not
only belong to a different ethnic group but also profess a different religion, such as Islam.  They
may go to a different church, a mosque for instance, and have their own ideas about
righteousness.  The Russian citizen learned that a Muslim had over a billion fellow believers all
over the world, whom he could appeal to and express his solidarity with, even if this was against
Russia’s interests – as it was during the conflict between the Muslims and the Orthodox believers
in Kosovo.  Here is a historical allusion that seems relevant:  in the early 19th century, during the
Russian-Turkish war, the Muslims of the Russian Empire refused to fight against their fellow
believers, the Turks.  Showing understanding, the Russian government allowed them not to go to
war against “their brothers in faith.”25

Confessional differences hamper national consolidation.  Beginning with the sending of
Soviet troops to Afghanistan in 1979, the USSR, and then Russia, was continually involved,
directly or indirectly, in conflicts in which it opposed Muslims.  This could not but produce an
adverse effect on the Orthodox believers’ perception of the Muslims, and vice versa.
Islamophobia is spreading in Russian society,26 which builds up tension not only in areas where
Muslim and Slavic populations live in close proximity to each other – as this is, for instance, in
Southern Russia – but also in several other regions where the number of migrants from the
Caucasus is growing.

It is common knowledge that in the mass consciousness Islam is being increasingly
associated with militants wearing green headbands and armed with Kalashnikov automatic rifles.
According to a sociological survey conducted in Moscow back in 1994, 15.5% of the capital’s
population had a negative attitude to Islam.  There is no doubt that today, several years later, this
percentage is much higher – owing to the war in Chechnya.  There is much evidence that Slavic
populations resent the opening of mosques and religious centers, and even the setting up of
Muslim cemeteries.27 It is noteworthy, for instance, that in some towns of the Moscow Region
the local authorities gave Muslims permission to open new mosques only upon securing the
consent of the local Russian Orthodox Church leaders.

Of course, it would be wrong to say that today only the feelings of mutual enmity
underlie the relations between the Muslims and the Orthodox believers.  On the whole, their
relations are characterized either by tolerance or elementary indifference.  However, the conflict
of religious identities still exists, particularly in view of the fact that both religions claim being
perfect and possessing the ultimate truth.  Typically, some Islamic radical ideologists, such as
Geidar Jemal for instance, believe that the general crisis in Russia can be overcome through the
country’s Islamization.  With all the outward absurdity of such an assertion, it is in keeping with
the basic Islamic belief that in the long run all the people on earth will be converted to Islam.
This, incidentally, is the spirit of the letter which Ayatollah Khomeini sent to Mikhail Gorbachev
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in 1989.  In his message the Iranian leader urged his Soviet counterpart to embark upon the path
of the true faith.28 And so it rather follows that from the formal theological viewpoint a
compromise between Orthodoxy and Islam is more than difficult.

This is well understood by churchmen in both religions who, despite mutual suspicion,
are trying to achieve a mutual consensus – even if an unstable one.  Maintaining constant contact
between the clergies is another important aspect of the inter-confessional dialogue.  Here too
there are achievements and problems.  This dialogue is actually a “trialogue”, since the Muslim
clergy and the Orthodox church build their relations with due account of the position of those in
power.  Taking place against the background of the socio-cultural formation of a new Russia,
this trialogue bears the imprint of historical tradition.  Finally, it cannot be comprehended outside
the context of relations between church and state.

Orthodoxy has always played a special role in Russia’s state development, and its
influence on the country’s official ideology has always been great.  After the more than 70-year-
long period of communist atheism the Russian Orthodox Church (further on abbreviated as
ROC) frankly indicated its claim to a special place within the Russian state structure, as well as
the right to give advice to those in power.  Suffice it to recall that during the abortive coup of
1993, Alexiy II, Patriarch of Moscow and All Russia, attempted to mediate (although
unsuccessfully) between President Yeltsin and the Supreme Soviet.  In recent years the patriarch
has constantly figured among the country’s leading politicians and his rating has been rising
steadily.  In the summer of 2001 he was among the top ten politicians in Russia.  In the year
2000 the ROC Archbishops’ Council adopted “The Fundamentals of the Social Concept of the
Russian Orthodox Church”, its first-ever independent social doctrine which set forth the main
principles of the organization and functioning of society.1 Appeals to Orthodoxy were made by
some experts who were close to those in power and who, in the late 1990s, worked hard (without
success though) on a project of “the national Russian idea.”  Finally, the ROC legalized in fact
its participation in all sorts of political actions.  The Moscow patriarch sitting on the right of the
President, clergymen consecrating large industrial enterprises (including projects of military
importance), priests present among the troops during the oath-taking ceremony – all that became
part and parcel of Russia’s secular life.  It shows that if the ROC is not trying to achieve the
status of an official religion for Orthodoxy (which is unrealistic, of course), then it wants to make
this religion “the first among equals.”

As for the state, its attitude to these claims is ambivalent.  On the one hand, the secular
nature of government in Russia has never been doubted.  In other words, the Russian Federation
has always been true to the principle of secularism.  On the other hand, at times the ruling
establishment, which has failed to resolve many of the social problems, including the settling of
the Chechen conflict, feels that it has to buttress up its legitimacy and tries to do so with the help
of the ROC.2 It still is not quite clear whether the state only flirts with the church and tries to
exploit its authority, or whether it really sees the church as one of its mainstays.
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The fact that the ROC is close to the power structure, the repeated declarations by ruling
politicians of their loyalty to Christianity, and the persistent statements of Russian nationalists to
the effect that Russia can and must be an Orthodox power and the patron of the Orthodox
believers all over the world (such statements were particularly frequent in connection with the
Balkan crisis), coupled with the “Islamic threat” thesis which has become one of the dominant
themes in Russia’s foreign policy – cannot but arouse the concern of the Muslim clergy.

Muslim churchmen, who in the early 1990s were still afraid to criticize those in power,
became more vocal later on.  In one of his speeches Ravil Gainutdin, the Chairman of the
Council of the Muftis of Russia, remarked that Islam and all other religions had every right to
enjoy the same goodwill of the ruling establishment as the Orthodoxy.3 Muslims are particularly
resentful of the statements made by certain ROC leaders who enjoy the covert support of the
secular authorities and who openly contrast Islam with Christianity.  For instance, Gedeon, the
Metropolitan of Stavropol and Baku, has stated that it was possible “to wrest the majority of the
Ossetian population from the fanatical paws of Islam only thanks to the superhuman efforts of
the Russian Church.”4 Remarkably, these words, written by a high-placed church official who
works in a region where relations between Islam and Christianity are strained to the utmost, have
drawn no reaction from the ROC leadership.

Today, there is no meeting of minds among the Muslim clergy about how dialogue with
the ROC should be conducted.  While considering it  necessary, the Russian imams differ as to
the general approach.  Some insist on the principle of equality of Islam and Christianity, pointing
out that the dominance of one religion over the others is incompatible with a democratic social
and state system.  This view is held by Ravil Gainutdin, Nafigulla Ashirov, the head of the
Religious Administration of the Asian part of Russia, Omar Idrisov, the Mufti of the Nizhni
Novgorod Region, and many other churchmen who constitute the majority of the Muslim clergy.

Some others, led by Talgat Tadjutdin, the head of the Central Religious Council, are
prepared to achieve a compromise between Russia’s two chief confessions by recognizing the
dominant role of Orthodoxy.  Talgat Tadjutdin maintains close ties with the Moscow Patriarchate
and has relations of goodwill with it.5 In turn, the ROC’s sympathy for him and his associates
helps them to keep nearer to the ruling establishment.  Furthermore, Talgat Tadjutdin is known
to be a kind of “Islamic ecumenist” because in his speeches and sermons he lays emphasis on the
unity of general human values in all monotheistic religions, including Islam and Orthodoxy.6

This arouses the anger of a part of the Muslim community.  In 1998, after the opening in
Naberezhnye Chelny of a mosque called “Tobeh” whose architecture included stained glass
windows containing some elements of Christianity (the cross) and of Judaism (the six-pointed
star), Talgat Tadjutdin was accused of violating the Islamic tradition.  Later on, his opponents
smashed all the stained glass windows...
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Curiously, while stressing the general human nature of religious values, Talgat Tadjutdin
sides with the Moscow patriarch in regard to his negative attitude to the influence of Catholicism
in Russia, including on relations between Islam and Orthodoxy.  For instance, he has voiced
approval of the ROC’s refusal to receive the head of the Roman Catholic Church in Russia.

The differences within the Muslim clergy affect the dialogue between the Muslims, on
the one side, and the ROC and the state, on the other.  At times, the state exploits the internal
Islamic contradictions by supporting the group of priests who show greater loyalty to the power
structure and who are prepared to make concessions.  One sometimes gets the impression that the
state deliberately maintains tension within the Muslim religious elite in order to prevent the
consolidation of the Russian Muslims.

Historical experience shows that practically not a single country, where there are
coexisting Muslim and Christian communities, has managed to avoid inter-confessional
contradictions.  Russia is no exception in this respect.  Actually, such contradictions are
impossible to overcome completely.  However, in conditions of a civil society, even with the two
above-mentioned confessions being politically committed, there is the possibility of softening
their contradictions.  How the situation will develop in Russia, it is difficult to say.  In any case,
without conducting an inter-confessional dialogue, achievement of an overall national
consolidation will be highly problematic.

The problem of having a “trialogue” – between Islam, Orthodoxy and the state – is a
political problem and not a purely religious one.  Just like their Orthodox counterparts, the
Muslim clergy are also politically engaged:  they participate in the work of Islamic parties and
movements and make statements regarding the actions of the authorities.  Photographs showing
muftis beside Russian politicians, including the President, are more than mere symbols:  they are
a real reflection of the political life in present-day Russia.

The Islamic factor is being exploited
The Islamic factor is being exploited by different political forces, both on the federal and

regional levels.  A new confirmation of that were the 1999 parliamentary elections during which
secular political grouping tried to enlist the support of the Muslims.  This was especially evident
in the case of the “Unity” movement, dubbed “Medved” (“Bear”) in the mass media, which
supported the then Prime Minister and future President, Vladimir Putin.  Also in 1999, not long
before the elections a new socio-political movement was established.  Called “Refakh” and
sponsored by the Kremlin, it was headed by A.-V.  Niyazov7, the former Deputy Chairman of the
Council of the Muslims of Russia, who immediately declared his support of “Unity.”  This
ensured “Refakh”, which was on the same ballot as “Unity”, as many as nine seats in the State
Duma.  In the words of one Moscow journalist, “the Bear had brought Islamic democrats to the
Duma.”8 And so, for the first time since 1906, the Russian parliament included deputies who
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purported to express the interests of Russian citizens belonging to a particular confession.  For a
secular state, this is a really remarkable fact.

Having achieved success in the parliamentary elections, A.-V.  Niyazov, unexpectedly to
many, set about implementing an idea which seemed to belong to ancient history:  establishing a
Muslim faction in the State Duma.  In the early 20th century such a faction did exist in the State
Duma of the Russian Empire.9 During the late period of Gorbachev’s perestroika, it was also the
fervent dream of Vali-Akhmed Sadur, the press secretary of the Islamic Rebirth Party.  However,
the “Unity” leadership resolutely opposed the establishment of a separate Muslim faction in the
Duma, and the idea was not supported even by the Muslim deputies.

As for two other Muslim groupings – the “Majlis” movement built in time for the
elections and the “Islamic Committee” created earlier – they also tried to form blocs with secular
parties:  “Majlis” – with former Prime Minister Victor Chernomyrdin’s10 movement “Russia,
Our Home”, which later failed miserably,  and the “Islamic Committee” – with the national-
communist “Movement in Support of the Army”, which also turned out to be a failure.  Both
Muslim groupings remained on the periphery of political life.  True, in the late 1990s and early
2000s “Majlis”, headed by Leonard Rafikov, tried to activize its work in the southern regions of
Russia.

During the elections some of the Moscow politicians sought the support of the secular
elite in the Muslim republics.  This was typical of the “Fatherland – All Russia” bloc, the chief
rival of pro-Putin “Unity.”  The bloc was headed by Moscow Mayor Yuri Luzhkov and former
Foreign Minister Yevgeni Primakov.11 Seeking the support of the Russian regions, the
“Fatherland” leaders attracted to their side such Muslim republics as Tatarstan, Bashkiria and
Ingushetia.  It is well known that Mentimir Shaimiyev, President of Tatarstan, and Ruslan
Aushev, President of Ingushetia, took “a special stand” on the Chechen crisis, distanced
themselves from Russia’s Balkan policy, and demanded more autonomy for their republics.
(The Chechen separatist movement was formed during the period when the national republics
were granted greater sovereignty.  Particularly prominent among them was Tatarstan which in
1994 signed with the Center a Treaty of the Delimitation of Powers which gave that republic
very broad rights, including in the sphere of foreign relations.)

The fact of the regional Muslim elite taking part in the work of the “Fatherland” bloc
enabled some PR specialists from “Unity” to accuse Luzhkov and Primakov of conniving with
Islamic radicalism and separatism.  After “Fatherland” suffered a fiasco the Muslim politicians
who had supported it were compelled to demonstrate their loyalty to the winners, first and
foremost to Vladimir Putin who in the spring of 2000 became Russia’s President.

Unlike this was after the 1996-97 election marathon, when Muslim politicians became
less active, after the parliamentary elections of 1999 and the presidential elections of 2000 Islam
kept its place on the political scene.  Characteristically, the “Refakh” movement developed a new
trend:  A.-V.  Niyazov and his supporters began to advance, cautiously at first, the claim that
their movement was empowered to express not only the interests of the Muslims but also of all

                                                
9 See Dilyara Usmanova’s interesting study entitled “The Muslim Faction and Problems of the ‘Freedom of
Conscience’ in the State Duma of Russia (1906-1907).”  Kazan, 1999.
10 In its pre-election statement “Majlis” pointed out that its policy aims and tasks largely coincided with those of
“Russia, Our Home.”  In part, the statement said:  “Muslims, Russia is our home!”
11 Yevgeni Primakov has always enjoyed great prestige in the Middle East.  He is also known for his pragmatic
attitude to radical Islam.



ethnic minorities in Russia.  In the 2000-01 period “Refakh” tried to cooperate in that area with
the “Assembly of the Peoples of Russia” headed by the well-known politician Ramazan
Abdulatipov.

In 2001, in pursuance of this idea, A.-V.  Niyazov formed, on the basis of “Refakh”, a
Eurasian Party of Russia (“Yevrazes”).  Its ideology was founded on the idea of a
“congregational Eurasian statehood” which, in its turn, was based on “dialogue between Islam
and Orthodoxy, and on love of one’s country.”  The “Yevrazes” leaders declared that by the year
2003 the party’s membership will reach 200,000 and that the party will have branches all over
the Russian Federation.

Set up some time earlier in Moscow was an all-Russian political public movement called
“Eurasia.”  It was headed by Alexander Dugin, an adviser to Gennady Seleznyov, the State
Duma Speaker.  The movement was joined by several of Niyazov’s rivals, including Talgat
Tadjutdin.  As a matter of fact, however, both the programs of the new organizations and the
phraseology of their leaders were very similar.

In turning to the “Eurasia idea” Muslim politicians pursued a purely pragmatic purpose:
to preserve their presence near the Kremlin.  Both of the above-mentioned organizations
appeared at a time when Moscow, gravely concerned over the globalization idea, was looking for
an alternative to the “unipolar world” concept.  The “Eurasia idea” seemed a weighty and very
attractive argument justifying the “multipolar world” thesis, so close to Russia’s official policy.
Besides, the above idea may be employed by Moscow as the ideology of post-Soviet integration
– something which Putin is striving for and in which he has the support of some of the leaders of
the former Soviet republics, particularly Kazakhstan’s President Nursultan Nazarbayev.

At the turn of the 21st century
At the turn of the 21st century Islam’s influence on the political life in Russia has become

a stable factor.  The main reasons for that are:  the existence of a multimillion Muslim
community in the country; the Muslims’ awareness of their specific interests; conflicts taking
place in the Muslim regions as well as in areas where Islamic and Christian communities border
on each other; influences from abroad.  In the past decade Islamic political groupings have
sprung up in Russia, which are active both on a federal and regional level.  Some of them try to
cooperate with the authorities; others, being opposition-minded, act from positions of nationalist-
religious convictions.

The secular political forces exploit Islam in their own interests.  That is what the
authorities do in the Center and what the regional elites do in the Muslim-inhabited regions of
the Volga Area and the North Caucasus.

A gradual radicalization of Islam is taking place in the country.  This process is
determined, on the one hand, by the religious form of expressing social protest, which is natural
for a part of the Muslims, and, on the other, by the fluctuating ethnic and political tensions in the
Muslim-inhabited areas.

By bringing into Russia ideas and behavioral standards which are not traditional for the
Muslims of this country, their advocates try to foist a stricter form of Islam on the Muslim
believers here.  This is resented by a majority of the Muslim clergy, but meets with the approval
of a certain part of the Muslim youth.

The politicization of Islam in Russia has not led to the consolidation of the Russian
Muslim community.  If anything, it has increased contradictions within this community and
produced a greater conflict of ambitions among its religious leaders.  There are reasons to believe



that the state is interested in preserving disunity among the Russian Muslims because then it is
able to manipulate different groupings which continually turn to it for help and support.  A
united Muslim umma, on the other hand, can become politically independent, which is bound to
affect the correlation of forces within Russia.

The attitude of the Russian ruling establishment to Islam is rather reserved.  The Kremlin
wants a conformist Islam and reacts negatively to any deviations from conformism, particularly
since in the 1990s Islam served not only as the banner of the Chechen resistance, but was also
employed by the opposition in the Muslim regions.

The terrorist attacks carried out against the United States in the autumn of 2001 and the
following antiterrorist operation launched by the United States and its allies produced a dual
reaction among the Russian Muslims.  On the one hand, they sincerely sympathized with the
victims of the attacks in New York and Washington.  But, on the other, many saw those acts of
terrorism as a kind of retribution on the Americans for the policy pursued by their country.  By
the way, this opinion was held by 45% of the Russian citizens polled on September 21-24, 2001,
who believed that the attacks were caused by hatred for the United States, while 50% of the
respondents said that the Americans had “got their just deserts” for their country’s inordinate
geopolitical claims.

It is a fact that some of the Russian Muslims, particularly in the North Caucasus, reacted
gleefully to the terrorist attacks.  They expressed their feelings publicly, which was in accord
with the reaction on the part of some Muslims in New York’s Brooklyn and of many
Palestinians.

At the same time, the Russian Muslim community was scandalized that in their
publications and statements the mass media and politicians, in describing the acts of terrorism,
nearly always used the work “Islamic.”  Once more it was said that Islamophobia was on the rise
in the country and that Islam was regarded unequivocally as a threat to the stability of Russian
society.  In this connection, Ravil Gainutdin, the Mufti of Central Russia, noted that “lately the
mass media and the para-scientific circles have often expressed the idea that terrorism is directly

related to Islam which immanently embraces the idea of sacrifice and martyrdom.”
After the start of the antiterrorist operation in Afghanistan anti-American feelings among

the Muslims became more widespread.  The U.S. operation came to be regarded as an
intervention against a Muslim country; much was said and written about casualties among
peaceful civilians.  And when the plans for extending the “act of retribution” to some other
Muslim countries – Iraq, Iran, Somalia and Yemen – became known, it was feared that, owing to
the West’s ill-considered moves, the antiterrorist operation might take on the character of war
between civilizations.  (That rekindled interest in the almost-forgotten theory of Samuel
Huntington).

Another viewpoint, a somewhat unexpected one, was expressed at a seminar headed
“Muslim Response”, which was held in October 2001 at the Moscow Carnegie Center.  Speaking
at the seminar, A.-V.  Niyazov, head of the Eurasian Party of Russia, alleged that, following the
terrorist attacks against the United States, the popularity of the Muslim religion in Russia
increased and a growing number of people, including many of Slavic origin, had converted to
Islam.  In a sense, he implied that, aside from Islamophobia, many Russian citizens felt added
respect for Islam whose followers were almost the only ones who dared to challenge the most
powerful country on earth.



Muslim politicians were obviously worried by President Vladimir Putin’s one-sided pro-
Western orientation.  They regarded the Kremlin’s decision to take advantage of the situation
and draw closer to Europe and the United States as a sign that the importance of the Muslim
world for Russia would inevitably be diminished and that so would their own importance in the
life of their country.  Indeed, because of the rapidly rising European orientation of the Russian
leadership, the Eurasian rhetoric on which the Muslim upper crust banked in the 2000-2001
period gradually subsided.

Instead, in September and October of 2001, Moscow began to talk, more actively than
ever, about the imminence of an Islamic threat countering which was nearly the central task of
Russia’s strategy.  In fact, Moscow tried to pose as the main barrier in the way of this threat,
which gave Russia the chance to become a strategic partner of the United States and Western
Europe.

The guardedly negative reaction of the Muslims to Moscow’s actions caused them to
cooperate more closely with the radical left.  In October 2001 the Eurasian Party of Russia (that
is, actually the Muslims) announced that a “peace march” would be held, together with the
Communist Party of the Russian Federation, in the center of Moscow, next to the Red Square.
The purpose of that action was not so much protest against terrorism as demonstration of
displeasure with the U.S. ambitions to create a one-pole world, a critical attitude towards
globalism, etc.  Eventually, the action did not take place at all because the EPR leaders and the
high-placed Muslim clergymen who cooperated with them decided not to aggravate their
relations with the Kremlin.  However, the very attempt of their holding a joint “peace march” is
quite symbolic.

Later on the upper crust of the Russian Muslim community refrained from public
political activity, preferring to wait and see how the situation in the Kremlin would develop and
what tendencies would predominate.  Thus in the country’s domestic policy the Islamic factor
became firmly attached to its foreign policy course – to the evolution of the Russian-American
and Russian-European relations.

Evidently, the Russian Muslims may become active again in connection with a possible
escalation of the antiterrorist operation and its extension to the territory of some other Muslim
countries, primarily Iraq.  If this should happen, the attitude of the Russian Muslims towards the
United States will be sharply critical, especially because their stand will be practically identical
with that of Moscow, for many of its politicians believe that a war against Iraq will result in the
disintegration of the antiterrorist coalition.

Furthermore, Moscow has stable relations with Iran which has become its strategic
partner.  Here, too, the Russian and the Muslim official positions practically coincide.

It is interesting to see what will be the attitude of the Russian Muslims towards the U.S.
presence in Central Asia.  So far, they have shown no anti-American feelings – simply
annoyance with the Russian leadership who have actually given up Russia’s special role of
“patron” in the region, ceding all of that role to the Americans.

Nevertheless, much remains unsettled in the relations between the Russian state and the
Muslims.  The post-Soviet society and its elite are still learning how to build their relations with
the Muslim community inside Russia and trying to determine their policy with regard to the
Muslims abroad.  So far, only one thing is absolutely clear:  because of the country’s geopolitical
situation, especially the peculiarities of its historical and cultural development, the Islamic factor
will be exerting a sustained influence on Russia’s internal situation and, to a certain extent, on its



foreign policy.  In either case Russia, relying on the experience of democratic countries, will take
into account the specifics of its own relations with the Muslim world.
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Kazakhstan faces multiple geopolitical and economic threats over which it has limited control. But the

country’s greatest upcoming challenge is one of its own making.

Kazakhstan is at a political and economic crossroads. The country saw impressivegrowth from 2000 to

2015 due to high oil prices, but it failed to diversify the economy away from extracting and exporting raw

materials. The country’s post-Soviet trajectory has been dominated by one political figure, President

Nursultan Nazarbayev, but the government is only now trying to put into place institutional building

blocks that could help safeguard stability for the post-Nazarbayev era.

With economic problems in its three main trade and investment partners (China, the European Union,

and Russia) and low oil prices, the Kazakh economy has been in a downward spiral since 2014. The

outlook for 2016 is equally bleak, with theEconomist Intelligence Unit predicting the country’s GDP will

contract for the first time since 1998. This economic uncertainty led to rushed decisions to call early

elections—a presidential vote held in April 2015 and a parliamentary election to be held in March 2016.

Nazarbayev, who is seventy-five and has run the country since the late Soviet era, won the April election

with an implausible 97 percent of the vote—once again postponing the inevitable leadership change.

The early elections should be seen as preventative measures to ensure the safe return of Nazarbayev and

the political system he stewards to office before the country’s growing economic crisis leads to greater

socioeconomic discontent—something that now appears to be starting. The government is particularly

concerned about the falling value of the Kazakh currency, the tenge. The currency declined significantly

after summer 2015and was, according to Bloomberg, the second worst performing currency in the world

that year.

Kazakhstan’s political system has long prevented the emergence of any credible political rival to

Nazarbayev, either from the opposition or the established ruling elite. For years, this lack of a viable

alternative was seen internally as an asset that protected Kazakhstan from Kyrgyz- or Ukrainian-style

political instability. However, Kazakhstan’s political system now looks increasingly brittle, which raises

concerns about what happens to the country after the Nazarbayev era.

Political openness, independent media, and civil society remain stunted in Kazakhstan, once again by

design. There is more civil society space in Kazakhstan than in neighboring Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, or

Uzbekistan, but those countries are a low bar for comparison. Independent civil society activists and

journalists in Kazakhstan often get into trouble with the law enforcement and tax authorities. Public

statements, including those made via social media, on what are considered sensitive topics such as the

currency devaluation, corruption allegations against senior officials or the security services, or comments

deemed by law enforcement to be ethnically chauvinistic or extremist are closely monitored by the

government.



This lack of vibrant public debate and legitimate outlets for the public to convey information back to the

state does not seem to have been much of a problem during the boom years, but could be down the road

as the Kazakh state’s and corporate entities’ budgets become increasingly stretched. The economic crunch

that Kazakhstan experienced throughout 2015 and that continues into 2016 will hamper the Nazarbayev

system’s ability to keep up with popular expectations for raised living standards after so many years of

high growth. Following its devaluation of the currency in August 2015, the government faced small-scale

economic protests. In response, several prominent financial figures were dismissed, including the head of

the central bank and the chairman of the Kazakhstan Stock Exchange’s Management Board. The

economic crunch also impacts intra-elite dynamics as Nazarbayev has fewer resources to divide among

powerful elite groups and clans.

Kazakhstan’s economic growth was, for a long time, extraordinary. Per capita GDP, for example, rose

from $1,647 in 1991 to $13,172 in 2013, transforming Kazakhstan from a post-Soviet basket case to

a middle-income country in just two decades. This is one of the main reasons for Nazarbayev’s continued

popularity. Nevertheless, Kazakhstan’s economic prosperity was lopsided. There remains a wealth gap in

the country as a whole and divergent standards of living between different parts of the country. Economic

discontent is increasing, particularly among those who have not benefited from the country’s fast

growth—much of which has been centered around the capital of Astana and the commercial center of

Almaty.

New Regional Realities

Kazakhstan’s much lauded stability is concurrently threatened by a confluence of events outside the

country and over which Astana has limited control. To outsiders, the Kazakh leadership presents the

country as an island of stability and prosperity in an increasingly troubled Eurasian landmass. To an

extent, these claims are true, but the bar for stability and prosperity in the region is quite low. Countries to

which Kazakhstan is compared include an increasingly assertive but economically drained Russia, an

ultra-authoritarian Uzbekistan, a hermetically sealed Turkmenistan, and frequently unstable Kyrgyzstan

and Tajikistan. They also include a potentially unstable Azerbaijan that is turning away from the West and

an Afghanistan that is facing resurgent extremist threats.

Kazakhstan’s largest challenge is managing an increasingly bellicose Russia, officially its closest ally and a

country whose economy—for better or worse—is intertwined with Kazakhstan’s. Moscow, however, has

proven itself to be an unpredictable regional actor with its policies on Ukraine and Syria. Astana seems to

be trying to distance itself from Russia’s war with Ukraine and intervention in Syria. Astana is also

concerned that Moscow is eager to take advantage of real and manufactured ethnic grievances—a problem

for Kazakhstan, where about 23 percent of the population is ethnic Russian. A secondary challenge for

Kazakhstan is how to engage the West during a time of heightened East-West tension. Furthermore,

Europe, NATO, and the United States—once keenly interested in Central Asia as the staging ground for

the war in Afghanistan—have largely pulled out of the region and are refocusing their attention elsewhere.

The West’s refocus away from Afghanistan and Central Asia is occurring at a time when Kazakhstan is



wary of Russian intentions, concerned about Islamic extremism in the region, and worried about the

political stability of many of its neighbors. For Kazakhstan, the West’s waning interest in Central Asia is a

troubling development.

Although Kazakhstan, like other Central Asian states, has legitimate fears about Islamic extremism, it is

also the case that the extremist threat is hyped by Kazakh security officials to justify the state’s tight

control over civil society, religion, and information space and to gain Chinese, Russian, and Western

security assistance. Unfortunately, the state’s frequent use of “extremism” as a moniker to tarnish any

Islamic-oriented political or social movements or religious-oriented texts that the government feels to be

threatening makes it hard to gauge the true strength and appeal of extremist ideologies in Kazakhstan.

The same holds true for the 2014 legislation that simplified procedures the state uses to designate groups

as extremistand shut them down and for the gradual tightening of state control over the Internetin the

country.

Extremist groups will likely have difficulty truly gaining ground in Kazakhstan and elsewhere in Central

Asia, but the lack of transparency in the country and the absence of public debate in the region over

extremist threats (and their causes, including socioeconomic inequality) muddies the picture. The

authorities’ tight grip at home could very well impede their ability detect and respond to transnational

extremism.

Meanwhile, China continues to increase its economic influence in the region, eager to use Kazakhstan to

realize its ambitions to create new trade and transportation links to the region and beyond. Kazakhstan,

seeking to jump-start its economy through infrastructure projects and to create employment

opportunities, sees itself as the key transit state for the Chinese-inspired One Belt, One Road (OBOR)

initiative linking both east–west and north–south trade routes. Despite its recent economic troubles,

China—Kazakhstan’s top trading partner—still appears to possess the intent, capacity, and institutional

infrastructure to push this project forward. By contrast, the competing U.S.-proposed New Silk Road

initiative to promote links between Central and South Asia remains largely stillborn due to a lack of

dedicated resources, waning interest among regional actors, and instability in Afghanistan and Pakistan.

The Iran nuclear deal could lead to the slow reintroduction of Tehran—welcomed as an economic partner,

but often feared because of its political agenda—as a more active regional player, potentially opening up

new transportation routes for Kazakh hydrocarbons. The prospect of Iran serving as a non-Russian and

non-Chinese transit corridor to the Persian Gulf is an intriguing one and could provide Astana with

leverage over the two major outside powers that dominate Central Asia and the region’s access to the

wider world.

These geopolitical changes are occurring at a time when Kazakh elites are realizing—perhaps too late—the

need to diversify the economy away from its dependence on oil exports and the need to reform the

country’s political institutions, which are weak and too dependent on the president himself. Nazarbayev’s



centrality to Kazakhstan’s post-Soviet transformation could turn out to be one of the country’s most acute

problems.

Moving into the future, Kazakhstan may simultaneously face geopolitical insecurity outside its borders,

economic trouble due to prolonged low oil prices, and political uncertainty at home.

Increasingly Difficult Multivector Foreign Policy

For years, Astana promoted with success a multivector foreign policy in which Kazakhstan sought to

balance its relations with China, Russia, the United States, and, to a lesser extent, the European Union.

Kazakhstan likewise has had long-standing ambitions to cultivate closer relations with the Gulf states,

which represent another model of development for Kazakhstan. However, the international isolation of

Iran—the geographic link between Central Asia and the Gulf—has complicated these efforts. The sanctions

regime against Iran has prevented the development of the essential transportation, trade, and

communications infrastructure to facilitate closer economic ties between Kazakhstan and the Gulf,

although the new Kazakhstan–Turkmenistan–Iran railway and the rolling back of sanctions on Iran could

change that.

Kazakh political elites see the country as a potential bridge between East and West—a role that has

become increasingly important as relations between Russia and the United States (and Europe) have

deteriorated to new lows. Aware of growing threats to Kazakh security, Nazarbayev has offered himself

and his country up as mediators for international conflicts ranging from Ukraine to Syria. Sadly, however,

Nazarbayev’s mediation efforts have not been successful, nor have they been taken seriously by most

outside powers.

Nazarbayev sees himself as an elder statesman who has guided his country through a tumultuous

transition from the Soviet era and partnered with the United States to safeguard and work to eliminate the

Soviet-era nuclear and bioweapons facilities based in Kazakhstan. Nazarbayev is rightly proud of his role

in removing the stockpile of nuclear weapons from Kazakhstan and making his country a non-nuclear-

weapon state. However, that decision is slightly more controversial after Russia’s intervention in Ukraine.

Both Kazakhstan and Ukraine received security assurances in the 1994 Budapest Memorandum from

Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States for their decisions to give up nuclear weapons.

Russia’s disregard of these assurances to Ukraine in 2014 and the West’s impotence to do much about it

worry Kazakhstan’s political elites and raise questions among them about Russia’s long-term reliability as

an ally, neighbor, and trading partner.

Kazakhstan has tried to avoid taking sides in the Ukraine conflict. Likely under Russian pressure, it

abstained from the 2014 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 68/262, which declared Russia’s

annexation of Crimea invalid, but it put more distance between itself and Moscow as the Ukraine conflict

devolved into war. As Moscow’s efforts to destabilize Ukraine intensified and became more evident,

Kazakh officials appeared to grow increasingly concerned that Astana’s close relationship with Moscow

would tarnish its reputation internationally.



With Ukraine in constant turmoil and on the verge of economic collapse, few in the West pay enough

attention to how the conflict in Ukraine and the collapse in East-West relations are impacting Kazakhstan.

The Eastern Partnership (EaP) project is essentially stillborn, but the EU still talks about its hopes

for greater integration of the European countries of the former Soviet Union. By contrast, the EU still

lacks a clear vision for its relationship with Kazakhstan, despite the fact that the EU is Kazakhstan’s

largest source of foreign direct investment. Although the EU and Kazakhstan signed an Enhanced

Partnership and Cooperation Agreement in December 2015, it took almost a year to do so after concluding

negotiations on this vaguely worded diplomatic agreement that relegates Kazakhstan to a much lower

relationship with the EU than the EaP states. This could change, as the EU indicated in June 2015 that it

is reviewing its Central Asia strategy. However, the EU is preoccupied with other issues closer to home,

some of which are internal (terrorism, Greece, and the future of the EU) and others are external (Ukraine,

Syria, and the refugee crisis). It is unlikely that a new EU strategy for Central Asia would bring any greater

focus on the part of Brussels to the region.

In Washington, senior U.S. leaders have even less bandwidth or incentive to focus on the region than they

did during the height of the Afghanistan war in the late George W. Bush and early Barack Obama

presidencies when the efficient movement of war matériel through the Northern Distribution Network via

Central Asia was an administration priority. Central Asia is now crowded out by bigger, more pressing

national security and legacy issues: Iran, Syria, the self-proclaimed Islamic State, the refugee crisis, the

Ukraine crisis, Cuba, Greece, and the threat of infectious diseases, among many other issues. While

concerns about Russia are already playing a large and public role in the 2016 U.S. presidential election

campaign, it is unlikely that the candidates will focus on the former Soviet space beyond Ukraine and the

Baltic states.

For its part, NATO once thought strategically about Central Asia during the war in Afghanistan, albeit

mainly as a backdoor to that conflict. While NATO documents and officials still refer to Kazakhstan and

other Central Asian states as “partners,” the alliance is focused primarily on planning to defend

against Russian aggression toward its easternmost members with much less regard to distant regions in

Central or South Asia. Nobody in Astana has any illusions that the West will be of much assistance should

Russia decide to meddle in Kazakhstan’s domestic affairs at some point in the future or should Islamic

extremism spillover from South Asia into Central Asia.

Russian and Domestic Threats

Kazakhstan would be a place where the Kremlin could easily replicate the Ukraine scenario if it chose to.

The bulk of Kazakhstan’s ethnic Russian population lives in the country’s north, an area that Russian

nationalists claim was historically part of Siberia. Russia has a legacy of stoking interethnic tensions in

northern Kazakhstan, although not in recent years. Back in 1999, however, the Kazakh government

uncovered a plot involving over twenty ethnic Russians (including twelve Russian citizens) to promote

separatism in the north. All were prosecuted by the Kazakh authorities. However, Russia demanded that



its citizens involved in the plot be extradited, causing many to speculate that Moscow at least was aware of

and possibly had a role in efforts to break northern Kazakhstan away from the rest of the country.

Fear of Russian separatism is a major reason why Nazarbayev has tried to put a Kazakh stamp on the

country’s north. In 1997, he moved the government from Almaty in the south to Astana, building the

country’s glitzy new capital there and encouraging the migration of ethnic Kazakhs—both from other

regions of the country and neighboring states—to resettle in the north. Particularly in the early post-Soviet

era, his government also quietly encouraged emigration of ethnic Russians from Kazakhstan, although

government officials are careful to avoid overtly playing to any extreme notions of ethnic Kazakh

nationalism.

The Kazakh government remains sensitive to any manifestations of separatism and Russian ethnic

chauvinism—either at home or across the border. Kazakh courts have convicted and sentenced to jail

several ethnic Russians who are Kazakh citizens for fighting alongside the separatists in Ukraine and

inciting “ethnic hatred”—a catch-all legal justification to criminalize extreme forms of Russian

nationalism in Kazakhstan, public mockery of the Kazakh nation, or calls by Kazakh citizens for Russian

intervention in Kazakhstan.

Russian President Vladimir Putin exacerbated concerns about separatism in 2014 when he publicly stated

that Kazakhstan was an artificial state, created by Nazarbayev, on “territory where no state ever existed

previously.” By highlighting Nazarbayev’s role in sustaining Kazakhstan as a state, Putin’s statement

underscored Nazarbayev’s essential role as the creator and guarantor of Kazakh sovereignty. It also called

attention to a major flaw in the Kazakh political system: the lack of political and cultural institutions to

ground the country in the post-Nazarbayev era. So long as Nazarbayev remains in power, it is unlikely that

Russia would actively try to destabilize Kazakhstan. After all, Kazakhstan is one of the few friends it has in

the region and the only one with potential global standing, given its size and wealth. But Moscow certainly

is doing all it can to make sure that a decisively pro-Russian leader is installed in Astana once Nazarbayev

leaves the scene.

Complicated Economic Environment

The country saw unprecedented growth after 2000, riding largely on high oil prices and giving rise to an

emerging middle class. To its credit and unlike some of its neighbors, Kazakhstan has begun to invest in

that new middle class by sending some of its young citizens to study overseas—many of them on their own

merit as opposed to due to their connections to the political or economic elite. It also is establishing

Western-oriented institutions of higher education to create skilled cadres for the government and a

capable next generation workforce. However, those skilled young professionals are not widely dispersed

across all sectors of the Kazakh economy, andcorruption remains a problem in Kazakh educational

institutions, including some of the most elite ones.

Energy makes up about one-quarter of Kazakhstan’s GDP, but low oil prices caused the government to

slash its GDP growth forecast for 2015 from 4.8 percent first to 1.5 percent and later to 1.0 percent.

According to the Asian Development Bank, GDP growth in the first half of 2015 was estimated at 1.7



percent, down from 3.9 percent a year earlier. Exports from the country—mostly hydrocarbons—declined

by 73 percent in the first half of 2015.

The government has had ambitious plans to diversify the economy away from natural resource extraction,

but little progress was made during the years of high energy prices. The manufacturing sector, for

example, accounts for 11 percent of GDP, while the agricultural sector constitutes 5 percent. Both are

inefficient. According to the World Bank, a Kazakh agricultural worker, on average, produces only $3,000

worth of crops per year, which is seventeen to 23 times less than the average yearly output of a farmer in a

developed country ($50,000–$70,000).

Several large companies in Kazakhstan cut salaries and production over the course of 2015. The

authorities appear particularly concerned about layoffs in the country’s west—the center of Kazakhstan’s

oil industry, but a place where oil profits do not trickle down and a wealth gap is clearly evident. The

region has a track record of political and economic protest, and the population there in the past has

appearedmore susceptible to extremist messages than in other parts of the country.

In 2011, a months-long strike in the town of Zhanaozen ended with at least sixteen people killed after

security services broke it up. Although the protest was clearly economically driven, the government had

long tried to cast the demonstrators and their supporters as being “extremist.” The violence helped fuel

both domestic and international backlashes against the country’s leadership. The Kazakh authorities

closely monitor the population there for any signs of political protest.

The government responded to growing economic difficulties over the past year by launching a stimulus

package in November 2014, announced in Nazarbayev’s Nurly Zhol(Path to the Future) address to the

nation that focused mainly on new infrastructure and transportation projects. Yet, the Kazakh budget is

stretched, which forced the government to revise the oil price assumption on which its budget is based

from $80 to $50 per barrel in 2015. Nazarbayev in August 2015 said thatKazakhstan must prepare

economic policies to deal with oil prices fluctuating between $30 and $40 per barrel for the foreseeable

future, and some analysts predicted that the price could fall below $20. According to Minister of Economy

Yerbolat Dossayev, the 2016 budget will be revised downward once again with an oil price assumption of

$40 barrel.

The Kazakh central bank’s decision in late August 2015 to stop propping up the tenge and let it float freely

was a long-delayed and long-feared—after the 2014 devaluation provoked widespread anger and

protests—move. Before the August decision to float the currency, the government reportedly took money

from the oil reserve fund. That fund, however, is not transparent, and there is no reliable information

about how much money was actually expended from it. But the potential that government spending will

deplete the oil fund is clearly a concern and prompted Nazarbayev to reiterate that new fiscal

policies must be adopted to prevent that. In addition to floating the tenge, the government will likely slash

the salaries of state employees, as Russia has already done. Astana appears to be belatedly following the

Moscow playbook for managing an economic crisis.

Aware of what occurred after the 2014 devaluation, the authorities refrained from describing it as a

devaluation, likely an indication the regime remains fearful of popular discontent. However, since the



August 2015 decision to cease shoring up the currency, the tenge’s value has declined by around one-

half and continues on a downward spiral, which prompted Nazarbayev to replace the head of the central

bank in November of that year in a move that probably had as much to do with optics as with monetary

policy. The currency’s devaluation has hit particularly hard those in the retail sector and Kazakh citizens

holding dollar-denominated mortgages and loans.

Many aspects of Russia’s economic troubles impact Kazakhstan. Western sanctions on the Russian

financial sector are hurting Kazakhstan, in part because of the close ties between Russian and Kazakh

companies and the fact that some Kazakh businesses take out loans from Russian banks, which now have

more limited resources and ability to lend to Russian companies, not to mention those in other former

Soviet states.

Finally, Russian aggression undermined the long-term prospects of the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU),

of which Russia and Kazakhstan are founding members. Symbolically, the organization is important for

Nazarbayev since he was the one who first proposed it. But Kazakhstan (along with Belarus) stripped out

most of the political aspects of the EEU during the final negotiations in spring 2014 and bucked Russian

pressure again in summer 2015 to impose countersanctions on U.S. and European agricultural products—

a move seemingly in line with Nazarbayev’s multivector approach to foreign affairs.

Nazarbayev repeatedly has made clear Kazakhstan’s intention to leave the organization if it is used by

Russia to undermine Kazakhstan’s independence. In light of the ruble’s weakness, cheap Russian imports

now are flooding across the border into Kazakhstan, hurting Kazakh manufacturers and agricultural

producers. In March 2015, Kazakhstan began pulling some Russian food products (butter, candy, and

meat, among other items) off the shelves of supermarkets. The Kazakh government cited health concerns,

but the real reason was because cheap Russian products undercut those produced in Kazakhstan. Russia’s

food safety regulator Rospotrebnadzor—an agency the Kremlin regularly uses to block imports from the

United States and Western-oriented former Soviet states—in turn blocked Kazakh dairy products and

some produce in April 2015 for similar reasons. In effect, the economic relationship between the two most

important EEU members devolved into a trade dispute. This is likely one of the reasons Nazarbayev rarely

discusses the EEU. His comments at a youth forum during his spring 2015 election campaign focused not

on that organization but on his aspirations for Kazakhstan to join the ranks of the top 30 richest

economies in the world, such as Japan, Singapore, South Korea, and the United Arab Emirates.

Furthermore, since joining the EEU,Kazakhstan’s trade with fellow EEU members Belarus and Armenia

has declined dramatically.

Too Late for Transition Planning?

Kazakhstan will face numerous political and economic challenges in the coming years. Many Kazakh elites

(not to mention foreign investors) see Nazarbayev as the man who can steer Kazakhstan through these

challenges and ensure the country’s stability. However, that attitude may turn out to be shortsighted

because the most pressing threat to Kazakhstan’s stability might be Nazarbayev himself.



After his reelection, Nazarbayev pledged to undertake political reform, including moving the country away

from its hyperstrong presidential rule toward a system that gives more power to the parliament and the

state bureaucracy. In May 2015, he announced his National Plan, which included 100 concrete steps to

implement five institutional reforms, geared toward developing and professionalizing the state

bureaucracy, reforming the judicial system to ensure greater rule of law, creating a state that is

accountable to its people, promoting economic growth by diversifying the economy, and attracting

international investors in new sectors. It is an ambitious program that could lay the groundwork for the

post-Nazarbayev era.

This is not the first time the Kazakh authorities have made promises about undertaking political or

economic reform, so skeptics are wary that the authorities will move beyond the rhetoric. However, even

if they do, it is unclear how much of this ambitious agenda can actually be implemented before

Nazarbayev leaves the scene and whether the country’s next president will be as skilled in balancing the

country’s competing domestic and foreign policy interests. Kazakhstan faces multiple geopolitical and

economic problems over which it has limited control. However, the country’s greatest upcoming

challenge—the transition to the post-Nazarbayev era—is one of its own making.

Read more at: http://carnegieendowment.org/2016/02/04/kazakhstan-at-twenty-five-stable-but-
tense/itgq?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRovuqXJZKXonjHpfsX76OwoWqeg38431UFwdcjKPmjr1YoBTct0
aPyQAgobGp5I5FEIQ7XYTLB2t60MWA%3D%3D
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Kyrgyzstan at Twenty-Five: Treading Water
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Summary: Kyrgyzstan could yet evolve into an island of pluralism with stable institutions, but global
and domestic trends may be pointing it in a different direction.

With its high mountain vistas and early efforts to cultivate ties with the West, Kyrgyzstan once was hailed
as the “Switzerland of Central Asia”—a peaceful, multiethnic, democratic outpost of 6 million inhabitants
in the midst of post-Soviet authoritarianism. Yet, for most of its twenty-five years of independence,
impoverished Kyrgyzstan in reality has borne little resemblance to Switzerland, a country with high living
standards, stable governance, and a generally low level of corruption. The democratic experiment in
Kyrgyzstan has thus far been a story of euphoric hopes and lost opportunity. While the country could yet
evolve into an island of harmonious pluralism with stable institutions and successful international
relationships, global and domestic trends may be pointing Kyrgyzstan in a different direction, namely
toward greater dependence on outside powers that nonetheless view it with indifference.

Katharine Quinn-Judge

Katharine Quinn-Judge is a research assistant in the Russia and Eurasia Program at the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace.

Since independence, the country has gone through repeated ill-fated turns away from democracy under
leaders who initially appear promising, yet grow progressively corrupt and autocratic. Two of these
presidents have been ousted in popular revolts, not via the ballot box, and the current president, whose
time in office is limited to one term, appears to be searching for ways to retain his influence after his term
expires in 2017. To some degree, despite many obvious differences, Kyrgyzstan’s political profile
resembles that of Ukraine, another object of unfulfilled Western hopes and assistance. As has occurred
repeatedly in the past, Kyrgyzstan’s recent reform efforts are being stymied by entrenched interest groups,
many of which have found ways to co-opt—or infiltrate—the country’s democratic institutions. Civil
society is robust and boasts a number of highly skilled experts, yet it has not proven strong enough to
build a transparent political and economic system. Ethnic divisions inside the country prompt fears of
interference by more powerful neighbors—even if Kyrgyzstan’s minority Uzbek population for the most
part harbors no love for authoritarian Tashkent.

While many Kyrgyz are justifiably proud of their country’s relative liberalism, their living standards
provide fodder for a narrative favored by the region’s autocrats—that liberalism and social welfare are
incompatible in the post-Soviet context. Kyrgyzstan is ranked 120 out of 188 countries in the UN Human
Development Index, below more authoritarian neighbors like Kazakhstan (56), Azerbaijan (78), and
Uzbekistan (114). Growing poverty and poor governance are also a toxic combination that could increase
the attractiveness of radical ideologies among disenfranchised parts of the population.
Paul Stronski
Senior Associate, Russia and Eurasia Program

Western observers are frustrated at Kyrgyzstan’s continued failure to live up to its perceived potential.
Hopes that the country’s human rights activists and vocal media, buoyed by generous aid, would
eventually overcome pervasive corruption and transform the country into a regional success have given
way to what might be called “Kyrgyzstan fatigue.” The West is increasingly reluctant—particularly in the
post-Afghanistan world—to trouble itself with a small, poor Central Asian state whose version of Western-
style democracy often discredits the concept.



Kyrgyzstan’s decisions to join the Eurasian Economic Union and to not renew a bilateral cooperation
agreement with the United States in 2015 suggest it, too, is distancing itself from the Euro-Atlantic
community. So does Kyrgyz security services’ harsh treatment of those they accuse—often with little
evidence—of extremism, and theirharassment of civil society and human rights advocates. However, tying
its future so tightly to Russia’s has created potential long-term problems for Bishkek as the Russian
economy falters and as Moscow’s foreign policy becomes much harder to predict. Fears that Russia may
not be a reliable security and economic partner could explain why Bishkek officials recently have been
dropping hints at their willingness to repair relations with Washington and why they eagerly
welcomed German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s July 2016 visit to the country.

A DYNAMIC BUT SHAKY START

Kyrgyzstan’s first president, Askar Akayev, set Kyrgyzstan on a path of liberalization and Western
integration in the 1990s by launching political, economic, and social reforms, and by concluding the now-
canceled bilateral cooperation agreement with the United States that opened the way for extensive
international assistance. Much of that assistance went to social welfare, health, civil society, media
freedom, and interethnic unity. Akayev generally said the right things about democracy and minority
rights and was rewarded by the large number of Western organizations, including theAmerican University
of Central Asia, that set up shop in the country. These early efforts contributed to the creation of the most
vibrant civil society in Central Asia and one of the more dynamic ones in the former Soviet space. In fact,
for much of the first decade of its independence, Kyrgyzstan was the quintessential example of reform in
Central Asia. For example, it joined the World Trade Organization in 1998, long before Russia or any of its
Central Asian neighbors did. By 2000, however, Akayev began displaying a distinctaversion to political
pluralism, much to the concern of many Western stakeholders, and the country’s integration into Euro-
Atlantic structures appeared to slow.

Western concern about democratic backsliding under Akayev was largely swept aside after the September
11, 2001, terrorist attacks, at which point Washington began to take a decidedly pragmatic approach to
Kyrgyzstan. The United States established the Manas Transit Center outside of Bishkek, an airbase that
became the key transit point for North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) troops going in and out of
Afghanistan. For the next decade, Manas was the prism through which the United States conducted
relations with Kyrgyzstan; when domestic and international observers voiced concerns about growing
corruption, the poor investment climate, and democratic shortfalls, Washington largely relegated these
issues to the back burner. Furthermore, Manas not only distracted Washington from growing corruption
and poor governance in Kyrgyzstan but also became a nexus of Kyrgyz corruption itself, damaging the
United States’ image in the country. In 2003, rumors began to emerge that Akayev and his family were
profiting from lucrative U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) contracts to supply fuel to the airbase.
Akayev’s legitimacy had already been tarnished by a deadly crackdown on public protesters in 2002, and
the new allegations cost him much of what remained of his public support. Ousted in the 2005 Tulip
Revolution after a disputed parliamentary election, Akayev fled to Moscow, where he now lives.

ANOTHER FALSE START

The West hailed the Tulip Revolution as a watershed in Kyrgyzstan’s democratic development, but
Akayev’s successor, Kurmanbek Bakiyev, proved equally corrupt and more divisive. Control of DOD fuel
contracts passed seamlessly from Akayev’s family to Bakiyev’s now-infamous son Maksim, who
reportedly profited more handsomely from the U.S. militarypresence in the country than the Akayevs ever
did, again tarnishing Washington’s image. Meanwhile, where Akayev had spoken of Kyrgyzstan as the
common home of different ethnic groups, Bakiyev catered to ethnic Kyrgyz nationalist sentiment in his



home base of the Fergana Valley, a multiethnic region in the south where ethnic Uzbeks constitute a
majority in many districts and parts of the border with Uzbekistan remain disputed.

When Bakiyev was overthrown in street protests in April 2010, history seemed to repeat itself—only now,
Kyrgyzstan’s population was more jaded when it came to Western-style democracy than it had been in
2005, and more divided along ethnic lines. Bakiyev’s ouster led to the worst instability in Kyrgyzstan in
the post-Soviet era. A provisional coalition government, led by veterans of the two previous
administrations, took the reins in Bishkek, but it lacked strong pro-reform credentials and firm control
over former Bakiyev strongholds in the Fergana Valley. In its first months in power, it watched helplessly
as patronage networks linked to the Bakiyev family struggled—at times violently—to hold onto their
assets. Meanwhile, ethnic tensions rose as Uzbek political and business leaders in Kyrgyzstan, whose
influence Bakiyev eroded considerably, agitated for a larger role in the post-Bakiyev state. These tensions
culminated with riots between ethnic Kyrgyz and Uzbeks in the southern city of Osh that left about 470
people dead.

STARTING OVER AGAIN

When the bloodshed stopped, Kyrgyzstan entered a period of halting reforms, rising nationalism, and
deceptive stability. On June 27, 2010, mere weeks after the riots, the provisional government pushed
through constitutional amendments that established a mixed presidential-parliamentary system in which
the president is popularly elected and the prime minister is nominated by the majority party in the
parliament and appointed by the president. The president also controls the security services, giving the
holder of that office greater power. In 2011, in what remains a precedent for the region, the interim
president Roza Otunbayeva, the first and only female head of state in Central Asia, became the first
Central Asian leader to give up power willingly, albeit to someone in her own party, the centrist Social
Democratic Party of Kyrgyzstan (SDPK). She was succeeded by the current president, Almazbek
Atambayev, who was hardly a fresh face. Nonetheless, despite his being a three-time presidential
candidate and former prime minister under Bakiyev, his electoral victory at the time was a triumph of
moderate ideals over radical nationalist forces.

Five years later, however, Kyrgyzstan’s old problems remain. The mixed presidential-parliamentary
model has yet to produce a stable and more transparent government or to increase citizens’ trust in the
political process. In April 2016, Kyrgyzstan lost its second prime minister in less than a year when Temir
Sariyev stepped down amid allegations that he had benefited from a contract awarded to a Chinese road
construction company. Sariyev, the country’s twenty-seventh prime minister since independence, was
replaced by a longtime Atambayev ally. Political parties have not matured and still revolve around a few
leading personalities. This is due in part to a closed-list electoral system in which the party leadership, not
voters, determines which deputies enter parliament. The end result is a situation in which party leaders
use their parties as patronage networks, allowing them to arbitrate between competing interest groups
below them. In effect, the patronage system has adapted to the country’s new, more diffuse political
system. In place of Bakiyev’s presidential patronage network in which wealth was concentrated in the
hands of his family and close associates, the country now has a patronage system that is more pluralistic,
but no more conducive to good governance.

In fact, the country’s corruption problems appear to have worsened in recent years. Since a greater
number of elite groups are now able to compete for power and property, the scope of corruption appears
to be expanding and affecting a larger segment of society, as the International Crisis Group noted in 2015.
A 2013 survey by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) found that more
business and economic entities had become victims of solicitation than during the Bakiyev era. Among



firms taking part in the survey, 49 percent said they were forced to pay off officials, up from 37 percent in
2008. The country ranks 67 of out 189 in theWorld Bank’s Doing Business 2016 report. By comparison,
impoverished Armenia—which is highly dependent on Russia—ranks 35.

Kyrgyzstan’s court system likewise has not improved on its record of independence or transparency. The
same EBRD survey found that the number of firms considering the court system fair, impartial, and
uncorrupted dropped from 34 percent in 2008 to 9 percent in 2013. Prominent nongovernmental
organization (NGO) activists say reform of the court system and the prosecutor’s office remains heavily
politicized and that corruption prosecutions are highly political.
Although President Atambayev is not an autocrat, he may be moving toward securing his hold on power
after his term in office ends. Given previous presidents’ penchant for changing the constitution, the 2010
version specifically banned any constitutional amendments until 2020—a provision that Atambayev last
year seemed willing to contest. In mid-2015,his government called for reforms to the constitution in what
human rights activists fear is an attempt to secure his political party’s hold on power once he steps down
from office. The proposal has been dropped for now, but it appears very similar to the successful bid by
fellow term-limited ArmenianPresident Serzh Sargsyan to enhance the constitutional power of the prime
minister—a position many Armenians claim Sargsyan or one of his close allies plans to assume in order to
retain formal power once his presidency is over.

Criminal probes by the Kyrgyz security services against NGOs, government attempts to influence courts,
unexplained attacks against journalists, and calls to adopt Russian-style restrictive NGO and anti-gay
legislation raise concerns that the civil society space is slowly being squeezed under Atambayev. It is for
these reasons that Freedom House ranks Kyrgyzstan as only “partly free.” Equally worrying is
the persistence of nationalist rhetoric—a problem in a country with significant Uzbek and Russian
minorities and border disputes with its neighbors.

OLD DIVISIONS PERSIST

While there have been no major outbreaks of violence in Kyrgyzstan since 2010, the painful legacy of the
Osh riots lingers. The official Kyrgyz narrative of the riots blames the ethnic-Uzbek minority population,
specifically “Uzbek ethnic secessionists” who allegedly carried out organized attacks against ethnic
Kyrgyz. They reportedly did so with the support of an unlikely alliance of fighters from the Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan, the remnants of the United Tajik Opposition, and the family of deposed
president Bakiyev—all of whom are easy scapegoats for the ills of the country and the region as a whole. At
the same time, the violence committed by ethnic Kyrgyz in Osh is explained as spontaneous, unorganized,
and in self-defense.

International organizations and many Kyrgyz nongovernmental organizations endorse a version of the
Osh events that is essentially the opposite of the government narrative: that Uzbek-perpetrated violence
was brutal but largely spontaneous and that the local government in Osh was complicit in—or at least did
nothing to prevent—organized attacks on Uzbek neighborhoods. These diametrically opposed views of
the Osh riots have caused significant tension internally, as well as between Kyrgyzstan and its Western
partners.

The state’s response to the Osh riots continues to tarnish its democracy record, as does the Uzbek
community’s disenfranchisement. While 74 percent of those killed reportedly were ethnic Uzbeks, so were
79 percent of those later accused by Kyrgyz law enforcement of participation in the violence. A 2011 report
found that Uzbeks were more than 30 times as likely as ethnic Kyrgyz to have been convicted of murder in
connection to the Osh events. Due to the state’s apparent bias against the Uzbek population, many Uzbeks
have withdrawn from political life. While ethnic Uzbeks constitute roughly 14 percent of the country’s



population, since 2010, only three of the 120 parliamentary delegates have been Uzbeks. (Ethnic Russians
make up about 8 percent of the population, and there are four in parliament; a deputy prime minister is
also an ethnic Russian.) The October 2015 parliamentary elections did not bring more ethnic Uzbeks into
the country’s legislature, highlighting the political system’s failure to reflect the country’s full
diversity. Marginalization of the country’s Uzbek population and frequent harassment of that ethnic group
by security services are a regular concern for local and international human rights groups and could be
pushing some young Uzbeks toward radical ideologies.

Meanwhile, politicians who espouse Kyrgyz nationalist rhetoric remain prominent in the
opposition, particularly the Ata Jurt party—which could explain the relatively good showing of
Atambayev’s SDPK among the Uzbek population in Osh. Seeing the rise of Ata Jurt, however, more
moderate parties have incorporated the rhetoric of their more radical counterparts, and one, the formerly
centrist Respublika party, even merged with Ata Jurt in October 2014. With turnout at around 59 percent,
the combined Respublika–Ata Jurt won 20 percent of the vote in the 2015 parliamentary elections,
coming in second after SDPK, which garnered just over 27 percent. Respublika–Ata Jurt was not invited
to join the new coalition government, but with 28 seats it is the largest opposition party in parliament and
continues to push a nationalist agenda.

SHIFTING FOREIGN POLICY APPROACHES

The U.S. Department of State gave Azimjan Askarov, an ethnic Uzbek human rights activist who was
sentenced to life in prison after the 2010 riots in what many domestic and international legal experts
believe was not a fair trial, a Human Rights Defender Award in July 2015. The decision to honor him led
to Kyrgyzstan’s annulment of a 1993 bilateral cooperation agreement with the United States and the most
public spat between the two countries in years. The award touched a sore point for Bishkek; many Kyrgyz
believed that Washington was siding with the Uzbek minority in a domestic political issue. While the
decision to annul the agreement certainly damaged Kyrgyzstan’s image in the United States, it was just
the latest sign of a steep downturn in bilateral relations that began with tensions over the Manas Transit
Center. Its closure in 2014—a decision thatAtambayev reportedly made at Russia’s urging—followed years
of haggling over how much the United States should pay to retain its presence at Manasthat left
Washington decidedly exasperated. With Manas gone, Bishkek lost an important constituency in the U.S.
Department of Defense.

As Kyrgyzstan has grown alienated from the West, it has grown closer to Russia. This shift stems from a
number of factors, including direct and indirect pressure from Moscow, opportunistic self-interest on the
part of Bishkek, a genuine desire for Russian security guarantees, sincere disillusionment with the West,
and strong cultural ties with Russia. Still, Bishkek’s approach to foreign policy tends to be transactional,
and given that Russia’s current capacity is limited, it is already showing signs of looking elsewhere—
including to the West again—for support.

With the closure of the U.S. facility at Manas, Russia has increased its military presence in Kyrgyzstan,
which is governed by the Moscow-led Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO). Russia’s Defense
Ministry announced in 2015 that it operates surveillance drones out of the country. Of all the benefits of
increased closeness with Russia, Kyrgyzstan’s leadership is most enthusiastic about Russia’s security
assistance, due to real or perceived threats from neighboring Uzbekistan, growing instability in Tajikistan
and Afghanistan, and fears of extremism at home.

Kyrgyzstan’s ability to respond to any internal or external security issue is highly constrained given its
meager military capabilities and small defense budget. Military spending was roughly $230 million in
2014—much of it lost to corruption. Given the NATO drawdown in Afghanistan and the West’s growing



indifference to Central Asia, Russia is an obvious partner for dealing with security threats. However,
Bishkek cannot count on Russian assistance in an emergency. Russia and the CSTO largely stood on the
sidelines during Kyrgyzstan’s March 2016 border dispute with Uzbekistan, as they did during the 2010
violence inside the country.

Bishkek’s disenchantment with the West has coincided with a legislative push to reorder Kyrgyzstan’s
political, cultural, and civil society landscape according to so-called traditional values. While experts say
this push enjoys significant grassroots support, some of the legislation associated bears resemblance to
laws passed in Russia that seek to counteract Western cultural and political influence. In late 2014
parliament introduced a bill modeled on Russia’s infamous law opposing so-called gay propaganda.
Kyrgyzstan’s version, however, adds prison sentences for violators. That bill passed two of its three
requisite readings, raising human rights concerns at home and in the West. This legislation was on the
heels of another 2014 bill aimed at NGOs that drew heavily from a Russian law. If passed, the Kyrgyz
version would have imposed tough restrictions on Kyrgyz groups that receive foreign funding or
donations from abroad and required them to register as “foreign agents.” After two years of discussion,
that bill was shelved in May 2016, in what some Western media saw as a triumph of the country’s more
pro-Western elements.

Yet, a draft law that some Kyrgyz civil society leaders term a modified version of the defeated proposal
emerged in June, as did a new bill limiting the amount of foreign funding that Kyrgyz media outlets can
legally receive, which civil society representatives claim takes cues from legislation introduced in Russia in
February. These developments suggest it is too early to claim that the country’s pro-Western elements are
on the upsurge or that the country is returning toward its tradition of balancing Russian interests with
those of the West.

The most concrete expression of Kyrgyzstan’s strengthened ties to Russia is its 2015 accession to the
Russian-led Eurasian Economic Union (EEU), the trade bloc that also comprises Kazakhstan, Armenia,
and Belarus. While the EEU, which mandates the free movement of products, assets, services, and people
among its member states, was the brainchild of Kazakhstan’s President Nursultan Nazarbayev in 1994, it
has since evolved into what many see as a project of Russian President Vladimir Putin to protect Russia’s
sphere of influence and promote closer integration among former Soviet states.

TIES THAT BIND

Although a majority of Kyrgyz appear to support EEU membership, its benefits are decidedly ambiguous.
Membership in the union brings a few much-needed benefits, including help from Russia’s Gazprom to
modernize gas infrastructure and reduce the country’s dependence on gas imports from Uzbekistan. Yet,
custom union regulations also force Kyrgyzstan to raise import tariffs on goods from non-EEU countries,
putting it in violation of its World Trade Organization obligations. The new tariffs, as well as the stricter
enforcement of border regimes mandated by EEU membership, also mean reduced revenue for small
traders who make their living off the sale and re-export of cheap Chinese goods. The mixed benefits of
EEU membership may explain the sharp fluctuations in its public support over the past few years—from
67 percent in 2013 to 50 percent in2014, and back up to 86 percent in 2015.

Moscow’s threats to curtail the flow of migrant workers to Russia from non-EEU countries may have been
the decisive factor in Bishkek’s decision to join the union. Many elites, as well as rank-and-file citizens,
see Kyrgyzstan’s exclusion from the Russian labor market as a nightmare scenario, given that this would
strain household budgets, drive up unemployment, and possibly contribute to civil unrest. Kyrgyzstan is
the world’s second-most dependent country on remittances from migrant workers abroad—after
neighboring Tajikistan—with remittances constituting the equivalent of 33 percent of the country’s GDP.



Most of these remittances come from Russia, but Russia’s economic woes are reducing remittance flows
considerably: the Russian central bank reports that remittances to Kyrgyzstan fell some 46 percent—from
$2.026 billion in 2014 to $1.083 billion in 2015. If this trend continues, one of Russia’s key sources of
leverage over Kyrgyzstan could start to crumble. Russia’s economic troubles have also curtailed its scope
for investing in Kyrgyzstan. In 2012, the Russian energy giants Inter RAO UES and RusHydro made deals
with Bishkek to construct two hydroelectric plants whose annual output would have exceeded 5.3 billion
kilowatt-hours. But in January 2016, after months of foot-dragging by Moscow due to economic
difficulties, Kyrgyzstan canceled the deals.

A TROUBLED ECONOMY

Even before Russia’s recent slowdown, Kyrgyzstan’s economy was deeply troubled. The country’s state
debt recently rose to approximately $4 billion, over one-quarter of which is owed to the Export-Import
Bank of China.Kyrgyzstan has a negative trade balance, which is unsurprising given that its top export is
gold and its main import is fuel. Other exports include agricultural products, metals, and chemicals. These
are generally not in top demand in global markets, nor is landlocked Kyrgyzstan a reliable exporter. There
is no reliable transportation infrastructure to deliver agricultural goods to global markets before they
spoil. As a result, the country’s top trade partners are its immediate neighbors—Kazakhstan, Russia, and
Uzbekistan—a problem given the economic turmoil in all three.

Although foreign direct investment has risen steadily since 1993 to about $750 million, corruption and
repeated bouts of instability undermine Kyrgyzstan’s investment climate and ability to diversify foreign
investors. Ranked 123 of 168 countries in Transparency International’s 2015 Corruption Perceptions
Index, Kyrgyzstan is tied with Kazakhstan but ranks below Russia, Mozambique, and Pakistan. One of the
more successful efforts to bring in Western investors is the Kumtor gold mine, the largest in Central Asia
and an important revenue source for the government. The mine, which began production in 1997, is run
as a joint venture with Canada’s Centerra Gold, though the government holds only about one-third of the
shares. Kumtor, however, is mired in corruption scandals. Themine has long faced accusations of
cronyism, misuse of funds, uneven distribution of wealth from gold extraction, and degradation of the
local environment. Locals are particularly angry over the destruction of traditional pasture and farmland,
and damage to surrounding glaciers. Over the years, there have been several bouts of protests and
attempts to stop production at the mine—which led to a 2013 government crackdown and calls by Kyrgyz
opposition groups, including Ata Jurt, for the outright nationalization of Kumtor.

The government and Centerra have been in endless negotiations over a new ownership structure for the
past few years. Yet greater control of the mine by the state might not be the cash cow local residents and
government officials hope for, given the fall in gold prices and the drastically reduced estimate in 2014 of
the mine’s gold reserves. Furthermore, any nationalization of the mine would further sully Kyrgyzstan’s
image among Western investors.

THE CHINA CARD

As Russia’s economic reach in Kyrgyzstan weakens and Western companies face a challenging investment
climate in the country, China’s economic influence continues to grow. Bilateral trade has more than
doubled over the past decade, and China is now Kyrgyzstan’s fifth-largest export partner and second-
largest import partner after Russia. Trade turnover varies each year between $5 billion and $10 billion,
much of it accounted for by shuttle trade that moves Chinese goods through Kyrgyzstan to wealthier
markets in Russia and Kazakhstan. While EEU membership is expected to make a heavy dent in profits
from shuttle trade, some Kyrgyz officials are optimistic that these losses will be counterbalanced by new
forms of business with China. Chinese enterprises appear interested in opening factories in Kyrgyzstan,



which would allow them to enter the EEU market at a relatively low cost rather than operating in richer
EEU member states where costs are higher.

China’s large-scale investments in Kyrgyzstan have largely followed the same pattern as its activities
elsewhere in the region, with a focus on improving infrastructure and promoting greater regional
integration. Bishkek has generally been a willing partner, as the recent prime minister corruption scandal
suggests. Following Russia’s exit from the country’s hydroelectric sector, China’s State Power Investment
Corporation appears poised to take its place. Bishkek is also eager to take advantage of the One Belt, One
Road initiative, seeing itself as an important link between China and points west. However, its
mountainous terrain and history of instability make it a less welcoming transportation route than some of
its neighbors. In 2013, Bishkek agreed to become part of Line D of the Central Asia–China gas pipeline,
even though it does not have large reserves of natural gas. Line D was envisioned as a spur of the main
pipeline running through Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, and initially it was expected to
bring Bishkek $40 million in annual transit fees. The portion running through Kyrgyzstan was expected to
cost up to $2 billion to build and was seen as a way for Beijing to diversify its route structure for gas
deliveries. However, the Uzbek government put Line D on hold in early 2016 for “technical reasons”; in
reality, the decline in the Chinese economy and China’s natural gas demand probably played a part. The
postponement of the Uzbek portion of the pipeline raises questions about the future of the Kyrgyz section
as well.

Even if the Line D project goes forward, the fact remains that when it comes to bilateral cooperation, the
interests of Bishkek and Beijing simply differ. While Kyrgyzstan looks to China to jump-start—or at least
stabilize—its economy, China can take or leave its investments in Kyrgyzstan. For Beijing, economic
cooperation with Bishkek is a means to an end—namely ensuring stability on its borders and neutralizing
the threat of conflict in Kyrgyzstan, which hosts a sizable Uighur diaspora, spilling over into neighboring
Xinjiang. Beijing also pursues this goal through the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, which conducts
anti-terror exercises in Central Asia with increasing frequency—and which Bishkek wishes would play a
stronger economic role.

SPOKEN AND UNSPOKEN THREATS TO STABILITY

As in the other Central Asian states, the threat of terrorism in Kyrgyzstan is both grossly exaggerated and
very real. Like its neighboring regimes, Bishkek has for years used the specter of violent extremism to
justify crackdowns on social groups that appear to threaten the government’s hold on power—mostly
Muslims whose religious practices fall outside the mainstream and members of ethnic minorities. This
tendency may be growing; while security services’ prime suspects for extremist activity have historically
been members of ethnic Uzbek communities, some civic activists allege that the war against homegrown
terrorism increasingly targets that already vulnerable minority. Unfortunately, there is evidence that
radicalization could be escalating, largely among those marginalized groups that feel socially,
economically, and ethnically disenfranchised. The heavy-handed ways in which the security services
target those groups likely strengthen the appeal of extremist movements.

According to some official Western estimates, up to 2,000 Central Asians have joined the so-called
Islamic State, and Kyrgyzstan may be contributing to that flow. Last year, the International Crisis Group
reported that as many as 500 people, ethnic Uzbeks and Kyrgyz alike, may have left the southern capital
of Osh to join the Islamic State, although it relied on local government estimates that may have been
exaggerated for political reasons. Recruits appeared to be motivated by state corruption and scant
economic opportunity as well as the post-2010 marginalization of the ethnic Uzbek community. In
February 2015, a prominent ethnic Uzbek imam was arrested for allegedly calling on followers to join the
terrorist organization, and he has since been given a hefty prison sentence. He maintains that law



enforcement organizations misinterpreted an Uzbek-language sermon in which he was in fact denouncing
the Islamic State; his real crime, his followers claim, was that he had openly criticized the state’s heavy-
handed anti-terror tactics. While his sentence may well have been politically motivated, his case
nevertheless highlights the increasing difficulty of distinguishing between legitimate critiques of the state
and calls to radicalization.

In July 2015, a series of shootouts in the capital between security forces and alleged Islamic State
members who were citizens of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan made the threat of terror more palpable to
many Kyrgyz. To date, though, authorities have produced only murky details concerning the nature of the
incidents and the assailants’ alleged ties to the Islamic State. In any case, the revelation that one of the
participants in the deadly June 2016 attack on the Istanbul airport may have been from Kyrgyzstan likely
will increase fears of terror attacks in the country.

While Bishkek arguably overstates the threat of extremism in Central Asia, the dangers posed by climate
change receive frighteningly little attention—and could have equally negative impact on the country’s
citizens. As one of the region’s poorest countries, the country has limited ability to deal with this growing
threat. According to a 2015 study, Central Asia’s glaciers have melted at four times the global average over
the past five decades, and they have lost 27 percent of their mass over the past fifty years. Climate change
models suggest they could lose an additional 50 percent of their mass by midcentury. Already, floods and
flash floods may be growing increasingly common, a trend that is expected to continue.

Glacial melt has catastrophic implications for Kyrgyzstan’s agriculture sector and for the physical safety of
the rural population, particularly as the country’s Soviet-era infrastructure—much like that of its southern
neighbor Tajikistan—is deteriorating at frightening speed. Agricultural challenges could in turn have
serious consequences for the country’s ability to feed its rural population. Already in 2012, 18 percent of
Kyrgyz households (about 1 million people, the vast majority of them in rural areas) were consideredfood
insecure by the UN World Food Program.

Glacial melt can also lead to glacial lake outburst floods, which occur when lakes created by melted
glaciers expand so rapidly that they burst their banks. Experts point out that this condition could have
especially dire consequences in Kyrgyzstan given that the country’s largest glacial lake is located five
kilometers above a tailings pond for the open-pit Kumtor gold mine. Scientists fear large amounts of
cyanide and other chemicals from around the mine could spill into the local water supply if a glacial dam
bursts or if the glacial lake otherwise floods; Kyrgyzstan clearly lacks the capacity to respond on its own to
a disaster of this nature. Kumtor has already been the subject of prolonged demonstrations from
nationalist forces, who accuse the government and its Western partners of poisoning the population by
allowing by-products to seep into the local water supply. The environmental risks posed by glacial
flooding, together with the mine’s fraught history, highlight what remains a key underlying danger
throughout the region—that of social unrest spurred by a combination of environmental mismanagement,
nationalism, poor governance, and questionable practices on the part of domestic and international
business.

Climate change and aging infrastructure are also contributing to interstate tensions by prompting
skirmishes along the border between Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. Each year, the spring
planting season brings localized unrest in the Fergana Valley as villagers compete on all sides of the
borders for shrinking supplies of arable land and for scarce water supplies funneled through increasingly
shaky pipes. Because all countries in the Fergana Valley are experiencing economic declines, it is unlikely
any of them will invest in the region’s aging infrastructure, a fact that could compound local tensions in
the future.



The region’s borders meant little in the Soviet period and were never fully demarcated, yet in the past
decades they have grown progressively militarized even as large sections remain undefined. As a result,
disputes over land and water have taken on ethnic and national overtones—and have increasingly ended
in shootouts rather than fistfights. The recent buildup of Uzbek troops on the Uzbek-Kyrgyz border is just
the latest iteration of this phenomenon. In light of these worrying trends, both U.S. and Russian officials
have voiced concerns that water shortages in the region couldcontribute to armed conflicts and eventual
state failure.

Climate change is also likely to complicate Kyrgyzstan’s periodic energy shortages, along with efforts to
develop the hydroelectricity sector. Hydroelectricity provides 80 to 90 percent of the country’s energy,
and news outlets report the water level in the national reservoir almost as frequently as they do the
national currency’s exchange rate. Unfortunately, Kyrgyzstan faces significant seasonal energy shortages,
which experts attribute to inappropriately low tariffs, state-sponsored theft, and reduced river flow and
precipitation. Officials estimate the country’s energy deficit could rise to around 3 billion megawatt-hours
by 2017—a point of concern for the government given that electricity shortages played a decisive role in
protests that led to Bakiyev’s 2010 ouster.

Bishkek had hoped to overcome energy deficits and transform itself into an energy exporter to
Afghanistan by 2025 through a series of large and small hydroelectric plants; the failure of its joint
venture with Moscow threw a wrench into these plans. While Beijing, as noted, may be picking up the
slack, science has raised questions about the long-term viability of these plans. Glacial depletion is
expected to cause river flows to shrinksignificantly by the 2030s, making it impossible for the country to
cover even its domestic energy needs with hydropower.

WHERE NEXT?

Unlike other perennially unstable post-Soviet states, Kyrgyzstan is not likely to emerge as an object of
geopolitical tug-of-war between world powers. It is simply too small, too remote, and too devoid of natural
resources to merit a diplomatic struggle. This may, in its own strange way, be a blessing—at least
politically, if not economically. Kyrgyzstan’s relative unimportance could allow it to emerge as a possible
geopolitical neutral zone, a place where rivalries that apply elsewhere in the world could be put aside. Its
strong civil society and politically engaged populace may allow it to withstand the growing trend toward
authoritarianism throughout the region and perhaps eventually develop a more mature party system.

The operative word, however, is “may.” In the worst of cases, the border and resource disputes in the
Fergana Valley, compounded by the effects of climate change and nationalism, could bring about an
alternate future—one marred by larger-scale interstate or internal conflict. In a less dramatic scenario that
seems more probable in the short term, the country could avoid violent conflict but suffer from increasing
political dysfunction and ever-shakier international alliances. This will be the likely result if Atambayev
chooses to cling to the modus operandi of the past decade—making cynical bids for support from large
powers and playing them off of one another. Given that Kyrgyzstan is hardly at the top of any of its
partners’ lists of priorities, the country will gain little from such tactics.

Katharine Quinn-Judge is a research assistant in the Russia and Eurasia Program at the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace.

This material is based upon work supported by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

http://carnegieendowment.org/2016/07/21/kyrgyzstan-at-twenty-five-treading-water-pub-64152
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The Kremlin Wars (Special 
Series), Introduction: The 
War Begins 

Strange things are happening inside Russia 
these days. Pro-Kremlin political parties 
have boycotted the parliament, our sources 
say lawsuits are about to be filed against 
some of the state's favorite companies, and 
rumors are circulating high within the 
Kremlin that the Russian economy is 
destined to be liberalized.  

When looked at separately, each of these currents can be rationalized, for Russia has just recently 
completed elections and the global financial crisis is still hammering its economy. But a deeper look 
reveals instability inside what is normally a consolidated, stable and politically-locked Russia. 
Something much bigger and more fundamental is afoot: a war among the most powerful men of the 
Kremlin is coming. 

Though Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin undoubtedly rules the country, he does not rule it alone. 
Over the past decade he has carefully crafted a balanced structure of power. Beneath him on the 
Kremlin's organizational chart are two very ambitious men: Deputy Prime Minister Igor Sechin and 
Deputy Chief of Staff Vladislav Surkov. Both of these men control vast swaths of the government 
bureaucracy, state companies and levers of power throughout the Russian system -- including the 
powerful Federal Security Service (FSB) and Military Intelligence Directorate (GRU).  

It is the classic balance-of-power arrangement. So long as these two clans scheme against each other, 
Putin's position as the ultimate power is not threatened and the state itself remains strong -- and not 
in the hands of one power-hungry clan or another.  

But having all major parts of Russia's government and economy fall under the two clans creates a 
certain structural weakness, a problem exacerbated over the past few years by the effects on the 
Russian economy of chronic mismanagement, falling oil prices and, most recently, the global financial 
crisis. All have weakened the state. Economic problems have become so acute that Putin, for the first 
time since his rise to power in Russia, has had to step back and reassess whether his system of 
balanced power is the best way to run the country.  

The first to plant this seed of doubt were the liberal-leaning economists (known as the civiliki) within 
Surkov's clan, who went to Putin over the summer and told him the Russian economy had to be fixed 
and that they knew how to achieve that. As it happened, their plan called for excluding Sechin's clan -- 
especially those in the FSB -- from any involvement in economic matters. The plan presents, of 
course, a good opportunity for Surkov to grab hold of a critical issue in Russia and twist it to weaken 
his rival clan.  

And it presents Putin with a pivotal dilemma. He likes the idea of fixing the Russian economy and 
making it work like a real economy, but it would mean throwing off the balance of power in the 
country -- the equilibrium he has worked all these years to achieve. And should this balance be thrown 
off, the effects could ripple throughout every part of Russia -- all levels of government, influential 
security institutions and even the country's powerful state-owned companies.  

When these issues came to our attention some months ago, our first thought was that they were 
merely the machinations of just another high-level Russian source hoping we would promote his 
agenda. So we sought confirmation with a number of unrelated sources -- and we received it. The final 
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convincing event in our minds was Putin's Sept. 29 declaration that some heavy economic reforms are 
indeed necessary. We cannot rule out that this could all be a disinformation campaign -- those are as 
Russian as vodka and purges -- but we cannot ignore our intelligence from such a broad array of 
sources, especially when it's combined with signs of political and economic instability now cropping up 
inside Russia.  

So, herewith, STRATFOR presents The Kremlin Wars, a five-part series on the civiliki's ambitious plan 
to repair the Russian economy, the impact of that plan on the equilibrium of Russian power and the 
dilemma Putin now faces in trying to keep Russia politically stable as well as economically sound. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.stratfor.com/geopolitical_diary/20090929_putins_plans_russian_economy
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20091016_russia_temblors_inside_kremlin
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090612_russia_and_recession


STRATFOR is the world leader in global intelligence. Our team of experts collects and analyzes 
intelligence from every part of the world -- offering unparalleled insights through our exclusively 
published analyses and forecasts. Whether it is on political, economic or military developments, 
STRATFOR not only provides its members with a better understanding of current issues and events, 
but invaluable assessments of what lies ahead. 
 
Renowned author and futurologist George Friedman founded STRATFOR in 1996. Most recently, he 
authored the international bestseller, The Next 100 Years. Dr. Friedman is supported by a team of 
professionals with widespread experience, many of whom are internationally recognized in their own 
right. Although its headquarters are in Austin, Texas, STRATFOR’s staff is widely distributed 
throughout the world. 
 
“Barron’s has consistently found STRATFOR’s insights informative and largely on the money-as has the 
company’s large client base, which ranges from corporations to media outlets and government 
agencies.” -- Barron’s 
 
What We Offer 
On a daily basis, STRATFOR members are made aware of what really matters on an international 
scale. At the heart of STRATFOR’s service lies a series of analyses which are written without bias or 
political preferences. We assume our readers not only want international news, but insight into the 
developments behind it. 
 
In addition to analyses, STRATFOR members also receive access to an endless supply of SITREPS 
(situational reports), our heavily vetted vehicle for providing breaking geopolitical news. To complete 
the STRATFOR service, we publish an ongoing series of geopolitical monographs and assessments 
which offer rigorous forecasts of future world developments. 
 
The STRATFOR Difference 
STRATFOR members quickly come to realize the difference between intelligence and journalism. We 
are not the purveyors of gossip or trivia. We never forget the need to explain why any event or issue 
has significance and we use global intelligence not quotes. 
 
STRATFOR also provides corporate and institutional memberships for multi-users. Our intelligence 
professionals provide Executive Briefings for corporate events and board of directors meetings and 
routinely appear as speakers at conferences. For more information on corporate or institutional 
services please contact sales@stratfor.com  
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The Kremlin Wars (Special 
Series), Part 1: The Crash 

t 

s 
 

pt to 
ussia's two political clans will erupt. 

Russia was hit particularly hard by the 
global economic crisis. The crisis and its 
aftermath have given rise to a force tha
wants to use the economic crisis as an 
opportunity to reshape Russia. This force i
led by the civiliki, a group of lawyers and
technocrats including Russian President 
Dmitri Medvedev. As the civiliki attem
carry out their plans, a new round of conflict between R

Editor's Note: This is part one in a five-part series examining the Russian political clans and the 
coming conflict between them. 

The global economic crisis has hit Russia particularly hard. In the second quarter of 2009, Russia 
experienced a 10.9 percent gross domestic product (GDP) decline as measured from a year earlier and 
is expected to have its GDP decline by 8.5 percent overall in 2009. The budget surplus gained during 
the years of strong commodity prices has been replaced by an 8 percent budget deficit in 2009, which 
is expected to decrease only slightly to 7.5 percent in 2010. The state has been forced to spend a lot 
of its money on bailing out companies and private banks indebted to the West and has seen its hoard 
of foreign reserves amassed during the commodity boom decline from the pre-crisis peak of $599 
billion to the current $417 billion. This economic situation has spurred the Kremlin to plan destabilizing 
changes that will remake Russia's internal political scene and prompt a fresh round of conflict between 
the Kremlin's powerful clans.  

To understand the coming evolution in the Kremlin, STRATFOR is taking an in-depth look at the effects 
of the economic crisis on Russia thus far and the current power structures inside the Kremlin.  

Origins of the Economic Crisis 

The geography of the Russian steppe is dominated by vast distances and a shortage of rivers suitable 
for transport. Therefore, to achieve basic economic development, Russia had to build an extensive 
transportation network across this territory -- a task that is gargantuan in scope and cost. 
Furthermore, since Russia has no natural boundaries to serve as defenses, it had to expand outward 
from its core to establish buffer regions in order to maintain security. This exacerbated the scope and 
cost of the development effort. No state can achieve such development cheaply or efficiently without 
firm direction from above -- hence Russia's inclination toward a centralized economy. 

Central planning is not perfect, however. It can ensure that a large proportion of state resources are 
thrown at a problem, but due to the vast need and the low efficiency, there is never enough capital. 
Capital is therefore Russia's most critical import because not only is it scarce domestically, it is also 
hoarded by the state during times of plenty, like the recent commodity boom. To overcome its lack of 
capital, Russia has traditionally turned to the West. Prior to the global financial crisis, Russian private 
banks and corporations gorged on cheap and readily available credit. 

http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090612_russia_and_recession
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20081024_financial_crisis_russia
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20081014_geopolitics_russia_permanent_struggle
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20080918_dealing_financial_crisis_united_states_vs_russia
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The August 2008 Russo-Georgian war, 
Moscow's increasing tendencies to 
nationalize portions of the economy and 
the onset of the global financial crisis in 
mid-September 2008 combined to bring 
Russia's credit excesses to an end. With 
investors terrified of emerging markets, 
Russian markets were almost completely 
liquidated. This resulted in not only the 
flight of foreign capital from Russia, but 
also market collapse and ruble 
depreciation. The latter was a double 
blow -- the Russian economy had to deal 
with both the inflationary effects of a 
weaker ruble and the reality that Russian 
corporations and banks still owed some 
$400 billion in foreign loans, the servicing 
of which only became more expensive as 
the ruble declined. The Kremlin spent at 
least $216 billion of its reserves to 
manage the ruble's depreciation. 

Having already spent more than $200 
billion to blunt the effects of the crisis, 
the Kremlin felt confident enough to step 
in and consolidate both the banking and 
corporate sectors which were so heavily 
leveraged abroad. It achieved this by 
issuing short-term, high-interest loans to 

Russian corporations and banks -- loans that it was not clear could ever be repaid. As the banks and 
corporations faltered, terms of the loans gave shares to the Russian state, quickly granting it 
considerable control over them. As of June, the Russian state held 12 percent of all bank liabilities, 
making the state the banking industry's largest creditor. 

The Russian Economy Today 

As of July, the latest data point available from the Central Bank of Russia, non-performing loans (NPL) 
in the Russian banking system stood at 5.4 percent, up from 1 percent in July 2008. The fear that the 
NPLs will rise is still prevalent -- at one point the assessment was that they could rise to a whopping 
20 percent -- and that fear is motivating Russian banks to hoard cash. Despite some improvements 
since the worst of the global recession in March, bank lending in Russia remains firmly in the negative.  

However, there is mounting evidence that investors' confidence in the Russian economy is returning. 
First, the ruble has rebounded and has appreciated around 19 percent against the U.S. dollar from its 
low of 36 rubles per dollar in February/March to its current rate of 29.28. Second, the precipitous 
capital flight that characterized the third and fourth quarters of 2008 has slowed dramatically. Net 
capital outflow from Russia has recovered from $55 billion last October to just $6 billion in September, 
and it even turned positive briefly in June. Third, interest in the Russian stock market has returned, 
particularly as investors abandon low-yielding U.S. sovereign debt and seek riskier assets that offer 
greater returns. Between higher oil prices (at the current $78 per barrel, oil is at more than double its 
February lows) and a greater appetite for risk, investors are trickling back.  

http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090106_russia_fears_new_ruble_crisis
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090106_russia_fears_new_ruble_crisis
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20080925_global_market_brief_further_consolidation_russias_banking_sector
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090522_russian_oligarchs_part_1_putins_endgame_against_his_rivals
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With the return of some semblance of 
stability in the Russian economy, the 
question now is what Russia has learned 
from the crisis. The state has become 
much more involved in both the 
corporate and banking sectors. Since 
July, state-owned Vnesheconombank has 
provided approximately $10.93 billion in 
financing to various firms in need of 
funding to refinance their foreign loans. 
However, Russian corporations' current 
foreign-held loans still constitute an 
enormous liability -- at $237 billion ($75 
billion of which is due in 2010) their 
levels are practically unchanged since 
December 2008. 

Setting the Stage for a 
Clan War 

Prompted by the global financial crisis 
and the economic disaster that followed, 
a force has emerged within Russia's 
power structures that seeks to use the 
crisis as an opportunity to reshape 
Russia. This force is led by the civiliki, a 
new term for a group of lawyers and 
technocrats whose main figures are 
Russian President Dmitri Medvedev, Finance Minister Alexei Kudrin and German Gref, former minister
of economics and CEO of Sberbank, Russia's largest state-owned bank. In theory, the civiliki attempt
to be apolitical

 
 

 and want to use the crisis to reform the Russian economy.  

The civiliki exist under the aegis of the Surkov clan, the powerful Kremlin clan led by Medvedev's 
Deputy Chief of Staff Vladislav Surkov. Surkov intends to use economic reforms enacted by the civiliki 
to purge the influence of his archnemesis -- Deputy Prime Minister Igor Sechin, whose political clan is 
backed by the Federal Security Service (FSB) -- in the Kremlin's corridors of power. To do so, Surkov 
and the civiliki intend to go after the Sechin clan's business interests directly and blame those interests 
for the economic crisis. 

While all businesses were guilty of gorging on foreign loans, the civiliki are zeroing in on those firms 
controlled by a specific set of businessmen in Russia that they see as better suited for non-business 
positions: those from the Sechin clan and the FSB. Their argument is that these companies are guilty 
of inefficiency in both their spending and management. Kudrin is particularly irked by the fact that the 
Russian state spent more than $200 billion protecting the ruble due to the mismanagement of 
companies whose CEOs are former intelligence officers instead of experienced businessmen.  

With return of foreign interest in Russia, and with credit again available, the civiliki are concerned that 
the Russian corporate and banking sectors will once again overindulge in foreign capital. In the third 
quarter, Russian companies borrowed about $16 billion from abroad. Because locally-sourced credit 
will continue to be scarce, any Russian entity that cannot directly access the state's coffers will have to 
rely on foreign borrowing. However, the civiliki want to make sure that the companies borrowing 
abroad are led by people they believe to be competent individuals.  
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The civiliki therefore believe that there is 
opportunity in the effects of the economic 
crisis. The state stepped in forcefully 
during the crisis to consolidate the 
banking sector and to finish reining in 
various oligarchs, a process that began in 
2004. Oligarchs have essentially ceased 
to exist as an independent source of 
power inside Russia. Their wealth has 
decreased precipitously, and those who 
were offered government bailouts are 
now little more than employees of the 
state.  

But the civiliki cannot implement their 
plan on their own. They will need the 
support of their clan leader, Surkov, to 
help purge Sechin's forces.  

The question in the Kremlin is what to do 
next. Having sidelined the oligarchs and 
tightened its grip on the Russian economy, the Kremlin can either move to establish a firm state-
directed economic system or begin to compensate for some of the Russian economy's fundamental 
weaknesses by attracting investment and capital from abroad. To choose one over the other means a 
war among the Kremlin's power clans. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Click here for interactive chart) 

http://www1.stratfor.com/images/interactive/Russian_Oligarchs.html�
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090522_russian_oligarchs_part_3_partys_over
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090522_russian_oligarchs_part_3_partys_over
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090522_russian_oligarchs_part_3_partys_over
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090601_germany_accepting_bailout_opel
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090601_germany_accepting_bailout_opel
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The Kremlin Wars (Special 
Series), Part 3: Rise of the 
Civiliki 

rs 
uals 

y, but it will also trigger a fresh round of conflict between the Kremlin's two powerful political 
clans. 

e in a five-part series examining the Russian political clans and the 
coming conflict between them. 

 

 
) 

r Alexei Kudrin (who is also a 
deputy prime minister), Sberbank chief German Gref and many more.  

e 
d 

he siloviki's control of key power 
structures and businesses has done to the Russian economy. 

's major 

 

eing spearheaded by the one man Putin trusts on all finance and economic 
issues: the civiliki's Kudrin. 

y 

f 
kov and Deputy Prime Minister Igor Sechin, the 

heads of the Kremlin's opposing clans -- until now.  

The global economic crisis has led the 
Kremlin to examine its decisions about 
running Russia's economy, financial secto
and businesses. A group of intellect
including Russian President Dmitri 
Medvedev, called the civiliki, want to use 
the crisis as an opportunity to reform the 
Russian economy. The civiliki's plan will lead to increased investment and greater efficiency in the 
econom

Editor's Note: This is part thre

In the aftermath of the global economic crisis, Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin has had to step
back and examine the Kremlin's decisions on running the country's economy, financial sectors and 
businesses and the effects of a state-controlled system on investment, growth and the freedom of 
capital. In response, a group of Russian intellectuals called the civiliki, who are trained in economics, 
law and finance, have presented proposals on "fixing" the economy. The civiliki (a play on words, since
the Federal Security Service and other members of the security class in Russia are called the siloviki
is a new group of economically liberal-minded (by Russian standards) politicians and businessmen. 
This group includes Russian President Dmitri Medvedev, Finance Ministe

The civiliki are not ideologues like the liberal Russian reformers of the 1990s and understand that th
Russian economy and institutions must maintain some sense of balance with national security an
national interests. But the civiliki also see how much damage t

The civiliki's plan has one main goal in mind: to implement real structural reform in Russia
economic sectors. This will improve competition, attract investment and purge waste and 
mismanagement. The plan has three parts -- purge the non-business-minded siloviki from positions of
economic responsibility, introduce new pro-investment laws and partially liberalize the economy. It is 
an incredibly ambitious plan that would reverse laws designed by the FSB and Putin over the past six 
years. But the reforms are b

Kudrin is an experienced official, being one of the very few to make the transition from the Yeltsin era 
to Putin's Russia and having held a prominent position in every one of Putin's governments. The 
reason for his longevity at the Kremlin is simple: Rather than playing politics (to the extent usuall
seen in Russia) he is a technocrat who makes decisions based largely on the economic facts. His 
numbers-oriented mind, apolitical nature and competency as a manager are at least as important to 
Russia's relative financial stability as the strong energy prices of the past decade. Because of this, 
Putin values Kudrin's counsel greatly. Kudrin has also been an important buffer between Deputy Chie
of Staff and First Aide to Vladimir Putin Vladislav Sur
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Kudrin's Plan 

Part 1: Purging the Siloviki 

em 

 

s 
 

al mergers and acquisitions that increased the clan's political 
power but had little economic purpose.  

 

The most controversial part of Kudrin's plan is to purge the siloviki from positions of control over 
businesses and economic institutions. The siloviki clan, run by Sechin, took command of most of the 
Russian state firms over the past six years, and has -- by Kudrin's technocratic reckoning -- run th
poorly. The siloviki run firms including oil giant Rosneft, rail monopoly Russian Railways, Russian 
airline Aeroflot, nuclear energy company Rosatom and arms exporter Rosoboronexport. The issue is
that the siloviki have placed former KGB agents as heads of industry and businesses though many 
have no expertise as businessmen. According to Kudrin, it was largely Sechin's clan that sought acces
to international credit before the global economic crisis hit. Some $500 billion flowed into Russia via
such connections, flooding the Russian financial sector with foreign capital. Sechin's clan spent the 
money as if it were free, often on irration

When the global recession occurred, all those funding sources dried up in a matter of weeks. And as 
the ruble declined, all of those loans still required repayment -- in the then-appreciated U.S. dollars,
euros and Swiss francs. Consequently, the Russian economy suffered a contraction worse than any 
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other major state in the world. The Kremlin was forced to bail out many firms, particularly those linked
to Sechin's clan, to prevent a broader collapse. As part of the efforts to contain the crisis, the Kremlin 
also spent more than $200 billion on slowing the depreciation of the ruble so that the loans take
by corporations and banks did not appreciate so much that they would not be repayable. From 
Kudrin's pers

 

n out 

pective, this was a huge cost to save companies whose managers had no business being 
in business. 

p Sechin's clan of massive economic and financial clout --something the siloviki 
would not stand for.  

Part 2: Making Russia Investor-Friendly 

 of 
 

r -

aspiring 

Kudrin's plan is to weed out the security-minded officials now occupying leadership positions in 
industry and business, leaving only those who can actually run their institutions properly. But in doing 
this, Kudrin would stri

Next, Kudrin's plan calls for legal changes that would make Russia more attractive to investors. One
the issues investors have with Russia is that there is very little legal protection, which leaves them
highly vulnerable to hostile takeovers and becoming a target for the Kremlin or its power players. 
Moreover, the few legal authorities that do exist -- like the Federal Tax Service or the Audit Chambe
- often are tools for the Kremlin to help it pressure Russian and foreign firms that the government 
wants to either destroy or devour. The best-known case of this is the story of Yukos, whose owner 
Mikhail Khodorkovsky had evolved from businessman to ruler of Russia's vast oil sector and 
politician -- much to the Kremlin's ire. In 2004, the government brought the full power of a 
reinvigorated state to bear against Khodorkovsky and sent him to a Siberian prison. Other examples 
are of the Kremlin targeting energy assets belonging to foreign firms like BP and Royal Dutch/Shell to 
give those assets and/or control over projects to state-controlled energy firms. 

 
ate plenty of wiggle room to ensure that the Kremlin has significant control over 

investors' actions. 

ict 

 

e 
ments in energy projects, even 

though Russia is one of the world's most energy-rich countries. 

 
s 

ants 

 

y being negotiated with firms 
like BP, France's Total and EDF Trading, and U.S.-based ExxonMobil. 

Part 3: Reprivatization 

n 

In theory, the new investors' rights laws would protect businessmen and investors in Russia. The 
country has never had sound laws protecting investors' rights. However, it is most likely that any new
laws will leave the st

The next step to creating an investor-friendly Russia, according to Kudrin's plan, is to repeal the str
energy cap laws Putin put in place in 2007. These laws affect strategic industries and clarify which 
assets would be off-limits to foreigners. The sector affected most by these laws was energy. The laws
limit foreign firms' ability to own more than 40 percent of a project in the country and forbid foreign 
firms from owning any projects involving the subsoil. These laws have made Russia an unattractiv
environment for foreign businesses to maintain or expand invest

But Kudrin's plan involves more than repealing the energy laws and allowing foreign firms to rush back
in. There is a political side to the plan, masterminded by Surkov. The changes in Russian energy law
will allow foreign companies to own up to a 50 percent stake in projects, but if a foreign firm w
majority control then it must "trade" assets outside of Russia with one of the Russian energy 
behemoths. In essence, Russia will allow foreign companies to own majority stakes in large projects 
like the new fields on the Yamal peninsula in exchange for downstream projects in those companies' 
own countries. The goal is for Russian energy companies to not only move more into the downstream
sector, but also have greater access to international markets -- something the Kremlin can use later 
for political purposes. STRATFOR sources say deals like this are alread

The last part of Kudrin's plan is to reprivatize the vast number of companies the Kremlin has take
over in the last few years. Under Putin, the Russian state once again became the main driver of 
economic activity. Upon becoming leader of Russia in 1999, Putin set a goal to reverse the massive 

http://www.stratfor.com/putin_and_khodorkovsky_battle_russia
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/tnk_bp_end_begins
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privatization that occurred during the 1990s -- like the housing and voucher privatizations and loan
for-shares schemes -- that, in most Russians' eyes, wrecked the country. Putin wanted to put the 
Kremlin back in control by consolidating its power over a slew of economic sectors, including energy, 
banking and defense. As of this year, the Russian sta

s-

te and regional authorities own approximately 50 
percent of Russian businesses, according to Kudrin. 

 

 
ation under the state brought about a stability that most Russians had longed for 

after the 1990s.  

eat 

sector, it swallowed more businesses and 
industries but also took on their debt and need for cash. 

 

ficit. 

competitive environment will form in the Russian economy, allowing it to become more diversified.  

. 
 

 

ssian (read: Kremlin) interests out. The last thing Kudrin wants is a 
new generation of oligarchs. 

z 

ailways for privatization -- a rather bold move 
since many of these companies are run by the siloviki.  

is 
start to 

reprivatize businesses. Putin is starting to believe that this is all just a cycle. 

Easier Said Than Done 

e 

 

elves (even with one of 
their own as president of the country) to push through any of their reforms.  

In the short term, Russian state control over strategic sectors made sense. It pushed out forces that
were not too friendly with the Kremlin, like the oligarchs and foreign groups. But it also allowed the 
state to marshal its financial resources toward certain key domestic and foreign policy goals. Russian
economic consolid

However, in the long term, the lack of non-state funding and private capital has become a problem, 
creating inefficiencies across the board -- particularly in areas where the state does not focus a gr
deal of its resources. Russia is traditionally capital-poor; therefore, any major economic overhaul 
needs to include the creation of an investment-friendly climate. The financial crisis made this clear; 
when the state took on the burdens of the failing private 

Kudrin's plan is for the state to step back and start reprivatizing some 5,500 firms over the next three
years -- which would drop state ownership in Russian firms by approximately 20 percent. The goal is 
to abandon some of the companies currently draining the government's coffers, but this step will also 
generate cash through the sales needed for the government to plug 2010's estimated budget de
Kudrin also believes that once the government starts to reduce its stake in companies, a more 

Kudrin wants to ensure that the next reprivatization looks nothing like the feeding frenzy of the 1990s
In the minds of the civiliki, the failures of the 1990s were caused not only by investor greed but also
by the state's failure to create a rational environment for privatization. The Russian state in 2009 is 
much stronger than it was in the 1990s, so Kudrin believes that the new round of privatization would
be controllable, and the fact that the Kremlin would know who would gain control of each company 
would keep anyone hostile to Ru

Kudrin's plan would start with selling the state's stakes in companies purchased during the financial 
crisis, such as telecommunications giant Rostelecom and a series of banks, including Globex, Svya
and Sobinbank. After that, the civiliki would like to consider companies such as oil giant Rosneft, 
banking giant Sberbank and railway monopoly Russian R

In Putin's mind, the state consolidated the economy during Russia's identity crisis in the 1990s. 
Certain people, groups, influences and companies needed to be purged, in his opinion. Now that th
has been completed, the government can step back and, in a highly controlled manner, 

Kudrin and the other civiliki's plans are a technocratic approach to a crisis that has been long in th
making in Russia but was exacerbated by the global financial crisis. The civiliki's plans have very 
specific economic goals in mind, leaving out power politics. The plan is actually not a new one, but it is
one that the siloviki have continually sidelined over the years as they placed national interests above 
economic reform. The civiliki have also never been powerful enough by thems



 

What the civiliki needed was for one of the truly powerful clan leaders in Russia to stand behind their 
reforms. Fortunately for Kudrin and the civiliki, one such leader -- Surkov, who serves as Medvedev's 
deputy chief of staff and first aide to Putin -- has done just that. However, Surkov is not interested in 
Kudrin's plan in order to reform the Russian economy. He sees the plan as something that will help 
him eliminate his rivals and consolidate his power. 
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: The 

Combatants 

t 

 
 

ng 

rce, the civiliki, attempt to use Russia's economic 
crisis as an opportunity to reshape the country. 

in a five-part series examining the Russian political clans and the 
coming conflict between them. 

imir 

 his 
to 

hrough favors and fear that he will give one clan the tools and 
authority to destroy the other.  

 
 

group of lawyers and economic technocrats -- want to use the economic crisis to reform 
Russia.  

Sechin and the FSB and Siloviki 

Former Russian president and curren
Prime Minister Vladimir Putin is the 
indisputable executive power in Russia. His
strength comes largely from his ability to
control Russia's opposing political clans. 
Those two clans, which have been fighti
for influence for most of the past eight 
years, are about to see fresh conflict as a new fo

Editor's Note: This is part two 

Executive power in Russia indisputably rests with former president and current Prime Minister Vlad
Putin. Putin emerged as the supreme political force in Russia following the chaos that defined the 
1990s precisely because he stepped outside of the fray and acted effectively as an arbiter for the 
disparate power structures. Although Putin's background is in the KGB (now called the Federal Security 
Service, or FSB) and he used these links in intelligence and security services to initially consolidate
reign, his power does not rest on those foundations alone. Putin's power comes from his ability 
control Russia's opposing clans t

The two main clans within the Kremlin are the Sechin clan led by Deputy Prime Minister Igor Sechin 
and the Surkov clan led by Russian President Dmitri Medvedev's First Deputy Chief of Staff Vladislav 
Surkov. These clans have been involved in almost continual competition for power for the past eight 
years. The group that may tip the balance in the coming clan wars is a newly defined class that is part
of the Surkov clan: the civiliki. Putin's balance of power is intertwined with economic reform, and the
civiliki -- a 

Sechin has deep roots within the FSB and the siloviki (a term which translates as "the strongmen") 
who are either directly linked to the FSB or are former security officers who have tried their h
business or politics or both during their "retirement." Sechin and his group generally have a 
comparatively Soviet frame of mind, but without any ideological nostalgia for communism. They do, 
however, long for the powerful Soviet Union, which acted forcefully on the world stage, was respected
by its foes and allies, was suspicious of the West and was led by a firm (bordering on brutal) hand at 
home. The economic system Sechin favors is one that harnesses Russia's plentiful natural resources to 
fund champions of

and at 

 

 industry and military technology, and essentially depends on high commodity prices 
to sustain itself.  

Sechin's main source of power is undoubtedly the FSB. Although the FSB is fully loyal to Putin, this 
does not mean that it would not side with Sechin in a showdown against its opponents. Sechin
the FSB as a talent pool from which to fill various positions under his command, including the 
chairmanships of various state-owned companies. This naturally

 uses 

 irks the civiliki, who abhor the 
thought of intelligence operatives running Russian companies.  

http://www.stratfor.com/weekly/russia_and_return_fsb
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/russia_struggles_within_part_ii
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Aside from the FSB, Sechin's other pillars of power are the state-owned oil giant Rosneft and the 
interior, energy and defense ministries. The distribution of assets between the Sechin and Surkov 
clans is not random; Putin coordinated it precisely so that neither clan becomes too powerful. Sechin's 
control of Rosneft is therefore balanced by Surkov's control of Gazprom, the state-owned natural gas 
company. While Sechin gets control of the energy ministry, Surkov is in charge of the natural 
resources ministry and so on.  

Surkov and the GRU 

Surkov rose through the ranks by proving himself invaluable in two key episodes of Russian state 
consolidation: the Chechen insurgency and the collapse of the largest Russian private energy firm, 
Yukos. Originally from Chechnya, Surkov played a role in eliminating a major thorn in the Kremlin's 
side: Chechen President Dzhokhar Dudayev. He also helped mastermind Moscow's win in the Second 
Chechen War by creating a strategy that divided the insurgency between the nationalist Chechens and 
the Islamists. His role in bringing down Yukos oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovsky began the all-important 
consolidation of those economic resources pillaged during the 1990s by disparate business interests.  

http://www.stratfor.com/russia_mixing_oil_and_politics
http://www.stratfor.com/russia_mixing_oil_and_politics
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090327_russia_ramifications_chechen_wars_end
http://www.stratfor.com/yukos_death_throes_oil_giant
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20080925_russia_chechen_assassination
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Surkov's power base is the Russian Military Intelligence Directorate (GRU). The GRU represents b
military intelligence and the military. Throughout Soviet and post-Soviet history

oth 
, it has been the 

counterbalance to the KGB/FSB. The GRU is larger than the FSB and has a longer reach abroad, 

; 
eral. However, Surkov's rival Sechin controls the interior and defense 

ministries -- which have most of Russia's armed forces under their command. This limits the GRU's 

es to 

e St. Petersburgers -- that has proven to be invaluable in the context of the financial 
crisis. It is this group, the civiliki, that will help Surkov in his attempt to defeat Sechin, possibly for the 

of 

 or were somehow related to his administration. The second is 
the somewhat younger group of Western-leaning businessmen and economists that eventually joined 

 and 

ith access to capital with which to fund economic reforms. From their perspective, 
funding from the West has to go to rational and efficient companies that seek to maximize profit, not 

, 

ilure of economic reforms enacted during this period. They were then almost 
snuffed out by the siloviki during the commodities boom from 2005 onward, leaving only Kudrin in a 

 a 
FSB 

out 
tially is masterminding the 

banking system reform. The two of them work very well together, and with their allies Economic 

 
f 

although it its accomplishments are not as well known as those of the FSB.  

Also under Surkov's control are Gazprom; the ministries of finance, economics and natural resources
and the Russian prosecutor gen

ability to control the military.  

Surkov has sought to weaken Sechin and the FSB's position by constantly looking for potential alli
add to his group. In 2003, he formed an alliance with the heads of the reformist camp -- previously 
known as th

last time.  

The Civiliki 

The civiliki are rooted in two camps. The first is the St. Petersburgers group of legal experts and 
economists that coalesced around Anatoly Sobchak, mayor of St. Petersburg from 1991-1996. Many 
Russia's power players -- from Putin to Medvedev to key civiliki figures like Finance Minister Alexei 
Kudrin and German Gref, the former trade and economics minister and current head of Sberbank -- 
either worked directly under Sobchak

the reformists from St. Petersburg.  

The civiliki primarily want economic stability and believe Russia has to reform its economic system
move past state intervention in the economy that depends largely on natural resources for output. 
They try to be non-ideological and are for the most part uninterested in political intrigue. In their 
mind, economic stability is to be founded on a strong business relationship with the West that would 
provide Russia w

political power.  

The first grouping of economic experts and Western leaning businessmen was led by Anatoly Chubais
who led the St. Petersburg group and was essentially in charge of various privatization efforts in the 
1990s under former Russian President Boris Yeltsin. However, most of the St. Petersburg group was 
sidelined by the general fa

position of some power.  

However, Surkov rescued the civiliki and incorporated them, giving them the powerful protector they 
lacked. Part of Surkov's plan was to turn one of the more prominent civiliki -- Medvedev -- into
superstar at the Kremlin. In Surkov's mind Medvedev was the correct choice since he was neither 
nor GRU, though Surkov still felt he could influence him. This move helped Medvedev become 
president. Since Medvedev's ascendance to the presidency, and with Surkov's support, the other 
civiliki leaders -- Kudrin and Gref -- have been given even greater liberty to run the economy with
fear of being replaced. Kudrin is handling the economy while Gref essen

Minister Elvira Nabiullina and Natural Resources Minister Yuri Trutnev.  

There is a rapidly brewing Surkov-backed conflict between the civiliki and Sechin. The strife is rooted
in the simple issue of efficiency: The civiliki argument is that the Sechin clan wasted the good years o
high commodity prices, crashed the Russian economy and weakened the state. This forces Putin to 

http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090424_russia_reforming_gru
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look at the conflict differently from previous clan battles. The Surkov-Sechin arguments typically are 
"just" about power, and thus about maintaining a balance. But the civiliki see Sechin's group not so 
much as a threat to them but as a threat to Russia. This is an argument that Putin has been able to 

 consideration. However, the implementation of such reforms could reignite the feud between 
the clans and thus completely destabilize the delicate balance Putin has attempted to keep in the 
remlin. 

ignore, but the latest economic crisis could have changed this. 

The civiliki have a ready-made solution for the inherent problems in the Russian economy. Surkov's 
support for the civiliki, along with the financial crisis, has given Putin pause and he is giving their 
proposals

K
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Tajikistan at Twenty-Five: Rahmon Consolidates Power
PAUL STRONSKI
Article February 1, 2016

Tajikistan faces multiple threats to its stability, and its aging president offers no solutions to these
problems. Instead, he is trying to cling to power ever more tightly.

With the West’s future in Afghanistan unclear, Iran on the verge of opening up economically, and Russia
flexing its muscles in Ukraine and the Middle East, the geopolitical landscape is shifting around
Tajikistan. The country’s president, Emomali Rahmon, who has run Tajikistan since 1992, faces multiple
economic, political, and social challenges at home. Yet, as the leader of a small, poor post-Soviet state
located between Afghanistan, China, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan, Rahmon has limited control over the
changing foreign policy environment in which he acts.

He likewise has limited ability to jump-start Tajikistan’s economy. That is a problem because the Tajik
economy is not just limping along, it is barely crawling with few prospects for improvement in the near
term. Many Tajiks have grown used to life abroad as migrant laborers, but migrant opportunities are
declining as the Russian and Kazakh economies contract—a serious problem given that remittances are
key to poverty reduction in Tajikistan. The Rahmon regime is nervous about the social and political
instability that may result if a large-scale return of migrant workers occurs or if reduced remittances
further lower the living standards of average Tajiks.

Rahmon’s response to these geopolitical and economic challenges has been to try to consolidate his hold
on power by cracking down on rivals and critics, often—and misleadingly—painting them all as Islamic
extremists. He offers no bold policy proposals. Instead, he follows a tried-and-true post-Soviet approach
of launching showcase projects, such as constructing the world’s tallest flagpole, ateahouse at an
estimated cost of $60 million (1 percent of the country’s GDP), and acity built from scratch in the middle
of the desert. While the Tajik government describes these construction projects as job creators and
engines of growth, they more often recall Soviet centralized urban planning. Moreover, these projects will
stretch Tajikistan’s already-strapped state budget and will provide ample opportunity for graft in a
country where corruption is a major problem. None of this supports socioeconomic or political stability,
or improves this impoverished state’s ability to provide for even the basic needs of its population.

The Road to Economic Ruin

Tajikistan is the poorest country in Eurasia. In 2014, its per capita GDP was estimated at $2,700, roughly
on par with the African states of Lesotho and Ivory Coast. The United Nations Population Fund estimated
in 2012 that more than 50 percent of Tajiks lived below the poverty line, a figure that is unlikely to have
improved much since then due to the economic crisis that has gripped the entire Eurasian landmass. Due
to its mountainous terrain, harsh winters, and scarcity of arable land, the country also is plagued by
chronic food insecurity.

Many Tajiks struggle to make a living. Although the official unemployment rate in Tajikistan was a low 2.5
percent in July 2015, Tajik government statistics are unreliable. The International Labor Organization’s
Global Unemployment Trendsdata suggest the real unemployment rate is closer to 10 percent. Neither
figure truly accounts for underemployment, which also remains high, nor the fact that about 1 million
Tajik citizens—more than 10 percent of the country’s population—have been forced to move to Russia for
migrant labor. The lack of employment prospects also forces some Tajiks to make a living by turning to
the country’s large black market, which consists mainly of smuggling of drugs and other illicit goods. The
underground economy allows many Tajik families to muddle through hard times, but it is not a long-term
recipe for political or social stability for the government as a whole.

Tajikistan is highly dependent on remittances, which are the country’s largest source of hard currency. In
2012, the World Bank estimated that remittances constituted more than 50 percent of the country’s
GDP. Russia and, to a lesser extent, Kazakhstan are the main destination countries for emigrating Tajik



laborers. The (often extended) families of these workers frequently depend on these remittances to
maintain their standard of living. All this dependence makes Tajikistan very vulnerable to Russia’s
growing economic difficulties, which are caused by the combined pressure of low oil prices, the costs of
integrating Crimea and funding the wars in Ukraine and Syria, and Western sanctions imposed in
response to Russia’s aggression in Ukraine.

Russia’s economic problems caused remittances to Tajikistan to fall dramatically over the course of
2015. According to the Russian Central Bank, remittances to Tajikistan fell from $1.7 billion in the first
half of 2014 to $696 million for the same period in 2015. The World Bank estimates that these
remittances will see another significant drop this year. This will hit the purchasing power of poorer Tajik
households—many of which have been lifted out of poverty since the mid-2000s due to remittances from
relatives who are working in Russia.

Reduced remittance flows have already contributed to a decline in the value of the Tajik currency by
almost 17 percent relative to the dollar since January 2015. Tajikistan is highly dependent on food
imports, the price of which is generally denoted in U.S. dollars. Worryingly, remittance flows and the
declining value of the currency increase the likelihood that more Tajik households could become food
insecure. According to the U.S. Agency for International Development, about one-third of Tajikistan’s
population is considered to be food insecure with 30 percent of that figure experiencing severe food
insecurity. Food insecurity impacts Tajik children particularly hard: 12 percent of children under age five
are underweight, while 26 percent of children in the same age group experience stunted growth due to
malnourishment. These figures could get worse as regional economic trends deteriorate, which is
especially a problem given that Tajikistan has some of the worst health indicators in the Eurasian region.

The declining value of the currency prompted the National Bank of Tajikistan in 2015 to spend between
$1.5 million and $3 million per day from its reserves to prop up the currency. It also banned private
currency exchange outlets. These types of moves were taken as temporary measures to promote greater
currency controls, but they actually spur black-market trading in dollars and stoke inflation.

The chances for Tajiks to move to Russia for migrant work are becoming more limited due to Russia’s
economic problems and new, tougher Russian regulations on migrant workers from countries that are not
members of the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU), the regional integration project promoted by Russian
President Vladimir Putin. These tougher regulations are geared toward strong-arming economically weak
and remittance-dependent former Soviet states into joining the EEU. Russia’s hardball tactics have
worked on both Armenia and Kyrgyzstan, the newest and economically weakest members of the EEU. For
now, Tajikistan is resisting joining the body, and, as a result, its citizens face greater administrative and
bureaucratic hurdles than do Armenians or Kyrgyz in moving to Russia for migrant labor.

Russia’s economic downturn and the increasing difficulty of obtaining work permits, however, are making
Russia a less desirable destination for Tajik workers than before. Russian migration statistics show a 16.1
percent drop in the number of Tajiks living in Russia over an eight-month period in 2015. Although one
must be wary of accepting these statistics at face value given growing anti-immigrant sentiment in Russia
and the Kremlin’s efforts to placate nationalist groups, it is clear that at least some reverse migration is
probably taking place.

Dushanbe remains under deep economic and political pressure from Moscow, and that will likely increase
as stability concerns in the region rise and as Russia pledges greater political and security assistance to
respond to growing concerns about insecurity along Central Asia’s southern border with Afghanistan. It
remains unclear how long Dushanbe can withstand that pressure, particularly given the potential for
social and political instability that any large-scale return of migrants from Russia could pose for the
Rahmon regime. At the same time, however, Russia is performing a difficult balancing act, trying to apply
pressure on Dushanbe with these new migration rules without fully enforcing them. The full enforcement
of these rules would risk destabilizing Tajikistan, which Moscow at least privately seems to recognize is
not in its long-term interests.

Little Help From Neighbors



At one point, Russia might have been willing to rescue Tajikistan from economic ruin in return for
political and economic concessions. But the Russian government now has fewer financial resources to
influence places like Tajikistan. For example,Russia was in arrears in paying salaries to local workers in
2015 at its military base in Tajikistan—purportedly a key bulwark in Russia’s defense against regional
instability emanating from Afghanistan. These arrears led to local protests. Russia’s economic troubles
will make it difficult for Moscow to meet the financial commitments it has made to its former Soviet
neighbors, including a recently pledged grant of $1.2 billion in military aid to Tajikistan. Russia also
indicated it would increase its troop presence in Tajikistan by 2,000 troops to a total of 9,000 by 2020.
Moscow appears to be trying to take advantage of regional instability to justify and even expand its
presence in Tajikistan. Tajikistan, however, should not count on Moscow’s commitments given recent
Russian economic trends.

China appears to have the money and staying power to remain involved in Tajikistan and Central Asia as a
whole for the long term. It is Tajikistan’s main trading partner, its largest creditor, and a major investor in
Tajikistan’s energy sector(mainly oil and gas exploration) and mining sector (gold). Chinese companies
have won tenders to build roads, tunnels, and other transportation links, as well as to work in the Tajik
construction sector. China’s largest investment in the country is Line Dof the Central Asia–China gas
pipeline, which will connect China with Turkmenistan’s gas fields through Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and
Kyrgyzstan.

Beijing also has an initiative for One Belt, One Road, an ambitious effort to create China’s own economic
integration project and improve transportation links to bring the country’s manufactured goods to
markets in Central Asia and, eventually, Europe. Furthermore, as dollars become scarce in Tajikistan, the
country’sbusinesses increasingly are turning to the Chinese yuan. The growing use of the yuan,
highlighted by a September 2015 currency swap deal valued at more than 3 billion yuan between the two
countries, is a clear indication of China’s economic importance to Tajikistan.

China’s main goal in the region is not to jump-start economic development for Central Asia’s own sake.
Instead, China seeks to promote trade throughout the region to help fuel its economy and help stabilize its
west. Beijing’s second goal is to prevent political and socioeconomic instability in the region, which could
easily bubble over from Tajikistan or elsewhere in Central Asia into its territory, particularly China’s
Xinjiang Province, which has a large Muslim population.

However, the influx of Chinese investment—at least the way it has played out so far—has marginal ability
to promote social stability. Chinese investment is helping to enrich Tajikistan’s elite, but it does little to
improve the plight of average Tajiks. For example, Chinese investors in Central Asia generally import
labor from China instead of hiring local workers. This might be good for Chinese stability as
underemployed populations are sent abroad to work, but it limits the ability ofChinese investors to
contribute to reducing Tajikistan’s high unemployment rate, and it risks a popular backlash against
Chinese migrant labor.

China’s recent economic troubles also now raise questions about how sustainable its commitment is to an
impoverished landlocked country like Tajikistan. Kazakhstan, a regional economic power, and
Uzbekistan, a regional military power, are likely more important to China. Kazakhstan in particular is
seen as a key node in China’s ambitions to build east–west transportation infrastructure linking China to
lucrative markets in Europe and the Middle East, while Tajikistan’s geography relegates it to routes
heading south.

Despite close cultural and linguistic ties, geography and sanctions have prevented Tajikistan from
developing robust economic ties with Iran. The government has identified Iran as a key state to help
diversify its trading partners, and Iranian trade and investment are on the upswing, particularly in the
hydropower, transportation, and consumer goods sectors. The removal of international sanctions on Iran
could help expand and grow those ties. However, this is unlikely to occur in the immediate future.
Dushanbe will remain wary about Tehran’s ideological agenda. It has long tried to limit cultural and
religious exchanges, fearing radicalization of its own population. Iran’s December 2015 decision to invite
the exiled leader of the Islamic Renaissance Party of Tajikistan (IRPT), which is banned in Tajikistan, to
attend an international religious conference in Tehran and meet with Iran’s Supreme Leader Ali



Khamenei caused a diplomatic dispute between the two states. The current Tajik leadership’s fear of Iran
likely will continue for as long as it is in power, potentially keeping Iranian influence in check for the
foreseeable future.
Tajikistan’s most unstable neighbor is Afghanistan. The drawdown of U.S. and ISAF forces from
Afghanistan is occurring at a time when instability is bubbling from the south of that country to the
north—along Tajikistan’s southern border. Dushanbe certainly welcomes U.S. President Barack Obama’s
decision to keep roughly 10,000 troops in Afghanistan through the end of his term. Regional
governments, however, remain wary of U.S. commitment to the region after the Obama administration
leaves office.

The Afghan-Tajik border remains particularly unstable—a problem given the Taliban’s advances in
northern Afghanistan. A relatively porous border, it is a lucrative smuggling zone, which facilitates the
flow of narcotics, weapons, and other illicit goods—all of which pose security threats. Tajik government
officials reportedly are complicit in some of this illicit smuggling. Clamping down on that illicit trade and
cleaning up corruption in governance is an obvious solution to this problem, but such actions could stoke
tensions among the Tajik political elite and regional leaders—many of whom function more as warlords
than government officials.

Regional Uncertainty

Tajikistan also faces political uncertainty from its Central Asian neighbors, as potential succession crises
loom in both Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan—the region’s two most powerful and influential states—and as
the situation in Afghanistan remains volatile.

Uzbek President Islam Karimov and Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev, both in their seventies,
have each been in power for around twenty-five years, are reportedly ill, and lack clear successors.

Although Uzbekistan lacks a dynamic economy, it has the power to meddle with its smaller neighbor, if it
chooses to do so. The two countries have a complicated relationship due to Uzbekistan’s intervention in
the Tajik civil war of 1992–1997, in which Tashkent provided military support to pro-government forces
to fight the opposition, although Tashkent later soured on the Rahmon government. Rahmon and
Karimov reportedly have long had a strained relationship. Tajik elites still resent the Soviet decision to
include Samarkand and Bukhara—two largely Tajik-speaking cities—in the Uzbek Soviet Socialist
Republic, although they have little power to do anything about it today. Uzbekistan has also been willing
to impose economic pain on Tajikistan by halting gas supplies and periodically closing border
crossings during times of tension in the bilateral relationship. The construction of the Rogun Dam, a
planned hydropower plant in electricity-deprived Tajikistan that Uzbekistan, which is downstream, fears
will deprive it of the water resources needed to sustain its cotton crop—the staple of the Uzbek economy—
is a severe point of contention between the two countries.

Geographic distance gives Kazakhstan, which does not share a border with Tajikistan, less ability and
incentive to bother with Tajikistan’s internal affairs, but it remains an important trading partner. But any
political or economic instability surrounding political succession in Astana could blow back on Dushanbe
becauseKazakhstan is the second most popular destination for Tajik migrants after Russia.

Another of Tajikistan’s neighbors, Kyrgyzstan, appears to be perennially unstable. There are ethnic Tajik
enclaves inside Kyrgyzstan, and the two countries have ahistory of ethnic clashes and border disputes.
Only half of the 300-mile-long border has been delimited. Communities on each side of the border also
compete for water resources.

The escalated rate of glacial melt as a result of global climate change increases both environmental
hazards and the likelihood of a devastating natural disaster to which Tajikistan would have limited ability
to respond. There are six large glaciers in the Pamir Mountains in Tajikistan. Since the early 2000s, the
rapid melting of glaciers has led to several instances of rock and ice avalanches, the failure of glacial ice
dams, the overflow or bursting of glacier lakes, flash flooding along rivers, and landslides—all of which



destroy crops and devastate communities. For example, water runoff from glacial melt in 2015 triggered
mudslides and caused floods, displacing more than 1,000 people in Tajikistan. The flooding cut off
electricity to 80 percent of the communities in the Kuhistoni Badakshon Autonomous Region of
Tajikistan, according to a United Nations Rapid Emergency Assessment and Coordination Team.
Preliminary Tajik government estimates put the damage to the country’s water, energy, and
transportation systems at $100 million.

Tajikistan does not have the capacity to respond to these environmental challenges, which also will impact
its neighbors. Furthermore, while glacial melt might lead to greater water resources for Tajikistan for the
next three decades, the reduced size of glaciers by 2050 will likely lead to less glacial meltwater in Central
Asian rivers and more frequent droughts—potentially causing greater friction with Uzbekistan and other
neighbors over water resources. The long-term implications of reduced glacial meltwater also pose
questions about the viability of Tajikistan’s plans for the Rogun Dam and hydroelectricity generation in
general.

Squeezing Out the Opposition

Facing these challenges, Rahmon is trying to shore up his base and reduce the already-limited space the
political opposition has to operate in the country. The Tajik president seems to have learned a lesson from
his 2013 reelection. That vote was highly flawed, but it was one in which two credible opposition parties—
the Islamic Renaissance Party of Tajikistan, the country’s second-largest party, and the Social Democratic
Party of Tajikistan—surprisingly united in a coalition to nominate a common candidate. This opposition
candidate was later forced out of the race by the Rahmon regime for allegedly being unable to garner
enough signatures to remain on the ballot.

The lesson that Rahmon took away was that an even harsher approach to the opposition was needed.
During the parliamentary election in March 2015, the two major opposition parties stood little chance,
due in part to biased media, voting irregularities, political pressure, and the trumped-up prosecution and
conviction of an opposition leader.

The new Tajik parliament is dominated by the president’s party, along with a handful of supposed
opposition groups that in reality are loyal to the government. This parliamentary election was the first
time since the end of the Tajik civil war in 1997 that the IRPT and the Communists were denied even a
minor voice in the legislative body. The IRPT and the Communist Party were both stripped of the two
seats they each held in the previous parliament.

This move to sideline the opposition essentially broke the power-sharing dealbetween the government
and its critics that ended the civil war. That accord decreed that 30 percent of government positions were
to go to opposition parties.

The marginalization of the opposition risks pushing legitimate dissent underground, and the IRPT
appears to be Rahmon’s primary target. Throughout much of 2015, the Tajik government gradually closed
the space in which the IRPT was allowed to operate. In March 2015, imams at several mosques called for
the disbanding of the IRPT, then the only government-recognized Islamic party in Central Asia. Many of
these imams reportedly received instructions from the state-run Committee of Religious Affairs to urge
Tajiks during the pre-election campaign period to vote for the president’s party. In summer 2015, local-
level IRPT party officials were pressured to defect from the party to the government, effectively closing
down the party’s regional infrastructure. The IRPT’s ability to disseminate information was further
constrained by the closure of its printing press, allegedly for health-code violations. Government officials
also closed and sealed the party’s headquarters. Dushanbe has tried to mop up whatever was left of the
party ever since.

Longtime IRPT leader Muhiddin Kabiri now lives in exile in Istanbul. In September 2015, the Tajik
Supreme Court labeled the IRPT, which is estimated to still have roughly 40,000 members, “an extremist
and terrorist organization” and banned it. Several prominent IRPT members remaining in Tajikistan were
arrested in October 2015, and extended family members of Kabiri were detained in late 2015.



The regime is also intensifying its efforts to remove symbols of foreign Islamic influence—namely, the
hijab and other veils as well as “Arabic-style” beards, as one police chief reportedly put it—from the public
space through antireligious campaigns that are meant to root out extremism, but recall the heavy-handed
tactics of the Soviet era. The fixation on removing the symbols of Islamic influence largely moves religious
dissent underground, undermining the government’s ability to monitor the extent to which extremist
ideologies are attractive to Tajik youth and hampering its ability to distinguish between real and perceived
extremist threats.

Although there is evidence of growing extremism emanating from Afghanistan, including reports of a
budding Islamic State presence near the Afghan-Tajik border, the lack of free media and transparency in
governance make it difficult to determine the true extent of support for radical ideologies in Tajikistan.
The spring 2015 defection to the Islamic State of a top police official—who repeatedly participated in
international (including U.S.-sponsored) antiterrorism training programs—raises questions about the
competence of Tajik security forces and the regime at large, which failed to identify a top government
official as holding radical views. It is hard to determine what motivated that official’s defection, but it is
quite likely that the harsh regime tactics against the IRPT and its supporters risk increasing the
attractiveness of more radical groups or ideologies, including in the government itself.

The Rahmon regime also frequently points to Islamic extremist threats as a bogeyman to explain away all
of the country’s ills and justify its authoritarian policies. The government, for example, quickly and
successfully put an Islamist spin on the September 2015 clashes between forces led by the then recently
appointeddeputy defense minister Abduhalim Nazarzoda and the state security forces, in which
Nazarzoda was killed. The evidence of Nazarzoda’s ties to Islamist groups is weak, and the violence is
more likely the result of the regime’s efforts to squeeze out a wealthy warlord, who had been given a
government title and responsibilities. The campaign against Nazarzoda recalls previous efforts to sideline
and weaken the power of former warlords or potential rivals to Rahmon—many of whom were either
assassinated in government military or police operations, or were captured and subjected to extended
incarceration—effectively a death sentence in Tajikistan. As the country’s financial situation deteriorates,
Rahmon’s efforts to squeeze out rivals and expand his family’s control throughout all sectors of the
economy and regions of the country could ironically stoke this sort of instability.

Finally, the Rahmon regime is also cracking down on what it perceives to be corrupting Western
influences. In 2014, the mayor of Dushanbe banned rock and rap music from the capital’s buses, arguing
it was “alien” to Tajik culture. In April 2015, the head of the country’s security service accused
nongovernmental organizations that receive foreign funding of being a threat to state security and of
acting against the interests of Tajik society. This raised speculation about Russian influence in the country
and how far Rahmon will go in following Russia in further expanding limitations on Western influences
on an already highly constrained civil society.

The Ruling Family

Rahmon’s extended family already controls the most important economic sectors, including major retail,
entertainment, air transportation, finance, and media outlets. Other family members serve in high-profile
positions in the central or some regional governments. The Rahmon family is rumored to control the
country’s largest industrial enterprise, the Tajikistan Aluminum Company (TALCO), which many believe
serves as the elites’ private piggy bank. That claim is hard to verify given the company’s nontransparent
ownership structure, which includes offshore financial entities in the British Virgin Islands and elsewhere.

However, TALCO is not the cash cow it used to be. Global aluminum prices are down by almost half since
2011, so the company had to lay off workers in 2014. The drop in prices probably dented the Rahmon
family pocketbook. This might explain Rahmon’s decision in March 2015 to install his twenty-seven-year-
old son as thehead of the country’s anticorruption agency. The appointment could be a part of a long-term
succession plan by the president with the hope that his son can keep the Rahmon family at the center of
power for years to come. The government reportedly uses the anticorruption agency to target the family’s
political opponents and economic rivals and secure the loyalty of security service officials. This targeted
misuse of the anticorruption tools is just one reason why Tajikistan was ranked 152 out of 175 countries



in Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index 2014.

Businessmen increasingly fear that the Rahmon regime, determined to hold on to power, is willing to use
violence to eliminate potential rivals both at home—as many suspect it did with former deputy defense
minister Nazarzoda—and abroad. Theexiled Tajik businessman Umarali Quvatov, a former business
associate of the Rahmon family and leader of the marginally influential opposition Group 24, was gunned
down in Istanbul in March 2015. Quvatov posed no real political threat to the government. His
organization, founded by business leaders and former officials dissatisfied with Rahmon’s rule and
wanting to promote political and economic reform, had no popular following. The government banned
Group 24 in the fall of 2014 for alleged extremism after the organization used social media to call for
street protests in the capital. It remains unclear who ordered Quvatov’s assassination. It could have been
part of a government operation. Given the close connection between business and organized crime in the
region, it also could simply have been the result of a commercial dispute. Nonetheless, the still-mysterious
circumstances surrounding his death highlight the lack of transparency—both political and economic—in
the country.

More Instability Looming?

Tajikistan faces multiple threats to its stability, many of which are homegrown, while others emanate
from beyond the country’s borders. Rahmon offers no solutions to these growing problems and instead is
trying to cling to power ever more tightly and allow his family to feed at the trough of the presidency for as
long as possible.

Rahmon’s hold appears strong on the surface, but Tajikistan will face a succession crisis at some point:
Rahmon has been running Tajikistan now for twenty-three years. At age sixty-three, he is more than a
decade younger than his Uzbek and Kazakh counterparts, but his country is smaller, with institutions that
are much weaker than those that exist in either Kazakhstan or Uzbekistan. Tajikistan also still lives with
some of the legacies of the civil war, including relatively weak central control over areas of the country
that are distant from the capital.

Some of the actions Rahmon is taking domestically—suppressing religious thought not sanctioned by the
regime, expending money on symbolic infrastructure projects, and exacerbating corruption and rent
seeking—could actually make his regime more fragile than it already is. Given the violent upheaval in
Tajikistan in the 1990s and the violence across the permeable border with Afghanistan in the 2000s, any
renewed instability in Tajikistan should be a cause for concern for the international community at large.
As the country’s economy continues to decline, the political system that Rahmon has established is
looking increasingly brittle, although Tajikistan for years has defied predictions of state collapse. The
country’s current trajectory, however, will do little to ameliorate many of its citizens’ harsh socioeconomic
plight.
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Sesavali

ბოლო წლებში, შავი ზღვის რეგიონში განვითარებული პროცესების ფონზე, დნესტრისპირეთის გაყინული 

კონფლიქტი სულ უფრო მზარდი ყურადღების ობიექტი ხდება. ამას განაპირობებს ერთი მხრივ უკრაინაში 

მიმდინარე ომი, მეორე მხრივ კიშინიოვის დაახლოება დასავლეთთან, რამაც 2014 წლის 27 ივნისს 

ევროკავშირთან ასოცირების ხელშეკრულების ხელმოწერის შემდეგ, ერთი შეხედვით, შეუქცევადი ხასიათი 
1

შეიძინა.

წინამდებარე სტატიაში განვიხილავთ დნესტრისპირული სეპარატიზმის ისტორიულ მიზეზებს, 

დღევანდელ ვითარებას და კონფლიქტის სამომავლო დინამიკას, რომელიც დიდწილად არის 

დამოკიდებული დღეს რეგიონში მიმდინარე პროცესებზე. 

separatizmis istoriidan

მოლდოვას დნესტრისპირული სეპარატიზმი მე-20 

საუკუნის 90-იანი წლებიდან აწუხებს და იგი, ისევე, 

რ ო გ ო რ ც  პ ო ს ტ ს ა ბ ჭ ო თ ა  ს ი ვ რ ც ი ს  ს ხ ვ ა 

ეთნოპოლიტიკური კონფლიქტები, საბჭოთა 

კავშირის დაშლიდან იღებს სათავეს. კონფლიქტის 

ესკალაციაში რასაკვირველია თავისი წვლილი 

მიუძღვის რუსეთის ფედერაციას, რომელსაც 

პოსტსაბჭოთა სივრცეზე გავლენის შენარჩუნების 

სურვილი ამოძრავებს. თუმცა, დნესტრისპირეთში 

კონფლიქტის გამომწვევ მიზეზებს ფესვები უფრო 

ღრმა ისტორიულ წარსულში აქვს. 

ი გ ი  ს ა თ ა ვ ე ს  ც ა რ ი ს ტ უ ლ ი  რ უ ს ე თ ი ს  მ ი ე რ 

აღმოსავლეთ ევროპაში წარმოებული დაპყრობითი 

ომების პერიოდში იღებს და საბჭოთა წლებში 

ს ა ბ ო ლ ო ო  ს ა ხ ე ს  ღ ე ბ უ ლ ო ბ ს  ი ს  ე თ ნ ი კ უ რ -

კულტურული და პოლიტიკური მოცემულობა, 

რომელიც, საბოლოოდ, მე-20 საუკუნის 90-იან 

წლებში ომის საბაბი გახდა. 

მიზეზები, რამაც მოლდოვაში სეპარატიზმი 

შ ე ს ა ძ ლ ე ბ ე ლ ი  გ ა ხ ა დ ა  მ ჭ ი დ რ ო დ  ა რ ი ს 

დაკავშირებული ცარისტული რუსეთისა და 

საბჭოთა კავშირის მიერ აღმოსავლეთ ევროპაში 

წარმოებულ დაპყრობით ომებთან.

caristuli periodi

დნესტრისპირული სეპარატიზმი მჭიდროდ არის 

დაკავშირებული მოლდოვის თანამედროვე 

სახელმწიფოს ფორმირების რთულ ისტორიულ 

პროცესთან. დღევანდელი მოლდოვის რესპუბლიკა 
2ისტორიული მოლდოვის სამთავროს  მხოლოდ 

აღმოსავლეთ ნაწილს წარმოადგენს და მოიცავს 

ბესარაბიის ისტორიულ რეგიონს, რომელიც 

საუკუნეების განმავლობაში არაერთხელ გამხდარა 

დიდი სახელმწიფოების დაპყრობის ობიექტი, 

რომლებიც  ჩრდილოეთ შავიზღვისპირეთსა და
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აღმოსავლეთ ევროპაში ერთმანეთს დომინანტობას 

ეცილებოდნენ. 

რუსეთის ყურადღების არეში მოლდოვა მე-17 

საუკუნიდან მოექცა. 1792 წელს, რუსეთ-თურქეთის 

მორიგი ომის შედეგად, რუსეთის შემადგენლობაში 

აღმოჩნდა დღევანდელი დნესტრისპირეთის 

ტერიტორია და იგი „ნოვოროსიის“ იგივე „ახალი 

რუსეთის“ პროვინციის ნაწილად იქცა, რომელსაც 

რ უ ს ე თ მ ა  1 7 6 4  წ ე ლ ს  ს ა მ ხ რ ე თ  უ კ რ ა ი ნ ა შ ი 

წარმოებული დაპყრობითი ომების შედეგად 

ჩაუყარა საფუძველი.

დნესტრისპირეთი, როგორც „ახალი რუსეთის“ ნაწილი.

წყარო: http://bit.ly/1MdukBn

1812 წელს, ბუქარესტის ხელშეკრულებით, რუსეთმა 

მდინარეებს დნესტრსა და პრუტს შორის მდებარე 

ტერიტორიებიც მიიერთა და მოლდოვისა და 

ბესარაბიის გუბერნია შექმნა. მოლდოვის სამთავროს 

დასავლეთ ნაწილი, რომელიც მდინარე პრუტის 

მეორე მხარეს მდებარეობდა, 1859 წელს ვალახიის 

სამთავროსთან გაერთიანდა და რუმინეთის სამეფოს 

ჩაუყარა საფუძველი, რომელიც რეგიონში რუსეთის 

მოწინააღმდეგე ძალად ჩამოყალიბდა. 

1792 წელს რუსეთ-თურქეთის მორიგი ომის 

შ ე დ ე გ ა დ  რ უ ს ე თ მ ა  დ ღ ე ვ ა ნ დ ე ლ ი 

დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ი ს  რ ე გ ი ო ნ ი  დ ა ი კ ა ვ ა  დ ა 

„ნოვოროსიის“ პროვინიციას  მიუერთა, რომელიც 

აღმოსავლეთ და სამხრეთ უკრაინის ტერიტორიებს 

მოიცავდა.

ამრიგად, 1812 წლიდან 1918 წლამდე რუსეთის 

ი მ პ ე რ ი ი ს  ს ა ზ ღ ვ ა რ ი  დ ა ს ა ვ ლ ე თ ი ს  მ ე ტ ო ქ ე 
3 სახელმწიფოებთან მდინარე პრუტზე გადიოდა რაც 

რ უ ს ე თ ი ს ა თ ვ ი ს  ა ღ მ ო ს ა ვ ლ ე თ  მ ო ლ დ ო ვ ა ს 

გ ა ნ ს ა კ უ თ რ ე ბ უ ლ  ს ა მ ხ ე დ რ ო - ს ტ რ ა ტ ე გ ი უ ლ 

დატვირთვას ანიჭებდა და იმპერიის მხრიდან 

განსაკუთრებული „ზრუნვის“ ობიექტად აქცევდა. 

1917 წელს რუსეთში მომხდარი რევოლუციის 

შ ე მ დ ე გ ,  ა ღ მ ო ს ა ვ ლ ე თ  მ ო ლ დ ო ვ ა  რ უ ს ე თ ს 

ჩ ა მ ო ც ი ლ დ ა  დ ა  1 9 1 8  წ ლ ი ს  თ ე ბ ე რ ვ ა ლ შ ი 

დამოუკიდებლობა გამოაცხადა. იმავე წლის 

აპრილში კი, პარლამენტის გადაწყვეტილებით, 

რუმინეთის სამეფოს შეუერთდა. 1918 წლიდან 1940 

წლამდე დღევანდელი მოლდოვა და რუმინეთი 

ერთიან სახელმწიფოს წარმოადგენდა, რომლის 

საზღვარი საბჭოთა კავშირთან მდინარე დნესტრზე 

გადიოდა.

1918 წლიდან 1940 წლამდე დღევანდელი მოლდოვა 

და რუმინეთი ერთიან სახელმწიფოს წარმოადგენდა, 

რომლის საზღვარი საბჭოთა კავშირთან მდინარე 

დნესტრზე გადიოდა.

„დიდი რუმინეთი“ და საბჭოთა კავშირი 1918-1940 წლებში

წყარო: http://bit.ly/1Qq6mlf

sabWoTa wlebi

საბჭოთა ხელისუფლება თვლიდა, რომ აღმოსავლეთ 

მოლდოვა, იგივე ბესარაბია რუმინეთის მხრიდან 

უკანონოდ იყო ოკუპირებული და რუმინეთისგან 

მის დაბრუნებას მოითხოვდა.   

„ოკუპაციის“ პასუხად, 1919 წლის მაისში, მან 

მდინარე დნესტრის მარცხენა  სანაპიროზე 

ბესარაბიის საბჭოთა სოციალისტური რესპუბლიკა 

ჩამოაყალიბა და მის დროებით ადმინისტრაციულ 

ცენტრად ქალაქი ოდესა გამოაცხადა. თუმცა, 

აღსანიშნავია, რომ ეს ტერიტორიები ბესარაბიის 

ისტორიულ რეგიონს არ განეკუთვნებოდა.  
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რესპუბლიკამ არსებობა მალევე, 1919 წლის 

სექტემბერში შეწყვიტა.

რუმინეთზე ზეწოლის მოსახდენად, 1924 წელს, 

მოსკოვმა უკრაინის შემადგენლობაში მოლდოვის 

ს ა ბ ჭ ო თ ა  ს ო ც ი ა ლ ი ს ტ უ რ ი  ა ვ ტ ო ნ ო მ ი უ რ ი 

რ ე ს პ უ ბ ლ ი კ ა  შ ე ქ მ ნ ა ,  რ ო მ ე ლ ი ც  ს ა კ უ თ რ ი ვ 

დნესტრისპირეთის გარდა ბალტის, ოდესის და 

ტულჩინის ოლქების ტერიტორიებსაც მოიცავდა 

( დ ღ ე ს  ე ს  ტ ე რ ი ტ ო რ ი ე ბ ი  უ კ რ ა ი ნ ი ს 

შემადგენლობაშია). ავტონომიური რესპუბლიკის 

დედაქალაქად გამოცხადდა კიშინიოვი. თუმცა, 

ვინაიდან კიშინიოვი ამ დროისათვის რუმინეთის 

შ ე მ ა დ გ ე ნ ლ ო ბ ა შ ი  ი მ ყ ო ფ ე ბ ო დ ა ,  დ რ ო ე ბ ი თ 

ადმინისტრაციულ ცენტრად გამოცხადდა ჯერ 

ქ ა ლ ა ქ ი  ბ ა ლ ტ ა  ( დ ღ ე ს  ო დ ე ს ი ს  ო ლ ქ ი ს 

შემადგენლობაში), ხოლო 1929 წლიდან ქალაქი 
4  ტ ი რ ა ს პ ო ლ ი . მ ო ლ დ ო ვ ი ს  ა ვ ტ ო ნ ო მ ი უ რ ი 

რ ე ს პ უ ბ ლ ი კ ა ,  რ ო მ ე ლ ი ც  დ ღ ე ვ ა ნ დ ე ლ ი 

მოლდოვიდან მხოლოდ დნესტრისპირეთის 

რეგიონს მოიცავდა,1940 წლამდე უკრაინის 

შემადგენლობაში რჩებოდა. 

რუმინეთზე ზეწოლის მოსახდენად, 1924 წელს, 

მოსკოვმა უკრაინის შემადგენლობაში მოლდოვის 

ს ა ბ ჭ ო თ ა  ს ო ც ი ა ლ ი ს ტ უ რ ი  ა ვ ტ ო ნ ო მ ი უ რ ი 

რესპუბლიკა შექმნა.

რუკაზე ნაჩვენებია მოლდოვის ავტონომიური რესპუბლიკა, რომელიც 1924 წელს მოსკოვმა 

აღმოსავლეთ მოლდოვის რუმინეთთან გაერთიანების საპასუხოდ შექმნა.

1939 წელს გერმანიასა და საბჭოთა კავშირს შორის 

დადებული მოლოტოვ-რიბენტროპის პაქტის 

საიდუმლო დამატებით გერმანიამ ბესარაბია 

საბჭოთა გავლენის სფეროდ ცნო. 1940 წელს საბჭოთა 

კ ა ვ შ ი რ მ ა  ბ ე ს ა რ ა ბ ი ა  დ ა ი კ ა ვ ა ,  უ კ რ ა ი ნ ი ს 

შემადგენლობაში მყოფ მოლდოვის ავტონომიურ 

რესპუბლიკას მიუერთა და მოლდოვის საბჭოთა 

სოციალისტური რესპუბლიკა შექმნა. თუმცა, 1941 

წელს, გერმანიისა და მისი მოკავშირეების მიერ 

საბჭოთა კავშირზე განხორციელებული შეტევის 

შედეგად, მთელი ეს ტერიტორია ოდესის ჩათვლით 

რუმინეთის მმართველობაში მოექცა და საბჭოთა 

კავშირმა მისი დაბრუნება მხოლოდ 1944 წლიდან 

შეძლო.

1939 წელს გერმანიასა და საბჭოთა კავშირს შორის 

დადებული მოლოტოვ-რიბენტროპის პაქტის 

საიდუმლო დამატებით გერმანიამ ბესარაბია 

საბჭოთა გავლენის სფეროდ ცნო, რამაც სტალინს 

აღმოსავლეთ მოლდოვის მისატაცებლად ხელ-ფეხი 

გაუხსნა. 

rusifikaciis politika

1812 წლიდან 1918 წლამდე მოლდოვა „ნოვოროსიის“ 

ნაწილს წარმოადგენდა, რაც მას რუსიფიკაციის 

მ კ ა ც რ ი  პ ო ლ ი ტ ი კ ი ს  ს ა მ ი ზ ნ ე დ 

აქცევდა.თავდაპირველად მოლდოვის გუბერნია 

რუსეთის იმპერიაში ავტონომიის სტატუსით 

სარგებლობდა. თუმცა, 1828 წელს მას ეს სტატუსი 

ჩამოერთვა და აქტიურად დაიწყო ამ ტერიტორიაზე 

მ ც ხ ო ვ რ ე ბ ი  მ ო ს ა ხ ლ ე ო ბ ი ს  რ უ ს ი ფ ი კ ა ც ი ა . 

რუსიფიკაციის პოლიტიკა პირველ ყოვლისა 

რუმინულ ენას შეეხო, რომელიც თანმიმდევრულად 

ა ი კ რ ძ ა ლ ა  ჯ ე რ  ა დ მ ი ნ ი ს ტ რ ა ც ი უ ლ 

საქმისწარმოებაში, ხოლო შემდეგ ეკლესიებსა და 

სასწავლო დაწესებულებებში. 1871 წლიდან კი 

რუმინული ენის გამოყენება საჯარო შეკრების 

ა დ გ ი ლ ე ბ შ ი  ს ა ე რ თ ო დ  ი კ რ ძ ა ლ ე ბ ო დ ა . 

პარალელურად აქტიურად მიმდინარეობდა 

მოლდოველების გასახლება რუსეთის იმპერიის 

შორეულ პროვინციებში და მათ ადგილზე 

არარუმინული ეთნიკური ჯგუფების (რუსები, 

უ კ რ ა ი ნ ე ლ ე ბ ი ,  გ ე რ მ ა ნ ე ლ ე ბ ი ,  ე ბ რ ა ე ლ ე ბ ი , 

გაგაუზები) ჩასახლება, რაც რეგიონში ეთნიკურ 

ბალანსს  რუსეთის იმპერიის ინტერესების 

სასარგებლოდ ცვლიდა. ამ პოლიტიკის შედეგად, 

1897 წლისათვის, ბესარაბიაში რუმინულენოვანი 

მოსახლეობის რაოდენობა 48%-მდე შემცირდა, 

მაშინ, როცა 1817 წელს ეს მაჩვენებელი 86% 
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5Nicole J. Jackson, Russian foreign policy and the CIS. Theories, debates and actions, (Routledge, 2003), 86, Taylor & Francis e-Library, 2004.
6 Ibid, 87  
7Анна Кивачук, “Демографическая картина Приднестровья ,” Демоскоп Weekly 591-592 (24 მარტი - 6 აპრილი, 2014), 1, http://demoscope.ru/weekly/2014/0591/demoscope591.pdf (ნანახია 15 

სექტემბერი, 2015).
8 მოვლენები სარკისებურად ვითარდებოდა: 1989 წლის 31 აგვისტოს მოლდოვის უზენაესმა საბჭომ ეროვნული ძალების მოთხოვნა  დააკმაყოფილა და სახელმწიფო ენად მოლდოვური (რუმინული) ენა 

გამოაცხადა და სლავური დამწერლობა ლათინური დამწერლობით შეცვალა, რასაც ეთნიკური  უმცირესობების პროტესტი მოყვა. პასუხად დნესტრისპირეთში „მუშათა გაერთიანებული საბჭო“ შეიქმნა, 

რომელმაც თავი რუსულენოვანი მოსახლეობის უფლებების დამცველად გამოაცხადა. იგივე განმეორდა 1990 წლის აპრილში, როდესაც უზენაესმა საბჭომ ახალი სახელმწიფო დროშა დაამტკიცა, 
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დნესტრისპირეთის ტერიტორიაზე ძალაში  საბჭოთა დროშა დატოვა. 
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5შეადგენდა.

რუსიფიკაციის მიზანმიმართული პოლიტიკის 

შ ე დ ე გ ა დ  ი ს ტ ო რ ი უ ლ  ბ ე ს ა რ ა ბ ი ა შ ი 

რუმინულენოვანი მოსახლეობის ხვედრითი წილი 

1817-1897 წლებში 86%-დან 48%-მდე შემცირდა.

რუსიფიკაციის პოლიტიკამ საბჭოთა წლებში ახალი 

მასშტაბები შეიძინა. მეორე მსოფლიო ომის 

დასრულებისთანავე ,  საბჭოთა მთავრობის 

ხელშეწყობით, აქტიურად მიმდინარეობდა 

ე თ ნ ი კ უ რ ი  რ უ ს ე ბ ი ს ა  დ ა  ა ღ მ ო ს ა ვ ლ ე თ 

უკრაინელების ჩასახლება დნესტრისპირეთის 

ინდუსტრიულ ზონებში, რამაც ამ რეგიონის 

პრორუსულ ანკლავად ჩამოყალიბება განაპირობა. 

1989 წლისათვის მოლდოვაში მოსახლეობის 

ე თ ნ ი კ უ რ ი  ბ ა ლ ა ნ ს ი  შ ე მ დ ე გ ნ ა ი რ ა დ 

გ ა მ ო ი ყ უ რ ე ბ ო დ ა :  მ ო ლ დ ო ვ ე ლ ე ბ ი  -  6 5 % , 

უკრაინელები - 14%, რუსები - 13%, გაგაუზები - 3.5%, 

ბულგარელები - 2.5%, სხვა ეთნიკური ჯგუფები - 
62%.  საკუთრივ დნესტრისპირეთის ავტონომიური 

ო ლ ქ შ ი  1 9 8 9  წ ლ ი ს ა თ ვ ი ს  მ ო ლ დ ო ვ ე ლ ე ბ ი 

შეადგენდნენ  მოსახლეობის 39.9%, უკრაინელები - 
728.3% და რუსები -  30%.  ამავე პერიოდში 

ინტენსიურად მიმდინარეობდა რუმინული ენის 

გამოდევნა ადმინისტრაციული, საგანმანათლებლო 

თ უ  ს ა ზ ო გ ა დ ო ე ბ რ ი ვ ი  ც ხ ო ვ რ ე ბ ი ს  ს ხ ვ ა 

სფეროებიდან. როგორც ცარისტულ პერიოდში, 

კომუნისტების მმართველობის დროსაც ლათინური 

ანბანი სლავური ანბანით შეიცვალა და რუსული ენა 

ყოველდღიური ურთიერთობის ენად იქცა. 

ს ა ბ ჭ ო თ ა  პ ე რ ი ო დ შ ი  დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ი ს 

ინდუსტრიულ ზონებში მუშახელის მასობრივმა 

მიგრაციამ რუსეთის და აღმოსავლეთ უკრაინის 

პროვინციებიდან დნესტრისპირეთის რეგიონის 

პრორუსულ ანკლავად ფორმირება დაასრულა.

konfliqtis polarizacia me-20 
saukunis 80-90-ian wlebSi

დაპყრობითმა ომებმა, ძალდატანებითმა მასობრივმა 

მიგრაციებმა და რუსიფიკაციის პოლიტიკამ 

მოლდოვაში ხელი შეუწყო ისეთი ეთნიკურ-

კულტურული და პოლიტიკური ლანდშაფტის 

ჩამოყალიბებას, რომელიც არსებული წესრიგის 

რღვევის დროს ეთნიკური კონფლიქტების და 

სამოქალაქო ომების რისკებს შეიცავს. არსებულ 

წესრიგს კი პირველი ბზარი მე-20 საუკუნის 80-იან 

წლებში შეეპარა, როდესაც მიხეილ გორბაჩოვმა 

საბჭოთა კავშირში ეკონომიკური, პოლიტიკური და 

კულტურული ლიბერალიზაციის პოლიტიკა 

წამოიწყო, რასაც, საბოლოო ჯამში, საბჭოთა 

ი მ პ ე რ ი ა მ  ვ ე რ  გ ა უ ძ ლ ო  დ ა  დ ა ი შ ა ლ ა . 

ავტორიტარული წნეხის შესუსტებამ მოლდოვაში 

ხელი შეუწყო ეროვნული ძალების მომძლავრებას და 

წინა პლანზე ისეთმა საკითხებმა წამოიწია, 

რ ო მ ლ ე ბ ი ც  ა თ წ ლ ე უ ლ ე ბ ი ს  გ ა ნ მ ა ვ ლ ო ბ ა შ ი 

ტაბუდადებული რჩებოდა. ეს საკითხები იყო: ენა, 

დ ა მ წ ე რ ლ ო ბ ა ,  ე რ ო ვ ნ უ ლ ი  ს ი მ ბ ო ლ ო ე ბ ი , 

ისტორიული მახსოვრობის დაცვა, იდენტობა და 

სხვ. რომლებიც დახურულ, საბჭოთა ყაიდის მქონე 

საზოგადოებაში კონფლიქტურობის მაღალ რისკს 
8

შეიცავდა.

მოლდოვის სწრაფვა დამოუკიდებლობისაკენ 

დნესტრისპირეთში სეპარატისტულ განწყობებს 

აძლიერებდა. 1990 წლის 23 ივნისს მოლდოვის 

პარლამენტმა დამოუკიდებლობის დეკლარაცია 

მიიღო. 1991 წლის 27 აგვისტოს კი მოლდოვა 

დამოუკიდებელ სახელმწიფოდ გამოცხადდა. ამ 

პროცესების საპირისპიროდ, 1989-1990 წლებში, 

დნესტრისპირეთის ქალაქებსა და სოფლებში 

ტარდებოდა გამოკითხვები დნესტრისპირეთის 

მოლდოვის შემადგენლობიდან გამოყოფის შესახებ, 

რაც სამომავლოდ სეპარატიზმის ლეგიტიმაციას 

ემსახურებოდა.  1990  წლის  2  სექტემბერს , 

„დნესტრისპირეთის დეპუტატთა“ კონგრესმა 

დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ი ს  ტ ე რ ი ტ ო რ ი ა ზ ე 

დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ი ს  მ ო ლ დ ა ვ უ რ ი  ს ა ბ ჭ ო თ ა 

სოციალისტური რესპუბლიკა შექმნა და მოლდოვის 

შემადგენლობიდან გასვლის შესახებ განაცხადა.
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1 9 9 0 - ი ა ნ  წ ლ ე ბ შ ი  მ ო ლ დ ო ვ ი ს  ს წ რ ა ფ ვ ა მ 

დამოუკიდებლობისაკენ დნესტრისპირეთში 

სეპარატისტული განწყობები გააძლიერა. 1990 წლის 

2 სექტემბერს, „დნესტრისპირეთის დეპუტატთა“ 

კონგრესმა დნესტრისპირეთის მოლდავური 

საბჭოთა სოციალისტური რესპუბლიკა შექმნა და 

მოლდოვის შემადგენლობიდან გასვლის შესახებ 

განაცხადა.

samoqalaqo omi

სამოქალაქო ომის სიტუაცია მოლდოვაში სწრაფად 

მომწიფდა. ომის გაჩაღებაში მნიშვნელოვანი როლი 

ითამაშა  რუსეთის მე-14 არმიამ,  რომელიც 

დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ შ ი  1 9 4 5 წ ლ ი დ ა ნ  ი ყ ო 

დისლოცირებული და აღმოსავლეთ ევროპაში ერთ-

ერთ უდიდეს სამხედრო ბაზას წამოადგენდა. გარდა 

იმისა, რომ მე-14 არმია გარკვეულ ეტაპზე უშუალოდ 

მონაწილეობდა საბრძოლო მოქმედებებში, იგი ასევე 

წვრთნიდა და აიარაღებდა დნესტრისპირელ 

სეპარატისტებს. მისი უშუალო მონაწილეობით 

ჩამოყალიბდა დნესტრისპირეთის „რესპუბლიკური 

გვარდია“, რომელიც 8000 მეომარს ითვლიდა. მათი 

უმეტესობა საბჭოთა არმიის ყოფილი ოფიცრები 

იყვნენ ,  რომლებიც სამხედრო სამსახურის 

დ ა ს რ უ ლ ე ბ ი ს  შ ე მ დ ე გ  დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ი ს 

ტ ე რ ი ტ ო რ ი ა ზ ე  ც ხ ო ვ რ ე ბ ი ს  უ ფ ლ ე ბ ი თ 

სარგებლობდნენ. სეპარატისტების რიგები ასევე 

ივსებოდა რუსეთიდან ჩამოსული „მოხალისეების“ 

და კაზაკთა რაზმების მიერ. 

საბრძოლო შეტაკებები სეპარატისტებსა და 

სამთავრობო ჯარებს შორის 1992 წლის მარტში 

დაიწყო და ივლისში დასრულდა. სამხედრო 

კონფლიქტმა ყველაზე მწვავე ფაზას ივნისში 

მიაღწია, როდესაც მდინარე დნესტრი მე-14 არმიის 

5000 სამხედრო მოსამსახურემ გადაკვეთა და ქალაქ 

ბენდერის დასაკავებლად გაჩაღებულ ბრძოლებში 

ჩაერთო, რამაც მოლდოვის სამთავრობო ჯარებს 

უკან  დახევა  აიძულა და  სეპარატისტების 
9გამარჯვება განაპირობა.  ქალაქ ბენდერიზე 

გამართულ შეტევასა და ზოგადად შეიარაღებული 

კონფლიქტის მსვლელობაში მნიშვნელოვან როლს 

თამაშობდა მე-14 არმიის მეთაური, გენერალი 

ალექსანდრე ლებედი (1992-1995 წლები), რომელიც 

დნესტრისპირეთის რუსეთთან გაერთიანების იდეას 

ღიად უჭერდა მხარს. აღსანიშნავია, რომ 1993 წელს 

ლებედი სეპარატისტული დნესტრისპირეთის 

„უზენაეს საბჭოში“ იქნა არჩეული, რამაც შემდგომში 

რუსეთში მისი წარმატებული პოლიტიკური 
10

კარიერა განაპირობა.

სამოქალაქო ომის გაჩაღებაში მნიშვნელოვანი როლი 

ი თ ა მ ა შ ა  რ უ ს ე თ ი ს  მ ე - 1 4  ა რ მ ი ა მ  დ ა  მ ი ს მ ა 

ოდიოზურმა სარდალმა, გენერალმა ლებედმა. 1992 

წ ლ ი ს  ი ვ ნ ი ს შ ი  მ ე - 1 4  ა რ მ ი ა  უ შ უ ა ლ ო დ 

მონაწილეობდა ქალაქ ბენდერის დასაკავებლად 

გამართულ ბრძოლებში, რამაც სეპარატისტების 

გამარჯვება განაპირობა. 

post-konfliqturi periodi

ცეცხლის შეწყვეტის შესახებ შეთანხმებას ხელი 1992 

წ ლ ი ს  ი ვ ლ ი ს შ ი  მ ო ე წ ე რ ა  დ ა  დ ა ი წ ყ ო 

მოლაპარაკებების ხანგრძლივი პროცესი, რომელიც 

პერიოდული შეფერხებებით დღემდე გრძელდება. 

მ ო ლ ა პ ა რ ა კ ე ბ ე ბ შ ი  მ ე დ ი ა ტ ო რ ი ს  ფ უ ნ ქ ც ი ა ს 

ასრულებენ რუსეთი, უკრაინა და ეუთო. 2005 

წ ლ ი დ ა ნ  მ ო ლ ა პ ა რ ა კ ე ბ ე ბ ი ს  პ რ ო ც ე ს ს 

დამკვირვებლის სტატუსით დაემატნენ აშშ და 

ევროკავშირი, რის გამოც დღეს მოლაპარაკებების 

ფორმატი „5+2“-ის სახელით არის ცნობილი. 

კ ო ნ ფ ლ ი ქ ტ ი ს  ზ ო ნ ა შ ი  უ ს ა ფ რ თ ხ ო ე ბ ა ს 

უზრუნველყოფენ შერეული სამშვიდობო ძალები, 

რ ო მ ლ ე ბ ი ც  რ უ ს ი ,  მ ო ლ დ ო ვ ე ლ ი  დ ა 

დნესტრისპირელი სამხედროებისა და უკრაინელი 

დამკვირვებლებისაგან შედგება. აღსანიშნავია, რომ 

სამშვიდობოების მანდატის ქვეშ მყოფი რუსი 

სამხედროების გარდა, დნესტრისპირეთში ასევე 

იმყოფება ათასამდე რუსი სამხედრო, რომლებიც 

ყოფილი მე-14 არმიის ბაზაზე იმყოფებიან და 

რუსეთის შეიარაღებული ძალების ოპერატიულ 

დაჯგუფებად იწოდებიან. მოლდოვა რუსეთისაგან 

დ ღ ე მ დ ე  ი თ ხ ო ვ ს  1 9 9 9  წ ლ ი ს  ს ტ ა მ ბ ო ლ ი ს 

შეთანხმების ბოლომდე შესრულებას და მოლდოვის 

ტერიტორიიდან სახეცვლილი რუსული სამხედრო 
11 ბაზის სრულად გაყვანას, თუმცა უშედეგოდ. ბოლო 

პერიოდში დნესტრისპირეთის სამხედრო ბაზამ 

რუსეთისათვის კიდევ უფრო დიდი დატვირთვა 

შეიძინა - დღეს იგი თანაბრად გამოიყენება როგორც 

მოლდოვაზე, ისე უკრაინაზე ზეწოლისათვის. გარდა 

ამისა ,  ბაზა  კვლავ რჩება  სეპარატისტული 

დნესტრისპირეთის უსაფრთხოების და შესაბამისად
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12 “Лавров пригрозил Молдове отделением Приднестровья,” Зеркало недели, 20 ოქტომბერი, 2014,  http://zn.ua/WORLD/lavrov-prigrozil-moldove-otdeleniem-pridnestrovya-156517_.html (ნანახია 30 

აგვისტო, 2015).
13 უკრაინაში რუსეთის სამხედრო ინტერვენციის დეტალური ანალიზი იხ. დავით ბატაშვილი, რუსეთის აგრესია უკრაინაში 2014-2015 წლებში, http://bit.ly/1NSYj0N (ნანახია 30 აგვისტო, 2015).
14უკრაინის შს სამინისტროს საინფორმაციო პოლიტიკის დეპარტამენტის დირექტორი ევგენი პერებეინისი აცხადებდა, რომ დნესტრისპირეთში მიმდინარეობდა მოხალისეების რეკრუტირება ოდესის 

ოლქში ვითარების დესტაბილიზაციის მიზნით. იხ.

Виктор Ядуха, “Приднестровье окружено,” Росбалт, 16 სექტემბერი, 2014, http://bit.ly/1Njyjv1 (ნანახია 30 აგვისტო, 2015).
15“Киев разорвал соглашение с Москвой о военном транзите,” BBC Русская Служба, 21 მაისი, 2015, http://bbc.in/1IZxLUQ (ნანახია 30 აგვისტო, 2015).
16 “Приднестровье обратилось к Путину за признанием,” Газета.Ру, 16 აპრილი, 2014, http://bit.ly/1VPq9NY  (ნანახია 30 აგვისტო, 2015).
17 “Российские военные проведут тренировки по уничтожению техники противника в Приднестровье,” Tass.ru, 10 ივნისი, 2015, http://bit.ly/1UIGem1 (ნანახია 30 აგვისტო, 2015).
18 “В Приднестровье объявили всеобщий призыв,” Lenta.Ru, 20 ივლისი, 2015, http://bit.ly/1MdugBM (ნანახია 30 აგვისტო, 2015).

დღეს არსებული სტატუს კვოს გარანტად. 

სამშვიდობოების მანდატის ქვეშ მყოფი რუსი 

სამხედროების გარდა, დნესტრისპირეთში ასევე 

იმყოფება ათასამდე რუსი სამხედრო, რომლებიც 

ყოფილი მე-14 არმიის ბაზაზე იმყოფებიან. ბაზა 

ს ე პ ა რ ა ტ ი ს ტ უ ლ ი  დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ი ს 

უსაფრთხოების და შესაბამისად დღეს არსებული 

სტატუს კვოს გარანტს წარმოადგენს.   

dnestrispireTis konfliqtis 
momavali

კონფლიქტის სამომავლო დინამიკა დიდწილად 

ა რ ი ს  დ ა მ ო კ ი დ ე ბ უ ლ ი  რ ე გ ი ო ნ შ ი 

გ ა ნ ვ ი თ ა რ ე ბ უ ლ  მ ო ვ ლ ე ნ ე ბ ზ ე .  9 0 - ი ა ნ ი 

წ ლ ე ბ ი დ ა ნ  მ ო ყ ო ლ ე ბ უ ლ ი  მ ო ს კ ო ვ ი 

დნესტრისპირეთის კონფლიქტს აქტიურად 

ი ყ ე ნ ე ბ დ ა  მ ო ლ დ ო ვ ი ს  პ რ ო დ ა ს ა ვ ლ უ რ ი 

მისწრაფებების შესაზღუდად. ამ ბერკეტის 

გამოყენებით თავის დროზე მან კიშინიოვი 

აიძულა დამოუკიდებელ სახელმწიფოთა 

თანამეგობრობაში შესვლას დათანხმებოდა, 

მოგვიანებით კი თავს სამხედრო-პოლიტიკური 

ბლოკების მიმართ ნეიტრალური ქვეყნის 

ს ტ ა ტ უ ს ი ც  მ ო ა ხ ვ ი ა .  მ ო ს კ ო ვ ი  დ ღ ე ს ა ც 

აგრძელებს დნესტრისპირეთის „გაყინული 

კონფლიქტით“ მანიპულირებას. მაგალითად, 

ევროკავშირთან ასოცირების ხელშეკრულებაზე 

ხელის მოწერიდან რამოდენიმე თვეში, 

რუსეთის საგარეო საქმეთა მინისტრი სერგეი 

ლ ა ვ რ ო ვ ი  ღ ი ა დ  დ ა ი მ უ ქ რ ა ,  რ ო მ  თ უ 

ს ა მ ო მ ა ვ ლ ო დ  კ ი შ ი ნ ი ო ვ ი  ს ა მ ხ ე დ რ ო -

პ ო ლ ი ტ ი კ უ რ ი  ბ ლ ო კ ე ბ ი ს  მ ი მ ა რ თ 

ნეიტრალიტეტის პოლიტიკას შეცვლის, 

დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ს  უ ფ ლ ე ბ ა  ე ქ ნ ე ბ ა 

დამოუკიდებლად გადაწყვიტოს საკუთარი 

ბედი, რაშიც ტირასპოლს მოსკოვის სრული 
12მხარდაჭერა ექნება.

dne stris p ireTis  konfliqti 
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ukrainaSi mimdinare omis prizmaSi

რუსეთის სამხედრო ინტერვენციამ უკრაინაში 

დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ი ს  კ ო ნ ფ ლ ი ქ ტ ს  ა ხ ა ლ ი 

სტრატეგიული დატვირთვა შეძინა. ყირიმის 

ოკუპაციის შემდეგ, გაჩნდა იმის რისკი, რომ მოსკოვი 

თ ა ვ ი ს  პ ო ზ ი ც ი ე ბ ს  ს ე პ ა რ ა ტ ი ს ტ უ ლ 

დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ შ ი  ს ა მ ხ რ ე თ  უ კ რ ა ი ნ ა შ ი 

დესტაბილიზაციისათვის გამოიყენებდა.  ამ 

ს ა ფ რ თ ხ ი ს  გ ა ს ა ნ ე ი ტ რ ა ლ ე ბ ლ ა დ  უ კ რ ა ი ნ ი ს 

ხელისუფლებამ რამდენიმე ქმედითი ნაბიჯი 

გ ა დ ა დ გ ა :  გ ა ა მ კ ა ც რ ა  დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ თ ა ნ 

ს ა ს ა ზ ღ ვ რ ო  კ ო ნ ტ რ ო ლ ი ,  ა კ რ ძ ა ლ ა 

დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ი დ ა ნ  უ კ რ ა ი ნ ა შ ი 
14ბრძოლისუნარიანი მამაკაცების გადასვლა  და 

გამოვიდა 1995 წლის ხელშეკრულებიდან, რომელიც 

უ კ რ ა ი ნ ი ს  ტ ე რ ი ტ ო რ ი ი ს  გ ა ვ ლ ი თ 

დნესტრისპირეთის მიმართულებით ცოცხალი 

შეიარაღებული ძალის და სამხედრო ტვირთების 
15

ტრანზიტს ითვალისწინებდა.

მოსკოვისა და ტირასპოლის მხრიდან კიევის 

ქმედებებს საპასუხო ნაბიჯები მოყვა. საზღვარზე 

კონტროლის გამკაცრებიდან მალევე, 2014 წლის 

ა პ რ ი ლ შ ი ,  დ ნ ე ს ტ რ ი ს პ ი რ ე თ ი ს  დ ე  ფ ა ქ ტ ო 

პ ა რ ლ ა მ ე ნ ტ მ ა  რ უ ს ე თ ი ს  პ რ ე ზ ი დ ე ნ ტ ს 

დნესტრისპირეთის დამოუკიდებელ სახელმწიფოდ 
16 აღიარების თხოვნით მიმართა. უკრაინის გავლით 
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ივლისში 18 წლიდან 27 წლამდე მამაკაცების 
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საყოველთაო მობილიზაცია გამოაცხადა.
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დნესტრისპირეთი უკრაინაში რუსული ინტერვენციის კონტექსტში. რუკაზე ნაჩვენებია რუსული პროექტი, რომელიც ისტორიული 

„ნოვოროსიის“ აღდგენას ითვალისწინებს. წყარო: http://bit.ly/1ifsp2J

daskvna

დნესტრისპირეთის კონფლიქტს რთული ისტორია აქვს. კონფლიქტისათვის ხელსაყრელი ნიადაგის 

ჩამოყალიბება შორეულ წარსულში დაიწყო, როცა რუსეთის იმპერია დასავლეთით ოტომანთა იმპერიის 

შევიწროების ხარჯზე ფართოვდებოდა. დაპყრობით ომებს თან სდევდა რუსულენოვანი მოსახლეობის 

მასობრივი მიგრაცია ახალი მიწების ასათვისებლად, რაც მიტაცებულ ტერიტორიებზე ეთნიკურ ბალანსს 

ადგილობრივი მოსახლეობის საზიანოდ და რუსეთის იმპერიის სასარგებლოდ ცვლიდა. ცარისტული 

რუსეთის პოლიტიკა წარმატებით განაგრძო საბჭოთა კავშირმა და მეორე მსოფლიო ომის შედეგად 

აღმოსავლეთ ევროპაში პოზიციები კიდევ უფრო განიმტკიცა. სწორედ ამ პერიოდში დასრულდა 

დნესტრისპირეთის ფორმირება რუსულ ანკლავად. საბჭოთა კავშირის დაშლამ, რასაც დაპყრობილ ერებში 

თან ნაციონალიზმის მომძლავრება ახლდა, დნესტრისპირეთში კონფლიქტური ვითარება წარმოშვა. 

კონფლიქტის შემდგომ გაღვივებას და მის გადაზრდას სამოქალაქო ომში აქტიურად შეუწყო ხელი მოსკოვმა, 

რომელიც ამ პერიოდში კონფლიქტებს პოსტსაბჭოთა სივრცეზე გავლენის შენარჩუნების ბერკეტად 

განიხილავდა. 

დნესტრისპირეთის კონფლიქტის სამომავლო დინამიკა დამოკიდებულია იმაზე თუ როგორი ტემპებით 

გაგრძელდება კიშინიოვის დაახლოება დასავლეთთან და როგორ წარიმართება მოვლენები უკრაინაში.

დნესტრისპირეთის კონფლიქტს დღეს პოსტსაბჭოთა სივრცეში მიმდინარე მოვლენებისგან იზოლირებულად 

ვერ განვიხილავთ. კონფლიქტის სამომავლო დინამიკა დამოკიდებულია იმაზე თუ როგორი ტემპებით 

გაგრძელდება კიშინიოვის დაახლოება დასავლეთთან და როგორ წარიმართება მოვლენები უკრაინაში.  
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მოსკოვი არ მალავს, რომ „ახლო საზღვარგარეთის“ ქვეყნების ნატოსა და ევროკავშირში ინტეგრაციის 

პოლიტიკას იგი საფრთხედ აღიქვამს და ამ საფრთხის გასანეიტრალებლად მზად არის რადიკალური 

ნაბიჯები გადადგას. ეს მან დაამტკიცა 2008 წელს, როდესაც პროდასავლური საქართველოს ორი რეგიონის 

ოკუპაცია მოახდინა. 2014 წელს კი იგივე მიზეზით ყირიმის ანექსია განახორციელა და დღემდე აგრძელებს 

უკრაინაში სამხედრო ინტერვენციას. სერგეი ლავროვის ბოლოდროინდელი განცხადება და 

დნესტრისპირეთის „პარლამენტის“ გახშირებული მიმართვები რუსეთის პრეზიდენტის სახელზე ეჭვს 

ბადებს, რომ კრემლი დნესტრისპირეთისათვის შესაძლოა „ყირიმულ სცენარს“ ამზადებს, რაც საბოლოო 

ჯამში ოდესის ოლქის და უკრაინის მთელი შავიზღვისპირეთის ოკუპაციით შეიძლება დასრულდეს. 

მოვლენების ამ სცენარით განვითარება ევროპის უსაფრთხოების არქიტექტურას თავდაყირა დააყენებს.

რუსეთის ბოლოდროინდელი ქმედებები ეჭვს ბადებს, რომ კრემლი შესაძლოა დნესტრისპირეთისათვის 

„ყირიმულ სცენარს“ ამზადებს, რაც განხორციელების შემთხვევაში ევროპის უსაფრთხოების არქიტექტურას 

თავდაყირა დააყენებს. 

პრორუსული ანკლავები შავი ზღვის რეგიონში. წყარო: http://wapo.st/1VPqfVG





































Turkmenistan at Twenty-Five: The High Price of Authoritarianism
Source: Getty
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Summary: Turkmenistan’s political model appears far more fragile than the record after twenty-five
years of independence might lead one to believe.

Twenty-five years after the breakup of the Soviet Union, Turkmenistan holds the title of the most
authoritarian of all former Soviet states. Saparmurat Niyazov, the country’s last Soviet and first post-
Soviet leader, created a political system based on repression and hydrocarbon wealth. He used the
proceeds from Turkmenistan’s vast natural gas reserves to finance an internal security apparatus, an
omnipresent propaganda machine, and a measure of material well-being for the population through deep
subsidies for the basic necessities of life.

Paul Stronski
Senior Fellow, Russia and Eurasia Program

His successor, Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov, has followed in Niyazov’s footsteps faithfully, perpetuating
the system he inherited and making it more oppressive and closed wherever possible. Freedom of speech,
the press, association, and religion remain curtailed in Turkmenistan to such an extent that Freedom
House puts the country in the same category of dictatorships as North Korea, Sudan, and Syria, at the very
bottom of its 2016 Freedom in the World index. The ability of Turkmen to travel overseas is restricted,
and the country remains largely closed off to most foreigners, making it the most isolated of all former
Soviet states.

But the hermit kingdom financed by gas revenues is facing big challenges as the security environment
deteriorates and the country’s financial resources dwindle. There has recently been instability along the
Afghan-Turkmen frontier, and Turkmen security forces have reportedly had difficulty pushing
back militant incursions across the border. Meanwhile, low commodity prices have taken their toll on all
of Eurasia’s hydrocarbon exporters, but Turkmenistan’s political isolation and reputation as one of the
most oppressive regimes compound the country’s problems.

Over the past decade, Ashgabat has grown increasingly dependent on Beijing—now the only real export
market for Turkmen gas. China is also the country’s main source of foreign loans. Both provide China with
enormous leverage over Turkmenistan. The prospect of a prolonged environment of low hydrocarbon
prices, the country’s outstanding debt to China, and competition from other global gas producers make
Turkmenistan’s economy increasingly troubled.

Due to fractious relations with Moscow and the desire of the Turkmen government to keep its citizens
isolated from the outside world, migrant labor opportunities in Russia have been closed off. That has
denied struggling Turkmen the escape valve other Central Asians have relied on to feed their families and
remain above the poverty line. Turkmenistan has already experienced reduced revenues from gas sales, a
steep devaluation of its currency, high inflation, and shortages of basic goods, raising concerns about food
security. There have been isolated instances of socioeconomic protest in recent years, which is unusual for
a population living under such repression and in an information vacuum. The Turkmen model appears far
more fragile than the record of the first twenty-five years of independence might lead one to believe.

THE TURKMEN POLITICAL MODEL

Niyazov, Turkmenistan’s first president, found himself running an independent country by chance, not
design. Trained as an engineer in St. Petersburg, then Leningrad, he came to power in 1985 when then
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev installed him as first secretary of the Communist Party of the Turkmen
Soviet Socialist Republic with a mandate to curb corruption there.



Niyazov, however, was a conservative Soviet official, and Turkmenistan in the late 1980s was a
conservative place. Like most of Central Asia, the republic produced no large-scale popular independence
movement during Gorbachev’s perestroika years. The population was not eager to break away from
Moscow. Turkmen voted overwhelmingly in a March 1991 Soviet Union–wide referendum to preserve the
union. In keeping with that conservativism, Niyazov remained silent throughout the August 1991 coup
when hardliners attempted to overthrow Gorbachev and save the Soviet Union.

Turkmenistan therefore did not experience the political liberalization that swept across most of the Soviet
Union in the late 1980s. In 1990, Niyazov banned the nationalist Unity movement, which urged a revival
of Turkmen culture at a time when civil society and other national revival movements were not only
tolerated but blossoming in other parts of the Soviet Union. Because the people of Turkmenistan had
never experienced either political or cultural liberalization, when the Soviet Union finally broke up,
Niyazov had little difficulty transforming Turkmenistan from one-party Communist rule to one-party rule
of the newly renamed Democratic Party of Turkmenistan, the successor to the Communists. This enabled
Turkmen elites to preserve the power and institutional capacity of the Communist Party. They merely
changed the ideological cover from socialism to a newly discovered reverence for Turkmen nationalism,
with Niyazov as its chief proponent. That nationalism eventually led to the glorification of Niyazov as
Turkmenbashi, the leader of all Turkmen.

Turkmenistan has never had an election that offered its citizens any semblance of choice. Niyazov ran for
president unopposed in 1992, winning an implausible 99.5 percent of the vote. In 1994, he became the
first leader of a former Soviet state to extend his term in office by holding a referendum to prolong his rule
until 2002—setting a precedent that Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan would
all follow. Niyazov was then proclaimed president for life in 1999, doing away with presidential elections
until his sudden death in 2006.

During Niyazov’s time in office, all dissent was brutally suppressed and pushed underground. The media
remained under tight state control, freedom of movement restricted, and access to the outside world
highly constrained. In an effort to promote Turkmen nationalism and reduce Russian influence in the
country, Niyazov discouraged the use of Russian, closed Russian-language schools, reduced Russian-
language instruction to one hour a week, and blocked Russian-language media. He later curtailed access
to Russian-language material in the national library. These moves effectively cut the country off from
outside information and reduced Moscow’s ability to influence Turkmen culture and information space.

Secondary education under Niyazov was reduced by one year—a move that caused long-term damage to
the quality of education in the country, weakened the qualifications of Turkmen secondary school
graduates, and cut off opportunities for Turkmen to study in Russia or elsewhere overseas. Ethnic
Russians were dismissed from workplaces, while those holding dual Russian-Turkmen citizenship were
given three months to renounce their Russian citizenship in 2003 or face the confiscation of their
property and forced departure from the country. Foreign-educated Turkmen citizens—including those
with Soviet-era degrees from institutions elsewhere in the Soviet Union—were dismissed from their jobs
in 2004.

In the same year, the government fired 15,000 healthcare professionals, replacing them with military
conscripts with little medical training. In 2005, Niyazov ordered the closure of all regional hospitals.

These moves further weakened the education and healthcare systems in Turkmenistan, undermined the
effectiveness of the country’s institutions, and led to a massive brain drain of ethnic Russians, some
Russian-speaking Turkmen elites, and minority groups. That caused friction with Moscow and further
tarnished Turkmenistan’s image abroad.

With the population isolated from the outside world, the regime tried to transform a clan- and tribe-based
society into a nation centered on a single political leader through the creation of Niyazov’s personality



cult. The regime’s propaganda arm instructed the population to revere the leader, his family background,
and his alleged achievements. The capital of Ashgabat, like many other towns, was redeveloped and
decorated with gold images of the leader, expensive imported marble, and elaborate fountains—a wasteful
misuse of water in a desert country that has too little of it. When the names of the months were changed
in honor of Niyazov’s family members, the cult went from lavish to outright bizarre. Library collections
were purged and most libraries were eventually closed, limiting public access to books and information
from the Soviet era. Instead, schoolchildren were required to read the Rukhnama, Niyazov’s collected
thoughts on culture, history, and morality.

While the state propaganda machine built up an image of Niyazov as a godlike figure leading a revitalized
Turkmen nation, the population received social benefits: free water, gas, and electricity as well as
subsidized bread, gasoline, and public transportation. In case the propaganda and subsidies failed, the
personality cult was accompanied by the buildup of a powerful domestic security apparatus.
Turkmenistan in effect became a police state more reminiscent of the Stalin era than anything seen in the
later Soviet period.

Turkmenistan’s adoption of permanent neutrality—confirmed by the United Nations in 1995—helped
reorient the security services and military focus away from the danger of external aggression toward
internal threats to the regime. An intense focus on preserving the regime and protecting it from internal
threats has likely degraded the Turkmen military’s ability to identify external threats and protect the
country from them. That is now a problem, given rising instability in northern Afghanistan near the
Turkmen border, fears of the presence of the self-proclaimed Islamic State, and Russia’s propensity of late
to use its military power in Eurasia and the Middle East.

Niyazov appeared wary of any potential challenger from within the political elite—a fear that led to
frequent purges of government officials to prevent any one person or faction from gaining too much
political or economic power. Due to these purges, it was common for former senior government officials
to find themselves out of favor, ultimately either in jail or in exile. The end result was that even a notional
opposition could exist only outside the country.

An alleged assassination and coup attempt against Niyazov in November 2002 led to a purge of
the political elite and security services and reinforced the regime’s penchant for isolation from the outside
world. While the details of the plot remain murky, the regime implausibly accused Azerbaijan, Russia, the
United States, and Uzbekistan of complicity. The minister of defense, former minister of foreign affairs,
head of the security services, and head of the presidential administration, among others, were all put
through show trials and sentenced to long jail terms. Dispatched to prison camps, many of them have not
surfaced since. They are the highest-profile victims of Turkmen totalitarianism, but many others have
also disappeared into the country’s prison and labor camps.

FEW CHANGES UNDER THE SECOND PRESIDENT

Niyazov died of a heart attack in December 2006. Despite expectations that his demise would unleash
political instability, the transition to his successor, Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov, was remarkably
smooth—but nontransparent. A minister of health and a deputy prime minister, he was not in the formal
line of succession and came to power through behind-the-scenes maneuvering within the elite. Officially,
the parliamentary speaker was supposed to become acting president, but he was arrested and imprisoned
shortly after Niyazov’s death. A quickly amended constitution enabled Berdimuhamedov to become acting
head of state. He was confirmed as president in a highly flawed February 2007 election, and returned to
power in 2012 with an unrealistic 97 percent of the vote.

In 2016, Berdimuhamedov pushed through constitutional amendments extending the presidential term to
seven years and removing a mandatory retirement age of seventy for the president, essentially setting
himself up to serve as head of state indefinitely. The next presidential election will be held in February



2017, with the current president certain to win once again, despite the fact that two new political parties
are also fielding candidates.

Berdimuhamedov replaced Niyazov’s cult with his own, based on the same blueprint. Portraits of the
second president are now ubiquitous throughout the country on billboards and in offices.
Berdimuhamedov enjoys his own honorific title of “arkadaq” or protector. He has become a frequent
author; one of his books recently became mandatory reading in the country’s schools, while his
predecessor’s Rukhnama has been dropped from the curriculum.

A gold statue of the second president was erected in Ashgabat, purportedly following the will of the
Turkmen people. The reconstruction of the capital continues unabated with little regard to property
rights or the environment. Much of the construction consists of prestige projects, such as the new $2.3
billion Ashgabat airport—a costly and wasteful building for a country that restricts the movement of its
citizens and has virtually no foreign tourism and few foreign investors. Despite the high price tag, the
airport is marred by shoddy construction. Opened only in September 2016, the building already has
sagging foundations and failing communication cables.

This troubled airport will welcome athletes for the 2017 Asian Indoor and Martial Arts Games in
Ashgabat—an international sports event of which most of the world is unaware. Held only once before in
South Korea, the games in Turkmenistan will cost an estimated $5 billion—another questionable prestige
project. The government is also building a lavish tourist zone on the Caspian Sea, even though it is very
hard for foreign tourists to gain visas to the country.

Freedom of movement is tightly controlled. Although Berdimuhamedov took away exit visa requirements
for citizens to travel abroad, he allegedly replaced them with a secret blacklist of those—most likely regime
critics—who are banned from traveling abroad, even to Russia. Furthermore, most ordinary Turkmen
cannot afford the costs of regional, let alone international, travel.

Turkmen civil society remains repressed, as does independent journalism. The media space is fully
controlled by the government, which also banned satellite dishes in 2015 in an attempt to impede foreign
media broadcasts into Turkmenistan. The few independent journalists who continue to work in the
country are harassed, attacked, and arrested, including local Turkmen employees of Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty and other international news outlets.

Internet penetration is estimated at 14.9 percent of the population—a figure that places Turkmenistan far
below the average for former Soviet states and even 5 percentage points behind Laos, Myanmar, and
Nepal. Opposition websites and social-media platforms based outside the country are blocked, although
Internet-savvy Turkmen can access them through proxy servers. To prevent the flow of unsanctioned
information, the state at times also causes Internet and cellular service outages. The high costs
of accessing the Internet and careful monitoring of Internet use in cafés and homes further limits its
availability. Given these preclusions, Freedom House does not even provide a rating for Turkmenistan in
its Freedom of the Net index.

Corruption remains widespread, encompassing all levels of government and the elite around the
president. Foreign investors often have to pay to play, ensnaring several European companies in
international corruption probes. Turkmenistan ranks 154 out of 176 countries in Transparency
International’s Corruption Perceptions Index. Corruption and poor adherence to the rule of law damage
the country’s investor climate, as does the government’s refusal to allow foreign ownership of equity
stakes in upstream oil and gas fields.

Furthermore, Turkmenistan’s economy remains centrally planned and tightly controlled by the state. The
country is ranked 174 out of 178 countries in the Heritage Foundation Index of Economic Freedom. Only
Cuba, North Korea, Venezuela, and Zimbabwe have lower rankings.

A GAS POWERHOUSE FEELS THE PINCH



The Turkmen economy’s key sector is energy, mainly gas and oil, which reportedly account for 31 percent
of GDP. A decline in hydrocarbon revenues has forced the government to cut back on subsidies, social
spending, and public infrastructure. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has noted a steep slowdown
in Turkmenistan’s GDP growth, which dropped from 14.7 percent in 2011 to 10.3 percent in 2014, and
again to 6.5 percent in 2015, although the country’s penchant for secrecy calls into question these and all
economic figures. The ADB’s growth forecast for 2016 and 2017 is 5.5 percent.

Turkmenistan has the world’s fourth-largest natural gas reserves, but its geographic and political isolation
limit its ability to export this resource, except to a handful of markets. Its neighbors—Azerbaijan, Iran,
Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan—all have ample supplies of gas of their own and compete with Ashgabat for
access to gas markets, as does Russia. These countries generally have more favorable geographic locations
for exporting hydrocarbons than Turkmenistan and are concentrating on building their own pipeline
infrastructures to export their gas rather than work out gas transit arrangements with Ashgabat for the
transshipment of Turkmen gas to the same markets.

As a result, Turkmenistan has become fully dependent on China for its gas sales, a dependence that has
grown from zero in 2007, when the China National Petroleum Company first received a license to explore
and extract onshore gas in Turkmenistan. It remains the only foreign company ever to acquire such rights.
Ashgabat’s reliance on Beijing is based not on gas sales alone but also on Chinese financing for the energy
infrastructure that extracts and exports gas via pipeline from Turkmenistan to China. Ashgabat reportedly
took out $8 billion in loans in 2011 and another undisclosed sum in 2013, making Beijing its largest
lender.

Chinese companies profit handsomely from these deals. They are actively involved in constructing
pipeline and extraction infrastructure, often employing Chinese workers, who have clashed with locals
who resent being relegated to secondary positions. In 2009, the China National Petroleum Company
dismissed Turkmen workers who protested against wage arrears. Such Chinese practices limit the benefits
of gas-industry development for most Turkmen workers.

China’s economic influence in Turkmenistan far exceeds that of all other countries. Turkmen exports to
China totaled $8.65 billion in 2014, while exports to Turkey—the country’s second most important
market—amounted to a mere $567 million. Ashgabat is paying off its large debt to China by providing
Beijing with gas at severely depressed prices. This is clearly seen when one compares the prices of China’s
two leading providers of gas: Turkmenistan is China’s top supplier, reportedly selling Beijing gas at $185
per 1,000 cubic meters. By contrast, Australia—Beijing’s second-largest supplier—sells natural gas in its
liquefied form (LNG) to China at $220 per 1,000 cubic meters.

Beijing clearly enjoys enormous negotiating leverage over Ashgabat. But with Turkmenistan’s economy in
sharp decline, China has to exercise caution in how it uses that leverage. Reduced inflows into the
Turkmen state budget have resulted in a devalued currency, wage arrears, food shortages and rationing,
and the cutting of subsidies. The government imposed currency controls as an anticrisis measure, but the
move led to inflation and huge black-market trade in dollars.

Unemployment is soaring. Officially, the unemployment rate is 10.5 percent, although unofficial
estimates put the real figure at around 50 percent. Underemployment is a vexing problem, particularly in
rural areas where many Turkmen are engaged in subsistence farming.

The economic downturn in Turkmenistan has led to growing popular dissatisfaction and occasional
outbursts of socioeconomic protest and dissent—rarities considering the oppressive nature of the
government. Given its economic equities in Turkmenistan, China should weigh the risks of receiving
cheap gas and recouping its loans, on the one hand, versus the potential for social and political instability
in the country, on the other.

BEYOND ENERGY



In addition to energy, agriculture—mainly wheat and cotton—is an important sector of the Turkmen
economy, employing roughly half of the country’s population even though agriculture accounts for only 13
percent of GDP. The World Bank estimates that only 4.1 percent of the country’s territory is arable land.
Most agriculture occurs on artificially irrigated land—a problem given regional water shortages and the
fact that 95 percent of the country’s water comes from upstream countries.

Turkmenistan is the only Central Asian state that has increased the amount of land under irrigation since
independence. Yet, this expansion of irrigation is primarily for agriculture and has done little to close the
gap in providing the population with quality drinking water. Poor water management and outdated
infrastructure and irrigation technologies prevent 40 percent of the population from accessing potable
water from a reliable source. Even in the capital, infrastructure breakdowns create shortages of drinking
water, forcing some residents to use buckets to retrieve a daily supply. Water shortages and climate
change will also have long-term negative effects on Turkmen agriculture.

Turkmenistan is Eurasia’s second-largest cotton exporter after Uzbekistan, yet the quality of its raw
cotton and yield have declined in the post-Soviet era due to poor irrigation and management practices.
Forced labor and child labor in cotton fields have led consumer and human rights groups to call for
corporate boycotts of Turkmen cotton, and several companies have done so. International clothing
retailer H&M has stopped buying Turkmen cotton, and global retailer IKEA has limited its sourcing in
Turkmenistan to one supplier, increased training and monitoring of the farms that sell to that supplier,
and publicly pledged not to import any product made with Turkmen cotton into the United States or the
United Kingdom.

Turkmen agriculture is organized around peasant associations, which farm the vast majority of cultivated
land. However, these associations lack the freedom to decide what they can produce. The state instead
provides them with orders and requires them to sell their products back to the state. The government has
prioritized cotton, wheat, sugar beets, and rice as strategic crops; the latter three are seen as key elements
of Turkmenistan’s desire to become food secure and rely less on imports from its neighbors.

However, with inflation at 6 percent and the currency losing 19 percent of its value in 2015, food
insecurity plagues the population as subsidies dry up, prices for basic goods skyrocket, and purchasing
power declines. In November 2016, the government issued an updated law on food security, calling for the
agricultural sector to focus on providing basic foodstuffs. The vague new law is likely a response to
growing anger in the country over food shortages, but it remains unclear what impact the legislation will
have on improving the country’s food stocks and alleviating hunger.

Although Berdimuhamedov reopened regional hospitals, the country still cannot provide basic human
security for its citizens, which is evident in the country’s health statistics. Given food
shortages, malnutrition in the country will probably worsen; it likely already contributes to Turkmenistan
having the highest child mortality rate in the former Soviet Union. Turkmenistan’s infant mortality rate in
2015 rate was 44 per 1,000 births, and the under-five mortality rate—the probability of dying between
birth and age five—was 51 per 1,000 births. By comparison, neighboring Iran and Kazakhstan share a
much lower infant mortality rate of 13 per 1,000 births, while their under-five mortality rates were 16 and
14 per 1,000 births respectively. Uzbekistan’s 2015 infant mortality and under-five mortality rates were
also better than Turkmenistan’s, at 34 and 39 per 1,000 births.

As with economic figures, the country’s secretive nature raises doubts about the accuracy of available
health data. Heart disease, tuberculosis, and diarrheal diseases are among the top causes of death in
Turkmenistan, which is also a high-burden country for multiple-drug-resistant tuberculosis. According to
official numbers, at least 15 percent of new TB cases and 34 percent of repeat cases are multiple drug
resistant. An outbreak of hepatitis A in Turkmen schools was reported in November 2016, but the
government lacked adequate stocks of the hepatitis A vaccine. Amid high inflation and a devalued
currency, the price of common medicines is skyrocketing, with consumers facing price increases of
between 80 and 120 percent in January 2017 alone.

But statistics likely do not tell the whole story, and the public health situation is probably even worse,
because Turkmenistan refuses to share recent health and disease statistics—including healthcare



expenditure—with the World Health Organization. Turkmenistan rarely reports any new cases of HIV
infection, although drug addiction has plagued the country, raising questions about prevalence of the
disease. The government has made reducing addiction and combating drug trafficking public priorities.
Without verifiable statistics, however, it is unclear whether any of Turkmenistan’s health or antidrug
policies are bearing fruit.

THE LIMITS OF TURKMEN FOREIGN POLICY

An outlier in Central Asia, Turkmenistan has long resisted the regional trend of pursuing a multivector
foreign policy that balances between Russia, China, and the West. Ashgabat instead chose the path of
permanent neutrality, a status the UN endorsed in 1995. The goal of this policy was to help the country
resist pressure from outside powers, but it also allowed Turkmenistan to justify its relationship in the
1990s and 2000s with Taliban and Afghan drug traffickers. From this period to today, some Turkmen
government officials have reportedly been complicit in trafficking drugs and other illicit goods.

Permanent neutrality has helped Ashgabat avoid membership in Russian-sponsored integration projects
such as the Collective Security Treaty Organization or the Eurasian Economic Union. Turkmenistan is the
only Central Asian state that is not a member of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. Although
Ashgabat did sign up for NATO’s Partnership for Peace program in 1994, its ties to the alliance have
mostly been symbolic, particularly during the Niyazov era. By keeping its distance from both Russia and
the West, Turkmenistan has prevented itself from becoming an object in any geopolitical tussle between
the two. But the stance also means Ashgabat has few defenders in Moscow, Washington, or Brussels, and
has little to offer the outside world except its gas.

The end result of Turkmenistan’s position has been the perpetuation of an isolated regime that is only
partly integrated—through China—into the global economy and international system. The country’s
reticence to join regional bodies also hampers its ability to deal with transnational issues. This could
become a bigger problem as many of the greatest threats to the country’s stability—drug trafficking,
violent extremism, water shortages, and regional instability—require transnational approaches.

Ashgabat’s relationship with Moscow since independence has been strained by frictions over gas pricing
and the mistreatment of ethnic Russians in Turkmenistan. Until the Chinese-financed Central Asia–China
pipeline opened in December 2009, Turkmenistan’s gas exports were highly vulnerable to Russian
pressure, with Russian energy giant Gazprom controlling the only pipeline built in the Soviet era to
transport natural gas from Central Asia to markets. This made Russia the primary destination for the
majority of Turkmenistan’s gas exports. As both a producer of natural gas and a pipeline
operator, Gazprom, with Kremlin support, long favored exporting its own gas to lucrative markets in
Europe. In doing so, the company relegated Turkmenistan to being a gas provider to countries in the
former Soviet space—many of which defaulted on payments in the 1990s and early 2000s. Gas-pricing
disputes between Ashgabat-based Turkmengas and Gazprom have vexed the Turkmen-Russian
relationship ever since.

Russia was once the main export market for Turkmen gas, but a pipeline explosion in April 2009 stopped
the transportation of Turkmen gas to Russia for the remainder of the year. Gas exports resumed in 2010,
and the two countries agreed that Gazprom would buy Turkmen gas at $240 per 1,000 cubic meters and
either resell it or use it domestically in Russia. Gas prices, however, have since fallen, prompting Gazprom
to seek to renegotiate the terms, including through international arbitration. Under pressure from
cheaper suppliers of gas, Gazprom drastically reduced the volume of gas purchased from
Turkmenistan from 10.5 billion cubic meters (bcm) in 2014 to 4 bcm in 2015.

In January 2016, Gazprom announced it had stopped importing Turkmen gas altogether and would seek
$5 billion in reimbursements through arbitration for having overpaid for inflated Turkmen gas supplies.
Until these issues are settled, Gazprom is unlikely to resume imports of Turkmen gas; it has made that
clear by launching talks with Uzbekneftegaz about increasing imports from neighboring Uzbekistan—



probably a Russian attempt to court new Uzbek President Shavkat Mirziyoyev and pull Tashkent closer to
Moscow.

Russia is now trying to increase its role and presence in the region. To this end, Russian Defense Minister
Sergei Shoigu visited Ashgabat in June 2016 for talks on weapons sales, security cooperation, Afghan
instability, and the threat of the Islamic State moving to the region. Russian government officials and the
Russian media often amplify external terrorist threats to Turkmenistan and its neighbors in an attempt to
bolster security ties with Central Asian states and justify a greater role for Russia in the region.

Ashgabat has frosty relations with the West. Its relationship with NATO lacked substance until
Berdimuhamedov’s presidency. However, Turkmenistan’s cooperation with the alliance toward the end of
the U.S. presidency of George W. Bush and at the start of that of Barack Obama was facilitated by
common concerns over instability emanating from Afghanistan and Turkmenistan’s desire to diversify its
energy exports through its neighbor to densely populated South Asia. Under Berdimuhamedov,
Turkmenistan participated in training programs to improve border security and combat drug and other
illicit trafficking from Afghanistan. Turkmenistan had limited participation in the Northern Distribution
Network (NDN), through which NATO supplied its International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in
Afghanistan. Ashgabat’s participation in the NDN was not all altruistic, as the network was lucrative
for elites across Eurasia, including the Turkmen regime.

However, NATO’s drawdown from Afghanistan since January 2015 has led to rising instability there,
particularly in the Afghan-Turkmen frontier zone in the north of the country. In Afghanistan’s Faryab
province, which borders Turkmenistan, Afghan security forces struggled in 2015 and 2016 to cope with an
uptick of Taliban militants, foreign fighters, and paramilitary forces. The Taliban has also been
increasingly active in Afghanistan’s Jowzjan, Badghis, and Herat provinces—all of which also border
Turkmenistan.

Turkmen security forces have been forced to engage militants, not always successfully, along the 460-mile
border. Turkmen border guards have been killed and even reportedly refused to fight back when militants
pushed over the frontier, raising questions about the skill level and ability of these forces to protect the
state from outside threats. Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev, among others, has highlighted this
border as one of Central Asia’s weak points, and Russia pledged military assistance after twenty-seven
Turkmen soldiers allegedly died in a border skirmish in May 2016.

Turkmenistan’s poor military readiness and need for more capable leadership in the armed forces likely
played into Berdimuhamedov’s October 2015 decisions to appoint the head of the country’s security
service as minister of defense and to call up reservists to serve in border regions. The government has also
launched a rearmament program to modernize its military capabilities.

The West has little leverage to push its agenda in Turkmenistan. The country’s bizarre personality-focused
political system, dismal democracy deficit, and poor investor climate limit Western economic interest and
involvement there. International criticism of the Turkmen government has done little to improve its
behavior, in part because the leadership is wary of any attempts by outsiders to meddle in its internal
affairs. A decade ago, Washington and Brussels hoped that Turkmenistan could become the easternmost
flank of the European Union’s Southern Gas Corridor to reduce European states’ dependence on Russian
energy. Instead, Turkmen gas has found a market in China.

The Russia-Ukraine conflict and reinvigorated EU efforts to find alternative supplies of gas have led to
renewed talk of a trans-Caspian pipeline to transport gas under the Caspian Sea from Turkmenistan to
Azerbaijan and beyond to Turkey and southern Europe. While such a route would help diversify
Turkmenistan’s gas exports and Europe’s suppliers, there have long been numerous political, financial,
and environmental hurdles. The difficult relationship between Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan has
improved in recent years, but the two countries have traditionally had acrimonious relations due to a
long-standing maritime border dispute, with both countries claiming the same lucrative gas and oil field
in the Caspian Sea.



Maritime disputes in the Caspian Sea, fluctuating gas prices, objections from other Caspian littoral states,
and the technical difficulties and costs of constructing a trans-Caspian pipeline remain impediments to its
realization. Russia, in particular, strongly objects to any pipeline across the Caspian Sea, as it would
provide an alternative to the Russian pipeline infrastructure to transport Central Asian gas to Europe.
Neither Ashgabat nor Baku appears willing to test Russia on the trans-Caspian pipeline, nor do they have
more than the West’s rhetorical backing to do so. Russia’s aggressive defense of what it sees as its vital
interests in the region, which clearly includes the Caspian Sea, make realizing the pipeline highly unlikely.

Until Turkmenistan halted gas supplies to Iran on January 1, 2017, in a payment dispute for gas delivered
between 2007 and 2008, Tehran was the only other importer of Turkmen natural gas, which was
delivered through two pipelines—one built in 1997 and the other in 2010. Turkmenistan, however, has
received little revenue for these exports. Due to international sanctions against Iran, Tehran paid
Turkmenistan through a gas-for-goods barter arrangement—a problem for cash-starved Turkmenistan,
given that it was expecting to export $30 billion worth of gas to Iran over the next ten years. The 2014
international deal on Iran’s nuclear program has the potential to transform the trade relationship if the
removal of sanctions on Iran eventually allows for direct payments for gas.

However, Iran has enormous gas reserves of its own for its domestic use and export. It has begun tapping
these reserves and building up infrastructure to supply northern parts of the country that have depended
on Turkmen gas imports with domestic sources, which will eventually negate the need for Turkmen gas in
Iran. Given this reality, the collapse of the negotiations on reaching a settlement of the long-standing
payment dispute—in which Ashgabat claims Tehran owes it the equivalent of $1.8 billion in arrears—
jeopardizes future gas trading relationships between the two countries. In coming years, Iran aims to
become a competitor to Turkmenistan in global gas markets, and its geographic location—between
Europe and South Asia, with access to the Persian Gulf—provides it with easier access than Turkmenistan
to key markets.

CERTAINLY NOT A REGIONAL CENTER

The Turkmen government has aspirations to transform the country into a regional hub, connecting
Central Asia to the Caucasus via the Caspian, to the Persian Gulf via Iran, and to markets in South Asia via
Afghanistan. However, unlike other Eurasian states that border Iran and enjoy extensive trading ties with
that country, there is little tourism or shuttle trade between Turkmenistan and Iran, due to the Turkmen
government’s efforts to keep the country closed to outside influences.

At the same time, Turkmenistan is constructing its leg of the Turkmen-Afghan-Tajik railroad and selling
electricity to Afghanistan. In late 2014, Iran, Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan inaugurated a railroad link
connecting Central Asia to the Persian Gulf. However, Turkmenistan has limited trading ties with its
neighbors and faces competition from them in its endeavor to become a regional hub: all Central Asian
states see themselves as central nodes in a future regional transportation and distribution network and
are eager to attract Chinese investment to develop those projects.

Ashgabat is particularly eager to see the construction of the Turkmenistan–Afghanistan–Pakistan–India
(TAPI) pipeline, a 1,118-mile pipeline capable of transporting 33 bcm of gas per year. Costing an estimated
$10 billion, the proposed pipeline has an uncertain future due to financing difficulties, the deteriorating
security environment in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and a lack of interest from major international energy
companies. These corporations are hesitant to invest in Turkmenistan because of its poor investment
climate and unwillingness to allow them to hold equity stakes in Turkmen gas fields.

The TAPI pipeline’s current estimated cost is four times greater than what the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) forecast in 2002. The ADB and the Islamic Development Bank have promised to help with
financing, but it remains unclear from where the additional funds will come for a pipeline that runs
through one of the world’s most unstable regions. Parts of the proposed pipeline would go through areas
under Taliban control or traverse Pakistan’s volatile Balochistan region. That increases doubts about
whether construction will proceed and whether the pipeline can ultimately serve as a viable and reliable
means to deliver gas to South Asia, particularly as more LNG—including from Qatar—comes online.



Turkmenistan has tried to minimize its ties to many of its Central Asian neighbors, although its desire to
be a regional hub has created opportunities for increased trade and transportation linkages.
Turkmenistan cooperated with Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan in the Central Asia–China pipeline, and
Turkmen gas now transits both states on its way to China. The promise of a lucrative windfall to all three
states from that pipeline has led to improved relations with both. In big regional arguments—such as
water shortages—Turkmenistan has clashed with upstream Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan over their plans to
increase hydroelectricity output and construct dams.

A BLEAK FUTURE

Turkmenistan’s bizarre system of governance has left the country isolated economically, politically, and
culturally. It has been the most stagnant state in the former Soviet space for the past twenty-five years.
The Turkmen government continues to isolate its citizens from all outside influences, but the costs of this
isolation are high. Turkmenistan faces multiple external threats and has limited capacity to manage them.
Those threats include water shortages and climate change, food security, rising instability in Afghanistan,
a Russia that is willing and able to intervene in neighboring states to defend its interests, and a West that
shows less and less interest in the country. Deeply in debt to China, Turkmenistan is in a subservient
position to Beijing as a supplier of gas at a steep discount to the world’s second-largest economy. Ties with
Iran are tense, and relations with the region’s other important players—Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and
Uzbekistan—appear stable but are far from warm.

Turkmenistan’s economic situation will most likely continue to decline due to a prolonged lull in
hydrocarbon prices, growing competition in global gas markets, and an irrational fear of opening up to the
outside world. Turkmenistan’s elite has mismanaged and squandered much of the country’s resources,
leaving it cash starved. The Turkmen government can no longer afford to placate the population with
generous subsidies, and the social safety net has collapsed, raising questions about basic human security.

Niyazov’s dismantling of the Soviet education system and his frequent purges of the government and
political elites have lowered the skill level of the country’s technocrats, leading to a shortage of qualified
workers capable of managing Turkmenistan’s growing internal and external problems. It is a sad legacy
that endangers the country’s long-term stability and will plague its future for years to come.

This material is based on work supported by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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S 
 ince 1991, the newly constructed sys-
tem of international relations in the 

Black Sea region has not been static and has 
dramatically changed. The “post-Cold War” 
international situation in the Black Sea region 
has been developing due to constant geopoliti-
cal tensions on different systemic levels with a 
number of insiders and outsiders involved at 
the same time. Ukraine, as a Black Sea littoral 
state, remains one of the regional actors who 
has an important input into the new regional 
impetus, though it has to base its regional pol-
icy on the actions of more influential actors. 
The last six or seven years has showed that 
Ukraine’s foreign policy is pretty much depen-
dent on the geopolitical orientation of the 
ruling elites rather than on long-term, widely 
shared, accepted and supported national inter-
ests. Unfortunately, the substance of what 
could be named “the Ukrainian national inter-
ests” – both in domestic and foreign policy – is 
the subject for internal discussion and debate 
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in Ukrainian society still, while official documents remain “foggy” in explain-
ing the mechanisms of the state’s strategy.1 Moreover, always being “in between” 
American and European aspirations on democracy, and its common past and eco-
nomic ties with Russia, Ukrainian policy has also suffered from a political unwill-
ingness to promote the European integration of Ukraine – the strategic aim which 
has been officially shared by all Ukrainian presidents, including Leonid Kuchma, 
Viktor Yushchenko and currently Viktor Yanukovych.2 At the same time, and 
quite naturally, the results of the 2010 presidential elections in Ukraine led to an 
immediate turn in the foreign policy priorities towards Ukraine’s reintegration 
with Russia. The future, in the short- and middle-term perspective, will only show 
what the limits of this bilateral political and economic reintegration are.

Such shift in state’s priorities is very clear, especially in contrast with the former 
– using the media terminology – “pro-Western orientation” of ex-President Vik-
tor Yushchenko. Also, the ratification of the so-called “Kharkiv agreements” in the 
Ukrainian parliament on April 27, 2010, which subsequently led to questions on 
procedure as well as strong criticism from Ukrainian opposition forces. By sign-
ing such an agreement, termed by Viktor Yushchenko “the second Chernobyl,”3 
which prolongs the stationing of the Russian Black Sea fleet in Crimea until 2042, 
President Viktor Yanukovych, like no one before, made one of the most crucial 
decisions since 1997 on the long-term strategic future of the Black Sea security 
system, which is still under construction though. What are the consequences of 
such decision for the entire Black Sea security? What kind of new opportunities to 
ensure its national/military security did Ukraine receive or lose? How did the new 
reproachement of Ukraine and Russia in the naval field influence the regional bal-
ance of power? What are implications of Ukrainian “pro-Russian” politics in the 
perspective of either “collective” or “cooperative” security system in the Black Sea 
and Europe when Ukraine has the officially proclaimed status of a non-allied, fac-
tually neutral country? What role does the “Russian factor” in Ukrainian regional 
policy play in relation to Turkey, NATO and the EU after 2009? Meanwhile, while 
trying to answer some of this questions below, and in order not to overestimate 
the independence of the main Ukrainian political elites, it is necessary to point out 
that all of these actors are reactive rather than active in making strategic decisions. 
Centers of power, globally and regionally, are the main causes for their reaction.

Black Sea Security Dynamics 

On the regional level, the last decade of the last century was marked by the 
competition between two regional “super-powers”: Russia and Turkey. It led to the 
emergence of two regional groupings which were formed around the two centers 
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of power on the basis of the shared regional interests: Russia-Armenia-Greece 
plus Iran on the one side, and Turkey-Georgia-Ukraine-Moldova-Azerbaijan on 
the other along with the clear pro-NATO orientation of Romania and Bulgaria. At 
the same time, the international relations which have taken place in the Black Sea 
region in the first decade of the 21st century have already changed the balance of 
regional power. As always, the most influential impact of the current re-grouping 
has been made by Turkey and Russia. Once Turkey strengthened its geopoliti-
cal, economic, and military position in the Black Sea and neighbouring regions, 
and what is more important successfully resolved the Caspian energy question 
for itself, both Russia and Turkey changed their tactics in favor of a pragmatic 
political, diplomatic, economic rapprochement in the beginning of the 21st cen-
tury. Mutual economic benefits are the primary reason for politics in the region 
now, which is actually good news for the unstable region. From the regional point 
of view, reduced tensions between the main regional actors mean more stabil-
ity and security in the region, which prevents the two centers of power from a 
violent clash of interests. Recent developments show that both countries – Russia 
and Turkey—seem to be ready to enter a deeper strategic partnership and are not 
anticipating future uncertainties.4

At the same time, the rapprochement between Turkey and Russia may not only 
change the regional balance of power but also the entire Euro-Atlantic region to 
some extent. There are, however, still some questions. What will be, for example, 
the long-term political effects of Russian-Turkish relations for the energy and 
military status quo in the region? Even Turkey’s NATO allies suspect that both 
Turkey and Russia oppose the NATO presence in Black Sea so that they can then 
share the sea for themselves. Which interests will be prioritized in the region by 
Ankara: the “old” Ukrainian ones or the “new” Russian ones? Same as for Mos-
cow: the “old” Armenian interests or the “new” Turkish interests? How will the 
Russia-US-Georgia triangle be incorporated into the regional security discourse, 
which is especially important after the Russian strategy of constructing a so-called 
European collective security system involving Ukraine was announced? Even the 
global interests of Turkey’s traditional partner – the USA – can be changed with 
the regional rapprochement of Turkey with Russia. So, how far will the Ameri-
can factor push Russia and Turkey towards each other and threaten Euro-Atlantic 
unity? Or, will Turkey be ready to act as a key agent in making two different spaces 
of security as one, what always was know as the space from Vancouver to Vladi-
vostok, using its new influence on Russia? 

All the possible answers and scenarios at this top systemic level have strong 
and long-term implications on the middle powers in the Black Sea region. For 
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example, the ambivalent security strategy used by both Georgia and Ukraine 
before 2008 is instructive. Taking into account their national strategies and the 
possible risks in joining NATO and the EU, each country had to decide for itself to 
what extent and for what price it was to follow their own pro-Western strategies. 
The 2006-07 case of the more radical Georgia, followed by a war in 2008 between 
Georgia and Russia, and the cautious Ukrainian approach may be the best exam-
ples of different choices. Their next steps clearly showed how far Ukraine and 
Georgia could go in defending their national interests in relation to NATO and 
the EU. Although, Georgia’s naïve scenario of joining NATO was lost following 
the war with Russia in August 2008, the Georgian President Saakashvilli did not 
change his pro-Western foreign policy priorities, although they are now less real-
istic. That is why the Georgian security dilemma only sharpened after the war. At 
the same time, although the EU is ready to develop bilateral economic coopera-
tion with Georgia in the sphere of energy and to negotiate an association agree-
ment and free trade zone, what was clearly demonstrated in November 2010 was 
that the EU was not ready to take into consideration Georgia’s political application 
to join the Union.5

The Ukrainian Security Dilemma: Its Implications on the Black Sea 
European Strategy

The security dilemma for Ukraine remained acute even after the Ukrainian 
president changed in 2010. The historical dilemma of Ukraine—East or West?—
is today also accompanied by the question “Should Ukraine be anywhere at all?” 
The new administration in Ukraine tends to present its future international 
position and geopolitical role as a bridge between East and West. This became 
clear when a new internal and external policy was adopted in July 2010.6 The 
bill, approved by the Ukrainian parliament and signed by President Yanukovych, 
excluded the strategic intention of Ukraine joining NATO and announced its 
non-allied, factually neutral aspirations, but left European integration as its top 
priority.

From a tactical and strategic point of view, Ukraine should be interested in 
resolving its geopolitical dilemma for at least two reasons: first, for the sake of its 
internal stability and future prosperity, and for national consolidation and state 
policy consensus; second, for the sake of the international community, which 
wants to see Ukraine predictable, transparent, safe, democratic and open to coop-
eration. The second reason is also important for Ukraine because international 
actors will block any aggressive-like policy towards it. In such a situation, Ukraine 
would have additional “trump cards” to overcome actors trying to pressure it.
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At the same time, the European vec-
tor of Ukrainian foreign policy, not just 
the Euro-Atlantic vector, has almost no 
chances of survival in the new politi-
cal environment in Ukraine due to the 
extreme and economically pragmatic 
pro-Russian bias that President Yanuk-
ovych’s team demonstrates. It would be 
ideal if both the European and Russian vectors gave the same result for Ukraine: 
democratic and economic advancement. And here is the key question: are these 
vectors equal in their ability to assist Ukraine both in democracy and economic 
development? If they were equal, Ukraine would have a chance to stay neutral 
rather than multivectoral. Yet as far as they are not, there is no chance to remain 
neutral in the future. This means that new Ukrainian strategic multivectoral “zig-
zags” are on the way. That also means that Ukrainian multivectoralism works only 
when there is only one vector of movement, while another one is only an imita-
tion. That means, finally, that Ukraine has to choose now what brings Ukraine 
into the deadlock and how it is to find the right balance between the two poles of 
attraction. 

In current political situation, President Yanukovych has chosen the pro-
Russian dimension. The reasons are obvious at first sight. The Russian Federation 
for a number of reasons could be seen as the most influential and experienced 
“driver” and is leading in the “race” for Ukraine. The main reason to identify the 
Russian Federation as the most influential player for Ukraine is that Ukraine is still 
in the Russian zone of political, economic, historical, cultural and psychological 
influence. Ukraine has always been treated by the Kremlin as an integral part of 
and player in its geopolitical backyard. This “backyard” is to be protected from an 
external “invasion”. In our minds, since 1991 the space where Russia is still able to 
act as a superpower by pushing its will and interests over the neighboring former-
Eastern bloc countries diplomatically, economically, politically, and military was 
within the borders of the former USSR (excluding the three Baltic States). 

Russia was displaced from being a global superpower to a superpower only in 
the post-Soviet space. Within this zone of influence Russia is behaving as a super-
power and acting quite aggressively, which is why Ukraine looks back to Moscow 
quite often while taking domestic or foreign policy decisions. It looked like Rus-
sia, in order to “punish” the pro-Western-oriented Ukrainian policy with its active 
steps towards Euro-Atlantic and European integration back between 2005 and 
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2009, was ready to put pressure on Ukraine, ranging from economic to psycho-
logical “punches”. The new government of Yanykovych wants no “punches” from 
Russia but business benefits and political reintegration, plus a non-visa regime 
with the European Union. Hopefully, such pragmatism will not damage the Euro-
pean integration of Ukraine which, as a reminder, was continued by President 
Yanukovych as a top priority.

The main reason for Ukraine’s interest in integrating with the EU must be 
associated with the interest in the rebirth of political will in the Ukrainian post-
communist political elite in order to become a modern (in some spheres, post-
modern) integrated and consolidated community which shares European values 
in governance, and which respects human rights, the rule of law, the market econ-
omy and guarantees its citizens individual and collective security and economic 
prosperity on the basis of social justice. Achieving such a desirable model will be 
possible only when Ukraine not only takes the EU as a beacon for its internal and 
external policies but is also be ready to treat the EU as an undisputed contributor, 
assistant, and facilitator for Ukrainian reforms. 

The “Kharkiv Agreements”

The Issue of Sevastopol
It would be not an over exaggeration to say that the most crucial impact on 

regional security architecture in the last 13 years was made when President Yanu-
kovych signed the so-called “Kharkiv agreements” on April 21, 2010. On the 
one hand there were no feasible changes in the current security situation after 
the agreements were signed. On the other, however, the long-term impact on 
Ukrainian foreign policy on non-allied state and the future possible scenarios for 
regional security could be unprecedented.

Needless to say, the problems of the Russian naval base in Ukraine unfortu-
nately always went far beyond military discourse and adopted agreements. It was 
the Black Sea Fleet and Sevastopol which almost ruined the strategic partnership 
between Kyiv and Moscow in 1990s. Even if we grant Russia its understandable 
right to keep its part of the former Soviet Black Sea Fleet at the former main Soviet 
Black Sea naval base in Sevastopol after 1991, the negotiations should not lead 
to territorial augments. As Volodymyr Kryzhanivskiy, the Ukrainian ambassador 
to Russia from 1991 to 1994, recalls, even minor issues were subjects to sharp 
debates: “We were saying the ‘Russian naval base in Sevastopol’ while the Rus-
sians insisted the ‘Russian naval base is Sevastopol’”.7 This is not even mentioning 
a decree on the status of Sevastopol by the Russian parliament on June 9, 1993, 
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where it was recommended that the Russian federal status of Sevastopol be put 
into the constitution of the Russian Federation.8 The Russian Federation was one 
of the last countries in the Black Sea region to recognize Ukrainian territorial 
integrity and its sovereignty over Sevastopol and Crimea in a bilateral Agreement 
on Friendship and Cooperation between Russia and Ukraine signed on May 31, 
1997. Yet as Taras Kuzio stated in 1994, attempts to resolve the Black Sea Fleet 
problem (at that time) failed due to Russia’s inability to recognize Ukrainian sov-
ereignty over Crimea and Sevastopol.9 Almost from the very beginning it became 
clear, that the Russian Federation was interested not so much in the old-fashioned 
Black Sea Fleet of the USSR so much as in having the Russian navy in Crimea for 
the next 20 years. As a reminder, the Black Sea Fleet of the former USSR used to 
be also a subject for division between Russia and Ukraine in terms of the quantity 
of its warships and material infrustructure. 

The direct connection of the talks over the Black Sea Fleet’s stationing in Sevas-
topol and the 1997 friendship agreement also became clear in 2007 on the agree-
ment’s 10 years anniversary when it was subject for renewal. One of the scandals 
over this case occurred in the second half of August 2007 when the advisor to the 
Russian Embassy in Kyiv, Vladimir Lysenko, said that if Ukraine continued to 
pressure the Russian Black Sea Fleet in Crimea (in the context of possibly raising 
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rental fees), Russia could revise the 1997 treaty of 1997,10 which indirectly con-
firms the Ukrainian status of the Ukrainian peninsula. According to the words of 
the Russian embassy’s assistant naval attaché, Dmitry Albuzov, Russia intended to 
seek an extension of the Black Sea Fleet stationing in Crimea.11 Quite impressive 
in this sense was a statement from the First Deputy Russian Navy chief (from 1992 
to 1999) Admiral Igor Kasatonov in July 2007: “Sevastopol will remain the main 
base of the Black Sea Fleet even after 2017. In my opinion, this is beyond doubt, 
though the lease ends in Sevastopol that year. The contract will be extended or 
renewed for a further, even longer term. The Black Sea Fleet will stay in Sevastopol 
as long as it is necessary for Russia.”12 Such statements were made after the Ukrai-
nian side made a decision to refuse to extend the lease after 2017. “I have lost 
count of how many times the President of Ukraine, Ukrainian Foreign Minister, 
the Minister of Defense of Ukraine, and other high officials who are responsible 
for this area, said that no continuation of the contract will take place after 2017”, 
declared the then First Deputy Foreign Minister Volodymyr Ohryzko in Septem-
ber 2007.13 Some pro-Russian politicians in Ukraine were trying to play with the 
Russians. The Ukrainian Communist Party leader Petro Symonenko proposed on 
August 29, 2007 to form a joint Ukrainian and Russian Black Sea navy as an alter-
native to the NATO collective security system14 (a fight over Ukraine between 
NATO and Russia would “adjust” the relationships between Ukraine’s neighbors, 
setting them against each other, and would end up making the unwanted scenario 
for Ukraine real).

The NATO-Ukraine-Russia Triangle
In 2007 this author proposed several scenarios on how the situation could 

develop; let me repeat them. I stated15 that the consent of Ukrainian authorities 
to extend the lease after 2017, in case Ukraine does not become a member of 
NATO before 2017, would represent the reintegration of Ukraine into a common 
defensive space with Russia. On the other hand, if Ukraine continued to declare 
its desire to complete its process of European and Euro-Atlantic integration by 
joining NATO and the EU, but was a member by 2017, Ukraine would be obliged 
to have the Russian fleet withdrawn after 2017. However, if Ukraine joined NATO 
before 2017, NATO, on the request of Ukraine, could agree to accept the stationing 
of the Black Sea Fleet in Ukraine after 2017, despite the fact that NATO members 
are not allowed to have foreign military forces on their territory. However, in 2002, 
the secretary general of NATO, George Robertson, said that the question about for-
eign military units on the territory of a country which wants to become a member 
of the alliance must be decided based on the conditions in that country.16 There-
fore, as stated by Ukraine and NATO, the presence of the Russian Black Sea Fleet 
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in Ukraine was not a barrier for Ukraine 
to join NATO.17 Ukraine, as a member 
of NATO, could obtain a “moral right” 
to continue the presence of the Russian 
Black Sea Fleet in Crimea after 2017. In 
that case, why would NATO not agree to 
Russian military forces stationed on the 
territory of Ukraine as a NATO member, 
providing that both NATO and Russia 
were allies, and not enemies, and were 
ready to build a common security sys-
tem? If such a scenario would be realized the answer to skeptics who dream about 
an alternative to the NATO system of collective security would be given. Obviously, 
the pan-European security system in which NATO members and Russia cooperate 
strategically is in Ukraine’s security interests. The Ukrainian example of the peace-
ful coexistence of the Ukrainian navy and the Russian Black Sea Fleet in a NATO 
member country (even with a refusal of Ukraine to allow the permanent stationing 
of NATO bases on its territory) would show a new direction for the construction 
of a general system of security in the Euro-Atlantic space with a parallel decline of 
conflict between NATO and Russia over Ukraine. In this case, Ukraine would have 
a chance to use its geopolitical position to push NATO and Russia into a closer 
geopolitical cooperation, pushing away their possible aggressive intentions. 

Coming back to 2010, Ukraine not only refrused to join NATO, but with sign-
ing of the “Kharkiv agreements” made the regional security system development 
impossible compared to earlier scenarios that saw the Black Sea Fleet being with-
drawn in 2017. Instead, the agreement preserves the traditional scenario of the 
Black Sea being divided between two powers, Russia and Turkey. Ukraine has 
lost its chance to introduce a new scenario to ensure its ability to act as a regional 
independent sovereign actor. In addition, as we have seen, Ukraine, along with 
Russia, lost its chance to create the actual collective security system together with 
other European countries, which Russian leaders are dreaming nowadays, and 
made this Russian initiative almost impossible to realize. Such a situation, when 
Ukraine unilaterally strengthened its strategic military partnership only with Rus-
sia opposite to multilateral efforts, would remain a problem if Ukraine does not 
refuse at least politically from joining NATO in the future. 

Why do we mention NATO again when Ukraine is not attempting to join the 
alliance anymore? The answer is clear: the Russian initiatives to create the col-
lective security system would not be possible and would inevitably fail without 
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a matching security space: one from 
the NATO side, and another from the 
Russian, post-Soviet side. Ukraine lost 
its chance to become the real “bridge” 
between the Euro-Atlantic security 
space and the post-Soviet one. Now it 
is problematic to expect a different rap-

prochement between these two “security spaces” when Ukraine declares its non-
alignment and in fact its reintegration with Russia blocks its way to neutrality. 
Russia would not be weakened in the region if Ukraine kept its options open by 
negotiating not only with Russia but also with NATO about cooperative security 
mechanisms. Russia still remains a regional superpower and the Russian Black 
Sea Fleet remains in Crimea after 2017, and NATO never spoke about its inten-
tion to station military bases in Crimea or in the rest of Ukraine.18 The Ukrainian-
NATO political dialog, even in the light of possible membership, could have been 
a test for Russia on its ability to accept Ukrainian independence. Moreover, the 
NATO-Russian partnership could be strengthened, which would remove any con-
tradictions over Ukraine. In this way, NATO membership prospects could also 
have been seen as a test for the potential of Europe to integrate Kyiv: tradition-
ally, new members in the enlarged NATO and EU became NATO members first, 
which opens the way to EU membership. 

The Black Sea Security System: Collective or Cooperative?

Why was it necessary to examine some failed scenarios for the geopolitical 
environment? I would like to admit that strategically for Ukraine and even for 
the Black Sea region the current Ukrainian ruling elites probably made a mistake 
by refusing to integrate into NATO when calling for non-alignment. If Ukraine 
officially declares its inability to join any military bloc, how would Kyiv be ready, 
for example, to support the newly proclaimed Russian idea of collective security 
in Europe and take part and join other forms of common security system when 
the nature of the collective security system is based on the collective nature of 
common obligations? With closer relations with NATO, Ukraine could add ben-
efit for Russia in the Black Sea region, compared to an unstable and quasi-neu-
tral Ukraine outside the alliance’s future plans. For example, in talks with NATO, 
the Russian Black Sea Fleet’s presence in Crimea after 2017 was seen as rational 
and that it could even help support the idea of a cooperative regional security 
system: Sevastopol could even become the headquarters of BLACKSEAFOR, a 
regional cooperative naval security unit consisting of the Black Sea NATO states, 
Russia, Georgia, and obviously Ukraine. Having both partners in Ukraine, Kyiv 
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could also counterbalance the sides and 
strengthen its national security. In this 
sense, there would be no need to revise 
the Montreaux Convention. Crimea 
could become the new example of the 
partnership between NATO and Rus-
sia without the establishment of NATO 
military bases in Crimea or elsewhere in 
Ukraine. Moreover, as a long-term goal, the Black Sea basin could be proclaimed 
a non-military zone, if not totally weapons-free but with a restricted amount of 
military just for the defensive purposes for the Black Sea countries. The level of 
regional security against global threats could be guaranteed by higher level pro-
tecting measures: the “nuclear umbrella”, satellite systems, inter-regional radar 
shields, etc. BLACKSEAFOR could become the ultimate military player in the 
region for resolving “soft” security issues. Such a scenario is not utopian, taking 
into account the developments in NATO-Russia relations on meeting common 
security interests “towards a strategic partnership” (at least in the light of the last 
NATO Lisbon Summit in November 2010)19 and also in the frame of the author’s 
concept of a “New Euro-Atlantism”.20 Besides these developments, the Black Sea 
has had periods in its history when partial “demilitarization of its shores” took 
place, such as between 1856 and 187121 under the Treaty of Paris after the Crimean 
War, as well as the naval restrictions under the Montreaux Convention of 1936. 

The most significant outcome of Ukrainian accession into NATO for Rus-
sia, even disregarding the issue of the Black Sea Fleet and Crimea, would be that 
due to the number of historical, religious, ethnic, and economic ties with Rus-
sia, Ukraine, as a NATO member, with its input into the NATO decision mak-
ing mechanism could be the best guarantee that NATO would refrain from any 
military action against Russia in the future. To support any military action against 
Russia would be political suicide for any Ukrainian politician, president or gov-
ernment, even with a clear “pro-Western” orientation. 

Ukrainian Neutrality: The Case of Russia and Black Sea

Nevertheless, some NATO-Ukrainian strategic scenarios are not now subject 
to be realized. The issue of Sevastopol was always more than a political issue. Once 
again: this was a test for Ukraine’s ability to show its functional independence and 
sovereignty in action; a test for Ukraine to see if it can successfully balance West-
ern and Russian expectations on the one side with its own strategic interest on the 
other; a test for Russia to see if it would respect Ukrainian independent interests 
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and its sovereignty over Sevastopol and Crimea. And now Ukraine has lost its 
chance to play a new military role in the region to protect its interests and defend 
its territory from outside pressure with its own capabilities, especially after it pro-
claimed its neutrality and non-allied orientation with the new law on the Basics 
of Internal and Foreign Policy adopted by the new parliament coalition on July 2, 
2010 and signed by President Yanukovych on July 15, 2010. That means (in the 
situation when Ukraine is not trying to join NATO anymore) that Russia remains 
the sole military protector of Ukraine and in return it gets Ukrainian political and 
economic loyalty. Could this bargaining be the start of the actual reintegration of 
Ukraine into the Russian sphere of security and political will? From the Russian 
point of view the answer is obvious. As Putin commented after the signing of the 
agreement, “I want to emphasize again that the Russian fleet in Crimea, of course, 
performs the tasks of security both for Russia, and Ukraine, and not only that: it 
actively participates in international efforts to maintain peace and security”.22 

What about the Ukrainian point of view? In this regard there is an urgent need 
to pose the key question: who from the leaders of the Ukrainian state, which has 
positioned itself as a non-allied state, contacted Vladimir Putin about the Black 
Sea Fleet of the Russian Federation to ensure the safety of neutral Ukraine? Was 
it President Yanukovych in accordance with his constitutional rights? Or was 
it just a sole initiative of the Russian prime minister? Does this mean that now, 
for example, Ukraine has to wait for the marines of the Russian Black Sea Fleet 
landing in the Ukrainian Danube island of Maikan to protect it from quite fresh 
encroachments from Romania? Doubtful. The only message we got from Presi-
dent Yanukovych concerning the “Kharkiv agreements” was his preoccupation 
with Ukraine’s naval security in the context of the collective security system in 
Europe, in which the “Black Sea Fleet will be one of the guarantors of security 
among Black Sea countries”.23 Let us emphasize “collective security” and “one of 
the guarantors” to show the direct bilateral agreement between the Russian Fed-
eration and Ukraine security. 

It has already been said that there are large difficulties in constructing a “col-
lective security system” when Russia’s actions and its definition of the term contra-
dict the concept of a “cooperative security system”. Even in the context of common 
efforts to ensure peace and stability in the Black Sea region with a duty to protect 
Ukraine, the politics of the Black Sea Fleet pose a big challenge. Some Ukrainian 
experts were quite pessimistic concerning the Russia’s Black Sea Fleet’s operational 
ability and whether it could even serve as a “guarantor” for itself. As Ukrainian 
Black Sea Fleet expert Vladimir Pritula stated in 2009, “given the technical con-
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dition of the Black Sea Fleet ships, the 
situation with the ‘guarantor of security’ 
looks ludicrous”.24 He continued: “Thus, 
the most powerful ship of the Black Sea 
Fleet, the cruiser Moscow, was launched 
in May 1982, so it is 30 years old, out-
dated even by Russian standards, not 
even mentioning the rest… All this leads 
to the not very comforting conclusion on the inability of Russian Black Sea Fleet 
to confront reality, even the navy of Bulgaria, not to mention the Turkish navy 
and the Romanian and, especially, in connection to NATO and the 6th US Navy’s 
resources.”25 From that point of view, the inability to compete and the low level of 
military competence of Russian navy partly was confirmed in practice. As Vladi-
mir Pritula observed, the only side the Russian Black Sea fleet coud successfully 
compete against was “a small Georgia, which virtually has no warships”.26 Accord-
ing to Vladimir Pritula, during the five-day war in the south Caucasus, because 
of their own problems, at least five warships of the Black Sea Fleet were damaged 
without any interference from Georgia.27 Vladimir Pritula asks the logical ques-
tion at the end: what would happen to the Black Sea Fleet if Georgia had at least 
one full-fledged combat ship, or at least few anti-ship missiles? Russia’s ambitious 
plans to strengthen the Russian Black Sea Fleet with new battleships and powerful 
weapons are on the way. The question is “will they change the strategic situation in 
the Black Sea region in favor of the Russian Federation or will they be an appropri-
ate contribution into a regional collective security system?” remains open. 

Conclusion

The 2010 presidential elections in Ukraine won by Viktor Yanukovych became 
one of the most powerful tools to prolong the changes in the regional balance of 
power in the Black Sea region. These changes were initiated in 2008 and expressed 
themselves in the “five-day” war between Russia and Georgia. Thus, the new ten-
dency is as follows: the major impact on the regional stability and future of the 
Black Sea political system is made not by regional centers of power but by mid-
level actors. Therefore, the regional dynamics of change has been taken away from 
the center-of-power level of relations to mid-level actors. The reason why this 
has happened is quite clear: the Russian Federation and Turkey, after a decade 
of regional rivalry in the 1990s, entered a new stage of economic and diplomatic 
partnership in the beginning of the 2000s. By establishing strong regional ties, 
basically in the energy field, and having a common regional approach towards 
NATO activity in the Black Sea, both Ankara and Moscow seemed ready to give 
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other regional actors, namely Ukraine and Georgia, more freedom to act. Obvi-
ously, such activity should not oppose the interests of the two regional powers oth-
erwise regional crises would become inevitable. Among them it is worth to recall 
the “five-day” war, the Russia-Ukraine 2009 energy crisis, etc. In such regional 
clashes and crises both Russia and Turkey tried to coordinate its regional interests 
such as, for example, in the few days after the “five-day” war finished, or when 
Turkey supported the “anti-Ukrainian” Russian-led South Stream project.28 At the 
same time, Geogia continued its strategy of looking towards NATO and the EU 
under President Saakashvili, while Ukraine changed its priorities with the newly 
elected President Yanukovych, which, to our mind, left almost no space for any 
alternative foreign policy maneuvers. 

Thus, having “pro-longed” the stationing of the Black Sea Fleet in Ukraine 
until 2042, Ukraine, which stepped into the train of non-alingment on the way 
to neutrality, was in a deadlock when answering at least two questions. The first 
one: what is the real de-facto meaning of Ukrainian neutrality when the country 
has prolonged the stationing of a foreign naval sea base on its territory for an 
additional 25 years? And the second one: will a neutral Ukraine be successful in 
combating regional and global threats to its security being outside any alliance of 
collective security mechanism in a situation when other forms of protection are 
ineffective? 

In addition to the already made preliminary conclusions above, one long-term 
conclusion could be made from reflecting on one such possible scenarios: as the 
EU is not admitting Ukraine because the Ukrainian political elites are not ready 
to show they are Europeans, a post-bipolar “Berlin Wall” has a chance to be con-
structed on the western borders of Ukraine to deliminate “us” from “them” in 
order to restore the bipolar security architecture in the Black Sea region a la Cold-
War era with one exception: now it will become totally advantageous for both 
Turkey and Russia. 
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Uzbekistan’s political system, security apparatus, and economy will soon be tested. Whether it succeeds or
stumbles will have implications for the entire Eurasian region.

Uzbekistan is Central Asia’s geopolitical center of gravity. It not only is the region’s most populous state
but also borders all four other Central Asian states and Afghanistan. The country has been ruled with a
firm hand by the same leader—Islam Karimov—since before the Soviet Union’s collapse. Karimov’s
political skill, his willingness to oppress all opposition, his disregard for the scorn of the international
community, and his clever geopolitical maneuvering have given Uzbekistan a degree of stability that few
predicted when it gained independence.

But change will come to Uzbekistan, and its political system, security apparatus, and economy will be put
to the test in the coming years. The country’s ability to weather that test will have implications for the rest
of the region. Its success will make it possible for Uzbekistan’s neighbors to continue along their current
trajectories. However, if it stumbles and creates any sort of instability in the heart of Central Asia, the
consequences for the entire region—and, perhaps, even for key outside players like Russia and China—
could be dire.

Uzbekistan’s position in the middle of Central Asia is a source of strength and vulnerability. Its shared
borders with Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan have enabled it to intervene in their domestic affairs
and enhanced its international standing. At the same time, these countries’ internal instability has in turn
posed a threat to Uzbekistan. In the years to come, the security environment in Uzbekistan’s immediate
neighborhood will probably become far less stable.

However, as the external environment becomes more challenging, the biggest test facing Uzbekistan is
likely to be at home, rather than abroad. Domestic uncertainties include the first leadership succession
since independence and a deteriorating economy. More than 40 percent of thecountry’s nearly 30
million people are under the age of twenty-five. The leadership’s resistance to change has kept it from
launching meaningful economic and political reforms and resulted in high unemployment. This problem
will only get worse as more young Uzbeks reach working age.

With limited opportunities at home, millions of Uzbeks have gone abroad in search of work. Russia has
absorbed most of these migrants, but the slowing Russian economy means fewer opportunities for
Uzbeks. Similarly, China’s economic slowdown could have real impacts in Uzbekistan; China is a major
investor in the state-dominated Uzbek economy and a leading trade partner. Low prices for Uzbekistan’s
main exports—natural gas, cotton, and gold—exacerbate an already bleak economic picture.

The political future of the ruling regime is also uncertain. At age seventy-eight, Karimov has already
outlived the average Central Asian male. Rumors about his ill health have been circulating for years. He is
the only leader most Uzbeks have ever known, and his legitimacy stems largely from his political longevity
and his skill at maintaining domestic stability in a troubled region. His successor, who will likely assume
office in difficult economic times, will lack the authority and perceived legitimacy that come from decades
in power. Ironically, Karimov’s iron rule has kept Uzbekistan relatively stable since 1991. When change
comes, however, it may turn out that this stability was purchased at an enormous cost to the country’s
long-term future.

Assessing the political situation in Uzbekistan is not easy. The closed and oppressive nature of the regime,
compounded by a general lack of transparency across the region, makes it difficult to judge the extent of
its economic troubles, the attitudes of the public, and the fragility of the overall political situation. The
regime has reportedly been investing in its security apparatus and its military, likely the region’s most
capable. It probably intends to continue relying on these forces to ensure domestic stability and external



security in the challenging times to come. However, reliable information about the state of its military and
security apparatus is scarce, creating additional uncertainties.

Politics in an Autocracy

Without strong institutions of state or civil society in the Western sense, Uzbekistan’s governing
structure—highly opaque even to seasoned students of the country—appears to rest on a carefully
maintained balance of personalities, interest groups, and regional clans. For the past quarter century,
President Karimov, through a combination of political skill and heavy reliance on his security service, has
stood at the top of the Uzbek political and economic structure. He has acted as the key arbiter among the
prominent figures and powerful interests that compete for the country’s economic, bureaucratic, and
commercial resources. Although he has ruled with unequaled authority for a long time, recent
developments suggest that the elite’s unity is eroding, including within the Karimov family.

Gulnara Karimova, better known simply by her first name, was once the richest and most powerful
woman in Central Asia and was rumored to be a potential successor to her father. In 2014, however, she
found herself under house arrest, and her business empire has since been dismantled. Gulnara and her
partners are under investigation for corruption in Uzbekistan, Europe, and the United States for allegedly
pocketing over $1 billion in illegal payments from telecommunications companies—a sector she effectively
controlled, according to the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project. The allegations center on
TeliaSonera, a Swedish telecom company suspected of illicitly funneling money to Gulnara and her
allies.Uzbek prosecutors have imprisoned many of Gulnara’s allies for tax evasion and corruption,
including her cousin, who is accused of organized crime connections, indicating that Gulnara’s faction has
been severely weakened.

Gulnara and others see her dramatic fall from power as part of a succession struggle with security chief
Rustam Inoyatov, whom she accused of turning her father against her. Outside observers have little
insight into the internal dynamics of the Karimov family, which once ruled with impunity, or its
competitors, real and alleged. However, Gulnara’s house arrest, which is real, suggests that impunity may
not be forever, and that President Karimov must listen to and accommodate the interests of the security
services and other powerful groups. Many of these interests groups were probably concerned that
Gulnara’s corruption had gotten out of hand and tarnished the image of the ruling elite. Members of that
elite, possibly including Rustam Inoyatov, may have feared that her activities could have posed a threat to
the regime itself and acted to sideline her well before the start of the succession process. With their move
against Gulnara, the security services appear to be positioning themselves to retain their pivotal place in
the country’s politics.

Beyond these apparent security service machinations, there are other indications that Uzbekistan’s
political elites are gearing up for the post-Karimov era. Karimov was reelected in a highly flawed vote in
March 2015. Although a new election is not anticipated for several years, the Uzbek parliament secretly
passed legislation in late 2015 lowering the number of signatures required for presidential candidates to
stand for election. Karimov quietly signed the measure into law on December 31, 2015. The new law
reverses three previous legislative actions that raised the bar on running for office and made it even more
difficult for challengers to run in presidential elections. Officials offered no explanation for the new law’s
timing or why it was kept secret. However, its enactment suggests that powerful interest groups are laying
the groundwork and creating political space for themselves (although hardly for the population at large)
for the succession contest that is sure to come. Yet, it provides few clues about who the potential
presidential successors could be.

Uzbekistan’s constitution mandates that if the president dies or becomes incapacitated, executive power
will transfer to the head of Uzbekistan’s Senate for three months pending a new election. However, official
political institutions in the country are weak and the Senate head is an obscure figure. If Karimov leaves
office early, the elites will likely follow the letter of the constitution to secure a veneer of legitimacy for the
process. But the real decisions will almost certainly be made through closed-door bargaining among the
country’s power brokers—the security apparatus, the most powerful ministries, and the major interest



groups and clans. Their ability to reach a compromise quickly would make for a smoother transition. If
they do not reach an early consensus, the likelihood of a generally weaker political figure, like the Senate
head, remaining in place increases. The latter scenario could lead to protracted political jockeying and
even domestic instability.

Besides security service head Inoyatov, there are several other presumed contenders to succeed Karimov.
Finance Minister Rustam Azimov and Prime Minister Shavkat Mirziyoyev are possible candidates. Both
are little known outside Uzbekistan, butthey are likely to be more reform-oriented than their potential
rivals from the security services.

Other possible presidential successors include lesser-known candidates from the country’s powerful
regional clans, most of which fell into line under Karimov’s rule despite predictions in the 1990s that
rivalries among them could unravel the country’s post-Soviet stability. However, clan unity easily could
splinter in the post-Karimov era as different groups lobby for power.

The most important clan interests are probably based around Tashkent, Samarkand and Bukhara, and the
Fergana Valley—regions with the greatest population density or economic potential. Tashkent—the city
and the capital region—is the richest, best educated, and most industrialized part of the country. More
than other areas, it is a place where many of the cultural and social legacies of the Soviet era remain
visible. Prominent figures in Tashkent will seek to preserve their and the region’s interests in any
leadership change.

The Samarkand clan—from which the Karimovs hail—is important not only because of its connection to
the first family but also because the region includes the country’s Tajik minority, raising the question of
whether and how ethnicity might influence the succession process or post-succession domestic
tranquility. Officially,Tajiks constitute only about 5 percent of the population. However, some analysts
believe that figure is actually higher and that Tajiks often identify themselves as ethnic Uzbeks to improve
their opportunities for economic or social advancement.

In the culturally conservative Fergana Valley, Islam generally plays a greater role in public life and
political dynamics than in other parts of the country. Regional clans from the Fergana Valley are not as
influential as others, but they derive power from their ability to control and pacify their volatile and
densely populated home region, which has a long history of social unrest. Fergana is the site of some of
the most violent government clampdowns on dissent, the worst of which occurred in Andijan in 2005. The
Fergana Valley’s growing population and its shared borders with Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan make stability
there essential for Uzbekistan’s long-term security. Moving forward into the post-Karimov era, local elites’
ability to keep the region that way could give them added clout with Tashkent in any future reorientation
of the political system. The region’s interest groups should not be overlooked and could influence elite
negotiations in the post-Karimov era.

Considering the opaque nature of clan politics and the political system overall, assessing the true state of
Uzbekistan’s domestic politics is an inherently difficult task. After Gulnara’s rapid fall from grace, the
extended Karimov family is likely worried about its fate in the post-Karimov era—a factor that could
explain why many family members have distanced themselves from her. Moving forward, the potential for
elite infighting will depend on multiple factors, including whether Karimov negotiates his exit through an
orderly succession process (likely with immunity guarantees for his family) or whether a political vacuum
is created by his sudden death or incapacitation.

Economic Troubles at Home

A quarter century after the breakup of the Soviet Union, the Uzbek economy is a top-down, state-driven
enterprise. The country has an overregulated financial and banking sector and very limited opportunities
for foreign ownership in strategic sectors—defined broadly as anything the government considers of
national importance. It does not have an independent judiciary or a transparent legal process, and
its currency is not convertible.



Uzbekistan’s economy is highly dependent on raw materials exports—gas, cotton, precious metals, and
food. Global prices for the three main drivers of its economy—cotton, gold, and natural gas—are down,
highlighting the need for economic reform and diversification. Low commodity prices, particularly for
natural gas, also undercut Uzbekistan’s negotiating position vis-à-vis its key economic partners, notably
China.

Despite these obvious shortcomings, the economy at first glance appears relatively firm, at least on paper.
After independence, GDP growth reportedly remained modest until the mid-2000s, averaging 1.1 percent
annually. But the economy picked up steam, and yearly growth averaged 8.4 percent between 2007 and
2014, according to the World Bank. In September 2015, the IMF lauded “Uzbekistan’s strong growth in
recent years and the authorities’ prudent macroeconomic management, which has yielded healthy fiscal
balances, large external buffers, and low public debt.”

Still, the current global economic downturn has sent palpable ripples through Uzbekistan’s economy;
growth fell to 6.8 percent in 2015 and is projected to hover between 6.5 percent and 7 percent until 2020,
according to the IMF. While these numbers compare favorably with the forecasts for some of Uzbekistan’s
neighbors,economic statistics on Uzbekistan—even those used by international organizations—are highly
suspect. Recent news that multiple Uzbek employers are in massive arrears on salary payments suggests
that the economy is quite troubled.

There are other signs that Uzbekistan’s economy is not as strong in reality as it is on paper. The country’s
manufacturing sector is anemic. Car production—through local subsidiaries of the United States’ General
Motors and South Korea’s Daewoo—is a potential bright spot, although not as bright as it seems at first
glance. Uzbekistan’s car factories are kit-assembly plants that put together cars with components
imported from South Korea and elsewhere. This business model limits the potential of the automobile
industry to stimulate broad-based employment. Furthermore, economic struggles in Kazakhstan and
Russia—important markets for Uzbekistan-produced cars—have eroded middle-class discretionary
spending in both countries.

Uzbekistan’s investment climate is poor, and the country is struggling to attract big investors. The
TeliaSonera telecommunications scandal damaged Uzbekistan’s image, as have
international investigations into bribery allegations against Uzbek officials by other foreign companies.
Foreign direct investment is needed to diversify the economy, but the regime has a poor track record
when it comes to welcoming foreign investors. Businesspeople from Russia and China may be less risk-
prone than many of their Western counterparts. China’s Huawei and ZTE, for example, have set up kit-
assembly plants for telecommunications components and are increasingly active in the telecom sector.
Yet, companies from these countries also have run afoul of local corruption problems. Furthermore, while
Russian and especially Chinese investments might meet immediate economic needs, Uzbekistan’s
excessive reliance on these two sources increases the country’s risk of dependence. Recent experience
shows that when the Russian and Chinese economies falter, the ripples can reach Uzbekistan quickly.

The prospects for medium-sized and small investors, who serve as engines for local-level economic
growth and poverty alleviation in many developing countries, are just as bleak, if not worse. Uzbekistan
has seen slight improvements in its business climate, but these have focused mostly on appeasing large-
scale investors. The country climbed from 103 to 87 in the World Bank’s Doing Business 2016 report, but
it is still far behind fellow Eurasian states, including Armenia at 35, Kazakhstan at 41, Russia at 51,
Azerbaijan at 63, and Kyrgyzstan at 67.

Karimov has spoken of the need to open up the economy to greater entrepreneurship and foreign
investment, but this talk has not yet translated into action. Real reform requires less corruption and more
transparency, both of which could undermine the informal power structures upon which Uzbekistan’s
political system rests. Karimov, a product of Soviet-era political and economic institutions, also appears to
have little understanding of global markets and has a poor record on fulfilling promises for economic
reform.



More economic trouble might be brewing for Uzbekistan in Russia, where approximately 3 million Uzbek
citizens work as migrant laborers. (The actual number of Uzbek migrants in Russia may be higher, but not
all migrants can obtain legal work permits.) As the Russian economy stumbles under the dual pressures of
low energy prices and Western sanctions, jobs for Central Asian migrants are drying up. According to the
Russian Central Bank, remittances from Russia dropped by slightly more than half in the first three
quarters of 2015 compared to the same period in 2014. This trickle-down impact of Russia’s slowdown,
combined with low commodity prices, demonstrates that Tashkent’s top-down state economy cannot
insulate itself from the wider world. With remittances officially accounting for about 12 percent of
Uzbekistan’s GDP, economic troubles abroad can have significant impacts at home.

Social Unrest on the Horizon?

In addition to preventing political and economic modernization, the Karimov government’s authoritarian
policies have rendered civil society weak and unable to promote change. There is no tradition of social
participation in governance in Uzbekistan, and an atmosphere of fear pervades the country. At the same
time, the government’s social welfare and education systems have failed to keep pace with population
growth. The gap between what is needed and what the government can deliver raises fundamental
questions about the regime’s long-term ability to provide its citizens with the basics required for human
security and participation in a modern economy.

As poverty and socioeconomic discontent increase, the security services likely will continue or even
expand their efforts to monitor and suppress independent political and social movements in the country.
The inability of Uzbek civil society—both religious and secular—to participate in any sort of public
discourse and voice concern about the country’s governance presumably forces dissent underground. This
makes it impossible to accurately assess and understand the extent of dissatisfaction inside the country. It
also increases the potential that social, political, or religious discontent—or a combination—could break
out at a time of political or economic change.

Stability Threats From Uzbekistan’s Difficult Neighborhood

While the challenges within Uzbekistan are mounting, evolving complexities in the region are also testing
the country’s stability. Uzbekistan plays an important role in Afghanistan and will continue to do so even
after the United States draws down its troops. Uzbekistan’s shared border with Afghanistan, its sizeable
security establishment, and its long-standing commercial and political ties to key power players will
continue to make it a prominent actor in that country. But the channels of influence run both ways, and
Tashkent also faces two major destabilizing factors emanating from across the Afghan border: drug
trafficking and radical extremism.

About one-quarter of the global heroin supply travels through Central Asia, with Uzbekistan serving as
a key transit state for Afghan heroin and opium going to Russia and Europe. Weak governance, state
corruption, transnational Eurasian organized crime networks, and widespread poverty help fuel the flow
of drugs into and through Uzbekistan, and feed much of its citizens’ drug use.

More worrying than drugs for Tashkent is the resurgence of the Taliban and other radical extremist
groups, including the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU), in Afghanistan’s north. Tashkent fears the
Western drawdown from Afghanistan is premature, even though radical groups inside Afghanistan appear
to pose little direct threat to Uzbekistan. The IMU, for example, was pushed out of Central Asia over a
decade ago and shifted its focus to Afghanistan and Pakistan. However, unease about the IMU and its
relationship with the self-proclaimed Islamic State has seeped into Tashkent. In September 2014, IMU
leader Usmon Ghazi announced hisallegiance to the Islamic State, and under still-unclear
circumstances, the group’s flag was hoisted in Tashkent in August 2015. The incident rattled the city, as
have scattered reports about the Islamic State’s presence in northern Afghanistan.



Despite fears that radical Islamist groups are increasing their strength in the region, an explosion of
Islamist violence in Uzbekistan appears unlikely in the near future. The government often amplifies the
Islamist threat to justify its harsh crackdowns on civil society and to elicit security assistance from outside
powers. However, the nontransparent nature of the regime makes it unclear how severe the extremist
threat to Uzbekistan eventually could become.

For people concerned about the influence of extremists in Uzbekistan, Uzbek participation in the Syrian
civil war is a source of worry. However, the high numbers of Central Asian fighters in the Middle East—up
to 4,000—that are often cited by analysts and advocacy groups appear to be based on Central Asian
government figures and are likely inflated.

Most Uzbek fighters in Syria apparently are not traveling directly from their home country to the Middle
East, an itinerary that could alert security officials. More often than not, the path to radical extremism for
Central Asians includes extended stops as migrant laborers in Russia, where they become detached from
family and community networks at home, experience racism and harassment, and seem more vulnerable
to radical messages. This includes the case of an Uzbek imam who migrated to the city of Khabarovsk in
the Russian Far East in 2012. He later traveled to Syria, where he was killed fighting on behalf of the
Islamic State in early 2016. To date, few of the radicalized Central Asians in Russia are focusing their
anger on Central Asia, but Uzbekistan’s lack of economic and employment opportunities for its
population, which would reduce the need to export excess labor, risks becoming a security threat.

While Afghanistan raises security concerns for Uzbekistan around illicit drugs and radical extremism,
Russia’s confrontational posturing raises other concerns. Recent Russian actions—its aggression in
Ukraine, its military intervention in Syria, and the rapid deterioration of its ties with the West (including
Turkey)—also threaten Uzbekistan’s security. Russia’s actions highlight Moscow’s unpredictable nature,
justifying Tashkent’s long-standing attempts to distance itself from most Russian-dominated regional
security or economic structures. Tashkent responded to the Ukraine conflict by trying to reinvigorate its
diversified approach to foreign policy, touting the government’s ties to the United States and China, as
well as to India, Israel, and South Korea, among others. Moscow’s erratic and combative international
agenda, however, complicates Tashkent’s ability to maneuver among its many interlocutors.

Moscow’s actions in Ukraine have demonstrated its ambition to influence the internal affairs of its
neighbors. The likelihood of Russia interfering in the domestic affairs of Eurasian states appears higher
during political transitions, as rival factions seek outside help. This is a potential problem for Uzbekistan
with its succession uncertainties. A direct Crimea-style Russian military intervention in Uzbekistan is
unlikely, since the ethnic Russian population of Uzbekistan is only about 5 percent and the countries lack
common borders. But some local analysts believe Russia is stoking a separatist movement in Uzbekistan’s
autonomous region of Karakalpakstan, and that Moscow is already laying the groundwork for future
meddling in Uzbek political life if the succession scenario installs a reformer or otherwise plays out not to
Moscow’s advantage.

China’s Evolving Influence

If Moscow wishes to maintain its influence in Uzbekistan, it will need to keep an eye out for China’s
growing role in the region. Tashkent’s relationship with Beijing is developing fast. The Chinese-dominated
Shanghai Cooperation Organization is Uzbekistan’s preferred regional security organization in part
because it provides a counterbalance to Russia’s efforts to dominate the regional security landscape.
Tashkent also agreed to develop a strategic partnership with Beijing in 2012, the same year that it left
the Russian-dominated Collective Security Treaty Organization(CSTO) for the second time, reportedly
over disagreements with Moscow about its efforts to push for greater foreign policy coordination among
CSTO member states.

Tashkent is eager to partner with Beijing. Trade turnover between the two countries, which did not exceed
$136 million annually for the first decade of Uzbekistan’s independence, gained momentum in the early
2000s and amounted to just under $3 billion in the first three quarters of 2015 alone. China’s One Belt,



One Road initiative appeals to Tashkent’s top-down model for economic development. The two countries
have pledged greater cooperation, and the Chinese have promised investments in railroads,
roads, tunnels, and other transportation projects. A recent proposal envisions a high-speed rail line
connecting Urumqi, in China’s Xinjiang Province, to Tehran, Iran, with stops in Tashkent and
Samarkand, as well as in the capitals of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Turkmenistan.

The two countries have also signed several agreements for Chinese participation in exploring and
developing Uzbekistan’s natural gas reserves and gas transportation infrastructure, specifically the
Central Asia–China gas pipeline. The next stage of that project—the much-celebrated Line D—would
transport gas from Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. The execution of these contracts, however, has
been spotty. Uzbek officials announced in 2012 that gas exports to China would reach 10 billion cubic
meters a year by the end of 2015. Yet Chinese authorities announced in April 2015 that gas imports from
Uzbekistan had ceased a few months earlier, and it is unclear how much Uzbek gas China currently
receives. Even Line D appears to be on hold, likely the result of low gas prices that are softening
demand in China, as well as Chinese economic worries.

Despite these bumps in the road, Uzbek authorities continue to see cooperation with China as a win.
Beijing attaches fewer strings to its engagements with Uzbekistan than Russia, with its pressure on
Uzbekistan to integrate more closely with Russian-dominated economic and security structures, or the
United States, with its efforts to promote democratic reform. However, as Chinese investments in
Uzbekistan grow, the likelihood increases that China will focus not only on economics but also on political
and security issues.

Troubled Regional Ties

Karimov’s ambitions for Uzbekistan to be Central Asia’s regional leader are complicated by difficult
relationships with the country’s immediate neighbors.

Tashkent’s best relationships in the region are with the governments of Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan,
although this has not always been the case. Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan depend on each other for
transit corridors both east and west—whether the existing Central Asia–China pipeline or Tashkent’s
long-shot ambition to link up with Persian Gulf ports through Turkmenistan and Iran. Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan have long competed for leadership roles in Central Asia, with energy-rich Kazakhstan being
economically more powerful and the more populous Uzbekistan enjoying stronger military and security
structures. The two countries, however, are also mutually dependent. Kazakhstan is Uzbekistan’s most
important regional trade partner, while Uzbekistan is an important and capable buffer between
Kazakhstan and less stable countries further to the south. Despite occasional disagreements, Uzbekistan’s
relations with both Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan are, for the most part, manageable, although Tashkent
is increasingly nervous about instability along the Afghan-Turkmen border.

Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, however, have a more complicated history, dating back to the early Soviet era
when the predominantly Tajik-speaking cities of Samarkand and Bukhara were incorporated into the
Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic. Nationalistic Tajik elites continue to resent this arrangement, even if they
are powerless to do anything about it. Uzbekistan also intervened in the Tajik civil war in the 1990s,
helping to bring Tajikistan’s current leader, Emomali Rahmon, to power, although Rahmon and Karimov
reportedly now despise each other. Perceived mistreatment by Tajikistan of ethnic Uzbeks further
complicates the bilateral relationship. At almost 14 percent of the population, Uzbeks constitute
Tajikistan’s largest minority group, but they are generally marginalized from Tajik politics and the
education system. Relations between the countries are also strained by Tajikistan’s planned Rogun Dam,
a hydropower plant that Tashkent fears will deprive Uzbekistan and other downstream countries of the
water needed to sustain their agricultural economies.

The Karimov regime regards Tajikistan as a source of instability. This has been particularly true over the
past few years, as Rahmon moved to consolidate power.Tajikistan increasingly shows the



characteristics of a failing state. Kyrgyzstan, too, has experienced bouts of instability since the late Soviet
era. Political and social crises resulted in the overthrow of two presidents and mass violence between
ethnic Kyrgyz and Uzbeks in Kyrgyzstan’s section of the Fergana Valley. Frequent instability in the
region’s only democracy creates tension with highly authoritarian Uzbekistan, likely reinforcing Karimov’s
hardline approach to any sort of democratization.

Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan have not been able to resolve their border disputes in the Fergana Valley,
further complicating their relationship. Approximately one-quarter of their common border remains
disputed. The most vexing issues are the enclaves of Uzbek territory inside Kyrgyzstan and of Kyrgyz land
surrounded by Uzbekistan—legacies of Soviet rule when borders mattered less than they do now. In the
post-Soviet era, these pockets lack easy access to the country to which they officially belong, hurting their
economies and undermining their residents’ ability to maintain economic and political relations with their
home country. The status of the enclaves is a combustible issue with no easy solution. It has led to ethnic
clashes and skirmishes between border guards and likely will continue to do so.

Tashkent also has flexed its muscles by imposing economic blockades on its weaker neighbors, halting gas
supplies and periodically closing border crossings with both Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan during times of
tension or instability in either country. These strained ties are a perennial problem for Central Asian
regional stability and economic development. Given Uzbekistan’s size, geographic location, and political
reach across Central Asia, it naturally needs to be involved in any solutions to Central Asia’s key problems.
Pressing issues include the need to jump-start economic cooperation to alleviate poverty, to construct
reliable regional transportation infrastructures, to expand opportunities for the growing population, to
address water and border disputes, and to undermine the attractiveness of extremist messages. However,
while regional solutions require Uzbekistan’s involvement, Karimov’s desire to dominate the region and
his bellicosity have made regional cooperation more difficult.

HowWill the Next President Govern?

As Uzbekistan deals with emerging geopolitical and economic challenges, it is unclear whether Karimov
has the capacity—or the time left in office—to respond. Karimov has accomplished his goal of securing
Uzbekistan’s long-term sovereignty from Russia; he has transformed the country into one of the two most
influential Central Asian states and managed to keep it stable for the first twenty-five years of
independence. However, the price of his approach to governance has been tragically high for civil society
and the country’s long-term economic prospects.

The next Uzbek president will inherit these problems but will lack Karimov’s standing as the father of the
nation. This increases the potential that his successor may be more inclined toward nationalist rhetoric—a
common device for politicians to shore up lagging domestic support and increase popular legitimacy. The
possibility that Uzbekistan’s next president may follow the pattern of politicians pandering to the populist
Right—as seen recently in China, Poland, Russia, Turkey, and the United States—is troubling in light of
Central Asia’s fragile intraregional balance and Uzbekistan’s own ethnic makeup, where minorities
account for 20 percent of the population.

The tool kit that Karimov has used to remain in power for over twenty-five years is running low. The key
question for the future is whether Uzbekistan’s next president will have the authority, skill, and time to
balance the country’s competing interests and factions, while also dealing with its mounting economic,
social, and security challenges.

Read more at: http://carnegieendowment.org/2016/03/21/uzbekistan-at-twenty-five-what-next/ivpj
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ruseT-saqarTvelos omis dasrulebisa da moskovis 
mier afxazeTisa da cxinvalis regionis damoukideblobis aRi-
arebis Semdeg kremlma am regionebis ruseTTan integraciis 
procesi Riad daiwyo. politikis, usafrTxoebis, socialur-
ekonomikur Tu samarTlebriv sferoSi kremlis politikis 
formireba da ganxorcieleba konkretul sajaro uwyebebsa 
da moxeleebs daekisraT, romlebic saqarTvelos okupirebu-
li regionebis Sida politikur procesebSi aqtiurad monawi-
leoben. winamdebare kvlevaSi1 SevecdebiT davadginoT, 2018 
wlis 18 marts  vladimer putinis morigi gaprezidentebis 
Semdeg romeli saxelmwifo uwyebebi da sajaro moxeleebi 
arian CarTuli saqarTvelos centraluri xelisuflebis 
mier arakontrolirebad regionebTan dakavSirebul kremlis 
politikis formirebasa da ganxorcielebaSi. kvlevaSi mxo-
lod im ZiriTadi sajaro uwyebebisa da moxeleebis nawilis 
saqmianobaa Sefasebuli, romelTa uSualo pasuxismgeblobis 
sferoSic Sedis (Cveni azriT) saqarTvelos okupirebuli re-
gionebi da romelTa saqmianobis monitoringic SesaZlebelia 
Ria wyaroebis analizis Sedegad.

ruseTis prezidentis administracia

afxazeTsa da cxinvalis regionSi kremlis politikis 
formirebasa da mis Semdgom ganxorcielebaSi gamorCeuli 
adgili ukavia ruseTis prezidentis administracias, sadac 
am regionebTan urTierTobebisTvis sagangebo struqturebi 
funqcionireben. am regionebis kuratoroba 2012 wlidan af-
xazeTsa da samxreT oseTTan socialur-ekonomikuri urTi-
erTqmedebis sakiTxebSi ruseTis prezidentis TanaSemwem Cai-
bara. prezidentis TanaSemwis daqvemdebarebaSia dsT-is wevri 
qveynebis, afxazeTisa da samxreT oseTis respublikebTan so-
cialur-ekonomikuri TanamSromlobis sammarTvelo, romelic 
okupirebul regionebSi kremlis politikis ganxorcielebasa 
da mimdinare proeqtebis monitoringzea pasuxismgebeli. pre-
zidentis  administraciaSi arsebuli kidev erTi sammarT-
velo _ ucxo qveynebTan regionTaSorisi da kulturuli 
kavSirebis sammarTvelo _ 2005-2012 wlebSi gansazRvravda 
kremlis politikas, Tumca bolo wlebSi sammarTvelos roli 
mniSvnelovnad Sesustda. 
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vladislav surkovi _ prezidentis TanaSemwe afxazeTsa da 
samxreT oseTTan socialur-ekonomikuri urTierTqmedebis 
sakiTxebSi

prezidentis TanaSemwis posti 2012 wlis 23 maisidan 
tatiana golikovas ekava, romelic 2013 wlis 20 seqtembers 
rusuli politikis ruxma kardinalma _ vladislav surkov-
ma Secvala. putinis xelaxla gaprezidentebis Semdeg bevrs 
laparakobdnen, rom surkovi prezidentis TanaSemwis Tanam-
debobas datovebda. amis mizezad donbasis mimarTulebiT 
surkovis muSaobas asaxelebdnen. arsebobda versia, rom mas 
aRar surda donbasis sakiTxze muSaoba. sxva versiiT, surkovs 
konfliqti mouvida uSiSroebis federaluri samsaxuris me-5 
samsaxurTan, romelic donbasSi kontrdazverviT saqmiano-
baze iyo pasuxismgebeli.2 molodinis sawinaaRmdegod, 2018 
wlis 13 ivniss, surkovi xelaxla dainiSna TanaSemwis postze.3  

2013 wels prezidentis TanaSemwed surkovis daniSvna 
afxazeTsa da cxinvalis regionSi rusuli investiciebis ruse-
Tisgan kontrolis sakiTxs daukavSires. misi daniSvnis faqti 
mniSvnelovan gadawyvetilebad Sefasda, radgan igi warmoSo-
biT kavkasielia da kargad icnobs kavkasiis saqmeebs, gansa-
kuTrebiT _ afxazeTSi.4 surkovis roli afxazeTSi mimdinare 
procesebSi 2014 wlis maisSi gamovlinda, rodesac igi erT-
erTi mTavari moqmedi piri iyo afxazeTSi ganviTarebul Sida 
politikur krizisSi. krizisis dasaregulireblad surkovi 
28-29 maiss afxazeTs ewvia, rasac 1 ivniss de faqto prezi-
dentis _ aleqsandre anqvabis gadadgoma mohyva. krizisebis 
mogvarebis garda, surkovi periodulad stumrobs afxazeTs 
da regionis socialur-ekonomikuri ganviTarebis mxardam-
Weri sainvesticio programis farglebSi mimdinare mSeneblo-
bebis inspeqtirebasac axorcielebs.5

afxazeTis msgavsad, surkovi uSualod akontrolebs 
cxinvalis regionSi mimdinare politikur procesebs da 
sarekonstruqcio samuSaoebs. adgilobrivi mediis Sefase-
biT, cxinvalis regionSi wesrigis damyarebas swored surko-
vis daniSvnam Seuwyo xeli, ris Sedegadac regionSi dagegmili 
aRdgeniTi samuSaoebi Sesrulda.6 surkovis roli Riad gamoi-
kveTa 2017 wlis 9 aprils cxinvalis regionSi Catarebuli 
aralegitimuri saprezidento arCevnebis drosac. yofilma de 
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faqto prezidentma eduard kokoiTim saprezidento kandi-
datad daregistrireba ver moaxerxa. man saarCevno komisiis 
mier miRebul gadawyvetilebaSi surkovs dasdo brali. koko-
iTim surkovs „TaRliTi“ uwoda, romelic, misi SefasebiT, ise 
moqmedebda, „TiTqos samxreT oseTis mepatrone iyo“.7 

saqarTvelos okupirebuli regionebis marTvaSi 
surkovis CarTulobas 2016 wels misi samsaxureobrivi el-
fos tis gatexvis Sedegad gamovlenili mimoweris Sinaarsic 
adasturebs. mimoweridan Cans, rom surkovi monawileobs 
kanonebis miRebaSi, dasaniSni pirebis SerCevaSi da mikromene-
jmentis iseT donezec ki, rogoricaa inventarizacia, xelfa-
sebis darigebis sistema, skolebis sakiTxi.8

oleg govoruni _ dsT-is wevri qveynebis, afxazeTisa da 
samxreT oseTis respublikebTan socialur-ekonomikuri 
TanamSromlobis sammarTvelos ufrosi

sammarTvelo, romelic 2012 wlis 9 ivniss dafuZnda, 
af xa zeTsa da cxinvalis regionTan socialur-ekonomikuri 
TanamSromlobis kuTxiT ruseTis prezidentis saqmianobas 
uzrunvelyofs. 2013 wlis 11 oqtombridan sammarTvelos 
ufrosi regionuli ganviTarebis yofili ministri oleg 
govo runia, romelic surkovis kadrad iTvleba.9 2018 wlis 
22 ivniss govoruni putinma xelaxla daniSna Tanamdebobaze.10 
igi soxumsa da cxinvalSi vizitebis dros xSirad xvdeba adgi-
lob riv de faqto liderebs. misi erT-erTi movaleoba afxa-
zeTsa da cxinvalis regionSi ruseTis dafinansebiT mimdi-
nare mSeneblobebisa da aRdgeniTi samuSaoebis perioduli 
monitoringia.11

denis travini _ dsT-is wevri qveynebis, afxazeTisa da samxreT 
oseTis respublikebTan socialur-ekonomikuri TanamSrom-
lobis sammarTvelos ufrosis moadgile

denis travini oleg govorunis moadgilea. travins am 
postze daniSvnamde ruseTis regionuli ganviTarebis sami-
nist roSi, maT Soris, govorunis ministrobis periodSic, 
sainvesticio proeqtebis departamentis direqtoris posti 
ekava. saqarTvelos okupirebul regionebSi travinis xSiri 
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vizitebis analizis safuZvelze SeiZleba vivaraudoT, rom 
am etapze afxazeTisa da cxinvalis regionis socialur-eko-
nomikuri ganviTarebis mxardamWeri sainvesticio programis 
farglebSi mimdinare proeqtebis ganxorcielebis monitorin-
gi misi uSualo movaleobaa. travini kremlis mier gamoyo-
fili finansebis xarjvis kontrols da mimdinare proeqtebis 
droul ganxorcielebas uzrunvelyofs. magaliTad, 2017 
wlis 8 ivniss, erT-erTi vizitis dros, travini cxinvalSi 
surkovTan erTadac imyofeboda.12 

inal arZinba  _ dsT-is wevri qveynebis, afxazeTisa da samxreT 
oseTis respublikebTan socialur-ekonomikuri TanamSrom-
lobis sammarTvelos departamentis ufrosi

2017 wlis 26 ivniss sammarTveloSi departamentis 
ufrosad surkovTan daaxloebuli piri _ inal arZinba dainiS-
na.13 igi garkveuli periodi sammarTveloSi konsultanti iyo, 
Semdeg ki _ surkovis pirveli moadgile. igi kremlSi donecki-
sa da luganskis TviTgamocxadebul respublikebTan urTier-
Tobas kurirebda.14 am etapze arZinbas afxazur sakiTxebSi 
CarTuloba `afxazeTis keTili nebis elCebs~ saqvelmoqmedo 
moZraobis RonisZiebebsa da sxvadasxva tipis SexvedrebSi 
monawileobaSi gamoixateba. 15  igi piradad icnobs vladimer 
putins, romelmac arZinbas 2017 wels soWSi gamarTuli axal-
gazrdobisa da studentebis msoflio festivalis CatarebaSi 
Setanili wvlilisTvis sapatio sigelic ki gadasca.16 

vladimir Cernovi _ ucxo qveynebTan regionTaSorisi da 
kulturuli kavSirebis sammarTvelos ufrosi

2005 wlis 22 Tebervals prezidentis administra-
ciaSi ucxo qveynebTan regionTaSorisi da kulturuli ka-
vSirebis sammarTvelo  dafuZnda. sammarTvelos daarsebis 
erT-erTi mizani iyo postsabWoTa sivrceSi prodasavluri 
mTavrobebis mosvlisaTvis xelis SeSla da moskovis mimarT 
loialurad ganwyobili mTavrobebis mxardaWera. 2008 wlis 
ruseT-saqarT velos omis Semdeg sammarTvelos saqmianobaSi 
prioritetuli mimarTuleba gaxda afxazeTi da cxinvalis 
regioni. 2012 wels sammarTvelos ufrosad vladimir Cer-
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novi dainiSna. 2013 wels surkovis prezidentis TanaSemwed 
daniSvnamde saqarTvelos okupirebul regionebs Cernovi da 
misi moadgile sergei Cebotarevi (Cebotarevis  Sesaxeb in-
formacia ix. qvemoT) kurirebdnen. surkovis daniSvnis Semdeg 
sammarTvelos gavlena mniSvnelovnad Sesustda.17

mTavroba 

vitali mutko _ vice-premieri 

ruseTis mTavrobaSi afxazeTisa da cxinvalis region-
isTvis axali saxea vitali mutko, romelic 2016 wlidan vice-
premieria. putinis xelaxla gaprezidentebis Semdeg man Sei-
nar Cuna Tanamdeboba, Tumca axal mTavrobaSi mas afxazeTTan 
da cxinvalis regionTan TanamSromloba Caabares.  2018 wlis 
5 ivniss mutko ruseTsa da afxazeTsa da samxreT oseTTan 
socialur-ekonomikuri TanamSromlobis samTavrobo komisi-
is TanaTavmjdomared dainiSna.17 man am postze aleqsandre 
xloponini Secvala, romelic saqarTvelos okupirebul regi-
onebTan wlebia muSaobda da am sferoSi didi gamocdileba 
hqonda. xloponinis fonze mutko sust figurad miiCneva.18 
mutko daniSvnisTanave, ukve 26 maiss, Sexvda cxinvalis regi-
onis de faqto liderebs peterburgis saerTaSoriso ekono-
mikur forumze, sadac regionSi sainvesticio programis re-
alizaciis sakiTxi ganixiles.19

sagareo saqmeTa saministro

ruseTis sagareo saqmeTa saministros erT-erTi mizania 
saerTaSoriso asparezze saqarTvelos winaaRmdeg sainfor-
macio omis warmoeba, saqarTvelos okupirebuli regionebis 
diplomatiuri mxardaWera da okupirebul regionebSi ruseTis 
poziciebis gamyareba. saministro okupirebuli regionebis 
mimarT politikas dsT-is qveynebis meoTxe departamentis, 
okupirebul regionebSi moqmedi ruseTis „saelCoebisa“ da 
dsT-is qveynebis, ucxoeTSi mcxovrebi Tanamemamuleebisa da 
saerTaSoriso humanitaruli saqmeebis federaluri saagen-
tos saSualebiT axorcielebs.
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grigori karasini _ sagareo saqmeTa ministris moadgile  

saministroSi saqarTvelos mimarTulebiT politi-
kis formirebaze pasuxismgebloba grigori karasins ekis-
reba, romelic 2005 wlidan statsmdivani _ sagareo saqmeTa 
minist ris moadgilea. igi dsT-is qveynebTan ormxrivi urTi-
erTobebis sakiTxebsa da ucxoeTSi mcxovreb Tanamemamule-
ebTan muSaobas kurirebs. 2008 wlis agvistos omis Semdeg 
igi pirveli diplomati iyo, romelic 2012 wlis 14 dekembers 
JenevaSi saqarTvelos premier-ministris specialur warmo-
madgenels ruseTTan urTierTobebis sakiTxebSi, zurab aba-
SiZes, Sexvda. am SexvedriT abaSiZe-karasinis formats Caeyara 
safuZveli.20 Tavisi profesiuli saqmianobis farglebSi igi 
xSirad akeTebs gancxadebebs saqarTvelosTan dakavSirebiT 
da ormxrivi urTierTobebis sakiTxebis gansaxilvelad peri-
odulad xvdeba okupirebuli regionebis warmomadgenlebs.21

aleqsei pavlovski _ sagareo saqmeTa saministros dsT-is 
qveynebis meoTxe departamentis direqtori

sagareo saqmeTa saministroSi saqarTvelosa da okupi-
rebul regionebTan urTierTobas dsT-is qveynebis meoTxe 
departamenti (4ДСНГ) kurirebs. departamentis pasuxismgeb-
lobis sferoa azerbaijani, somxeTi, saqarTvelo, 2008 wli-
dan ki _ saqarTvelos okupirebuli regionebic. 2011 wlis 4 
ivlisidan departamentis direqtoria aleqsei pavlovski. igi 
2006 wlidan 2011 wlis CaTvliT dsT-is qveynebis meoTxe de-
partamentis direqtoris moadgile iyo.22 pavlovski, sagareo 
politikis koordinaciis meqanizmis farglebSi, saministroSi 
periodulad konsultaciebs marTavs ruseTSi afxazeTisa da 
cxinvalis regionis „elCebTan“.23 

aleqsei dvinianini _ ruseTis „elCi“ afxazeTSi

2018 wlis 30 marts afxazeTSi ruseTis rigiT meore 
„elCad“ aleqsei dvinianini dainiSna.24 man am postze semion 
grigorievi Secvala. igi samxreT kavkasiis, maT Soris saqarT-
velos, sakiTxebSi sakmaod gaTviTcnobierebuli diplomatia. 
saqarTvelos sakiTxi dvinianinis pasuxismgeblobis sfero 
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2006 wlidan gaxda, rodesac igi dsT-is qveynebis meoTxe 
departamentis regionuli konfliqtebis mogvarebis ganyo-
filebis ufrosad dainiSna. 2009 wlidan 2018 wlis martamde 
departamentis direqtoris moadgile iyo.25 dvinianini 2008 
wlis agvistos omis Semdeg Camoyalibebuli Jenevis diskusi-
ebis aqtiuri monawile da 2011-2018 wlebSi Jenevis diskusi-
ebze rusuli delegaciis ufrosis moadgile iyo. dvinianis 
gancxadebiT, igi 1-dan 43 raundis CaTvliT yvela SexvedraSi 
monawileobda da afxazeTSi weliwadSi orjer de faqto mTav-
robasTan konsultaciebisTvis Cadioda.26 

 
marat kulaxmetovi _ ruseTis „elCi“ cxinvalis regionSi

2017 wlis 23 maiss cxinvalis regionSi rigiT meore 
`elCad~ marat kulaxmetovi dainiSna, romelmac am postze 
elbrus kargievi Secvala. ruseTis SeiaraRebuli Zalebis 
general-maiori 2004 wlis oqtombridan ruseT-saqarTvelos 
omamde cxinvalis Sereuli samSvidobo Zalebis meTauri iyo.27 
kulaxmetovi, romelic cxinvalis regionSi wlebis ganmav-
lobaSi saqmianobda da kargad icnobda adgilobriv politi-
kur Taviseburebebs, aqtiurad aris CarTuli regionSi mimdi-
nare procesebSi.

eleonora mitrofanova _ dsT-is qveynebis, ucxoeTSi 
mcxovrebi Tanamemamuleebisa da saerTaSoriso humanita-
ruli saqmeebis federaluri saagentos [Россотрудничества] 
ufrosi

2008 wlis 6 seqtembers, ruseTis prezidentis brZa-
nebiT, ruseT-saqarTvelos omis dasrulebidan mokle peri-
odSi, sagareo saqmeTa saministroSi saerTaSoriso samecni-
ero da kulturuli TanamSromlobis rusuli centris 
(Росзарубежцентр) magivrad, axali uwyeba Camoyalibda _ dsT-
is qveynebis, ucxoeTSi mcxovrebi Tanamemamuleebisa da saer-
TaSoriso humanitaruli saqmeebis federaluri saagento. 
2017 wlis 19 dekembers saagentos ufrosad eleonora mitro-
fanova dainiSna.28 mitrofanovas saerTaSoriso asparezsa da 
dsT-is sivrceSi rusi Tanamemamuleebis sakiTxze muSaobis 
didi gamocdileba aqvs. igi 2001-2003 wlebSi iyo iuneskos 
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generaluri mdivnis moadgile, 2003-2004 wlebSi ki _ sagareo 
saqmeTa ministris pirveli moadgile. 2004-2009 wlebSi igi 
xelmZRvanelobda Росзарубежцентр-s, romlis samarTalmem-
kvidrec aris saagento.29  

saagentos xelmZRvanelad daniSvnis Semdeg mitro-
fanovam Tavisi saqmianobis prioritetad daasaxela kultur-
is sferoSi dsT-is wevr qveynebTan ruseTis TanamSromlobis 
ganviTareba, dsT-is sivrceSi rusuli enis swavlebis gafar-
Toeba da maswavleblebis momzadeba. aseve, misi gancxadebiT, 
im qveynebSi, romlebTan urTierTobaSic ruseTs garkveu-
li sirTuleebi aqvs, aucilebelia dialogisTvis Sesabamisi 
garemos Seqmna.30 

saagentoSi saqarTvelos mimarTulebas dsT-is saqme-
Ta sammarTvelo kurirebs, romelsac 2015 wlis 9 noembridan 
sergei malenko xelmZRvanelobs. garkveuli periodi malenko 
ruseTis prezidentis administraciaSic muSaobda, sadac, ar-
sebuli informaciiT, mas urTierToba hqonda surkovTanac.31 
saagentoSi azerbaijanis, somxeTis, saqarTvelos, afxazeTisa 
da samxreT oseTis ganyofilebas elena volgina xelmZRvan-
elobs.

soxumSi saagentos warmomadgenloba, mecnierebisa 
da kulturis rusuli centris saxiT, 2009 wlis 18 dekem-
bers gaixsna. cxinvalSi saagentos warmomadgenloba gaixsna 
2010 wels, mecnierebisa da kulturis rusuli centri ki _ 
2012 wlis seqtemberSi. aRniSnul warmomadgenlobebs ruse-
Tis federaciis saelCos TanamSromlebi xelmZRvaneloben: 
afxazeTSi _ sergei fedCenko, cxinvalis regionSi _ sergei 
skvarcovi. warmomadgenlobebis ZiriTadi amocanebia: ormxri-
vi kulturuli, saganmanaTleblo, samecniero-teqnikuri da 
sainformacio kavSirebis ganviTareba; rus TanamemamuleebSi 
kulturul-saganmanaTleblo saqmianoba; saerTaSoriso da 
adgilobriv organizaciebTan kavSirebis ganviTareba. 

CrdiloeT kavkasiis sakiTxTa saministro 

ruseTis mTavrobaSi dargobrivi saministroebidan 
saqarTvelos okupirebuli regionebis mimarTulebiT bolo 
periodSi gansakuTrebiT gaaqtiurda CrdiloeT kavkasiis 
sakiTxTa saministro, romelic 2014 wlis 12 maiss Seiqmna. 
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sergei Cebotarevi _ CrdiloeT kavkasiis sakiTxTa ministri

saministros pirveli xelmZRvaneli lev kuznecovi 
2018 wlis 18 maiss sergei Cebotarevma Secvala.32 Cebotarevi 
axali mTavrobis erTaderTi ministria, vis Sesaxebac praqti-
kulad ar arsebobs informacia. mas rusuli mediac ki cudad 
icnobs. amis dasturia misi daniSvnis pirvel wuTebSi medi-
asaSualebebiT gavrcelebuli informacia, TiTqos ministrad 
dainiSna tambovis meri sergei Cebotarevi. Cebotarevi 2006 
wlidan  prezidentis administraciaSi muSaobda, ucxo qvey-
nebTan regionTaSorisi da kulturuli kavSirebis sammarT-
veloSi iyo departamentis ufrosi, 2012 wlis ivnisidan ki 
_ sammarTvelos ufrosis moadgile. misi pasuxismgeblobis 
sfero iyo somxeTTan, saqarTvelosTan, azerbaijanTan da 
saqarTvelos okupirebul regionebTan urTierToba. arse-
buli informaciiT, Cebotarovis gaministrebas uSiSroebis 
sabWos mdivnis moadgile raSid nurgalievTan nacnobobam 
Seuwyo xeli.33

im periodSi (2005-2013), rodesac ucxo qveynebTan regi-
on TaSorisi da kulturuli kavSirebis sammarTvelo wamyvani 
saxelmwifo uwyeba iyo okupirebul regionebSi politikis Se-
muSavebis kuTxiT, Cebotarevi am mimarTulebiT yvelaze met 
„Sav samuSaos“ asrulebda. igi sxvadasxva RonisZiebaSi monaw-
ileobis misaRebad xSirad stumrobda okupirebul regionebs 
da Sida politikur procesebSic ereoda. mediaSi gavrcele-
buli informaciiT, Cebotarevi 2011-2012 wlebSi uSualod 
kurirebda cxinvalis regionSi gamarTul aralegitimur sa-
prezidento arCevnebs. Cebotarevis saxels ukavSirdeba aseve 
TanamSromlobisa da integraciis SeTanxmebis momzadebac, 
romelsac 2015 wlis 18 marts ruseTis prezidentma da cxin-
valis regionis de faqto prezidentma moaweres xeli.

ministris rangSi Cebotarevma pirveli Sexvedra 2018 
wlis 27 ivniss moskovSi vizitad myof afxazeTis de faqto 
premier-ministr genadi gaguliasTan gamarTa. Sexvedraze 
2017-2019 wlebSi afxazeTis respublikis socialur-ekonomi-
kuri ganviTarebis mxardamWeri sainvesticio programis re-
alizaciis sakiTxi ganixiles.34 2018 wlis 16 ivliss sainves-
ticio programis Sesrulebis procesis inspeqtirebisaTvis 
Cebotarevi Tavis moadgile igor koSinTan erTad cxinvalSi 
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imyofeboda. es ministrad daniSvnis Semdeg saqarTvelos oku-
pirebul regionebSi ganxorcielebuli misi pirveli viziti 
iyo.35 meore dResve, 17 ivliss, Cebotarevi imave misiiT so-
xum Sic imyofeboda.36

igor koSini _ CrdiloeT kavkasiis sakiTxTa ministris moadg-
ile 

CrdiloeT kavkasiis sakiTxTa saministros roli saqa-
rTvelos okupirebul regionebSi kidev ufro gaZlierda, 
rodesac 2017 wlis 21 dekembers ministris moadgiled igor 
koSini dainiSna, romelsac  saqarTvelos okupirebul regi-
onebTan TanamSromlobis sakiTxi Caabares. daniSvnamde igi 
nenecis avtonomiuri olqis gubernatori iyo.37 koSini afxa-
zeTisa da cxinvalis regionis xSiri stumaria. am vizitebis 
dros mas xSirad axlavs denis travinic. 2018 wlis ivnisSi 
koSini travinTan erTad soxumSi afxazeTis de faqto lide-
rebs sainvesticio proeqtebze sasaubrod Sexvda.38 2018 wlis 
TebervalSi ki _ koSini travinTan erTad sainvesticio pro-
gramis realizaciis sakiTxebTan dakavSirebiT cxinvalSic 
imyofeboda, rodesac mimdinare mSeneblobis tempebi gaakri-
tika.39 

uSiSroebis sabWo

raSid nurgalievi _ uSiSroebis sabWos mdivnis moadgile

2012 wlis 22 maisidan, uSiSroebis sabWos mdivnis 
moadgiled daniSvnis Semdeg, raSid nurgalievs afxazeTsa da 
cxinvalis regionSi ruseTis Zalovani uwyebebis saqmianobis 
erTgvari koordinatoris funqcia daekisra.40 igi uSualod 
kurirebs cxinvalis regionis „sasazRvro raionebis keTilm-
owyobis“ programis ganxorcielebas. 2017 wlis ivlisSi nur-
galievma rusul samxedro bazebTan da sasazRvro postebTan 
mimavali axlad aSenebuli gzebis inspeqtireba piradad gan-
axorciela.41 nurgalievis bolo viziti cxinvalSi 2018 wlis 
ivlisSi gaimarTa. man „cxinvalis raionSi“ im adgilebis ins-
peqtireba Caatara, sadac, cxinvalis regionis gavliT satran-
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zito derefanis gaxsnis SemTxvevaSi, satvirTo gadazidvebis-
Tvis SemovliTi gzis aSeneba SeiZleba.42

nurgalievi surkovTan erTad saqarTvelos okupire-
bul regionebSi „krizisebis menejeradac“ gvevlineba. 2011 
wels cxinvalis regionSi dagegmili aralegitimuri sapre-
zidento arCevnebis wina periodSi politikur jgufebs So-
ris konfliqtis gansamuxtad cxinvalSi nurgalievi Cavida.43 
igi „krizisebis menejerad“ mogvevlina afxazeTSic, rode-
sac 2014 wels afxazeTSi de faqto prezidentis winaaRmdeg 
opozicia gamovida. kremlis delegaciaSi surkovTan erTad 
nurgalievic imyofeboda.44 

usafrTxoebis sferos warmomadgenlebi
 
saqarTvelos okupirebul regionebSi samxedro, sapo-

licio da sazRvris dacvis mimarTulebas ruseTis Zalovani 
uwyebebis (specsamsaxurebi, ruseTis Tavdacvisa da Sinagan 
saqmeTa saministroebi) warmomadgenlebi kurireben. ruse-
Tis Zalovani uwyebebis warmomadgenlebis saqmianobis mizani 
okupirebul regionebSi gavlenis gaZliereba, usafrTxoe-
bis sferoSi okupirebul regionebSi mimdinare procesebis 
sruli kontroli da saqarTvelos sawinaaRmdego politikis 
ganxorcielebaa.

igor zubovi _ Sinagan saqmeTa ministris moadgile

Sinagan saqmeTa saministros mxridan okupirebuli re-
gionebis kuratori Stats-mdivani, ministris moadgile igor 
zubovia, romelic am Tanamdebobaze 2012 wlis 16 ivniss dai-
niSna.45 zubovi separatistuli respublikebis liderebs, maT 
Soris, Zalovani uwyebis warmomadgenlebs xSirad xvdeba.46 
zubovs gansakuTrebuli roli akisria okupirebuli re-
gionebis samarTaldamcav organoebze kontrolis gazrdis 
saqmeSi. magaliTad, 2017 wlis 18 maiss soWSi zubovma Sina-
gan saqmeTa struqturebis erToblivi sainformacio-sakoor-
dinacio centris Camoyalibebis Sesaxeb SeTanxmebas moawera 
xeli.47 zubovis monawileobiT centris Seqmnis Sesaxeb Se-
Tanxmebas 2016 wlis 4 ivliss cxinvalTanac moewera xeli.48 
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aleqsandr dvornikovi _ Tavdacvis saministros samxreTis 
samxedro olqis meTauri

aleqsandr dvornikovi ruseTis federaciis samxreTis 
samxedro olqis meTaurad 2016 wlis 20 seqtembers dainiS-
na. 2015 wlis seqtembridan 2016 wlis ivlisis CaTvliT igi 
siriaSi ruseTis SeiaraRebuli dajgufebis meTauri iyo.49 
samxedro olqis SeiaraRebuli Zalebi, ruseTisa da somxeTis 
teritoriis garda, ganTavsebulia afxazeTisa da cxinvalis 
regionis teritoriazec, Sesabamisad _  me-7 samxedro baza gu-
dauTaSi da me-4 samxedro baza cxinvalsa da javaSi. samxedro 
olqis operatiul daqvemdebarebaSia ruseTis federaluri 
uSiSroebis samsaxuris sasazRvro sammarTveloc, romelic 
saqarT velos okupirebul regionebSi aqtiurad muSaobs. 

dvornikovi saqarTvelos okupirebul regionebSi gan-
Tavsebuli samxedro bazebis inspeqtirebas, rogorc gegmiu-
rad, aseve daugegmavad, axorcielebs. 2017 wlis Teberval-
Si igi piradad Cavida cxinvalSi da rusuli samxedro bazis 
sabr Zolo samzadisi Seamowma.50 2017 wlis maisSi dvornikovma 
afxazeTSi rusul samxedro bazaze arsebuli infrastruqtu-
ra  da infrastruqturuli proeqtebi, aseve samxedro teqni-
kis mdgomareoba Seamowma.51 

ruseTis me-7 da me-4 samxedro bazebis meTaurebi 

ruseTis Tavdacvis saministros interesebs afxazeTsa 
da cxinvalis regionSi me-7 da me-4 samxedro bazebis meTau-
rebi warmoadgenen. maTi uSualo pasuxismgeblobaa saqarT-
velos okupirebul regionebSi rusuli samxedro infra-
struqturis ganviTareba da regionebis samxedro kontroli. 
afxazeTSi ruseTis me-7 samxedro bazas 2017 wlidan igor 
egorovi xelmZRvanelobs. cxinvalis regionSi ruseTis me-4 
samxedro bazis meTauri ki 2016 wlis seqtembridan aleqsandr 
kravcovia. 

dimitri iudini _ afxazeTSi ruseTis federaciis  uSiSroebis 
federaluri samsaxuris sasazRvro sammarTvelos ufrosi
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afxazeTSi sammarTvelos ufrosi general-maiori 
dimit ri iudinia, romelic am postze 2015 wlis 24 marts 
dainiSna. manamde igi belarusSi sasazRvro sferoSi Tanam-
Sromlobis jgufis ufrosad (2013-2015) muSaobda.52 iudini 
okupirebul regionSi gamarTuli RonisZiebebis aqtiuri 
monawilea. mas axlo samsaxurebrivi urTierToba akavSirebs 
xajimbasTan. mag., 2016 wlis aprilSi iudinma xajimbas e.w. ad-
ministraciul sazRvarze sakontrolo-gamSvebi punqtis „Ta-
gilonis“ daxurvis Sesaxeb arsebuli viTarebis da gansaxor-
cielebeli saqmianobis Sesaxeb moaxsena.53 

anatoli utkini _ cxinvalis regionSi ruseTis federaciis 
uSiSroebis federaluri samsaxuris sasazRvro sammarT-
velos ufrosi

2017 wlis martidan cxinvalis regionis de faqto saz-
Rvris „dacvas“ sammarTvelos ufrosi, general-maiori ana-
toli utkini uzrunvelyofs. 2017 wlis 30 ivniss cxinvalis 
regionis axlad arCeulma de faqto prezidentma anatoli 
bibilovma Sexvedra gamarTa utkinTan, sadac saqarTvelosTan 
sasazRvro usafrTxoebis gaumjobeseba moiTxova.54 saqarT-
velos xelisuflebis kontrolirebadi raionebidan adamia-
nebis gatacebas swored utkinis samsaxuri uwyobs xels. am 
etapze utkinis gankargulebaSia 19 samxedro dasaxleba Tavi-
si infrastruqturiT, romelic saokupacio xazis „dacvisT-
vis“ aris aucilebeli.55 

sakanonmdeblo organo

saxelmwifo dumisa da federaciis sabWos movaleo-
baa kremlis mier miRebuli gadawyvetilebebis gaformeba da 
saerTaSoriso asparezze saqarTvelos diskreditacia. dumis 
mraval deputats mWidro kavSiri aqvs afxazeTisa da cxinva-
lis regionis de faqto liderebTan. saqarTvelos sakiTxze 
saxelmwifo dumaSi yvelaze aqtiuri dsT-is saqmeTa, evrazi-
uli integraciisa da TanamemamuleebTan urTierTobis 
komitetia. komitetis Tavmjdomare leonid kalaSnikovia. 
aqtiurobiT gamoirCeva misi pirveli moadgile konstantin 
zatulinic, romelsac 2008 wlis 30 seqtembers, ruseT-saqa-
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rTvelos agvistos omis Semdeg erT-erT pirvels, misces af-
xazeTis sapatio moqalaqis wodeba.56 saqarTvelos sakiTxebs 
gansakuTrebul yuradRebas uTmobs Tavdacvis komiteti da 
misi Tavmjdomare vladimir Samanovic, romelic 2008 wlis 
agvistoSi kodoris xeobaSi Catarebul samxedro operaciaSi 
rusul samxedro SenaerTs xelmZRvanelobda.57 saqarTvelos 
sakiTxi saerTaSoriso urTierTobaTa komitetis (komitetis 
Tavmjdomarea leonid slucki) dRis wesrigSic aqtiurad 
dgas. 

federaciis sabWoSi saqarTvelos sakiTxze aqtiurobs 
saerTaSoriso urTierTobaTa komitetis Tavmjdomare kons-
tantin kosaCevi, romelic xSirad gamodis saqarTvelosa da 
separatistuli regionebis Temebze, rogorc ruseTSi, aseve 
saerTaSoriso organizaciebSi. igi xSirad xvdeba moskovSi 
vizitad myof saqarTvelos okupirebuli regionebis warmo-
madgenlebs da maT politikur mxardaWerasac uwevs.58 

ruseTis federaciis subieqtebi _ CrdiloeT oseTis 
respublika-alania

ruseTis federaciis subieqtebi saqarTvelos oku-
pirebul regionebTan ormxrivi urTierTobebis ganviTare-
baze arian pasuxismgebeli. am mxriv gansakuTrebuli  adgili 
ukavia CrdiloeT oseTis respublika _ alanias. viaCeslav bi-
Tarovi CrdiloeT oseTis respublika _ alaniis mTavrobis 
Tavmjdomaris movaleobas 2015 wlidan asrulebs. biTarovi 
Tavisi winamorbedebis msgavsad miiCnevs, rom or respublikaSi 
mcxovrebi osi xalxi erTian politikur subieqtSi unda gaer-
Tiandes. 2017 wlis 26 marts biTarovi cxinvalis regionis de 
faqto prezident leonid TibilovTan erTad vladikavkazSi 
Sexvda CrdiloeT oseTSi mcxovreb cxinvalis regionis mo-
qalaqeebs. Sexvedraze biTarovma ganacxada, rom „miuxedavad 
imisa, rom osebs mTiani qedi hyofT, isini erT ers warmoad-
genen da adre Tu gvian istoriuli samarTlianoba izeimebs 
da CrdiloeTi da samxreTi oseTi kvlav erTi respublika 
gaxdeba“.59 biTarovi cxinvalis regionSi CarTuli iyo 2017 
wlis aralegitimur saprezidento arCevnebSic, rodesac man 
mxari Riad dauWira Tibilovs, Tumca amas misTvis xeli ar 
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SeuSlia, rom arCevnebSi gamarjvebuli anatoli bibilovis 
inauguracias daswreboda cxinvalSi.60

daskvna

afxazeTisa da cxinvalis regionis mimarT kremlis 
politikis Camoyalibebasa da Semdgom mis ganxorcielebaSi 
ruseTis yvela saxelisuflebo Stoa CarTuli. 2008 wlis 
Semdeg ruseTis aRmasrulebel xelisuflebaSi sagangebod 
Seiqmna saxelmwifo uwyebebi da Tanamdebobebi, romelTa uSu-
alo pasuxismgeblobac aris afxazeTsa da cxinvalis regionSi 
kremlis politikis gatareba.

2008 wlis Semdeg saqarTvelos okupirebul regioneb-
Si Sida politikuri procesebis kontroli da politikuri, 
socialur-ekonomikuri, sakadro, samarTlebrivi da sakanon-
mdeblo kuTxiT arsebuli sakiTxebis mogvareba ruseTis pre-
zidentis administraciis kompetenciaSi Sedis. 2013 wlidan 
aRniSnul sakiTxebs kremlSi afxazeTsa da samxreT oseTTan 
socialur-ekonomikuri urTierTqmedebis sakiTxebSi ruse-
Tis prezidentis TanaSemwe vladislav surkovi kurirebs. 
okupirebul regionebSi kremlis politikis ganxorcielebas 
ki _ dsT-is wevri qveynebis, afxazeTisa da samxreT oseTis 
respublikebTan socialur-ekonomikuri TanamSromlobis sam-
marTvelo uzrunvelyofs, romelic surkovs eqvemdebareba. 
am mxriv, gansakuTrebul rols asruleben sammarTvelos 
ufrosi oleg govoruni da misi moadgile denis travini. isi-
ni uSualod akontroleben afxazeTsa da cxinvalis regionSi 
ruseTis mier gamoyofili dafinansebis xarjvis efeqturobas 
da mimdinare proeqtebis ganxorcielebis process. 

bolo periodSi okupirebul regionebSi ruseTis sain-
vesticio proeqtebis ganxorcielebis kontrolis kuTxiT 
CrdiloeT kavkasiis sakiTxTa saministros rolis zrdac Sei-
niSneba. ministris moadgile igor koSini uSualod kurirebs 
afxazeTsa da cxinvalis regions da travinTan erTad xSirad 
axorcielebs sainvesticio programis farglebSi mimdinare 
samSeneblo proeqtebis inspeqtirebas. saministros roli mi-
nistrad sergei Cebotarevis daniSvnis Semdeg, savaraudod, 
kidev ufro gaizrdeba. Cebotarevi cxinvalis regionisa da 
afxazeTis sakiTxebSi erT-erTi yvelaze gaTviTcnobiere-
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buli saxelmwifo moRvawea, romelic wlebis ganmavlobaSi 
kurirebda regionebSi mimdinare procesebs da adgilobrivi 
mmarTveli elitis warmomadgenlebTan mravalwliani nac-
nobobac akavSirebs.

saqarTvelos okupirebuli regionebis saerTaSoriso 
mxardaWeras da afxazeTsa da cxinvalis regionSi ruseTis 
poziciebis ganmtkicebas sagareo saqmeTa saministro da ru-
seTis sakanonmdeblo organo uzrunvelyofen. am mimarTule-
biT sagareo saqmeTa saministroSi wamyvan rols asrulebs 
dsT-is qveynebis meoTxe departamenti, romelic uSualod 
kurirebs okupirebul regionebs da am regionebSi moRvawe 
ruseTis „saelCoebis“ saqmianobas. saministros saqmianobas 
humanitarul sferoSi dsT-is qveynebis, ucxoeTSi mcxovrebi 
Tanamemamuleebisa da saerTaSoriso humanitaruli saqmee-
bis federaluri saagentos regionuli warmomadgenlobebi 
uzrun velyofen.

saxelmwifo dumaSi saqarTvelos mimarTulebiT 
yvelaze aqtiuri dsT-is saqmeTa, evraziuli integraciisa da 
TanamemamuleebTan urTierTobis komiteti da misi Tavmjdo-
mare leonid kalaSnikovia. federaciis sabWodan ki, am mxriv 
saerTaSoriso urTierTobaTa komiteti da misi Tavmjdomare 
konstantin kosaCevi gamoirCeva.

kremlis politikis ganxorcielebaSi sxva dargobrivi 
saministroebi da sakanonmdeblo organos komitetebic arian 
CarTuli, TavianTi kompetenciis farglebSi, Tumca prezi-
dentis administracia, CrdiloeT kavkasiis sakiTxTa saminis-
tro da sagareo saqmeTa saministro mTavar rols asruleben. 
maTi gavlena ar vrceldeba mxolod usafrTxoebis (samxedro, 
sapolicio, sasazRvro) sferoze. usafrTxoebis sakiTxebSi 
mTavar rols rusuli specsamsaxurebi, Tavdacvis saminis-
tros danayofebi da Sinagan saqmeTa saministro asruleben. 
am mxriv, ruseTis Zalovani uwyebebis saqmianobis erTgvari 
koordinaciis roli akisria uSiSroebis sabWos mdivnis moadg-
iles raSid nurgalievs, romelic periodulad okupirebul 
regionebSi „krizisebis menejeradac“ gvevlineba. 

saqarTvelos okupirebul regionebSi usafrTxoe-
bis sakiTxebze sruli kontroli aqvs dawesebuli ruseTis 
Tavdacvis saministros. am mxriv, gansakuTrebul rols as-
rulebs ruseTis samxreTis samxedro olqi da misi meTauri 
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aleqsandr dvornikovi. samxreTis samxedro olqis daqvemde-
barebaSi Sedis afxazeTSi dislocirebuli ruseTis me-7 da 
cxinvalis regionSi dislocirebuli ruseTis me-4 samxedro 
bazebi. afxa zeTsa da cxinvalis regionSi kremlis interesebis 
dacvas ruseTis uSiSroebis federaluri samsaxuris sasaz-
Rvro sammarTveloebic uzrunvelyofen, romlebic uSualod 
arian pasuxismgebeli de faqto administraciuli sazRvris 
kontrolze da de faqto sazRvris piras mcxovrebi saqarT-
velos moqalaqeebis dakavebaze.
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Sesavali

2008 wlis ruseT-saqarTvelos omis Semdeg ruseTis 
mier afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ reJimebis damoukidebel 
saxelmwifoebad aRiarebas afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ 
mimarTulebiT kremlis gansakuTrebuli gaaqtiureba mohyva. 
aRniSnuli regionebisadmi kremlis mzard dainteresebaze 
miuTiTebs aRmasrulebel xelisuflebaSi arsebuli sxvada-
sxva samsaxuris saqmianoba, rac afxazeTisa da „samxreT ose-
Tis“ reJimebTan urTierTobis ganviTarebasa da am regionebis 
ruseTis federaciaSi integraciazea orientirebuli. 

ruseT-saqarTvelos omis Semdeg saqarTveloSi ruseTis 
saxelmwifo struqturebis saqmianobis masStabebi SezRudu-
lia. rac Seexeba saqarTvelos centraluri xelisuflebis 
mier arakontrolirebad afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ 
regionebs, specsamsaxurebisa da dargobrivi saministroebis 
garda, iq ruseTis federaciis aRmasrulebeli xelisufle-
bidan gansakuTrebiT aqtiurobs ori struqtura _ sagareo 
saqmeTa saministro da prezidentis administracia. winamde-
bare statiaSi, Ria wyaroebis monitoringis Sedegad miRebu-
li informaciis analizis safuZvelze, SevecdebiT davadgi-
noT, Tu romeli saxelmwifo uwyebebi da sajaro moxeleebi 
qmnian da axorcieleben kremlis politikas saqarTvelosTan, 
gansakuTrebiT ki, saqarTvelos centraluri xelisuflebis 
mier arakontrolirebad afxazeTsa da „samxreT oseTTan“ da-
kavSirebiT. 

dsT-is qveynebis, ucxoeTSi mcxovrebi Tanamemamuleebi-
sa da saerTaSoriso humanitaruli saqmeebis federaluri saa-
gento (rus. Федеральное агентство по делам Содружества Независимых 
Государств, соотечественников, проживающих за рубежом, и по междуна-
родному гуманитарному сотрудничеству - Россотрудничество)

ruseTis federaciis sagareo saqmeTa saministros 
erT-erTi mizani saerTaSoriso asparezze saqarTvelos wi-
naaRmdeg sainformacio omis warmoeba da „rbili Zalis“ 
gamoyenebiT saqarTvelos politikur cxovrebaze gavlenis 
moxdenaa. am mxriv 1990-iani wlebidan saministros mTavari 
sagareo-politikuri instrumenti saministrosTan arsebuli 
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saerTaSoriso samecniero da kulturuli TanamSromlobis 
rusuli centri (Росзарубежцентр) iyo. centri 1994-2008 wleb-
Si saqmianobda da saqarTveloSi sxvadasxva tipis kulturul 
da humanitarul RonisZiebebs afinansebda. 

2008 wlis 6 seqtembers, ruseTis federaciis prezi-
dentis brZanebiT, ruseT-saqarTvelos omis dasrulebidan 
mokle periodSi, sagareo saqmeTa saministroSi centris magiv-
rad axali uwyeba Camoyalibda: dsT-is qveynebis, ucxoeTSi 
mcxovrebi Tanamemamuleebisa da saerTaSoriso humanitaru-
li saqmeebis federaluri saagento (Россотрудничество).1 saa-
gentos dafuZnebis ZiriTadi miznebia saqarTvelosTan omis 
Semdeg ruseTis saerTaSoriso imijis gaumjobeseba da axlo 
da Soreul sazRvargareT ruseTis gavlenis gazrda. 

saagento sami ZiriTadi mimarTulebiT muSaobs: hu-
manitaruli TanamSromloba, sazogadoebrivi diplomatia da 
saerTaSoriso ganviTarebis mxardaWera. saqarTvelo-ruseTs 
Soris arsebuli urTierTobis gamo saqarTveloSi saagentos 
saqmianoba SezRudulia, Tumca Tavisi struqturuli qveda-
na yofebis saSualebiT saagento saqarTvelos centraluri 
xelisuflebis mier afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ arakon-
trolirebad teritoriebze sxvadasxva RonisZiebas afinan-
sebs. afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ reJimebTan urTier-
Tobaze saagentoSi pasuxismgebloba akisria mecnierebisa 
da kulturis rusuli centrisa da dsT-is qveynebTan mra-
valmxrivi TanamSromlobis sammarTvelos, romelsac sergei 
medvedevi xelmZRvanelobs. uSualod aRniSnul regionebTan 
urTierTobis ganviTareba ki, dsT-is qveynebis, afxazeTisa da 
samxreT oseTis ganyofilebis prerogativaa. ganyofilebis 
ufrosia lidia diaCenko.

saagentos iniciativiT, 2009 wlis 18 dekembers soxum Si 
gaixsna saagentos warmomadgenloba,2 2010 wlis 6 seqtembers 
ki _ cxinvalSi.3 am warmomadgenlobebs ruseTis federaciis 
saelCos TanamSromlebi xelmZRvaneloben. warmomadgenlo-
bebis ZiriTadi amocanebia: ormxrivi kulturuli, saganmanaT-
leblo, samecniero-teqnikuri da sainformacio kavSirebis 
ganviTareba; rus TanamemamuleebTan kulturul-saganmanaT-
leblo saqmianoba; saerTaSoriso, regionul da adgilobriv 
organizaciebTan kavSirebis ganviTareba. 
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saagentos pirveli xelmZRvaneli iyo farit muxamet-
Sini, romelic 2012 wlis 5 martidan ruseTis politikuri 
elitis gamorCeulma warmomadgenelma konstantin kosaCevma 
Secvala. kosaCevi xSirad akeTebs saqarTvelos sawinaaRmdego 
gancxadebebs da afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ reJimebis 
aqtiuri mxardamWeria. 

2015 wlis 23 martidan saagentos xelmZRvanelad fede-
raciis sabWos wevri liubov glebova dainiSna. man kosaCovi 
Secvala, romelic 2014 wlis dekemberSi federaciis sabWos 
wevri da sagareo saqmeTa komitetis Tavmjdomare gaxda. af-
xazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ reJimebTan glebovas urTier-
Toba am Tanamdebobaze daniSvnamde minimaluri iyo. manamde 
glebovas, ganaTlebisa da mecnierebis zedamxedvelobis 
federaluri samsaxuris ufrosis rangSi, umniSvnelo Sexeba 
hqonda afxazeTTan, rodesac afxazeTis de faqto ganaTlebis 
ministri, mwerali daur naWyebia rusuli fondis, „sazoga-
doebrivi aRiarebis“ sapatio vercxlis ordeniT daajil-
doves. jildos damadasturebel dokumentze erT-erTi xel-
momweri glebovac iyo.4

ucxo qveynebTan regionTaSorisi da kulturuli ka-
vSirebis sammarTvelo (rus. Управления Президента Российской 
Федерации по межрегиональным и культурным связям с зарубежными 
странами)

ruseTis federaciis prezidentis administraciaSi 
saqarTvelos sakiTxebze ramdenime struqturuli erTeuli 
muSaobs. maT Soris aris ucxo qveynebTan regionTaSorisi 
da kulturuli kavSirebis sammarTvelo, romelic 2005 wlis 
martSi dafuZnda. sammarTvelos ZiriTadi funqciebia: ucxo 
qveynebTan regionTaSorisi da kulturuli kavSirebis sfe-
ro Si proeqtebis SemuSaveba da realizacia; ucxo qveynebTan 
regionTaSorisi da kulturuli kavSirebis sakiTxebSi prezi-
dentisa da prezidentis administraciis xelmZRvanelis sain-
formacio-analitikuri uzrunvelyofa.5

„vardebisa“ da „narinjisferi“ revoluciebis fonze 
saqarTvelosa da ukrainis xelisuflebis winaaRmdeg miza-
nmimarTuli saqmianobis gamo sammarTvelos „kontrrev-
oluciur sammarTvelodac“ moixseniebdnen. 2008 wlis 
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ruseT-saqar Tvelos omis Semdeg sammarTvelos roli saqarT-
velosTan mimarTebiT Sesustda. sammarTvelos saqmianobaSi 
prioritetuli mimarTuleba gaxda saqarTvelos centralu-
ri xelisuflebis mier arakontrolirebadi afxazeTisa da 
„samxreT oseTis“ regionebi, sadac 2013 wlamde mimdinare 
procesebSi sammarTvelo wamyvan rols asrulebda. 

modest kolerovi

sammarTvelos pirveli xelmZRvaneli iyo mod-
est kolerovi, romelic postsabWoTa sivrceSi feradi 
revoluci ebis winaaRmdeg kremlis politikis SemuSavebasa da 
ganxorcielebas xelmZRvanelobda. kremlSi kolerovis moR-
vaweobis periodSi araerTi organizacia Tu sainformacio 
resursi Seiqmna, romlebsac sammarTvelos winaSe dasaxuli 
miznebis miRwevisaTvis xeli unda Seewyo. maT Soris aRsan-
iSnavia sainformacio saagento „regnumi“ [regnum.ru], romlis 
mTavari redaqtoric dRemde kolerovia. saagento cnobilia 
Tavisi prosaxelisuflebo poziciiT da saqarTvelos winaaRm-
deg dezinformaciis gavrcelebiT. kolerovi Tavisi miznebis 
misaR wevad aseve iyenebda demokratiis kavkasiur institutsa 
da evraziuli kvlevebis centrs, romlebic dRemde kremlis 
mier dafinansebul proeqtebs axorcieleben. gansakuTrebul 
rols asrulebs gamomcemloba „evropa“,6 romelic 2005 wels 
kolerovis TaosnobiT dafuZnda. gamomcemloba antidasav-
luri da antiqarTuli Sinaarsis wignebs gamoscems. 

sergei vinokurovi

modest kolerovis Zalisxmevis miuxedavad, misi saqmi-
anoba aradamakmayofileblad CaiTvala da mas 2007 wels krem-
lis datoveba mouwia. 2007 wlidan kolerovi sergei vinoku-
rovma Secvala, romelic, gavrcelebuli mosazrebiT, 2012 
wels „samxreT oseTisa“ da dnestrispireTis araRiarebul 
regionebSi kremlis warumatebel politikas Seewira. aRniS-
nul regionebSi Catarebul aralegitimur arCevnebSi kremlis 
mier mxardaWerilma kandidatebma ver gaimarjves. kremlma 
2011 wlis noembris arCevnebSi „samxreT oseTis“ de faqto sa-
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gangebo situaciebis ministrze _ anatoli bibilovze SeaCera 
arCevani, Tumca warmatebas „samxreT oseTis“ de faqto ganaT-
lebis yofilma ministrma ala jioevam miaRwia. 2012 wlis 
gazafxulze „samxreT oseTSi“ ganmeorebiTi arCevnebi Ca-
tar da, sadac kremlis axalma kandidatma leonid Tibilovma 
gaimarjva. rac Seexeba dnestrispireTis arCevnebs, vinokuro-
vis rekomendaciiT moskovma mxari parlamentis spikers ana-
toli kaminskis dauWira. kaminskim 2011 wlis dekembris de 
faqto saprezidento arCevnebSi ver gaimarjva da prezidenti 
opozicioneri evgeni SevCuki gaxda, romelsac moskovi ara-
Tu mxars uWerda, aramed akritikebda kidec. orive regionSi 
aralegitimur arCevnebSi warumateblobaze pasuxismgebloba 
vinokurovs daekisra, radgan saarCevno kampaniis warmoebas 
misi sammarTvelo kurirebda. Serisxuli vinokurovi sagareo 
dazvervis samsaxuris ufrosis moadgiled daniSnes.7 

vladimer Cernovi

2012 wlis 28 aprilidan sammarTvelos xelmZRvanelad 
vladimer Cernovi dainiSna. 2012 wlis 17 ianvramde Cernovi 
vice-premier sergei ivanovis samdivnos xelmZRvanelobda. 
Cernovi sammarTvelos ufrosad daniSvnis Semdeg periodu-
lad xvdeba afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ de faqto li-
derebs, sadac ormxrivi urTierTobis sakiTxebs ganixilavs.8 
aseve xSirad ulocavs maT dResaswaulebs, maT Soris, „saqarT-
velos winaaRmdeg gamarjvebis“ saiubileo TariRebs.9 Cerno-
vis mosvlasTan erTad Tanamdeboba datova misma moad gilem 
_ vladislav gasumianovma. 2012 wlis ivnisSi gasumianovi 
sergei Cebotarevma Secvala, romelic manamde sammarTvelos 
erT-erT departamentSi muSaobda, romelsac gasumianovi 
kurirebda.10

sergei Cebotarevi

sergei Cebotarevs afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ 
reJimebTan urTierTobis xangrZlivi gamocdileba aqvs. me-
diaSi arsebuli informaciis analizis safuZvelze swored 
Cebotarevi SeiZleba miviCnioT im sajaro moxeled, romelic 
aRniSnuli mimarTulebiT yvelaze met „Sav samuSaos“ asru-
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lebs. qvemoT moyvanili faqtebiT dasturdeba, rom sergei 
Cebotarevi afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ regionebs xSi-
rad stumrobs, rogorc individualurad, ise Tavis xelmZR-
vanelebTan erTad. jer kidev sammarTveloSi departamentis 
ufrosis rangSi muSaobis periodSi igi 2006 wlis 20  maiss 
modest kolerovTan erTad soxumSi gazeTis („Гудок-Абхазия“) 
prezentacias daeswro.11

2007 wlis 26 aprils Cebotarevma monawileoba miiRo 
demokratiis kavkasiuri institutis mier qarTul-afxazuri 
konfliqtis zonaSi dislocirebuli mSvidobis mxardamWeri 
koleqtiuri Zalebis meTaur sergei CabanisTvis sakomunika-
cio aRWurvilobis gadacemaSi.12 2008 wels Cebotarevi ewvia 
soxums, sadac de faqto prezident sergei baRafSsac Sexvda.13

Cebotarevis gavlena gansakuTrebiT gaizarda ruseT-
saqarTvelos omis Semdeg, rodesac kremlma afxazeTisa da 
„samxreT oseTis“ aneqsiis procesi gaaaqtiura. 2010 wlis 
10 marts cxinvalSi dafuZnda media-centri „ir“, romlis 
daarsebac Cebotarevis saxels ukavSirdeba.14 Cebotarevis 
saxels ukavSirdeba 2010 wels afxazeTSi media klub „aina-
ris“ gaxsnac.15

mediaSi gavrcelebuli informaciiT, Cebotarevi 2011 
wlis Semodgoma-2012 wlis gazafxulze uSualod kurirebda 
„samxreT oseTis“ teritoriaze gamarTul aralegitimur sa-
prezidento arCevnebs. 2011 wlis 8 noembers anatoli bibi-
lovis kandidaturis mxardasaWerad igi cxinvalSi Carteru-
li reisiTac ki Cavida.16

2012 wlis 3 marts Cebotarevma monawileoba miiRo 
cxin valSi „samxreT oseTis respublikis“ safosto samsaxuris 
pirveli ganyofilebis sazeimo gaxsnaSi.17 2013 wlis 6 maiss 
cxinvals didi xmauris gareSe, ise, rom „samxreT oseTis“ me-
dias arc gauSuqebia, saidumlod ewvien vladimer Cernovi da 
sergei Cebotarevi, romlebic arsebuli informaciiT, de faq-
to prezident leonid Tibilovs Sexvdnen. maT vizits vladi-
mer putinTan 14 maiss dagegmili Sexvedris gadadeba mohyva. 
gavrcelebuli informaciiT, stumrebma Tibilovi sakadro 
politikisa da ruseTidan gadmoricxuli fulis araefeqtu-
ri xarjvis gamo gaakritikes.18 Cebotarevis saxels ukavSir-
deba TanamSromlobisa da integraciis SeTanxmebis momzade-
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bac, romelsac 2015 wlis 18 marts ruseTis prezidentma da 
„samxreT oseTis“ de faqto prezidentma moaweres xeli.19

prezidentis TanaSemwe afxazeTsa da samxreT oseTTan 
socialur-ekonomikuri urTierTqmedebis sakiTxebSi

prezidentis administraciaSi Seqmnilia prezidentis 
TanaSemwis posti afxazeTsa da „samxreT oseTTan“  socialur-
ekonomikuri urTierTqmedebis sakiTxebSi. TanaSemwis pozi-
cia 2012 wlis 23 maisidan tatiana golikovas ekava, romelic 
mogvianebiT kontrolis palatis xelmZRvanelad dainiSna. af-
xazeTSi gavrcelebuli mosazrebiT, golikovam urTierToba 
ver daalaga de faqto prezident aleqsandre anqvabTan. 2013 
wlis 20 seqtembridan golikova rusuli politikis ruxma 
kardinalma _ vladislav surkovma Secvala. 

vin aris vladislav surkovi?

vladislav surkovi vladimer putinis preziden-
tobis pirvel periodSi (2000-2008 wlebi) Camoyalibebuli 
kremlis gavleniani politikuri klanebidan erT-erTis _ 
„sivilikebis“ jgufis _ araformaluri lideri iyo. CeC-
nuri warmoSobis surkovis namdvili saxelia aslambek du-
daevi. ganaTlebiT ekonomisti, 1990-ian wlebSi biznesmen 
mixeil xodorkovskis kompaniebSi muSaobda, romelmac pu-
tinTan dapirispirebis gamo 2003-2013 wlebi sapatimroSi 
gaatara.

surkovi 1999-2011 wlebSi prezidentis administra-
ciis ufrosis pirveli moadgile da kremlis mTavari ide-
ologi iyo. igi ruseTSi arsebuli politikuri sistemis, 
romelsac xSirad „suverenul“/„marTvad“ demokratiad 
moixsenieben, mTavari ideologi da Semoqmedia. surkovis 
ZalisxmeviT, kremlis politikis mxardasaWerad Seiqmna 
axal gazrduli politikuri moZraoba „naSi“, rac post-
sabWoTa ruseTSi prosamTavrobo klasis Seqmnas isaxavda 
miznad. surkovi aseve xels uwyobda fsevdoopoziciuri 
politikuri partiebisa da organizaciebis Seqmnas. amave 
periodSi mas skolkovos ambiciuri proeqtic Caabares, ra-
sac ruseTSi teqnologiuri garRveva unda moexdina.
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surkovis Zalauflebam piks 2008-2012 wlebSi miaR-
wia, rodesac „sivilikebis“ jgufis wevri dimitri medve-
devi qveynis prezidenti gaxda. surkovis gavlena Sesuste-
bas iwyebs 2011 wlidan, rodesac politikuri procesebis 
marTvis surkoviseulma modelma ver SeaCera kremlis sawi-
naaRmdego gamosvlebi, rac putinis sawinaaRmdego gamosv-
lebSi gadaizarda. 

2011-2013 wlebSi surkovs vice-premieris Tanamde-
boba ekava. 2013 wlis 8 maiss ki is Tanamdebobidan gadadga. 
putinis warmomadgenlis gancxadebiT, surkovma putinis 
gankargulebebi saTanadod ver Seasrula. amis pararelu-
rad, „sivilikebis“ konkurenti jgufis _ „silavikebis“ gav-
lenis qveS myofma sagamoZiebo komitetma skolkovos pro-
eqtis Semowmeba daiwyo, rac surkovze pirdapiri dartyma 
iyo. 

aRniSnul Tanamdebobaze surkovis daniSvnas ruseTis 
mier afxazeTsa da „samxreT oseTSi“ rusuli investiciebis 
kontrolis survils ukavSireben. Tavad surkovis daniSvnis 
faqti mniSvnelovan gadawyvetilebad Sefasda, radgan igi 
warmoSobiT kavkasielia da kargad icnobs kavkasiis saqmeebs, 
gansakuTrebiT afxazeTSi, sadac is 2000 wlidan xSirad da-
dioda da icis Sida afxazuri politikis Taviseburebebic.20 
surkovis prezidentis TanaSemwed daniSvnis Semdeg afxazeTi-
sa da „samxreT oseTis“ reJimebs gauCndaT aRqma, rom surkovi 
kvlav maT kuratorad dainiSna, romelic maTi SefasebiT, ma-
namde CamoaSores am saqmes. surkovis aryofnis periodSi re-
gionebs vladimer Cernovi da sergei Cebotarevi kurirebdnen. 
surkovis daniSvniT ki, am ukanasknelTa poziciebi Sesustda 
da maTi roli meorexarisxovani gaxda.21

surkovis Tanamdebobis saxelwodeba_ afxazeTsa da 
samxreT oseTTan socialur-ekonomikuri urTierTqmedebis 
sakiTxebSi prezidentis TanaSemwe _ afxazeTsa da „samxreT 
oseTTan“ mis pirdapir samsaxureobriv kavSirebze miuTiTebs. 
saqarTvelos centraluri xelisuflebis mier arakontroli-
rebad regionebSi misi xSiri vizitebi da iq mimdinare proce-
sebSi misi uSualo monawileoba ki adasturebs, rom kremlSi 
afxazeTsa da „samxreT oseTs“ swored surkovi kurirebs.22 
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surkovi da afxazeTi

prezidentis TanaSemwed daniSvnidan mokle droSi, 2013 
wlis 30 seqtembers, surkovi soxums estumra. surkovi af-
xazeTis reJimis „damoukideblobis“ 20 wlisTavisadmi miZRv-
nil RonisZiebas daeswro, sadac monawileoba kazakebis dana-
yofebma da ruseTis „samSvidobo Zalebmac“ miiRes. surkovi 
mxolod sami saaTi imyofeboda soxumSi da sazeimo vaxSamsac 
ar daeswro. man daxurul kars miRma Tavisi pirveli Sexved-
rebi gamarTa afxazeTis de faqto prezident aleqsandre an-
qvabTan da „samxreT oseTis“ de faqto prezident leonid 
TibilovTan.23

surkovis gansakuTrebuli roli afxazeTSi mimdinare 
procesebSi 2014 wlis maisSi gamovlinda, rodesac igi erT-
erTi mTavari moqmedi piri iyo afxazeTSi ganviTarebul Sida 
politikur krizisSi. 28-29 maiss surkovi rusul delegacias-
Tan erTad sagangebo misiiT Cavida afxazeTSi, sadac opozici-
is warmomadgenlebs _ soxumSi, de faqto prezident aleqsan-
dre anqvabs ki gudauTaSi, rusul samxedro bazaze, Sexvda. 
surkovis Sexvedra  opozicionerebTan sam saaTs gagrZelda, 
sadac surkovs Tavisi moTxovnebi gaacnes, maT Soris, moqmedi 
de faqto prezidentis gadadgomis Sesaxeb. surkovis uSualo 
Carevis Sedegad, 1 ivniss anqvabi Tanamdebobidan gadadga. 
vadamdel de faqto saprezidento arCevnebSi, sabWoTa uSiS-
roebis yofilma TanamSromelma da ruseTisadmi loialobiT 
cnobilma raul xajimbam gaimarjva. 2014 wlis 25 seqtembers 
surkovi xajimbas inauguracias daeswro. surkovi aseve es-
wreboda 2014 wlis 24 noembers q. soWSi ruseT-afxazeTs So-
ris mokavSireobisa da strategiuli partniorobis Sesaxeb 
SeTanxmebis xelmoweris ceremonias.24

2015 wlis 16 Tebervals afxazeTSi stumrobisas, 
surkovi afxazur mxares finansuri daxmarebis gagrZelebas 
da sazRvrebis gaxsnas dapirda. surkovma afxazeTis dasax-
mareblad 10 mlrd-mde rublis gamoyofis Sesaxebac ilapara-
ka. misi gancxadebiT, ruseTSi aseve Seiqmna sainvesticio 
saagento, romlis mizanic afxazeTis ganviTarebaa. vizitis 
dros surkovs sakuTari gundis wevrebic axldnen, maT Soris, 
dsT-is wevri qveynebis, afxazeTisa da samxreT oseTis res-
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publikebTan socialur-ekonomikuri TanamSromlobis sam-
marTvelos ufrosi oleg govoruni da misi aparatis xelmZR-
vaneli aleqsandr pavlovi.25

surkovi da „samxreT oseTi“
 
afxazeTis msgavsad vladislav surkovi uSualod 

akontrolebs „samxreT oseTSi“ ruseTis mxardaWeriT mimdi-
nare sarekonstruqcio samuSaoebs da periodulad stumrobs 
cxinvals. 2013 wlis dekemberSi cxinvalSi erT-erTi pirveli 
vizitis dros surkovma „samxreT oseTis“ de faqto mTavroba 
gaakritika. surkovs ar moewona, Tu rogor ixarjeboda ruse-
Tis mier gamoyofili fuli. mis kritikas 2014 wlis dasaw yisSi 
rostik xugaevis de faqto mTavrobis gadadgoma mohyva.26 

2014 wlis 23-24 ivniss surkovma „samxreT oseTSi“ mim-
dinare socialuri da samrewvelo proeqtebi daaTvaliera.27 
2014 wlis 4 dekembers cxinvalSi vizitisas ki surkovma 2008 
wlis omis Semdeg yvelaze efeqturi muSaobisaTvis „samxreT 
oseTis“ de faqto prezidenti da premier-ministri Seaqo. 
adgilobrivi mediis SefasebiT, „samxreT oseTSi“ wesri-
gis damyarebas xeli Seuwyo swored surkovis daniSvnam, ris 
Sedegadac „samxreT oseTSi“ dagegmili aRdgeniTi samuSaoebi 
Sesrulda da aseve ganxorcielda 2014 wlisTvis dagegmili 
sainvesticio programebi.28

dsT-is wevri qveynebTan, afxazeTisa da samxreT oseTis 
respublikebTan socialur-ekonomikuri TanamSromlobis sam-
marTvelo (rus. Управление Президента по социально-экономическому 
сотрудничеству со странами СНГ, Абхазией и Южной Осетией)

sammarTvelo afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ re-
JimebTan socialur-ekonomikuri TanamSromlobis kuTxiT 
ruseTis prezidentis saqmianobas uzrunvelyofs. sammarT-
velos kuratori vladislav surkovia. sammarTvelo pasux-
ismgebelia afxazeTTan da „samxreT oseTTan“ erToblivi 
socialur-ekonomikuri proeqtebis ganxorcielebaze da 
periodulad prezidentisa da prezidentis administraciis 
xelmZRvanelisaTvis analitikur masalebsac amzadebs.29 2013 
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wlis 11 oqtombridan sammarTvelos xelmZRvanelobs oleg 
govoruni, regionuli ganviTarebis yofili ministri, ro-
melic ministris posts prezident putinis mxridan kritikis 
Semdeg daemSvidoba. 

govoruni surkovis gamorCeuli da gamocdili kadria. 
sammarTvelos ufrosad misi daniSvna surkovis kremlSi dab-
runebis Semdeg moxda. maTi urTierToba, savaraudod, „alfa-
bankSi“ daiwyo, sadac orive adre muSaobda. SemdgomSi govo-
runi prezidentis administraciaSic muSaobda surkovTan.30 
sammarTvelos ufrosis Tanamdeboba mas Semdeg gaxda vakan-
turi, rac 1 oqtombers sammarTvelos ufrosma iuri vo-
roninma tatiana golikovasTan erTad kontrolis palataSi 
gadainacvla.

daniSvnisTanave govoruni soxumisa da cxinvalis xSiri 
stumari gaxda. 2013 wlis 5 noembers igi soxums ewvia, sadac 
de faqto prezident aleqsandre anqvabs Sexvda.31 2014 wlis 
28 ianvars cxinvalSi Cavida, sadac mSenebloba da aRdgeniTi 
samuSaoebi Seamowma.32 2014 wlis 20 oqtombers ki, cxinval-
Si obieqtebis mSenebloba Seamowma da de faqto prezidents 
leonid Tibilovsac Sexvda.33 ganmeorebiTi vizitiT cxinvals 
2014 wlis 8 dekembersac estumra.34

2014 wlis dekemberSi sammarTveloSi surkovis kidev 
erTi kadri dainiSna. sammarTvelos ufrosis moadgile, af-
xazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ kuratori mixail mamonovi 
mixail semionovma Secvala. mamonovi aqtiurad iyo CarTuli 
ruseTis mxridan afxazeTis bolo aralegitimur sapreziden-
to arCevnebSi. manve moamzada ruseT-afxazeTs Soris axali 
xelSekrulebac, romelsac xeli  2014 wlis 24 noembers soW-
Si moewera. semenovi mamonovTan muSaobda da afxazeTisa da 
„samxreT oseTis“ teritoriebze rusuli sainvesticio prog-
ramebis realizacias akontrolebda.35

mamonovis gadadgoma sakmaod skandalurad moxda. 2014 
wlis ianvarSi „samxreT oseTSi“ mTavrobis gadadgomis Semdeg 
gavrcelda xmebi, rom mamonovi SesaZloa de faqto premier-
ministri gamxrdariyo,36 romelic rostik xugaevs Secvlida. 
saboloo jamSi, de faqto premier-ministri cxinvalis kandi-
datura domenti kulumbegovi gaxda.37
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daskvna

saqarTvelosa da ruseTs Soris diplomatiuri urTi-
erTobebis ararsebobis pirobebSi saqarTveloSi ruseTis 
saxel mwifo uwyebebis saqmianobis masStabebi SezRudu-
lia. gansxvavebuli viTarebaa saqarTvelos centraluri 
xelisuf lebis mier arakontrolirebad regionebSi, sadac 
specsamsaxu rebis pararelurad Sida procesebSi aqtiurad 
arian CarTuli ruseTis prezidentis administraciisa da 
sagareo saqmeTa saministros struqturuli erTeulebi. am 
mxriv gamoirCeva sagareo saqmeTa saministrosTan arsebuli 
dsT-is qveynebis, ucxoeTSi mcxovrebi Tanamemamuleebisa 
da saerTaSoriso humanitaruli saqmeebis federaluri saa-
gento da prezidentis administraciaSi arsebuli ucxo qvey-
nebTan regionTaSorisi da kulturuli kavSirebis sammarT-
velo, prezidentis TanaSem we afxazeTsa da samxreT oseTTan 
socialur-ekonomikuri urTierTqmedebis sakiTxebSi da 
dsT-is wevri qveynebis, afxazeTisa da samxreT oseTis res-
publikebTan socialur-ekonomikuri TanamSromlobis sam-
marTvelo. 

ruseTis saxelmwifo uwyebebis saqmianobis anal-
izis safuZvelze SeiZleba davaskvnaT, rom saqarTvelos 
centralu ri xelisuflebis mier arakontrolirebadi re-
gionebisadmi kremlis interesi maRalia, rac ganpirobebu-
lia rogorc kremlis politikuri mizniT _ regionebis ufro 
Rrma integracia moaxdinos, aseve kremlis SigniT arsebuli 
jgufebis interesebiT _ akontrolon moskovis mier afxazeT-
sa da „samxreT oseTis“ dasaxmareblad gamoyofili finansu-
ri resursebi. kremlis sxvadasxva jgufs Soris politikuri 
poziciebis gaZlierebisa Tu afxazeTsa da „samxreT oseTSi“ 
ruseTis biujetidan gadaricxuli fulis kontrolisaTvis 
brZola, wlebis ganmavlobaSi gardamavali upiratesobiT mim-
dinareobs. 

Ria wyaroebis monitoringis Sedegad miRebuli infor-
maciis analizis safuZvelze SeiZleba vivaraudoT, rom 2008 
wlis omis Semdeg saqarTvelos centraluri xelisuflebis 
mier arakontrolirebadi afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ re-
gionebisadmi kremlis politikas prezidentis administracia-
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Si arsebuli ucxo qveynebTan regionTaSorisi da kulturu-
li kavSirebis sammarTvelo qmnida da axorcielebda. 2012 
wlidan ki kremlis politikis SemuSavebas da realizacias 
uSualod kurirebda sammarTvelos ufrosi vladimer Cerno-
vi da misi moadgile sergei Cebotarevi. am mxriv Cebotarevi 
gamorCeuli kadria, romelic mravali welia afxazeTisa da 
„samxreT oseTis“ mimarTulebiT muSaobs da uSualod icnobs 
adgilobriv mmarTvel elitebs.

viTareba 2013 wlidan Seicvala, rodesac kremlSi pre-
zidentis TanaSemwis rangSi vladislav surkovi dabrunda. 
bolo periodSi ganviTarebuli movlenebi cxadyofs, rom 
saqarTvelos centraluri xelisuflebis mier arakontroli-
rebad afxazeTisa da „samxreT oseTis“ regionebSi kremlis 
politikis formirebasa da ganxorcielebaSi wamyvan rols 
prezidentis TanaSemwe afxazeTsa da samxreT oseTTan socia-
lur-ekonomikuri urTierTqmedebis sakiTxebSi vladislav 
surkovi  da dsT-is wevri qveynebis, afxazeTisa da samxreT 
oseTis respublikebTan socialur-ekonomikuri TanamSrom-
lobis sammarTvelodan misi gundis wevrebi asruleben. ucxo 
qveynebTan regionTaSorisi da kulturuli kavSirebis sam-
marTvelo da misi xelmZRvanelebi vladimer Cernovi da ser-
gei Cebotarevi, aseve dsT-is qveynebis, ucxoeTSi mcxovrebi 
Tanamemamuleebisa da saerTaSoriso humanitaruli saqmeebis 
federaluri saagento ki, kremlis mier SemuSavebuli poli-
tikis ganxorcielebaSi meorexarisxovan rols asruleben.

bolo wlebSi afxazeTsa da „samxreT oseTSi“ xSiri 
vizitebisa da am regionebSi mimdinare politikur proceseb-
Si vladislav surkovisa da misi gundis aqtiuri CarTulobis 
safuZvelze SeiZleba vivaraudoT, rom kremlma afxazeTisa da 
„samxreT oseTis“ regionebis meurveoba vladislav surkovs 
Caabara, romelsac moskovis mier regionebisTvis gamoyofili 
finansebis, mimdinare sarekostruqcio samuSaoebisa da poli-
tikuri procesebis kontroli evaleba. politikurad aseTi 
mZimewonianis daniSvniT kremli aseve Seecdeba, rom afxazeTi 
da „samxreT oseTi“, rogorc efeqturi sagareo-politikuri 
iaraRi, saqarTveloze zewolisaTvis gamoiyenos.
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